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occupied him for more than the last decade of his life. 

Begun with the intention of providing a "transition from the metaphysi-
cal foundations of natural science to physics," Kant's reflections take him 
far beyond the problem he initially set out to soJve. In fact, he reassesses a 
whole series of fundamental topics of transcendental philosophy: the 
thing in itself, the nature of space and time, the concept of the self and its 
agency, the idea of God, and the unity of theoretical and practical reason. 
Though never completed, the text reaches a logical, albeit not fully devel-
oped, conclusion. 
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General editors' preface 

-
Within a [ewyears of the publication of his Critique of Pure Reason in 1781, 
Immanuel Kant (1724-r804) was recognized by his contemporaries as 
one of the seminal philosophers of modern times - indeed, as one of the 
great philosophers of all time. This renown soon spread beyond German-
speaking lands, and translations of Kant's work into English were pub-
lished even before 1800. Since then, interpretations of Kant's views have 
come and gone and loyalty to his positions has waxed and waned, but his 
importance has not diminished. Generations of scholars have devoted 
their efforts to producing reliable translations of Kant into English as well 
as into other languages. 

There are four main reasons for the present edition of Kant's writings: 
I. Completeness. Although most of the works published in Kant's life-

time have been translated before - the most important ODes more than 
once - only fragments of Kant's many important unpublished works have 
ever been translated. These include the Opus postumum, Kant's unfin w 

ished magnum opus on the transition from philosophy to physics; transcrip-
tions of his classroom lectures; his correspondence; and his marginalia 
and other notes. One aim of this edition is to make a comprehensive 
sampling of these materials available in English for the first time. 

2. Availability. Many English translations of Kant's works, especially 
those that have not individually played a large role in the subsequent devel-
opment of philosophy, have long been inaccessible or out of print. Many of 
them, however, are crucial for the understanding of Kant's philosophical 
development, and the absence of some from English-language bibliogra-
phies may be responsible for erroneous or blinkered traditional interpreta-
tions of his doctrines by English -speaking philosophers. 

3. Organiz.ation. Another aim of the present edition is to make all Kant's 
published work, both major and minor, available in comprehensive vol-
umes organized both chronologically and topically, so as to facilitate the 
serious study of his philosophy by English-speaking readers. 

4. Consistency of translation. Although many of Kant's major works have 
been translated by the most distinguished scholars of their day, some of 
these translations are now dated, and there is considerable terminological 
disparity among them. Our aim has been to enlist some of the most 
accomplished Kant scholars and translators to produce new translations, 
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GENERAL EDITORS' PREFACE 

freeing readers from both the philosophical and literary preconceptions of 
previous generations and allowing them to approach texts, as far as possi-
ble, with the same directness as present-day readers of the Gennan or 
Latin originals. 

In pursuit of these goals, our editors and translators attempt to follow 
several fundamental principles. 

I. As far as seems advisable, the edition employs a single general 
glossary, especially for Kant's technical terms. Although we have not 
attempted to restrict the prerogative of editors and translators in choice of 
terminology, we have maximized consistency by putting a single editor or 
editorial team in charge of each of the main groupings of Kant's writings, 
such as his work in practical philosophy, philosophy of religion, or natural 
science, so that there will be a high degree of terminological consistency, 
at least in dealing with the same subject matter. 

2. Our translators try to avoid sacrificing literalness to readability. We 
hope to produce translations that approxima.te the originals in the sense 
that they leave as much of the interpretive work as possible to the reader. 

3. The paragraph, and even more the sentence, is often Kant's unit of 
argument, and one can easily transform what Kant intends as a continu-
ous argument into a mere series of assertions by breaking up a sentence so 
as to make it more readable. Therefore, wt: try to presen'e Kant's own 
divisions of sentences and paragraphs wherever possible. 

4. Earlier editions often attempted to improve Kant's texts on the basis 
of controversial conceptions about their proper interpretation. In our 
translations, emendation or improvement of the original edition is kept to 
the minimum necessary to correct obvious typographical errors. 

5. Our editors and translators try to minimize interpretation in other 
ways as well, for example, by rigorously segregating Kant's own footnotes, 
the editors' purely linguistic notes, and their more explanatory or informa-
tional notes; notes in this last category are treated as endnotes rather than 
footnotes. 

We have not attempted to standardize completely the fonnat of individ-
ual volumes. Each, however, includes information about the context in 
which Kant wrote the works that have been translated, an English-
Gennan glossary, an index, and other aids to comprehension. The gen-
eral introduction to each volume includes an explanation of specific princi-
ples of translation and, where necessary, principles of selection of works 
included in that volume. The pagination of the standard Gennan edition 
of Kanes works, Kant's gesammelte Schrifien, edited by the Royal Prussian 
(later Gennan) Academy of Sciences (Berlin: Georg Reimer, later Walter 
deGruyter & Co., 1900- ), is indicated throughout by means of mar-
ginal numbers. 

Our aim is to produce a comprehensive edition of Kant's writings, 
embodying and displaying the high standards attained by Kant scholar-
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ship in the English-speaking world during the second half of the twentieth 
century, and serving as both an instrument and a stimulus for the further 
development of Kant studies by English-speaking readers in the century 
to come. Because of our emphasis on literalness of translation and on 
information rather than interpretation in editorial practices, we hope our 
edition will continue to be usable despite the inevitable evolution and 
occasional revolutions in Kant scholarship. 
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PAUL GUYF.R 
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Introduaion 

Almost two centuries after Immanuel Kant's death, one of his major 
works is still virtually unknown in the English-speaking world; this in 
itself is remarkable and calls for an explanation. It cannot be explained 
entirely by the fact that Kant did not live to prepare the text for publica-
tion, leaving a stack of several hundred pages on his desk at the time of his 
death. For though unedited, the manuscript is not unfinished in the sellse 
that its argwnentation breaks off. midway; rather, the train of thought 
running through it is brought to what seems to be a logical, if not fully 
worked out, conclusion. 

Kant's literary executor, however, thought the text unfit for publication, 
with the result that it soon disappeared among the possessions of Kant's 
heirs. When it resurfaced half a century later, influential philosophers 
such as Kuno Fischer thought they could dismiss it without inspection, as 
a product of senility - after all, had not Kant himself completed the criti-
cal philosophy with his Critique o[Judgment? 

But more sympathetic thinkers, too, found it difficult to make sense of 
Kant's text, for the various sheets and fascicles of the manuscript were not 
preserved in the order of their composition, making it seem impossible to 
detennine the chronological (and logical) order of his reasoning. 

Nevertheless, an edition of the Opus postumum was begun in 1882 by 
Rudolf Reicke - only to come to an abrupt end two years later, when the 
manuscript was sold by Kant's heir to an uncooperative buyer. Quarrels 
with the new owner - which reached the highest court in the country - also 
prevented inclusion of the text in the newly started Academy edition of 
Kant's works. When these quarrels were finally overcome twenty years 
later, disagreements within the Academy further delayed its publication for 
more than a decade. 

Eventually the entire manuscript was published in 1936-8, on the eve 
of World War II. Again a considerable amount of time went by before the 
first major studies based on this new edition came out. Only in the second 
half of the twentieth century, it seems, has Kant's text begun to attract the 
philosophical attention one would expect, with translations of it being 
published in French (1950 and 1986), Italian (1963), and Spanish (1983). 

As the extraordinary history of Kant's Opus postumum has never been 
told in its entirety, I describe it in some detail in the next section of this 
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INTRODUCTION 

introduction. Then follows a brief account of the fonnat and composition 
of the manuscript, together with the features that permitted Erich 
Adickes, in 1916, to reestablish its chronological order. Adickes's chronol-
ogy is generally accepted today, and I have adopted it for the present 
edition (with one minor exception) even though the Academy editors 
decided not to follow it. In the third section, I attempt to locate the Opus 
pos/umrtm in the context of Kant's other writings and to suggest the rea-
sons why, so late in his life, he decided-to engage in another major work. A 
brief account of the development of Kant's argument in the Opus 
postumllm concludes this introduction. 

THE HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT' 

During the last years of Kant's Hfe, only a few of his colleagues and table 
companions knew that he was working intensely on another major critical 
work. In 1790, in the preface to his Critique qfJudgment, he had written: 
"With this, then, I bring my entire critical undertaking to a close. I shall 
hasten to the doctrinal part, in order, as far as possible, to snatch from my 
advancing years what time may yet be favorable to the task."<J Yet eight 
years later Kant writes in a letter to Christian Garve of a "pain like that of 
Tantalus" on seeing before him "the unpaid bill of my uncompleted 
philosophy" while he was convinced of the possibility of its completion. 
"The project on which I am now working ... must be completed," he 
writes, "or else a gap will remain in the critical philosophY."l 

This remaining "gap" in the critical undertaking is also mentioned a 
month later in a letter to Kant's former pupil Kiesewetter. "The transition 
from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics," Kant 
explains here, as a special part of philosophia naturalis, "must not be left 
out of the system .... [W)ith that work the task of the critical philosophy 
will be completed and a gap that now stands open will be filled.". 

Kant's first plans for such a "Transition," however, apparently date 
back several years earlier. For in June 1795 Kiesewetter had already 
reminded Kant that "for some years now" he had promised to present the 
public "with a few sheets which are to contain the transition from your 
Metaphysical Foundations o/Natural Science to physics itself."s 

It was apparently not until 1796, however, that Kant, who retired from 
teaching in the same year, began to work systematically on the projected 
"Transition." From then on, this task occupied him virtually until his 
death. His table companions of these years, who usually gathered in 
Kant's study before lunch, often found him still writing on their arrival. 
One of them,]. G. Hasse, later reported that for "several years" he saw on 
Kant's desk a huge pile of closely written folio sheets, and that he was 
allowed occasionally to leaf through the papers. Hasse also mentioned 
that in their familiar circle Kant often spoke of his manuscript as "his 
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'chief work, a chef d' oeuvre,' " which was "an (absolute) whole completing 
his system [and] only needed to be edited (which he still hoped to be able 
to do him,elf)."' 

R. B. Jachmann, a former pupil of Kant's and one of his early biogra-
phers, gives a similar account: "The immortal man often spoke to me with 
true enthusiasm of his last work which, according to him, was to be the 
keystone of his entire system, and which was to demonstrate conclusively 
the tenability and real applicability of his philosophy."7 

Kant's enthusiasm was not untroubled, however. In I798, he expressed 
doubts in a letter to Lichtenberg about whether his deteriorating strength 
would pennit him to complete his project.' And E. A. C. Wasianski, 
Kant's executor and a frequent visitor in the philosopher's house during 
the last years of his life, recalls that Kant was undecided about the future 
of his manuscript: at times believing that it was almost completed and only 
required brushing up, at other times requesting that it be burned after his 
death. Wasianski, too, reports Kant's conviction that this was "his most 
important work," but adds that "his weakness probably played a great part 
in this judgment."9 

After Kant's death, Wasianski presented the manuscript to Johann 
Schultz, professor of mathematics and court chaplain in Konigsberg, 
whom Kant had once described as his best interpreter.1o On examination 
of the text, Schultz advised against publication on the grounds that it was 
"only the first beginning of a work whose introduction was not yet com-
pleted, and which was incapable ofbeingedited."11 To Hasse he explained 
that he found "nothing in it of what the title promised."u Both these 
remarks suggest that Schultz's examination of the text was anything but 
thorough. However, his advice was fonowed, and the manuscript disap-
peared for several decades in the possession of Kant's heirs. When 
Kiesewetter returned to Konigsberg only three years after Kant's death, 
this time fleeing from Berlin with his king, Friedrich Wilhelm III, in the 
face of the rapidly invading Napoleonic troops, he used the opportunity to 
search for Kant's last work - without success. The whereabouts of the 
manuscript seemed to be unknown, and remained so for half a century.13 

Wasianski had delivered the papers to Carl Christoph Schoen, Kant's 
brother Johann Heinrich's son-in-law, who lived in the Russian province of 
Kurland. After Schoen's death fifty years later, his daughter discovered 
Kant's work in her father's library, hidden under piles ofbooks,I4 With it, 
she found the remains of Schoen's own attempts to edit and revise the text 
for publication - a task he apparently had soon abandoned. Now the family 
decided that the manuscript should be sold. As they wished to remain 
anonymous, an agent in Berlin was entrusted with the task of finding an 
appropriate buyer. Soon several local papers advertised the "discovery" of a 
new Kantian manuscript, and a year later, in 1858, two renowned Kant 
scholars published short descriptions of its size and outward appearance.IS 
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Yet these efforts did not bear fruit: Potential buyers - among them the 
Ki;'nigliche BibUothek in Berlin - found the price to be greatly in excess of 
their means, with the result that the manuscript soon disappeared once 
again from the scene. 

Meanwhile rumors began to circulate that Kant's last work was a prod-
uct of senility. In this vein, one of the most influential philosophers of the 
time. Kuno Fischer, wrote in his Geschichte der neuern Philosophie (1860): 

One may doubt the value of this [Le., Kant's last] work ... without previolls 
inspection if one considers both the frail state Kant was in at the time, and the 
completion to which he himself had brought the philosophy which he had 
founded .... Competent men who read the very voluminous manuscript just after 
Kant's death have testified that it merely repeats the contents of the earlier works 
in a form which bears the marks of decrepitude. [6 

In 1864, finally, the Konigsberg librarian Rudolf Reicke learned of the 
whereabollts of the manuscript. and a few months later Schoen's daughter 
agreed to lend it to him for publication. A scholarly edition of Kant's 
unfinished work seemed at last assured. Yet for sixteen years nothing 
happened. Eventually Reicke reported his possession of the manuscript in 
the Altpreussische Monatsschrift. His initial hope to extract from the various 
fascicles one coherent text, he wrote, had on closer inspection met with 
serious difficulties; his endeavors were set aside until better days and 
"eventually forgotten in favor of other tasks." In the end he abandoned his 
plan to work the various papers into a book; "instead," he now wrote, "the 
entire manuscript wiIJ appear in this journal in a series of articles. "11 

Not the least of the difficulties that frustrated Reicke's initial hopes of 
editing Kant's text was the fact that the chronological order of the various 
sheets and fascicles had been hopelessly corrupted: Over the years, many 
people had taken sheets from the manuscript for inspection and returned 
them to the wrong places, ,8 and an unusual amount of dirt on one fascicle 
suggests that the manuscript may have fallen to the ground at one time, 
and then been shoved together again in an arbitrary way. II) The arrange-
ment of the text in Reicke's hands in no way corresponded to the order of 
its composition, and this, together with the fact that it was unedited, made 
its comprehension virtually impossible. 

So why did Reicke decide, after sixteen years, to publish the text after 
all? Fortunately, we know from the correspondence of his dose friend 
Emil Amoldt of the circumstances that surrounded this decision . .lO Mean-
while, Schoen's grandson Paul HaenselJ had inherited Kant's manuscript 
from his mother and presented Reicke with an ultimatum: Reicke must 
either publish the text immediately or return it to its owner so that another 
scholar who had expressed interest in the task could be entrusted with it. 

Reicke called on Arnoldt for help, and S()on they reached the following 
agreemem: Reicke was to provide a transcript of the text (a task for which 
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he enlisted the help of his son and a cousin) and Arnoldt was to prepare 
the transcript for publication. Furthennore, it was decided that the text 
should appear in a number of installments in the Altpreussische Monats-
sc/zriji, of which Reicke was an editor.!] Beginning in January 1882, there 
appeared over the next two years the XIIth, Xth, Xlth, lInd, IXth, IIIrd, 
Vth, 1st, and VIIth fascicles (in that order). 

In many ways, the edition was a fiasco. Arnoldt had adopted the edito-
rial principle of making Kant appear "as dignified rwiirdJgl as seems 
possible" while at the same time preserving some of the text's peculiari-
ties. To this end,' he deleted passages from Reicke's transcript and 
changed the punctuation and occasionally entire sentences - without al -
ways indicating his emendations, and without once consulting the origi -
nal. Not surprisingly, he himself regarded his edition as "merely pl'Ovi-
sional." At his request, only Reicke's name appeared as editor in the 
Altpreussische Monatsschrift. As Arnoldt later put it in a letter to Kuno 
Fischer: 

One must consider the way in which the [ext is edited: no one knows the content 
of the manuscript exactly; in what order the fascicles arc to be printed is deter-
mined almost entirely by external criteria .... And now emendations are provrdcd 
in the text by someone who has not inspected the manuscript as a whole, nor could 
have done so, since one cannot make sense of the manuscript as we have it - by 
someone, that is, who does not in the least know beginning, middle, or end of the 
manuscript. How can good emendations result from such treatment of the tcxt?H 

The publication, in a provincial journal with a limited readership, 
caused no sensationj virtual1y no one took any notice - except Albrecht 
Krause, a pastor and amateur philosopher in Hamburg. In June 1883, 
Krause wrote to Reicke to suggest a separate edition of Kant's text in the 
form of a book, to facilitate its study. Reicke, grateful for the sign. of 
interest in his undertaking, nevertheless declined. Because of the 
tiveness" of the material, he now wrote to Krause, no more than about 
two-fifths of Kant's text would be published in the Altpreussische Monals-
schrift; a separate edition was not intended. 2 3 

Immediately Krause wrote to the Prussian minister for cultural affairs. 
He reminded the minister that Kant had dedicated his Critique of Pure 
Reason to a predecessor in the minister's office. Krause urged him to 
initiate an unabridged edition of Kant's last work in one volume, and to 
provide Reicke with the time and means to carry out the task. Although 
only twenty sheets had thus far appeared in the Altpreussische Monat5schriji. 
Krause was confident that the Opus postumum was "the deepest and 010st 
far-reaching of all of Kant's writings," and he concluded: "Your Excel-
lency, such a manuscript must not be the possession of an individual, nor 
its content the possession of a 

At the same time, Krause prepared a polemical attack on Kuno Fischer. 
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The result, published in 1884, bore the title Immanuel Kant wider Kuno 
Fischer, zum ersten Male mit Hiilfe des verloren gewesenen Hauptwerkes: Vom 
Ubergang von tier Metaphysik zur Physik verteidigt. What the book did not 
mention was the fact that Krause had already "defended" Kant against 
Fischer on a previous occasion, although at that time anonymously and 
without the help of Kant's "Hauptwerko" To his earlier claim that Fischer 
failed to comprehend fundamental ac;pects of Kant's theory, Krause now 
added the charge that Fischer had "neither the will, nor the diligence, nor 
the objectivity"2s required to comprehend it: Although several fascicles of 
the Opus postumum had meanwhile become accessible, the third edition of 
Fischer's Geschichte, published in 1880, repeated almost verbatim the first 
edition's negative assessment of Kant's last work, and Fischer's KnOtik der 
kanlischen Philosophie of 1883 did not even mention it. 

Fischer responded immediately with Das Streber- utld Griinderthum itl 
der Literalur: Vade mecum for Herm Pastor Krause in Hamburg,J6 a booklet 
every bit as shrill and personal as Krause's onslaught. Again, Fischer was 
unwilling to reconsider his a priori assessment of the Opus postumum, and 
largely because of this, in the end, Krause appeared to have the edge in 
the dispute. Although the philosophical weights were quite unevenly 
tributed between the two of them, Krause presented himself not without 
skill as Kant's sole defender against the charge of senility - indeed, as the 
only person who at that time recognized the importance of Kant's last 
work - and as such he has lived on in the literature. His true motives in 
his dispute with Fischer have never been questioned.1.7 

Before these two texts appeared, however, another turn of events had 
further complicated the situation.iS When Reicke returned the first pub-
lished fascicles to their owner, Haensell indicated that he might sell the 
manuscript after its complete publication to the British Museum. Reicke 
secretly contacted Krause and proposed that he buy the manuscript for 
800 marks to prevent it from going abroad. Unknown to anyone else, 
Krause and Haensell entered into negotiations. As the pastor requested to 
see the manuscript before committing himself, Haensell and Reicke sent 
him their respective fasGicles, except two that Reicke was currently copy-
ing. Krause decided at once: He sent 800 marks to Haensell and thus 
became the new owner of the Opus postumum. Immediately he advertised 
his acquisition in the local papers and announced a new, unabridged 
edition of Kant's text, although a clause in the contract had stipulated that 
Reicke should complete rus publication in the Altpreussische Motlatsschrift, 
and to this end keep the unedited fascicles for three more years. Haensell 
attempted unsuccessfully to annul the contract, and although Reicke, with 
the help of a lawyer, received two more fascicles from Krause, Arnoldt 
decided to take no further part in the edition. The last installment of the 
Opus postumum in the Altpreussische Monatsschrifi (1884) ends with the 
cryptic remark: "To be continued - when is still uncertain." It was never 
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continued. Four years later, Krause published his own text: not, indeed, 
the unabridged edition he had promised, but a "popular presentation" of 
parts of the manuscript, with excerpts from Kant and his own interpreta-
tions thereof on opposite pages. Z9 

It was only a few years later (.894) that d,e Royal Prussian Academy of 
Science decided on a critical edition of Kant's complete works under the 
direction of Wilhelm Dilthey. It was conceived in four divisions: published 
works, correspondence, Nachlass, and lectures. Planned as a long-term 
project, the edition was designed to include previously unpublished, 
newly discovered, or perhaps still-unknown material.Jo In 1896, the Kant 
Kommision of the Academy publicly announced its plan and called for 
help from those in possession of Kantiana. It seemed that the Opus 
postumum would at last receive its overdue scholarly publication. These 
hopes were soon disappointed. In retum for his cooperation, Krause 
requested the right to decide who should edit Kant's text.3 l The Academy, 
which in 1896 had appointed Erich Adickes as editor of Kant's Nachlass, 
was unwilling to make this concession. When further negotiations proved 
fruitless, it brought a lawsuit against Krause to establish its right to publi-
cation. The Academy won at the trial level, but the decision was reversed 
by the intermediate court of appeals, and shortly before his death in 1902, 
Krause's victory was upheld by the highest court in the country. This 
whole incident is not without irony, for the Royal Academy was repre-
sented in court by the Prussian minister of cultural affairs3z - the succes-
sor in office to the man to whom Krause had written nineteen years 
before: "Your Excellency, such a manuscript must not be the possession of 
an individual, nor its content the possession of a library." 

After Krause's death, things once again quieted down. Meanwhile, the 
Academy edition was beginning to take shape; the first volume had ap-
peared in 1900 (Correspondence); the first Nachlass volume came out in 
191 J. 

Editing the handwritten notes and reflections that Kant had recorded 
over more than half a century was a task for which Adickes had initially 
allotted four years; it was to occupy him until his death thirty-two years 
later. The sheer complexity of the material, and the wealth of allusions to, 
and quotations from, texts and figures familiar to Kant but mostly forgot-
ten in the meantime, made it seem necessary to Adickes to complement 
his edition with three monographs that brought this background to light 
again. Work on one of them, Kant als Naluiforscher, led Adickes to the 
Opus postumum. Reicke's edition soon proved to be inadequate; many 
problems in Kant's text could only be solved, Adickes realized, if the 
order of its composition could be reconstructed. He therefore contacted 
Krause's widow, and in the summer of 1916 Adickes was able to travel to 
Hamburg to inspect the manuscript at first hand. During the four weeks 
available to him, he succeeded in the immensely important task of reestab-
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lishing the chronological order of the various fascicles - "to an extent and 
with a degree of certainty that far exceeded my wildest expectations.Jln In 
particular, Adickes realized that the commencement of Kant's work on 
the "Transition" fell into a period when his philosophical powers could 
not be in question; further neglect of this work by Kant scholars was, 
therefore, entirely without justification. 

Adickes reported his results to the Academy and urged it to try once 
again to have Kant's text included in its edition. The Kant Kommission, 
meanwhile led by a new generation of scholars, responded negatively.3" 
Three years later. Adickes was approached by a publisher who had heard 
of the Opus PQsfumUm and was eager to publish it. Before making contact 
with the Krause family, Adickes wrote to the Academy again, urging it to 
reverse its decision and offering his services as a go-between in negotia-
tions with the Krauses.3S 

Only after another letter from Adickes did the Academy respond. 
Feeling that on the whole "most scholarly opera postuma had better re-
main unpublished," it preferred to wait for its final decision until after 
the publication of Adickes's announced study of the Opus postumum.36 
That study appeared the following year (1920). In it, Adickes empha-
sized once more that "an unabridged, diplomatic publication of the 
entire material, according to strict philological criteria," was an "urgent 
scientific desideratum" and an "obJigation of honor towards Kant." And, 
he pointed out, the chronological reordering of Kant's text that he pre-
sented here for the first time now provided "the previously missing basis 
for such an edition."n It took another three years, however, before the 
Academy decided that it would indeed be desirable to include the text in 
its edition. 

These three years of indecision also happened to be the years of the 
great inflation that crippled Germany in the aftermath of World War I, 
leaving virtua1ly no household unaffected. So, when the Kant Kommis-
sion finally decided to act in 1923, it found to its surprise that the Krause 
family had sold the rights of publication of the Opus poslumum for 1,000 
gold marks to de Gruyter, the press that also published the Academy 
edition.38 

This set the stage for the final round of complications. De Gruyter was 
determined to publish the work, if necessary outside the Kant edition. To 
avoid this, the Academy had to meet the press's requirements, the most 
important of which was that the Opus p()stumum remain in Berlin where it 
had been insured for 12,000 gold marks. The Academy, on the other 
hand, wished to secure the involvement of Adickes, who was editing 
Kant's other Nachlass in Tiibingen. Eventually the Academy and the pub-
lisher reached an agreement: Both Adicke$ and Artur Buchenau, the 
consultant and editor for the press who had brought about the deal with 
Krause's heirs, would be responsible for preparing the manuscript for 
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publication - Buchenau in Berlin, Adickes in Tiibingen. The provision 
that Adickes was to superintend the process and have the final decision at 
all stages, as the president of the Kant Kommision had assured him in 
writing,3Q, was not included in the final contract between the publisher and 
the Academy, nor in that between de Gruyter and Buchenau.40 

Problems soon developed. To copy the manuscript, Buchenau em-
ployed a 23 -year-old scientist, Gerhard Lehmann, as his assistant. Leh-
mann's transcript was completed in 1924; in December 1924 Bucheoau 
began to compare it with the original and with the previous transcriptions 
of Reicke and Krause. As Adickes's correspondence with Buchenau 
shows, he was not satisfied with some of the transcripts that were scnt to 
him. He also considered it extremely unprofessional that Buchenau and 
Lehmann published separately, under the title Der alte Kant, Kant's per-
sonal notes from fascicles VII and I - notes that, as they put it in their 
preface, "all previous editors have regarded as proof of the senile char-
acter of Kant's last work."41 But more serious tensions developed when 
Buchenau infonned Adickes in the summer of 1925 that he intended to 
deviate from the editorial principles on which Adickes had based the 
previous volumes of Kant's Nachlass. Most important, Buchenau planned 
to keep the fascicles in the order in which he had received them, rather 
than rearrange the material in accordance with Adickes's chronology. 
Adickes, who had been assured in writing by the Academy that his edito-
rial principles would be adopted for the Opus postumum,41 saw no further 
basis for his involvement with the project. On June 19, 1926, he informed 
the Kant Kommission of the that he resigned from his "superin-
tendence" of the edition of the Opus postumum. 43 

The disagreements between Buchenau and Adickes left their perma-
nent mark on the Academy edition. Initially announced for 1925,H the 
Opus postumum eventually appeared in 1936 and 1938 - almost a decade 
after Adickes's death in 1928 - as Volumes 21 and 22 of the edition, 
sandwiched between two volumes of "Vorarbeiten und Nachtrage." Sev-
eral passages are printed twice: in the Opus pas/urnurn and as Rejlexioflen in 
the volumes edited by Adickes; the transcriptions differ suhstantially.4s 
Most important, the editors of the Opus postumum broke with the editorial 
principles that governed all previous Nachlass volumes. They did not do so 
consistently, however, with the result that conflicting editorial principles 
are at work even in the Opus postumum itself: The various leaves of the 
IVth fascicle are reproduced in the chronological order that Adickes estab-
lished for them .• 6 

More tllan 130 years after Kant's death, the text of his Opus postumum 
was finally available for serious study. Although onc perhaps need not 
agree with Lehmann that "dark forces dominated the fate of Kant's last 
work,"o human failings clearly contributed as much to its long-delayed 
reception as did the special nature and format of the text. 
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THE COMPOSITiON OF THE MANUSCRIPT 

Early descriptions of the Opus postumum vary as to irs formatj the original 
manuscript seems to have been more extensive. A number of sheets that 
clearly belong to the manuscript but were not contained in it when the 
Academy undertook its transcription were subsequently published in Vol-
ume 23 of the Academy edition as "Ergiinzungen zum Opus Postumum" 
(1955). Adickes also knew of various loose leaves in the possession of 
libraries in Berlin and in Konigsberg of which Lehmann and Buchenau 
did not make use.4B These leaves were lost during World War II. A few 
have since been rediscoveredj49 others may be lost forever. . 

The manuscript as it has been handed down to us consists of thirteen 
fascicles. The last one contains only a single sheet with notes for The 
Conflict of the Faculties (1798); it is not part of the "Transition" project and 
hence does not belong to the Opus postumum proper. 

All fascicles consist of folios, varying between one (X[I1) and thirteen 
(V) in number. [n addition, the Vth, VTIth, and Xth fascicles contain some 
quartos; a number of small leaves (address pages of letters, etc.) are 
contained in the IVth and Xth fascicles. Kant also wrote on the wrappers 
of the 1st and IVth fascicles. All in all, the transmitted manuscript contains 
527 written pages (1,161 pages in the Academy edition).so 

To a large extent, Kant's text reflects the working style he appears to 
have found congenial throughout his career, which he also recom-
mended in his lectures to his students: "First one writes down all 
thoughts as they come, without any order. Thereafter one begins to 
coordinate and then to subordinate. "51 That is to say, Kant typically 
wrote thoughts, notes, excerpts, or simply key words on whatever paper 
he might have available at the time - on loose leaves, in the margins of 
books or manuscripts, in the empty spaces of letters he received, and so 
forth - which he later worked into drafts of a continuous text. These 
drafts were then revised and incorporated into a clean copy (Reinschrift), 
which was still further revised. The next stage was for an amanuensis -
usually one of Kant's students - to copy the text VJbschnji). In this Kant 
made further, often important, emendations, changes, and deletions in 
order to improve the text. Either this corrected version or a new clean 
copy was then sent to the printer. Depending on his time and involve-
ment with the material, Kant might correct the proofs himself or dele-
gate the task. (For example, he had Kiesewetter read the proofs of the 
third Critique.)p 

The Opus postumum reflects all but the last two stages of this process, 
from loose leaves and marginal notes to an amanuensis's copy of part of 
the manuscript (sheets VIII, IX, and X of the Vth fascicle), including 
Kant's corrections thereof. UnHke his published works, which only pre-
sent the reader with the polished end product of his labors, the Opus 
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postumum therefore shows Kant at work over a number of years) providing 
us with a unique insight into the genesis of a major text.53 

As a consequence, the text that we have is often repetitious, reflecting 
Kant's seemingly ceaseless attempts to find ever better formulations for 
his thoughts. Moreover, his emendations of, or additions to, what he had 
previously written sometimes in truly monstrous sentences. One 
sentence in the Xth fascicle, for instance, contains no fewer than 225 
words but only one comma - obviously unproblematic for Kant, a genuine 
test of the interpretive skills of the reader, a nightmare for the translator. 
The many later additions in the text also show that Kant frequently 
returned to the material he had written earlier - often months after its 
original conception. 

In all this) the Opus postumum does not differ significantly from preserved 
drafts of Kanfs earlier works. The "Duisburg'sche Nachlass," for exam-
ple, a 1775 preliminary sketch for the Critique of Pure Reason, was 
ized by its first editor in tenns that apply equally to Kanes last work: 

Kant's working style in the early '70S [was) one unbelievably slow in 
sian .... It is characteristic of these unpublished papers ... that he sought to find, 
and did find, the proper expression, even for ideas already conceived in thought, 
by means of continuously revised, written fonnulations. This accounts for the 
endless repetitions in his unpublished manuscriptsj and his published writings 
too, above all the critical [writings], provide ample evidence of this working 
method in the very manner of their conception.54 

Kant's Reflexionen on physics, also written in the 17705, exhibit the same 
features.55 

In writing the Opus poslumum, Kant usually left margins of an inch 
and a half at the top and on at least one side (sometimes on all sides) of 
his sheets; in this he wrote key words as reminders for a later, lengthier 
treatment of a certain topiC,56 corrections of the main text, or alternative 
formulations - also additional thoughts, occasionally, at a later time and 
on different topics. The margins thus functioned quasi as Kant's note-
book, whereas the main part of the sheet contains his drafts for a con-
tinuous text - or discontinuous for it is noteworthy that on the 
folios - huge sheets of paper that were folded once to yield four pages -
Kant hardly ever carried over a sentence from one sheet (or even page) 
to the next. With only a few exceptions, each sheet/page was intended to 
contain a complete thought or set of paragraphs - most likely to facilitate 
a later comparison of various drafts or sketches on the same topic.57 This 
is also suggested by the fact that Kant left parts of pages or whole pages 
empty, to be filled later with the text that should be using only the 
margins at the time to record key words. If, on the other hand, space 
became scarce in the process of developing a thought, Kant would begin 
to write smaller and smaller or between the lines and paragraphs of the 
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pagej if a new page had to be used, he would continue in its margin 
rather than in the main part of the page, and connect the continuation 
with the previous page by means of any of various signs.58 

The later fascicles also contain in the margins occasional notes on 
household affairs,S9 lists of potential luncheon guests with their favorite 
dishes, reminders for conversation topics, and such like. These notes 
were often deleted after they had fulfilled their function. 

The main text is, in Adickes's words, "written almost throughout in his 
best, broad handwriting, in the style of letters and official records (which 
Kant kept as rector, for example) - current or later additions in the mar R 

gins usually considerably sketchier."60 
Kant used various papers as wrappers for the different fasciclesi they 

were later numbered consecutively ("1st fascicle/' etc.) by an unknown 
hand. The wrappers are, in the order of the fascicles: 

I Invitation to a commemorative address for the Prussian secretary of 
state Jacob Friedrich von Rohd, May 22, 

II Invitation to celebrate the king's birthday, August 3, 1803 
III Waste sheet of a sermon: "Anhang: Das pflichtmassige Verhalten 

eines Christen gegen Feinde, Hasser und Widersacher" 
IV Medica1 doctor's diploma for T. M. Hiibschmann, a student of 

Kant's colleague K. G . Hagen, Quasimudogeniti, 1798 
V Page of Konigsberger b,telligenz-Blatt, August 10, 1799 

VI Page of Konigsberger lntelligenz-Bla/t, April 14, 1800 
VII Page of Konigsberger lnle/ligenz-Blall, July 1 I, 1801 

VIII Page of Konigsberger Intelligenz-Blalt, February 4, 1799 
IX Doctor's diploma in philosophy for G. F. Parrot, signed (by the 

dean]. G. Hasse) QJlasimodogeniti, 1801 
X Page of KOnigsberger lntelligenz-Blall, October 7, 1799 

XI Poem composed by Professor Poerschke ill honor of the birthday of 
King Friedrich Wilhelm III on August 3, 1801 

XII Page of Konigsberger lntelligenz-Blall, June 24, '799 

Although a1most all of the wrappers contain dates, they do not permit 
an inference as to the time when the sheets they hold together were 
composed. In some cases they seem to have replaced older, and probably 
damaged wrappers; more often than not they contain sheets that were 
composed at different times and ended up together by mistake or over-
sight. Adickes's chronological rearrangement of Kant's text had to rely on 
a number of different criteria. To some extent it was facilitated by the fact 
that Kant marked the sequence of several sheets with various designa-
tions. Thus it is likely that draft "Ubergang II," for example, precedes 
UUbergang 12," whereas draft "C" was almost certainly written later than 
draft" A." A few sheets contain dates; several others permit reliable daring 
because they contain notes for existing letters or are written on letters to 
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Kant, references to or excerpts from recently published books or reviews, 
or drafts for Kant's own publications. Others can sometimes be seen to fit 
between datable drafts on the basis of textual criteria, representing a stage 
belVleen a first recognition of a problem and its eventual solution. Where 
such criteria were unavailable, Adickes compared the ink and writing 
pattern in the Opus postumum with other datable material from Kant's 
Nach/ass that was available to him.61 His results - which he emphasized 
are "approximations" - are as follows: 

Approximate Dates 

1786-96 
1796-7 
July 1797 - July 1798 
April-October 1798 
August-September 1798 

Septemher-October 1798 

October-December 1798 
December 1798 - January 1799 
January-February 1799 
February-May 1799 
May-August 1799 
August-September 1799 
August 1799 - April 1800 
April-December 1800 
December 1800-3 
1803 

Designations, etc. 

23 leaves (IVth fascicle) 
Oktaventwutj' 
"A-C" "o.-E" , 
Wrapper, IVth fascicle 
4 leaves (IVth and lInd fascicles) 
Sheet 3 (lInd fascicle) 
"a-c" 
"No.r-No·3Tl," 
III" (Sheet 2, Vth fascicle) 
"Elem. Syst. 1-7" 
"Farrago 1-4" 
"A, B Ubcrgang" 
"A EJem. Syst. 1-6" 
"Obergang ]-14" 
"Redactio ]-3" 
XthIXlth fascicles 
VIIth fascicle 
1st fascicle 
Wrapper, 1st fascicle 

With one small I have seen no reason to diverge from the 
chronological order Adickes established, although his characterization of 
the different periods needs amendment in at least two cases. 

I. Adickes divides the early leaves of the IVth fascicle into two groups: 
(a) I 8 leaves from ]786-95, "which stand in no relation to the Op. p."; (b) 
5 leaves from 1795-6 with "Vorarbeiten to the Op. p." The Opus postunlllm 
proper, according to Adickes, begins with the Okt(fl)tntwur/ of 1796-7.63 

Adickes's reason for excluding the leaves under (a) from the Opus 
postumum altogether is that they contain no mention of a proposed science 
of 'ITransition" - the first such mention is in leaf number 36 - even 
though they treat the same problems as the later drafts. 

This view, it seems to me, is built on a questionable assumption as to 
the type of "work" the Opus postumum in fact is. More important, it seems 
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to conflict with the fact that, as I mentioned, Kiesewetter reminded Kant 
in June 1795 that "for some years now" Kant had promised to present the 
public "with a few sheets which are to contain the transition from your 
Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Sdmce to physics itself." Kiesewetter 
had studied with Kant in 1788-9 and again visited him for one month in 
the fall of 1790. Kant must have mentioned his project of a "Transition" 
to Kiesewetter on one of these occasions, for shortly after Kiesewetter's 
return to Berlin in 1790, Kant broke off his relations with Kiesewetter, 
and he did not write to him again until December 1793.64 There is no 
mention of a "Transition" in this letter, and a later communication that 
could have been lost would not fit Kiesewetter's expression "for some 
years." The tone of Kiesewetter's letter also rules out the possibility that 
he had heard of Kant's project from a third person. It seems, therefore, 
that Kant must have had the plan to write a "Transition" at least in the fall 
of 1790, if not already in 178.8-9. The early leaves of the IVth fascicle 
from that period, therefore, cannot globally be excluded from the "Transi-
tion" project, especially as they address the same problems as Kant's later 
drafts.6$ 

2. The second amendment concerns Kant's last fascicle. As Adickes 
writes, his limited rime in Hamburg did nor permit him to inspect this 
fascicle closely; his attempt to date it is based entirely on Reicke's edition. 
Pointing out that notes on the wrapper indicate that Kant workeCl as late 
as 1803 on this fascicle, he adds: "Its main part, however, the first nine 
sheets, probably originates entirely in the year J 80 r. "66 This assumption is 
confinned by the text of the Academy edition, which provides, or allows 
one to establish, the following dates for the 1st fascicle: 

Sheets I- III: 
Sheet IV: 
Sheet V: 
Sheet VI: 
Sheet VII: 
Sheet VIII: 
Sheet IX, 
Sheet X, 

Sheet XI, 
Sheet XII, 
Wrapper, 

page J: 
page 1: 
page 3: 
page 4: 
pages 1-3: 
page I: 

none 
"Saturday, March 2J" {18ol] 
after March 180 J 
none 
"Monday, July 27" [I80lJ 
before "Michaelis" (Sept. 29, 1801] 
mid-November 1801 
January 1802 
April 1802 
June 3, 1802 
none 
April 1803. 

The Opus pos/umum was thus virtually completed by the middle of 1801, a 
time when Kant still enjoyed a fair degree of physical and mental strength. 
Reports on his condition agree that it began to deteriorate during that 
year.67 The biographies by Hasse and Wasianski on which the standard 
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view of the "old" Kant is based cannot be used to assess the quality of the 
Opus poslumum: They record the time after 1801.68 Kant's last work must 
be judged entirely on its own merits. 

THE PLACE OF THE MANUSCRIPT 
IN KANT'S WORK 

Whatever degree of importance one ultimately ascribes to the Opus 
postumum will depend, in large measure, on the extent to which one sees it 
as relating to Kant's other major writings, . and as taking up problems 
previously unsolved or unaddressed in his philosophy. These relations are 
not obvious or in plain view; it may therefore be helpful to sketch here some 
of the reasons that led Kant to think, so late in his career, that anothermajor 
work was required to complete his philosophical system. Such a sketch, 
clearly, can only be subjective and reflect the editoes interpretative view-
point. The reader who wishes to approach Kant's text with as few precon-
ceptions about it as possible is encouraged to skip this section. 

Kant himself saw his unique contribution to philosophy in having asked 
for the first time whether metaphysics was possible at all - that is, whether 
and how it was possible to extend our knowledge by means of thinking 
alone, unaided by experience. In view of the absence of any clear progress 
in the long history of metaphysics, this question had to be settled, Kant 
insisted, before any further engagement in this field could be justified: 
"The world is tired of metaphysical assertions; it wants [to know] the 
possibility of this science, the sources from which certainty therein can be 
derived, and certain criteria by which it may distinguish the dialectical 
illusion of pure reason from truth. "61) 

To this end, as Kant wrote to Lambert, a "quite special, though purely 
negative science"70 was required; a new science that preceded metaphys-
ics and, by means of a critical self-examination of reason, first of all 
established the origin, limit, and extent of possible a priori knowledge. 

This project is carried out in Kant's en'tique of Pure Reason (1781). Not 
the least of the, fascination this text ha<; exercised ever since stems from 
the considerable methodological problem it addresses and overcomes. For 
if the very possibility of metaphysics is to be examined, the investigation 
cannot itself be metaphysical: It cannot itself adopt or follow the meta-
physical method; nor can the ground plan for such a "negative science," 
the "idea" according to which it is to be executed, be derived from any of 
the traditional systems of metaphysics - "the worst was," Kant recalled 
afterward, "that metaphysics, such as it then existed, could not assist me 
in the least."71 On the other hand, without such an idea or plan the project 
is doomed from the start: "No one attempts to establish a science unless 
he has an idea upon which to base it" (A834). 
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Kant was, of course, acutely aware of this unique methodological chal-
lenge. When after more than a decade of intensive reflection the Critique 
had finally appeared, he wrote in proud awareness of the novelty of his 
undertaking that, in order to solve the problem of metaphysics, a "com-
pletely new science" had been required of which "previously not even the 
idea was known. "'11 

The j'idea" on which Kant based his investigation is the "idea of a 
transcendental philosophy" (AI, AI3), "which may serve for a critique of 
pure reason" (AI I) and thus help determine the fate of future metaphys-
ics. More precisely, it is the idea of a particular kind of self-examination, 
or self-cognition, of reason: a special type of "knowledge which is occu-
pied not so much with objects [Gegenstiinde] as with our a priori concepts 
of objects in general [Gegenstiinde !ibmaupl] ." (AII - I2) 

Because metaphysics purports to be a priori knowledge of objects, the 
transcendental investigation must inquire into the possibility of such non-
empirical reference to objects and must elucidate the conditions on which 
it depends. The concept of an "object in general" in Kant's definition of 
transcendental knowledge is consequently even wider in scope than the 
concept of logical possibility: It signifies the (as yet) indeterminate object 
of a judgment, the accusative of a thought (A290-2). Because thought in 
its judgments is always directed toward something, it inevitably has an 
intentional object, a Gegenstand iiberhaupt. The task for the transcendental 
inquiry is then to detennine the conditions unde r which this concept of an 
"object in general" can become the concept of an object of our a pn'ori 
knowledge. The Cn'tique of Pure Rcasotl thus establishes the criteria any 
metaphysics must meet to lay claim justifiably to knowledge of its objects. 

To this end, it "isolates" the human cognitive faculties and examines 
their role in possible knowledge; it "abstracts from all objects that may be 
given" (A84S) and in this sense differs from all metaphysical knowledge. 
But, more important, the "idea of transcendental knowledge" also "sen'es 
for a critique of pure reason" and yields the plan on which to base such a 
critique: Because we have three types of concepts that refer a priori to 
objects, namely, the concepts of space and time as forms of our sensibility 
(A8S), the categories of the understanding (A8S), and the ideas of reason 
(A338), there emerges in rough outline the plan for a Cn'tiqueofPure Reason 
in three divisions - transcendental aesthetic, transcendental analytic, and 
transcendental dialectic. In each of these divisions we have to ask whether 
the concepts in question refer to Gegenstiinde iiberhatlpt- which have to be 
distinguished into phenomena and noumena (A294) - or only to one of the 
domains of this dichotomy. 

Aware of the brilliance and novelty of his undertaking, Kant also knew 
that the plan on which he based his investigation into the possibility of 
metaphysics was likely to appear dark and obscure to the unprepared 
reader. Even before the Critique was completed, he reflected on another 
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and more perspicuous way of presenting his results.13 And the book had 
hardly left the press when Kant decided 10 publish a brief account of his 
results, based this time on a different plan - "a plan," he wrote, "accord-
ing to which even popularity might be gained for this study. "H The result 
is the Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics of 1783. In its preface, we 
read: 

Something more belongs to a sound plan of a general critique of pure reason than 
one lOay generally assume. [Yet] a mere plan preceding the Critique ofPurc Reason 
would be unintelligible, unreliable, and useless; it is all the more useful, [how-
ever], as a sequel. ... With that work complete, I offer here a plan based on the 
analytic method, while the Critique itself had to be executed in the synthetic style.75 

Accordingly, in the Prolegomena Kant adopts a different procedure. In 
order to answer the question of "whether such a thing as metaphysics [is] 
at all possible," he starts out from the synthetic a priori propositions of 
mathematics and the natural sciences - propositions, Kant alleges, that 
are uncontested. He then asks how these propositions are possible, in 
order to deduce from the principle that makes them possible the possibility 
of all other synthetic a prion' propositions.76 Because the propositions. of 
metaphysics are synthetic and a priori, the conditions of the possibility of 
metaphysics must be elucidated in the course of this "regressive' or 
"analytic" procedure, just as they were in the course of the first Critique. 
Here in the Prolegomena, however, the rational sciences of the objects of 
experience (mathematics and physics) provide the criterion any science of 
nonempirical objects (metaphysics) has to meet. 

To understand Kant's further development, it is essential to realize that 
he was working.on the Prolegomena when the first review of the Critique of 
Pure Reason came to his attention. This review, published anonymously in 
the Giittingischen Gelehrten Anzeigen, had a significant impact on Kant's 
thinking. For it brought home to him the fact that the special sense he had 
given to the term "transcendental" had not been understood: "The word 
'transcendental,' the meaning of which is so often explained by me ris] not 
once grasped by my reviewer."77 Rather, the reviewer saw in Kant's posi-
tion a "higher idealism" and allied it to Berkeley's idealism about things. 
This must have been especially painful to Kant, given that "the word 
'transcendental,' which with me never means a reference of our knowledge 
to things, but only to the cognitive faculty, was meant to obviate this 
misconception."78 In other words, the novelty of Kant's transcendental 
undertaking, the "idea" underlying the Critique of Pure Reason and espe-
cially the point of taking the concept of a Gegenstand iiberhaupt as the 
"supreme concept" (A290) of transcendental knowledge, had not been 
understood. 

Kant's distress is clearly visible in the Prolegomena. He even considered 
retracting the term "transcendental" a1together and calling his philosophy 
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"critical idealism" instead.19 In the end, he did not do that; nevertheless, 
Kant drew an important lesson from the misunderstanding of his work. 
With the Critique executed and completed, Kant decided post [estuffl to 
play down the idea that underlay it and that caused such difficulty for the 
reader, and to make the "plan" of the Prolegomena the defining paradigm 
of transcendental knowledge. Hence it is no longer the a priori reference 
to Gegenstiinde iiberhaupt with which transcendental knowledge is con-
cerned, but the reference to possible experience: "The word 'transcenden-
tal' ... does not signity something passing beyond all experience but 
something that indeed precedes it a priori, but that is intended simply to 
make knowledge of experience possible."So In other words, transcendental 
philosophy now becomes exclusively a theory that discerns the a priori 
conditions of possible experience. 

To this shift of emphasis within Kant's account of transcendental knowl-
edge there eventually must correspond one on the side of metaphysics 
too: Metaphysics proper is the science of the supersensible and thus is 
concerned with objects that lie beyond all boundaries of experience. Ra-
tional physics, the philosophy of corporeal nature, can no longer be a part 
of the metaphysical system, to which the first Critique had assigned it (see 
A846- 7). It has to be treated separately and as independent of the system 
of general metaphysics - a task Kant carried out in the MetaphYSical Foun-
dations o[Natural Science (1786). As he stated in its preface: 

Metaphysics has engaged so many heads up till now and will continue to engage 
them not in order to extend natural knowledge ... but in order to attain to a 
knowledge of what lies entirely beyond all boundaries of experience, namely God, 
freedom and immortality. If these things are so, then one gains when one frees 
general metaphysics from a shoot springing indeed from its own roots but only 
hindering its regular growth, and plants this shoot apal1.lh 

Treating rational physics ao; a separate "shoot" also allowed Kant to 
counter the charges of the Gottingen review in a more appropriate man-
ner than had previously been possible for him. The reviewer had com-
pared Kant's idealism with that of Berkeley - a misunderstanding that 
seemed "unpardonable and almost intentional" to Kant. For unlike him-
self, Kant insisted in the Prolegomena, Berkeley could not even distinguish 
truth from illusion, because he regarded space as merely an empirical 
representation, not as a priori in origin, as one must. Perhaps not fully 
convincing in its initial formulation, during the next few years this argu-
ment, which culminates in the Refutation of Idealism of the second edi-
tion of the Crih'que, is further refined. The underlying thought remains 
the same: All empirical truth, that is, all experience, involves change. As 
such it requires something "pennanent in perception" in relation to which 
the alterations can be determined. Time, the fonn of inner does 
not make such determination possible - it has no metrics. Rather, what 
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allows us to represent something as abiding during change is the simultane-
ity of its manifold, Yet we can only represent a manifold as simultaneous, 
Kant insists against Berkeley and all empirical idealists, because we have 
an original, that is, nonempirical, representation of space. 

Consequently, the Metaplrysicai Foa.limion, of Nataral Science, by laying 
out the a priori principles and forms of external intuition in their entirety, 
provides an "excellent and indispensable service" to transcendental 
losophy itself: By providing "instances (cases in concreto) in which to real-
ize the concepts and propositions of the latter (properly, transcendental 
philosophy), [it gives] to a mere form of thought sense and meaning." For 
we "must always take such instances from the general doctrine of body, 
i.e. from the form and principles of external intuition, and if these in-
stances are not at hand in their entirety, [one1 gropes, uncertain and 
trembling, among mere meaningless concepts."83 

The Metaphysical Foundations o/Natural Science provides this indispens-
able service by providing the "fundamental determination of a something 
that is to be an object of the external senses. "8. To this end the concept of 
an object of outer sense in general- matter - is carried through all the 
four functions of the categories, a new determination of matter beil1g 
added with each chapter.85 

Such a "fundamental determination of a something that is to be an 
object of the external senses," if it is conducted a pn'ori, must correspond 
to the "rational," or a priori, part of the scientific study of the objects of 
the external senses, that is, physics - if physics indeed has, or requires, 
such a rational part. Kant is in no doubt that it does. Every science that 
deserves the name, he argues, must exhibit not only systematic unity but 
also necessity, Because all laws learned from experience are contingent, 
natural science, properly so caned, requires a pure part on which its 
apodictic certainty can be based. 

This pure part involves a dynamical theory of matter according to which 
all filling of space, that is, matter of any density, is possible only as a 
product of the interplay of two conflicting forces: attraction and repulsion. 
The mechanical, or atomistic, theory of matter, which tries to explain the 
filling of space in terms of impenetrable atoms and interspersed empty 
spaces, is claimed to be untenable. Although this theory has the admitted 
"advantage" of being able to explain with ease the differences of density in 
different types of matter, the price it has to pay for this advantage is 
intolerably high. With the concepts of absolute impenetrability and abso-
lute emptiness, atomism lays at its foundation two concepts that can be 
confirmed by no experiment; moreover, it gives up all the proper forces of 
matter, thus functioning in effect as a barrier to the investigating reason of 
the physicist.86 The dynamical theory of matter, by contrast, makes attrac-
tion and repulsion equally necessary and fundamental: With only the 
former, Kant argues, all matter would coalesce into a single point, leaving 
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space empty; with only the latter, it would expand to infinity, again leaving 
space empty. 

It is from this work, the Metaphysical Foundations ofNalliral Science, Kant 
later argues, that a transition to physics is required. In 1786, there is as yet 
no indication of such a plan. On the contrary, his remark in its preface that 
"I believe that I have completely exhausted this metaphysical doctrine of 
body, as far as such a doctrine ever extends"87 seems to suggest that at that 
time he ruled out the possibility of funher philosophical achievement in 
this field. And in the chapter entitled "Dynamics," Kant even warns that 
"one must guard against going beyond what makes the universal concept 
of matter in general possible."88 

So why a "Transition" after all? An answer emerges if we attend once 
more to the two features that, according to Kant, any doctrine of nature 
must exhibit in order to quality as a science: apodictic certainty and 
systematic unity. Whereas the Metaphysical Foundations had accounted for 
the apodictic certainty associated with the fundamental laws of physics, it 
did not, nor could it, provide insight into the possibility of the system-
aticity of physics. Yet neither necessity nor systematicity can be gained 
empirically. No mere collection of empirical data, no aggregate of percep-
tions, can yield the systematic unity we expect to find among the various 
laws and propositions of physics. Such unity is of a priori origin; conse-
quently, its possibility must be explained philosophically. For physics to be 
possible as a science, then, philosophy must provide principles for the 
investigation of nature; it must provide a pn'on' topoi for the systematic 
classification of those specific forces of matter that can only. be given 
empirically. 

The Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science did not suffice for this 
task - for two reasons. Although itself drawn up in a systematic way, it had 
merely analyzed the concept of "matter in general" in accordance with the 
table of categories. Hence it dealt only with attraction and repulsion in 
general. This does not supply physics with a guideline for a systematic 
investigation of the specific forces of nature. As Kant later wrote in the 
Opus postumum: "The transition to physics cannot lie in the Metaphysical 
Foundations (attraction and repulsion, etc.). For these furnish no specifi-
cany determined, empirical properties, and one can imagine no specific 
[forces], of which one could know whether they exist in nature, or whether 
their existence be demonstrable."89 

But second, for the classification of the specific forces of nature, it is 
not enough that philosophy provide a priori topoi for their systematic 
investigation. We must also have a priori reason to expect that nature 
permits such classification; for "it is clear that the nature of reflective 
judgment is such that it cannot undertake to classify the whole of nature by 
its empirical differentiation unless it assumes that nature itself specifies its 
transcendental laws by some principle. "90 
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Yet such a principle of nature's appropriateness to our cognition only 
emerged clearly when Kant addressed the problem of pure judgments of 
taste in the Critique o[Judgment (1790). There he wrote, "Independent 
natural beauty reveals [entdeckt] to us a technic of nature that allows us to 
present nature as a system in terms oflaws whose principle we do not find 
anywhere in our understanding: the principle of a purposiveness directed 
to our use of judgment as regards appearances. "9! 

The analysis of judgments of taste for the first time showed the power 
of judgment to be a separate cognitive faculty with its own a priori princi-
ple: Nature, for the sake of judgment, specifies its universal laws to 
empirical ones, according to the form of a logical system.9Z This principle 
aJlowed Kant to regard as purposive and hence systematic the part of 
nature that from the standpoint of the first Critique and the 
Foundations had to be regarded as contingent. 

The principle thus yields the precondition under which a systematic 
empirical doctrine becomes a priori thinkable. Only when this principle of 
a formal purposiveness of nature is set alongside Kant's general theory of 
matter does a "Transition" from the met1physical foundations of natural 
science to physics become possible - indeed necessary) if his philosophy 
of nature is to be complete: "Judgment first makes it possible, indeed 
necessary, for us to think of nature as having not only a mechanical 
necessity but also a pU1posiveness; if we did not presuppose this purposive-
ness) there could not be systematic unity in the thoroughgoing classifica-
tion of particular forms in terms of empirical laws. "93 

The principle of a formal purposiveness of nature, of nature as art, 
then, is not itself part of the "Transition"; rather it prepares the ground 
for the latter. By itself, this principle gives us no clue as to how we have 
to investigate nature in order to be systematically instructed by it. This 
principle "provides no basis for any theory, and it does not contain 
cognition of objects and their character any more than logic docs; it 
gives us only a principle by which we [can] proceed in terms of empirical 
laws, which makes it possible for us to investigate nature."9,. In other 
words, there remained a tas:k to be completed in the philosophy of 
nature - a task to be completed by the new work with the title, uTransi -
tion from the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science to Physics." 
It had to specifY a medlOd of bringing about the systematic knowledge of 
physics by providing the outline of a system of all objects of the outer 
senses. 

If this reconstruction of the origin of Kant's plan for a "Transition" is 
correct, its initial conception could have been as early as the winter of 
1787-8. For it was in December 1787. in a letter to K. L. Reinhold, that 
Kant first reported on his work on the third Critique. And since we can 
assume that Kant informed Kiesewetter of his plan to write a "Transition" 
during one of their conversations in Konigsberg, we can be reasonably 
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certain that it cannot have been much later, for Kiesewetter visited Kant 
for the last time in the faU of 1790. 

Nevertheless, Kant did ' not begin to work systematically on the project 
until at least 1796. We do not know for certain whether it was largely 
academic duties and his other literary projects that prevented him from 
doing more at the time than record reflections on various leaves. But at 
least two theoretical problems may have contributed to the slow start of 
the "Transition." 

The first problem is mentioned in Kant's correspondence with Jacob 
Sigismund Beck, who had taken on the task of preparing "ErHiuternde 
Ausziige" of Kant's major writings. In a letter of September 8, 1792, Beck 
asks how he may understand the differences of density in matter on the 
basis of Kant's dynamical theory. Kant covers Beck's letter with extensive 
reflections on this problem.95 In his answer of October 16, he writes, after 
acknowledging the importance of the question: _, ' 

I would expect a solution to this problem in the following: that attraction (the 
universal, Newtonian) is originally the same in aU matter, and only the repulsion of 
different {types of matterJ is different and thus accounts for the specific differ-
ences of their density. But this leads in a way into a circle that I cannot get out of, 
and about which I still have to try to come to a better understanding.96 

The explanation of the differences in density Kant gives here is the same 
that he gave in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, and it is not 
difficult to see where he locates the circle. The repulsive force, he had 
argued, acts only at the surface of contact - it being "all the same whether 
behind this surface much or little ... matter is found." It may thus be 
originally different in degree in different types of matter.97 The attractive 
force, on the other hand, goes beyond the surface and acts directly on all 
parts of a matter. It is "a penetrative force and for this reason alone is 
always proportional to the quantity of matter."98 Yet this seems to lead into 
the circle that Kant laments in his letter to Beck, for his dynamical theory 
of matter also requires that only "[b]y such an action and reaction of both 
fundamental forces, matter would be possible by a determinate degree of 
the filling of space," hence by a determinate quantity.99 In other words, 
attraction depends on density; and density, on attraction. 

In his next letter, Beck su"ggests his own solution, which, however, does 
not find Kant's approval. In his reply of December 4, Kant writes: 

By the end of the winter, before you begin with your Allszug of my Metaphysical 
F(JundaHons, I shall infonn you of the efforts I undertook in this regard [on the 
differences of density in maner] during the writing of this [book], but which I 
rejected, [and IJ shaJJ shortly send you my [first] introduction to the Critique of 
Judgment. 100 
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That Kant intended to send the reflections on matter only several months 
later suggests that he hoped in the meantime to find a solution to his 
problem. On April 30, 1793, Beck reminds Kant of the two manuscripts 
he had promised to send - "one, which concerns the Critt'que o/Judgment. 
and anodter one which concerns the metaphysics of nature. " 101 On August 
18, Kant sends Beck, "in accordance with my promise," only the first 
introduction to the third Critique. IOl Beck responds immediately, pointing 
out that he does not understand Kant's "concept of the quantity of mat-
ter." Kant does not repiy.103 Almost a year later, Beck writes again, report-
ing that he finally succeeded in understanding the Metaphysical Founda-
tions o/Natural Science; his "ErHiuternder Auszug" of that work (and of the 
third en'rique) appears in the fall of the same year. 

All of this suggests that early in the 1790s, Kant's thinking on the 
philosophy of nature went through a transitional period. If this is correct, 
it would hardly be surprising if he wanted "to try to come to a better 
understanding" before embarking on the new project of a "science of 
transition. " 

The second problem that might account for the slow start of the project 
is more general. It can be felt clearly throughout the early drafts of the 
Opus postumum. In a way, the situation is not unlike the one Kant had 
faced years earlier when the possibility of metaphysics was at stake. Now 
the possibility of physics as a system needed to be accounted for. To this 
end, it had to be preceded by a "special science," namely, the "Transition 
from the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science to Physics." But 
this "science of in turn, requires an "idea" or "plan" accord-
ing to which it is to be executed. What can function as such an "idea"] 
This idea cannot be derived from physics itself, any more than the "idea 
of a transcendental philosophy" could be derived from metaphysics. Nor 
can it be derived from the Metaphysical Foundations from which the "Tran-
sition" commences: The concepts of attraction and repulsion "furnish no 
specifically determined, empirical properties, and one can imagine no 
specific {forces], of which one could know whether they exist in nature, or 
whether their existence be demonstrable." '04 

For a while, Kant hoped to achieve the desired systematic result by 
"follow[ingJ the clue given by the categories and bring[ingJ into play the 
moving forces of matter according to their quantity, quality, relation and 
modality. "lOS But this turned out not to be enough, and Kant's struggle 
with the problem is palpable in the earlier fascicles of the text. And yet. 
perhaps more than anything else, it accounts for the unique fascination 
the Opus postumum exerts on the reader that, in the course of his reflec-
tions, we see Kant taken far beyond dte problem he initially set out to 
solve. We are allowed to witness how his project develops in such a way 
that fundamental issues of transcendental philosophy have to be re -
addressed, until in the end the title of a "Transition from the Metaphysi-
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cal Foundations of Natural Science to Physics" is no longer adequate. 
Kant's efforts culminate in sketches of a new title for this, his last work - a 
work that, according to the testimony of his early biographers, he now 
regards as the keystone of his entire system. 

It remains to outline briefly the development of Kant's argument in the 
Opus postumum. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF KANT'S ARGUMENT 

Early leaves and Oktaventwurf 

Perhaps the oldest part of Kant's manuscript is an excerpt from an anony-
mous review (1786) of his Melaphysical Foundations of Natural Science in 
which the reviewer questions the introduction of repulsion as a fundamen-
tal force of matter. The following leaves show Kant returning to such 
problems as cohesion, density, solidification, dissolution, fluidity, and 
heat: "My Metaphysical Foundations etc. already undertook several steps in 
this field, simply as examples of their [the Foundations' a priori principles'] 
possible application to cases from experience.» Now these problems stand 
at the center of Kant's interest. Their renewed examination leads to 
several modifications of his earlier position .that are worth mentioning. 

I. Whereas in 1786 Kant was noncommittal as to the existence of an 
ether and regarded cohesion as a physical, not a metaphysical, property, 
which does not pertain to the possibility of matter in general, IQ6 he now 
argues that the possibility of cohesion} hence the possibility of matter of a 
particular form, depends on the living force (impact) of a universally dis-
tributed ether or caloric. Its supposition thus becomes "an inevitably 
necessary hypothesis, for without it, no cohesion, which is necessary for 
the formation of a physical body, can be thought.lI Contrary to Kant's 
previous explicit assertion, then, the Metaphysical Foundations cannot have 
been a "doctrine of body [Kijrperlehre], "107 but only a theory of matter in 
general. 

2. Because both fluid and rigid matters cohere, Kant in 1786 explained 
the difference between them in terms of a possible replacement of their 
respective parts: Unlike a fluid matter, a rigid matter resists the displace-
ment of its parts due to their friction. ,08 But friction already presupposes 
the property of rigidity, and it was for this reason that Kant admitted: 
"How rigid bodies are possible, is still an unsolved problem; in spite of the 
ease with which ordinary natural science believes itself to dispose ofit."'09 
In the early leaves and the Oklaventwur[ of the Opus poslltmum, Kant 
begins to develop a theory of the rigidification of previously fluid matters 
in an effort to overcome the problem of the Mdaphysical Foundatimls. 

3. In the Metaph)rsical Foundations o/Natural Science, Kant had declared 
that the quantity of matter must be estimated in comparison with every 
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other matter by its quantity of motion at a given velocity, hence by impulse 
and velocity. no But this explanation, because it makes quantity a mechani-
cal property rather than a dynamical one, can hardly be plausible in a 
dynamical theory of matter that insists on attraction's being essential to 
matter, and constitutive of it In the early drafts of the "Transition," 
Kant's position is consequently revised: The principal method of estimat-
ing a quantity of matter can only be by way of gravitation, that is, through 
weighing. Before long, this shift wi1llead to a special consideration of the 
instrument of weighing. 

4. Does Kant now escape the "circle" in his theory of matter that he 
lamented in the letter to J. S. Beck of October 1792? Although he does 
not mention it expJicit)y in the Opus postU11Ium, and although a complete 
answer to this problem only emerges later, it is possible to sec even in 
these early drafts how he hopes to avoid the circle - namely, by treating 
attraction and repulsion both as superficial forces (cohesion and elasticity) 
and as penetrative forces (gravitation and heat), ultimately grounded in 
the unceasing pulsations (alternati1lg attraction and repulsion) of a univer-
sally distributed ether or caloric. 

The Oktfroentwuif ends with drafts of a preface to the new work, explain-
ing the requirement of a "Transition from the Metaphysical Foundations 
of Natural Science to Physics." 

Towards the elementary system of the movingforces of matter 

The topics from the early leaves and the Oktaventwutfare further devel -
oped in the following drafts ("A-C," "a- E," "a-c," IINo. I - No. 3TJ," 
III") . Proper chapter headings and a continuous numbering of paragraphs 
reflect Kant's renewed optimism. The investigation, as Kant makes very 
clear, is to proceed according to the table of categories. Yet his efforts 
repeatedly come to a halt before the category of modality is reached. 
Quality, under which the aggregate states of matter are discussed, gives 
rise to a discomforting problem: Caloric [Wiirmestoff], which keeps all 
matter fluid and whose escape causes matter to rigidify, can itself be 
neither fluid nor rigid. "How one can call it a fluid is unintelligible"; it is 
"qualitas oeculta. " 

Thus Kant is repeatedly forced to start all over again (a feature of the 
manuscript that could only be preserved to a small extent in a selection of 
the text) . While problems of detail lead to an impass in his theory, Kant 
continues to assure himself of the inescapable need for a "Transition," in 
the form of prefaces and introductions to the work at hand. 

A significant change occurs in the following drafts, which now also 
receive a proper title: "Elementary System 1-7." Returning once again to 
a discussion of the quantity of matter, Kant introduces a new thought that 
foreshadows the epistemological turn his investigations are soon to take. 
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The concept of ponderability presupposes gravitational force, which 
makes a body heavy, but it a/so presupposes "an instrument for the mea-
surement of this moving force" - scales and a lever-arm that are rigid and 
exert a repulsive force to resist the pressure of the heavy body. In fact, 
"the moving force of cohesion underlies all mechanism," hence all 
cal powers, and "even ponderability ... will require the assumption of [an 
ether or caloric}." 

With ponderability thus described, Kant has found a concept that prop-
erly belongs to the provenance of the elementary system, and hence to the 
"Transition from the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science to 
Physics." For it is a concept that is both a priori and "physicaHy condi-
tioned," requiring the assumption of a (relatively) imponderable matter 
responsible for the rigidity of the instrument of weighing. 

This thought leads quickly to an expansion of the original "Transition" 
project. Because any physical body can be regarded as a system of the 
moving forces of matter, there seems to be no further reason to exclude 
the concept of natural machines, or living organisms, from the "complete 
division of the system of forces in general" (as Kant had done up to this 
point): "Organic bodies are natural machines, and, like other moving 
forces of matter, must be assessed according to their mechanical relation-
ship, in the tendency of the metaphysical fO,undations of natural science." 

The ether proofi 

The sheets "Ubergang 1-14" occupy a central position in the Opus 
postumum. On the one hand, Kant now provides a priori proofs of the 
existence of the ether, which, with its attributes, yield the long-sought idea 
or "principle" of the elementary system. On the other hand, the manu-
script contains an amanuensis's copy of "Ubergang 9, 10, I I" (with the 
"Introduction" to the "Transition") - usually one of the last steps before a 
text was sent to the publisher. 

So, does the ether (or caloric) exist? The ether is not a hypothesis 
feigned to explain certain physical phenomena, Kant now argues, but a 
"categorically given material," bccause without it, no outer experience 
would be possible. Because empty space cannot be an object of experi-
encc, space, in order to be sensible, must be thought of as filled with a 
continuum of forces extended through the entire cosmos: The ether is the 
"hypostatized space itself." The unity of possible experience, which rea-
son demands a priori, presupposes all moving forces of matter as com-
bined in collective, not just disnibutive, unity. The ether is therefore also 
the "basis (first cause) of all the moving forces of matter," and as such the 
material condition of possible experience. And because experience can 
only be one (cf. AI 10), we must also presuppose a constant motion of all 
matter on the subject's sense organs, without which no perception would 
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take place. In sum, the ether is "identically contained for reason, as a 
categorically and a priori demonstrable material. " 

Kant follows his proofs with reflections on their "strangeness" and 
"uniqueness," and with a repeated self-assurance that it is the singularity 
and uniqueness of this worJd-material that allows for an a priori demon-
stration of its existence. Yet the reader will not fail to notice a certain 
ambiguity on Kant's part as to whether his proof realJy establishes the 
existence of such a material "in itself" and outside the idea ofit, or merely 
"in idea," and thus as a "thought-object." 

How is physics possible? How is the transition to physics possible? 
The ether proofs were meant to complete the elementary system of the 
moving forces of maner, and to pave the way for the subsequent "world-
system." Yet, on the subsequent sheets "A-Z" and "AA-BB," Kant's 
thoughts take a different direction. Physics is to be a system; but we 
cannot know a physical system as such, except insofar as we produce it 
ourselves, in the combination of perceptions according to a priori princi-
ples. That is, the topic of concepts (of the moving forces of matter) "does 
not yet, on its own, found an experience"; rather, what has been "analyti-
cally investigated" (the elementary system) must also be "synthetically 
presented." But how? "How is physics possible?" 

The first thing to realize, Kant emphasizes, is that the aggregate of the 
moving forces of matter is only appearance; the object of physics, the 
thing [Sache1 in itself that the subject constitutes, is indirect appearance, 
or appearance of an appearance. "The objects of the senses, regarded 
metaphysically, are appearances; for physics, however, these objects are 
things [Sachen] in themselves." Hence, there arises the threat of an 
amphiboly, namely, to take what is given empirically ("appearances in the 
subject") for one and the same as what the subject makes: experience of 
an object, or the appearance of an appearance. But physics is constituted 
not/rom experience but for experience. The objective element in appear-
ance presupposes the subjective element in the moving forces: "The 
doctrinal element in dle investigation of nature in general presupposes in 
the subject an organic principle of the moving forces in (the form of] 
universal principles of the possibility of experience": "The moving forces 
of matter are what the moving subject itself does with its body to [other] 
bodies. The reactions corresponding to these forces are contained in the 
simple acts by which we perceive the bodies themselves." 

How, then, is the transition to physics possible? It becomes possible, 
Kant now realizes, if we focus our attention on the moving subject, rather 
than on the object that moves. It is because the subject is conscious of 
agitating its own moving forces that it can anticipate the counteracting 
moving forces of matter. More precisely, a "Transition" becomes possible 
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"insOfar as the understanding presents its own acts - being me effects on 
the subject - in the concepts of attraction and repulsion, etc. , in a whole 
of experience produced fonnally thereby." 

In this act the subject coru;titutes itself as an empirical object - it be-
comes an appearance of an object for itself. Herewith space and time 
likewise become sensible. For, Kant writes, the positing of moving 
through which the subject is affected must precede the concept of the 
spatial and temporal relations in which they are posited. And it is the 
subject's own motion (its act of describing a space in a certain time) that 
combines both and makes them into a sense object. "The subject which 
makes the sensible representation of space and time for itself is likewise an 
object to itself in this act. Self-intuition. For, without this, there would be 
no of it substance." 

The Selbstsetzungslehre 

The theory of the subject's originaJ self-positing is further developed in 
the Vllth fascicle. In its course, the notion of a thing in itself is aJso 
reexamined. The positing subject is a thing in itsclf because it contains 
spontaneity, but the thing in itself = x, as opposed to, or corresponding to, 
the subject, is not another object, Kant argues, but a thought-entity 
without actuality, merely a principle: "the mere representation of one's 
own activity." It is the correlate of the pure understanding in the process 
of positing itself as an object. Its function is to "designate a place for the 
subject"j it is "only a concept of absolute position: not itself a self-
subsisting object, but only an idea of relations." 

is the "act" through which the subject makes itself 
into an object. This act is at first merely a logical act, a thought without 
content. "first progress in the faculty of representation" is that from 
pure thought in general to pure intuition: the positing of space and time as 
pure manifolds. Space and time are "products of our own imagination, 
hence self-created intuitions." Space is then determined by problemati-
cally inserting into it forces of attraction and repulsion, and by determin-
ing the laws according to which they act: "The forces already lie in the 
representation of space." 

These forces are what affect the subject and allow it to think of itself as 
receptive and determinable. For only insofar as the subject can represent 
itself as affected can it appear to itself as corporeal, hence as an object of 
outer sense. It then progresses to knowledge of itself in the thoroughgoing 
determination of appearances, and of their connection into a unified 
whole. "The understanding begins with the consciousness of itself 
(apperceptio) and performs thereby a logical act. To this the manifold of 
outer and inner intuition attaches itself serially, and the subject makes 
itself into an object in a limitless sequence." 
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Practical self-posithtg and the idea of God 

Yet the subject does not just constitute itself as an object of outer sense. It 
also constitutes itself as a person, that is, a being who has rights and 
duties. By detennining its will in accordance with the categorical impera-
tive, the subject can raise itself above all merely sensuous beings and 
become the "originator of his own rank." Thoroughgoing determination 
of my existence in space and time is consequently not the only thorough-
going determination of myself: "Everyl human being is, in virtue of his 
freedom and of the law which restricts it, made subject to necessitation 
through his moral-practical reason." 

Kant's main interest now, however, is in the idea that moral-practical 
reason inevitably generates in order to constitute itself as a person: the 
idea of God as the highest moral being. For it is through the categorical 
imperative that all rational world-beings are united, as standing in mutual 
relations of right and duty. But a command, to which "everyone must 
absolutely give obedience, is to be regarded by everyone as from a being 
which rules and governs over all. Such a being, as moral, however is called 
God. So there is a God." 

The idea of God thus lies "at the basis" of the categorical imperative; 
the concept of unconditional duty is contained "identicallyll in the concept 
of a divine being: All human duties are prescribed as (if they were) divine 
commands. Whether God exists as a substance different from man, as a 
world-being, cannot be .known; but for moral-practical reason, the idea of 
God is indispensable and inevitably given with the categorical imperative. 
Just as there is an alI.comprehending nature (in space and time), there is 
also "an all-embracing, morally commanding, original being - a God." 
Like "the world, II this original being is a maximum and can only be one. 
"The subject determines itself (I) by technical-practical reason, (2) by 
moral-practical reason, and is itself an object of both. The world and 
God." 

If'hat is transcendental philosophy? 

The last fascicle Kant wrote - but which has been called the first fascicle 
because it lay on top of the manuscript - is the summation of his years of 
labor. Again there are clear indications (although now, increasingly, cou-
pled with signs of decrepitude) of Kant's belief that his work could finally 
be completed: The name of the amanuensis to be used is recorded in the 
margin, and various sheets contain versions of a new title, of the table of 
contents, and of an introduction. The initial title "Transition from the 
Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science to Physics" is no longer 
sufficient for the work at hand. This does not mean that the "Transition" 
is abandoned or that Kant at this time has plans for a second volume; the 
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initial "Transition" is to become one of the parts of the larger work Kant 
now wants to call, for example, "The Highest Standpoint ofTrans.cenden-
tal Philosophy in the System of Ideas: God, the World. and Man in the 
World, Restricting Himself Through Laws of Duty" - or, more simply, 
"System of Transcendental Philosophy in Three Sections." 

Kant's account of theoretical and practical self-positing culminates in 
the ideas of world and God. These ideas, however, are thoroughly hetero-
geneous and stand in "real opposition." If philosophy is to be systematic 
and complete, they must be combined into one whole: "In this relation 
there must, however, be a means of the combination of both [ideas] into 
an absolute whole - and that is man who, as a natural being has at the 
same time personality - in order to connect the principles of the senses 
with that of the supersensible." Man, as a sense object, belongs to nature; 
as a person, capable of rights and duties, he must have freedom of the will 

. and hence be a citizen of the noumenal realm. These three ideas (or 
ideals, as they each express a maximum and are unique) belong together 
and fonn a system: "If God is, he is only one. If there is a world in the 
metaphysical sense then there is only one world; and if there is man he is 
the ideal. the an:hetype (prototypan) of a man adequate to duty." Whether 
these objects exist, "is not here decided" - it is not a question for transcen-
dental philosophy. . 

What, in Kant's final analysis, is transcendental philosophy? It is, first, 
synthetic a priori knowledge from concepts. This is the "negative" 
tion, which sets it apart from mathematics. But Kant now adds a positive 
characterization, which explains the possibility of such knowledge: "Tran-
scendental philosophy is the act of consciousness whereby the subject 
becomes the originator of itself and, thereby, also of the whole object of 

and . moral-practical reason in one system.» In other 
words, transcendental philosophy becomes the theory of self-positing, of 
reason's self-constitution in the light of three original and necessary ideas 
or "images" that supply it with the material for synthetic knowledge from 
concepts: "I must have objects of my thinking and apprehend them; 
otherwise I am unconscious of myself." Reason (or the "spirit in man") 
therefore inevitably creates these ideas (God, world, duty) in the process 
of positing itself, of becoming conscious of itself as both a natural being 
and a person. Or, finally, already on the wrapper of this fascicle, among 
the last words Kantwrote: "Transcendental philosophy precedes the asser-
tion of things that are thought. as their archetype. [the placel in which they 
must be set." 

NOTE ON THE SELECTION AND TRANSLATION 

The present edition is based on the text of the Opus postumum in Vols. 2 I 
and 22 of the Academy edition of Kant's gesammelte Schriften. Its aim is to 
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provide a selection from the Opus postumum that both illustrates the nature 
of Kant's last work and gives a comprehensive representation of its main 
ideas. I harbor no illusions that there can be a perfect approach to this 
task: Different editors would make - and have made - different selec-
tions. Nevertheless two principles of selection suggest themselves, both of 
which I have adopted. 

First, as was noted, Kant tended in his last manuscript to adjust his 
writing to the paper in front of him, and to try to fit a thought or a set of 
paragraphs on a single sheet (sometimes even page), rather than freely to 
carry over his sentences from one to the next. The reason for this seems to 
have been his wish to have sheets (or sometimes pages) fonn self-
contained units that could easily be compared with other drafts on the 
same topic and then reworked or amended at a later time if desired. The 
present selection is an attempt to preserve as far as possibJe this feature of 
the manuscript. It therefore reproduces entire pages rather than specific 
passages from those pages. Although I not felt it necessary to adhere 
to this principle unswervingly, I have deviated from it only rarely, and only 
to avoid excessive repetition or to include in a selection a passage that 
seems crucial to the unfolding of Kant's argument, but that only occurs in 
the context of an otherwise unimportant or already much belabored discus-
sion. I have not eneoded the principle to the margins of the pages, where 
Kant recorded alternative phrasings, reminders for a later treatment of a 
particular topic, and so forth. Kant's marginal notes are included when 
they seemed to contribute to an understanding of the argument on the 
page itself (or on other pages); otherwise they were omitted. 

The second principle of selection is dictated by what Kant tried to 
achieve in his last work. Because the manuscript was begun with the 
intention of producing a "Transition from the Metaphysical Foundations 
of Natural Science to Physics" and reflects his long struggle with this 
problem and its implications, the selection should contain those pages that 
best represent the unfolding of the argument, as well as the various 
modifications and transformations the original plan underwent in the 
course of his deliberations. For this reason, otherwise interesting reflec-
tions that Kant recorded in the manuscript but that do not bear on his 
project - drafts of the prefaces to the Critique of Practical Reason and to R. 
B. Jachmann's Priifung tier Kantischen Religionsphilosophie, for example, or 
Kant's thoughts on a smallpox epidemic or on the alleged Fortschritt zum 
Besseren of the human race - had to be excluded from the selection. 

This second principle also implies, it seems to me, that the selection 
should reflect the logical and chronological order of Kant's thought and 
thus use the chronology that Adickes established for the Opus postumum. 
This makes a comparison of the present text with the German original 
more complicated, but it makes Kant's argument vastly more intelligible. 
So as not to complicate the comparison beyond necessity, the present 
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edition reproduces the inconsistencies in the arrangement of the text in 
the Academy edition, which provides Kant's marginal notes sometimes 
before the main text and sometimes after and includes his personal jot-
tings from the margins sometimes in the apparatus to the text, sometimes 
on the page itself. The sole exception to this policy is Kant's marginal 
reflections on page 2 of sheet II of the 1st fascicle. The Academy edition 
prints them after page 3 of that sheet; I have included them immediately 
after the main text of page 2. 

Whereas the responsibility for making selections from Kant's text lay en-
tirely with the editor, the translation has been a collaborative effort* in the 
fullest sense: We established carlyon that the demands of the text (relative, 
at least, to our capacities) were such that the only possible way of 

. ing was for us to translate each individual sentence together from scratch. 
In general, we tried to render the text as intelligible as possible without 

imposing on it our own interpretation of what Kant is trying to say, or 
artificially eliminating its fragmentary, digressive, and repetitious char-
acter. But when faced with Kant's often jumbled and overlong sentences, 
their many parentheses, and not infrequently the complete absence of 
punctuation, a translator at times has no choice but to make a decision, 
guided only by an intuitive sense of Kant wants to convey, as to 
which parts of a sentence belong together, or to which of many possible 
subjects a verb refers. We also often found it necessary, because the 
English language does not tolerate the large number of dependent and 
sub dependent clauses that German can accommodate, to rearrange 
Kant's sentence structure and to disentangle and decompose his more 
convoluted constructions into more manageable units. In so doing, we did 
not hesritate to replace where necessary Kant's relative pronouns with the 
substantives to which we felt he must be referring, and which offered the 
best chance of making sense of the words in question. 

Nevertheless, we were left with many sentences whose complexity still 
stretches the resources of the language. For this we make no apology: The 
English already represents a considerable simplification of the original, 
and to go farther would be to produce not a translation but a reconstruc-
tion of Kant's text. 

In relation to Kant's words themselves we attempted to act much more 
conservatively. The problems here are ones that all of Kant's tra'nslators 
must face. For he is, notoriously, one of those philosophers who introduce 
into their work a great deal of novel terminology that has no familiar role 
(either in English or in German) outside its original context. The problem 
for the translator, however, is to detennine how far Kant's terminology is 

• All translations in the Introduction, the Notes to the Introduction, and the Factual Notes 
are by Eckart Forster unless otherwise indicated. 
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intended in this technical way (in which case the proper procedure must be 
to find a single equivalent) and how far it admits of flexibility in its sense. 

A case in point is the words Objekt and Gegenstand, on the one hand, 
and Ding and Sache, on the other. (In ordinary German, all four words can 
be used interchangeably, with certain restrictions applying to Sache.) 
Whereas some scholars maintain that the first two words represent, for 
Kant, different ideas, we found no evidence in the Opus postumum to 
support this view. Rather, in this text, he seems to be using both terms 
interchangeably; we therefore translated both terms as "object," without 
distinction. 

The case is different, however, with Ding and Sacile, both of which arc 
commonly translated as "thing." This seemed unacceptable to us in the 
Opus postumtlm, where Kant frequently speaks of a Sache an sich in a way 
that does not appear to be synonymous with the Ding an sich - the "thing 
in itself" familiar from his earlier writings. Whether this appearance is 
correct or not, it seemed important to us to alert the reader to such 
possible nuances in Kant's meaning. Consequently, wherever Kant uses 
the term Sache, we have translated it - for want of another term - as 
"thing (Sache)," to distinguish it from "thing" proper, or Ding. 

Such decisions as to when terms do and do not demand a unique 
English equivalent are recorded in the Glossary. In addition, where the 
decision is of substantial philosophical significance, it is discussed in the 
Factual Notes at the appropriate place. 

Finally, as regards the' rendering of the principal tenns) we have 
adapted ourselves, as far as we felt we reasonably could, to the existing 
standard translations. For the Opus postumum this means two translations 
in particular: Norman Kemp Smith's translation of the Critique of Pure 
Reason and James W. Ellington's translation of the Metaphysical Founda-
tions of Natural Science. Especially from Kemp Smith's translation of terms 
we deviated only reluctantly - usually because we felt he treated too flexi-
bly a term that needed a consistent equivalent. 

In sum, our policy in translating Kant's Opus poslumum has been conser-
vative (as far as possible) with respect to words while being frce with 
respect to word order and sentence structure. Although we are aware that 
this is a compromise - and one that reasonably could have been made 
otherwise - we hope that the reader will appreciate that it is a compromise 
that has been made in good faith. The resulting text is one that, we know, 
the English-speaking reader will often find extremely demanding. But no 
legitimate principles of translation - however free - could make the Opus 
postumum read like smooth, polished English. Our regulative principle has 
been that, where the text could not be made to read like English, it should, 
as far as possible, read like Kant. 

ECKART FORSTER 
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J For the history of the Opus postumum, see also E. Kanis Opw 
mum dargestellt utld beurteilt Erganzungsheft Nr. so), Reuther & 
Reichard: Berlin 1920, pp. 1-35, and G. Lehmann, 14Einleitung,1t in AK 
:2:2:75 1-73. 

2 AK 5: I 70; see also AK 10:494. 
3 Kant to C. Garve, September 21, 1798, AK 12:257. 
.. Kant toJ. G. C. C. Kiesewetter, October 19 •• 798. AK 12:258. 
5 Kiesewetter to Kant, June 8,1795. AK 12:23· 
6 J. G. Hasse, Ltlzte AusstTUngen KanIS von einnn uintr nsdtgmMStn. Friedrich 

Nikolovius: Konigsberg 1804. p. 22. 
7 R. B. Jachmann, Immanun Kant gtsehildm in Brie/en an einm Frtund. re-

printed in F. Gross (cd.), Immanurl Kant: se;" Ltbtn in Danlel/ungm von 
uilgrnossm. Wissenschafdicbe BuchgeseUschaft: Darmc;tadt 1978, p .• 28. 

S Kant to G. C. Lichtcnberg,]uly J, 1798, U:Z41. 
9 E. A. C. Wasianslc.i, Immanuel KJ:nt in stinen lew", Ltbmsjahrtn, reprinted in 

F. Gross (ed.), Immilnud Kant, p. J94. 
10 "ErkJarung gegen Schlettwein," AK IZ:367. Hasse reported that the manu-

script was to be published after Kant's death by J. F. Gensichen. 10 whom Kant 
had also bequeathed his library. (See]. G. Hasse, LttzteAusurungen, p. zzn.) 

IrE. A. C. Wasianski, Immanuel Kant, p. 294. 
lZ J. G. Hasse, Letzu Ausserungen, p. 22n. 
13 Kiesewetter cOll'iulted J. F. Gcnsichen and C. J. Kraus, bUI apparently failed 

to contact Wasiallski. Kiesewetter writes of his search in his introduction 
(1808) to an annotated edition of Kant's Metaphysical Foundations oiNa/ural 
Science, which he planned to publish but which did not materialize. 
wener's preface and introduction to this planned work are now in the Bib-
liotekaJagieliotiska, Krakau (Poland). I am grateful to Dr. Marian Zwiercan 
of the BibliothekaJagieltonska for providing me with a microfilm of the texts. 

14 See P. Haensell's letter of December 23, 1883 to A. Krause, printed in A. 
Krause, Dtu nathgdassene Wer* Immf4nuei Kant's: Yom von den 
metaphysischen An/angsgriinden JeT NalurwissenscMfl ,cur Physik mit Belegm 
populiir-wissensclrafllich dargesldtt. Moritt Schauenberg: Frankfurt a. M. und 
4hr, 1888, p. xvi. 

15 F. W. Schubert, "Die Auffindung des letzten grOsseren Manuskripts von 
Immanuel Kan4" Nag preussische PrfJ1)inz;iaiblQller LVIX, I (1858), pp. 58-
61; and R. Haym (anonymous), "Ein ungedrucktes Werk vOn Kant," 
PreussischeJahrbiicher 1(1858), pp. 80-4. Both scholars declined, however, 
to pass decisive judgment on the manuscript on the basis of their brief 
encounter with it. 
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16 KUDO Fischer, Geuhichte tier neuern Philosophie, Friedrich Bassennann: 
Mannheim 1860, vol. 3, p. 83_ 

17 Altpreussiuhe MOrlatsschrift 19 (1882), pp. 67-8. 
18 The first was perhaps Kant himself: "Insertion V" of the VlIth fascicle is 

clearly of a later origin than the rest of this fascicle, and is probably mixed up 
with the "Insertion V" that is now in the Xth fascicle. That this is Kant's own 
doing is suggested by Kant's note next to the heading "Insertion VI" on page 
I of the seventh sheet of fascicle VII: "N.B. Should perhaps be V' (AK 
22:65·33)· 

19 This was suggested by Albrecht Krause, Dos nathgelassene mrk, p. XV; and by 
Julius von Pflugk-Harttung, "Paliiographische Bemerkungen zu Kants nach-
gelassener Handschrift," Archw for Gtschjchte tkr Philosophie II 1 (1888), p. 
4[' 

20 See Emil Arnoldt, Gaammelte Schriften, Nachlass Band IV, Bruno Cassirer: 
Berlin 191 I, Part II, pp. 342-81. 

21 Amoldt to Kuno Fischer,June 20, 1884, in ibid., p. 378. 
22 Ibid., p. 380. 
23 Reicke's letter is reprinted in part in A. Krause, Immanuel Kant wider Kuno 

Fischer, zum enten Male mit Hu/fe des verlOml gewesenm Kantischen Haupt-
werkes: Vom Ubergangvon der Melaphysilt zur Physjkverteidigt, Moritz Schau en-
burg: Lahr 1884, p. 24. 

24 Krause to von Gossler,June 30,1883. reprinted in ibid., p. 25. Although the 
minister showed interest, the project did not materialize. Arnoldt, who for 
political reasons had been denied an academic position at a Prussian 
sity, categorically refused to collaborate with a representative of the govern-
ment; yet without the help of his friend, Reicke was unwilling to undertake 
the task. 

25 Krause, Immanuel Kant wider Kuno Fischer, p. 3. 
26 Cotta'sche Buchhandlung: Stuttgart 1884. 
27 Thus Adickes writes that Krause's attack on Fischer was caused by his anger 

at Fischer's failing to revise his earlier dismissal of the Opus pos!umum in his 
Kntikder kantischen Philosophie of 1883: "A. Krause was so infuriated by this 
that he took pen in hand for a pointed attack on Fischer" (E. Adickes, KanIs 
Opus postumum, p. 17). Gerhard Lehmann and others followed Adickes in 
this assessment (see G. Lehmann, "Einleitung," AK 22:765). Yet this is not 
even half the story. 

In 1876, Krause published a book entided Die Gesetze des mensc/tlichen 
Herzms wissmschaftlich dargestellt als die formate Logilt des reinen Gefiihls [The 
Laws of the Human Heart, Scientifically Presented as the Formal Logic of 
Pure Feeling], M. Schauenburg: Lahr 1876, in which he claimed to have 
extended the principles of Kant's first Critique to the realm of human feelings 
and emotions. Contrary to Kant's claim that there can be no philosophical 
knowledge in rational psychology, Krause purported to show that this disci-
pline had its own "synthetic a pn'on judgments," such as, for instance, "The 
present lasts only for a moment" (p. 44), or, <lIffear induces a motion, it is the 
motion of flight" (p. 75). Such judgments can be proved, he insisted, if one 
adds to Kant's "insufficient" table of categories such "categories" as" Wenig-
keit" (fewness), "Separation" (separation), and" ZufdiJigkeif' (contingency). 
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Krause sent a dedication copy of his book to Kuno Fischer with the 
inscription: "To the Gehtimen Roth Kuno Fischer, his highly esteemed 
teacher, with deep gratitude, the author" (see K. Fischer, Das Streber- und 
Griinderthum, p. 63). Fischer, like the rest of the literary world, ignored the 
book. Convinced that this neglect by professional philosophers must be due 
to a failure to understand the Kandan principles on which his book was 
based, Krause next wrote a "popular" account of the Critiqtu: of Pure Reason, 
published appropriately in the centennial year 1881. 

Again, there was virtually no response from the academic community. 
Krause now took more desperate steps. Together with a friend and ally, A. 
Ciaasen, he approached the editors of Die Grenzimlen, a popular journal for 
politics, literature and arts, and asked for space in the journal's pages for the 
popularization and discussion of Krause's Kant interpretation. This was 
granted, and for the next three years, in a number of articles and book 
reviews, Krause and Claasen purs\led their task. Heralding Krause's writ-
ings as "the first and only progress in the theory of knowledge since Kant," 
they explicitly set out to rescue the "true" Kant from the "trash of professo-
rial wisdom [Sclmtl der ProftssorenweisheitJ." Accordingly, they charged the 
"professors of philosophy" with either "arrogantly ignoring" or with "plagia-
rizing" Krause's work - the latter with respect to a book by Kurd Lasswitz, a 
later editor of the Academy edition, which had just been awarded a literary 
urize for the best popular account of Kant's theory of the ideality of space 
and time. See Die Grenzboten 42,Z (1883), pp. 190-7; sec also 40,4 (188r), 
pp. 231-6; 41,1 (188z), pp. II3-17i 41,3 (188z), pp. 396-404i 41,4 (1882), 
pp. [0-[7; 42,[ ([883), pp. [66-8; 42,2 ([883), pp. 348-9, pp. 650-62; 
43,2'([884), pp. 218-24. 

Although their anger was directed against the community of professional 
philosophers as a whole, Krause and C1aasen singled out Kuno Fischer for 
special attack from the start. See "Kant und die Erfahrungswissenschaft," 
40,4 (1881), p. 23z; "Kant und Kuno Fischer," 41,4 (1882), pp. 10-17; 
"Kuno Fischer und scin Kant" 42, 3 (r883), pp. 549-64. 

Fischer eventually respondcd in the preface to his Kritik der kantischcn 
Philosophie, Fr. Bassermann: Munchen 1883. Lamenting the trend to pub-
lish on Kant without understanding him, he refers to an "immature and 
confused book" of a few years ago that could not have had a better fate than 
to sink into oblivion, but which was now hcralded as the first and only 
progress in the thcory of knowledge since Kant. Without mentioning Krause 
or Claascn by name, Fischer voiced his opinion of them in the form of a 
quotation from the Walpurgisnight scene of Goethe's Faust: " 'Ein Dilettant 
hat es geschrieben!' Uod Freund Scrvibilis ruft: 'Mich dilettirt's, den 
Vorhang aufzuziehen!' » (Fischer, p. vi). 

Now Krause writes his book Immanuel Kant wider Ktmo Fischer. And 
although he is silent in the book as to the cir'cumstances that led up to it, his 
true motives are nevertheless revealed in the introduction: "It is not only the 
love oflmmaoucl Kant which makes me carry out the present project, but it 
is also the drive of self-preservation which compels me to do so" (p. 3). 
Kant's Opus post1lInum clearly came in handy as a new weapon in Krause's 
struggle for "self-preservation." 
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28 The following incidents are reported in Arnoldt's letter to Fischer of June 6 
and 7. 1884. See E. Arnoldt's Gesammelte Schriftetl, pp. 371-3. 

29 A. Krause, Dar nathgelassene werk Immanuel KanIS. In the preface Krause 
""rites. no doubt to the surprise of those familiar with the circumstances: "As 
far as possible, I have only chosen passages that have already been published 
in Dr. Reicke's edition" (p. xvii). 

In 1902, Krause complemented this with a publication about the first 
fascicle: Die letzten Gedanken Immanuel Kallts: Der TranszendenJalpMlosophie 
hjjmster Standpunkt: Von Cott, der Well und dem Menschen. welchel' beide 
verbindrl, Lahr 1902. Like Hans Vaihinger and Karl Vorlander, Krause sub-
scribed to the Zwei Werke theory, that is, the view that Kant's Opus poSllmmm 
contains the plan and the material for Iwo different works. Although dis-
proved by Adickes in 1920, this view has recently been revived in W. H, 
Werkmeister, Kant's Archiledonic, Open Court: La Salle and London 1980, 
pp, 112, 173. 

30 :For the history of the Academy edition, see G. Lehmann, "Zur Geschichte 
dcr Kantausgabe 1896-1955," in Lehmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte und Inter-
pretation der Philos(}/Jhie Kants, de Gruyter: Berlin 1969, pp. 3- 12; Paul 
Menzer, "Die Kant-Ausgabe der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften," 
KanJ-Studien 49 + (1957-8), pp. 337-50; and Werner Stark, "Nach-
forschungen zur Herausgabe von Kants handschriftlichem Nachlass," un-
published manuscript, Marburg 1983. 

31 See B. Guttmann, "Der Kampf urn ein Manuskript," Frankforter Zeitllng lind 
Handelsblatt, Nr. 321, 47.Jahrgang, 19. November '902, Erstes Morgcnblatt. 

32 Ibid. 
33 E. Adickes, Kants Opus postumum, p. iv. 
34 8. Erdmann to E. Adickes, December 22, 1916. This and the following 

letters from Adickes's correspondence are part of the so-called Ingeiheimer 
Papiere- a portion of Adickes's Nachlass that Wemer Stark located in 1982 
(see W. Stark, "Mitteilung in memoriam Erich Adickes," Kant-Studien 75 3 
[1984], pp. 345-9) and that is now in the Kant Archiv of the Philipps 
Universitiit Marburg. I am grateful to Werner Stark for permitting me to 
quote from the Ingelheimer Papiere. 

35 E. Adickes to H. Diels, February 10, 1919 (Ingelhdmer Papi,:re). 
36 H. Diels to E. Adickes, June 6, 1919 (Ingelheimer Papiere). 
37 E. Adickes, Kants Opus postumum, pp. 854, 34, iv, 854· 
38 H. Maier to E. Adickes. November 9, 1923 (Ingdheimer Papjere). See also G. 

Lehmann, "Zur Geschichte der Kantausgabe," p. 8. 
39 H. Maier to E. Adickes, November 9, 1923 (Ingelheimn- Papiere), 
40 lowe this information to Werner Stark. 
41 A, Buchenau and G, Lehmann (cds.), Der aIle Kant, de Gruyter: Berlin uDd 

Leipzig 1925, p, 3. Buund together with Kant's noles is a reprint of Hasse's 
Letzte Ausserungen Kants. Adickcs expressed his negative assessment of Der 
alte Kant in his letter to A. Buchenau of May 4, 1926, and in a letter to 
Lehmann of June 2, 1926 (Ingelheimer Papiere). where he spoke of his "dis-
gust" with their way of handling their editorial task. 

42 H. Maier to E. Adickes, January 8, 1924; see Adickes's letter to Buchenau, 
June 30,1925 (/ngelheimer Papiere). 
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E. Adickes to H. Maier, June 19, 1926 (lngdheimer Papiert) . . 
See P. Menzer, "Die Kant-Ausgabe." p. 347. 
See AK 18:679·'-9 (R 63520) and '1:337-23-338.05; .8:30P-.8 (R 
565za) and 21:440.16-+41.2; 19:310.17-311.7 (R 731+) and 21:446.2-12; 
.8:659.9-665.2. (R 63380) and 21:454.2'-461.12; '5:972.'4-974-'4 (R 
1552) and n:29S.2Z-297.J1, 298.6-8, 298.15-17; 15:974.17-976.18 (R 
1553) and 22:3°2.6-3°4.12, 3°4.16-18, 3°4.22-3°5.3. 
The leaves of the IVth fascicle have been transmitted in the following order 
(as of 1986): nos. 22 (with the Oaaventwuifinserted in it). 8. :1S. 29. 23, 24. 
26/ 32.30.27,31.28,33.35.39/40,36.37.38, .p, 42, +4, +3/+7. 45. 46, 
3/ 4.7,5.6,3. The editors also deviated from the principles of a "diplo-
matic" edition in the IXth fascicle, where they reversed the order of the 
pages of draft "B Ubergang" (AK 22:233-46). 
G. Lehmann, Beitriigt, p. 48. Thirty years later Lehmann still recalled the 
"string of difficulties, even nastinesses" that accompanied the interactions 
between him, Buchenau, and Adickes; see ibid., p. 38. 
See E. Adickes, Kants Opus postumum, p. 153n. 
See, e.g., Wolfgang G. Bayerer, "Ein verschollencs Loses Blatt aus Kants 
Opus postumum?" Kant-Studitn 58 (I967), pp. 277-84; ilk-m., "Bemericun-
gen zu einem neuerdings naher behnnt gewordenen Loscn Blatt aus Kants 
Opus postumu.m," Kant-Sbldim 72 (1981), pp. 127-31; Hans-Joachim 
Waschkies, "Eine neu aufgefundene Reflexion Kants zur Mathematik (Loses 
Blatt Leningrad 2)," I (19.87), pp. 229-78; Wemer Stark, 
"Loses Blan Leipzig J. Transkription und Bemerkungen," In: Forum fUr 
Philosophic Bad Homburg (ed.), U!urgang: llnlmumungen ,zum Spatwert Im-
manutl KanIS. Klostermann: Frankfurt am Main 1991, pp. 1-46-55. 
For a detailed description of the various sheets of the manuscripr, see AK 
22:773-89 and Julius von Pflugk-Harttung, "PaHiographische Bemerkungen 
zu Kants nachgelassener Handschrift." 
Kant's logic lecture of 1772 ("Logik Philippi"), §436, AK 2+:+8+. 
See the correspondence between Kant, Kiesewetter, and Lagarde, Novem-
ber 19,1789 to May 1790, AK Il:107-67. 
For another illustration of Kant's working style at the time, see G. Baum, W. 
G. Bayerer, R. Malter, "Ein neu aufgefundcnes Reinschriftfragment KanIS 
mit den Anfangstexlen seines Entwurfs 'Zum ewigen Frieden,''' Kanl-
S/udim 77 (1986), pp. 3.6-37. 
T. Haering, Dn' Duisburg'scht Nachlass und Kant's Kn'ticismus um I77S. J. C. 
B. Mohr (paul Siebeck): Tilbingen 1910, pp. 2ff. 
E. Adickes, who edited the physics Rtf/monen in me Academy edition, 
described them thus: "stylistic monster-sentences, anacolutha, unclear for-
mulations of thoughts themselves unclear" (KanIS Opus fWS,umum, p. 23i see 
AK 14:xviii-xix). 
According to Wasianski, it was Kant's habit to write down in the evenings key 
words for topics he planned to develop the next day. See Wasianski, lmman-
uti Kant in seinm letztm Ltbtnsjahren, p. 225. 
For this reason, Vittorio Mathieu characterized the manuscript as 
'''zellc-nartig'' - cellular. See IGlnts Opus postumum, Klostennann: Frankfurt 
am Main 1989, p. 61. 
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58 For a fairly typical page of Kant's manuscript, see the facsimile of page I of 
the first sheet of fascicle IX in this volume. 

59 In this respect, too, the Opus postumum does not differ from Kant's 
Duisburg'sche Nach14ss of 1775i see AK 17:651. 

60 E. Adickes, KanIS Opus postumum, p. 36. 
6I Adickes's general method of dating Kant's Nodi/ass (sec his "Einlcitung" to 

AK 14:xvii-hdi) has not gone uncriticized. His plan to "verify" his method in 
the last Nachlass volume of the Academy edition waS prevented by his early 
death. For the Opus postumum, however, this dispute is of only secondary 
importance. Here one must distinguish between the order in which the vari-
ous drafts were composed, and their exact dating. Adickes established ule 
former, by and large, in a manner that leaves little room for doubt; this order 
is generally accepted today. As for the exact dating of the various sheets and 
leaves! a complete answer could only come, if at all, from a scientific analysis 
of the papers used, the inks, the watermarks, etc. As long as the manuscript 
remains in private possession and inaccessible to scholarship of this kind, 
this is out of the question. However, Kant's text contains enough dates and 
references to datable events to permit reliable dating for most of the drafts 
(hence a margin of error of not more than several months for the others). 
Whenever possible, such dates or references are given in the Factual Notes. 

62 For this deviation, see Factual Note 30. 
63 See E. Adickes, Kanis Opus postumum, pp. 36-54. 
64 Kiesewetter had published with Kant's publisher a Grundriss riner a/lge-

meintn Logik nam Kantisdltn Grundsiitzen (F. T. Lagarde: Berlin 1791) in 
which he made liberal use of material Kant had unwittingly "dictated" to 
him, as Kiesewetter later put it (see AK I J :267, 254). Kant, who himself had 
plans for a Logic as a compendium for lectures, was infuriated, especially 
because he did not learn of this book through Kiesewetter himself but 
through their publisher. Kant wrote again only after Kiesewetter sent him a 
small cask of Teltower Riiben - a type of carrots Kant was particularly fond 
of - in December J 793. The letter in which Kiesewetter reminds Kant of 
his intended "Transition" is from June 8, 1795, AK 12:23. 

65 In this context it is worth noticing that several of the early leaves, which 
Adickes dates between 1786 and 1790, address topics that are also the 
subject matter of some of the so-called Kiesewetur-AuJsiitze - short essays in 
which Kiesewetter recorded his discussions with Kant. See, e.g., on "the 
moment ofa speed": nos. 31, 37, 38, 41, 33 (AK 21:426, 429, 431, 432, 
435-7) and R 67 ("Loses Blatt Kiesewetter 6," 14:495-6); and "On mira-
cles": no. 35 (21:439.18-22) and R 5662 ("Loses Blatt Kiesewetter 2," 
18:320-2). 

66 See E. Adickes, Kants Opus postumum, p. 153. 
67 See, e.g., F. T. Rink's letter to Charles de Villers of June I, 1801: "The 

condition of our dear Kant is rapidly deteriorating." (Quoted from Hans 
Vaihinger, "Briefe aus dem Kantkreis," AltpreussischeMonatsschriji 17 (188o}, 
P·292.) 

68 See J. G. Hasse, Ausserungen Kants, pp. 4-5: "During the last three 
years (of Kant's life] I was his guest once or twice per week." Wasianski 
began to look after Kant almost daily in the winter of I 80 1 -2, when he took 
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over the philosopher's financial affairs and found a new servant for him in 
January 1802. At this time, Kant wrote in the Opus pos!Umum: U(Herr 
deacon [WasiansldD daily" (AK 21:126.2, not included), and, soon after, 
"Receive the Herm deacon, politely (mit Cachmack aufzunehmenJ" (AK 
21:134,13, not included), 

69 Prolegomena loAny FUlureMetaphysiCJ, AK 4:377 (translated by Carus/Beck). 

i O 
71 

72 

73 
74 
75 
76 
n 
78 
79 
80 
81 

References to the Critique of Pure Reason are given in the text with the usual 
'A' and 'B' numbering for the first and second edition, respectively. 
Kant to]. H. Lambert, September 2, 1770, AK 10:98. 
Prolegomena, AK 4:260. 
Ibid" 262. 
See Kant to Marcus Herz,January '779, AK 10:247, 
Kant to Herz, after May 1 J, J 78 I, AK 10:269, 
Prolegomena, AK 4:263. 
See ibid., 27S. 
Ibid., 373n. 
Ibid" 293, Italics added, 
See ibid. 
Ibid" 373n. 
Metaphysical Foundations 0/ Natural Science, AK 4:477, translated by James 
W. Ellington. 

82 See also Kant's R4fexionen 6311-16, AK 18:607-23. 
83 Metaphysical Foundations of Natural SciC1tce, AK 4:47&; see also A244-S and 

8288-92. Italics added. 
84 Metaphysical Foundations oINa/ural Scimet, AK 4:476. 
85 The first chapter (Phoronomy) treats of "matter as the movable in space"; 

the second chapter (Dynamics) of "matter as the movable insofar as it fills a 
space"; the third chapter (Mechanics) of "matter as the movable insofar as 
it as such has a moving force"; and the fourth (Phenomenology), finally, of 

86 
87 
88 
89 

91 

92 

93 
94 
95 
96 

"matter as the movable insofar as it can as such be an object of experience." 
See Metaphysical FoufldaJions o/Natural Science, AK 4:S2S, 532-3. 
Ibid., 473-
Ibid., 524. 
AK 22:282. 
First introduction to the Cn'tique of Judgment, AK 20:2is, translated by 
)a.mes Haden. 
AK 5:246, translated by Werner S. Pluhar, 
First introduction, AK 2o::u6, 
Ibid" 219, translated by Werner S. Pluhar. 
Ibid., 204-5. 
AK 11:361-5. 
Ibid., 376-7. 

97 Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, AK 4:524. 
98 Ibid., 516. 
99 Ibid., S2 I. 

100 AK II:396, 
101 Ibid., 426. 
102 Ibid" 441. The first introduction was published by Beck under the mislead-
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jog title zur Einleitung in die Kritik der Urteilskraft" as an 
appendix to the secOl1d volume of his Erlautemder Anszug affS dm crifisdun 
Schriflen des Herrn Prof Kant, Hartknoch: Riga 1794, pp. 543- 90. 

103 This is clear from the opening lines of Deck's next letter to Kant, June 17, 
J794,AK 11:508-9· 

104 AK 22:282. 
105 AK21:3 1 I. 
106 See AK 4:518, 526, 563-4-
107 See ihid., 473: helieve that I have completely exhausted this metaphysical 

doctrine ofhody, as far as such a doctrine ever extends"; see also 470, 477, 
478, etc. 

J08 See AK 4:527. 
109 Ihid., 529. 
1I0 Proposition I, Mechanics, AK 4:537. 
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Editor's note 

The [onowing text has been broken up into seven chapters corresponding 
to the major themes in Kant's argument. The chapter headings are pro-
vided by the editor, 

In addition, four symbols have been used to indicate special features of 
the text: 

• • means added later by Kant, 
{ } means deleted by Kant. 
{ " , I means editor's omission. 
[ I means translators' insertion . 
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KANT'S 
OPUS POSTUMUM 



IXth fascicle, sheet I, page J 



[Early leaves and Oktaventwurf] 

[JVth fascicle,leaf 25, page IJ' 

GOTTlNGISCHE ANZEIGEN NO. 191. 1786 
Phoronomy contains only the previously mentioned proposition concern-
ing composite motion. Reviewer confesses that he has not [foundJ the 
present topic there, Of, if, perhaps, he has overlooked it, does not compre-
hend how it could faJlaw from the previously mentioned 
(N.B. The phoronomic proposition was cited by me to support the claim that 
nothing can abolish motion save motion in the opposite direction.) A body 
which has motion certainly remains in exactly the same place in 
space if the plane on which it rests is moved with equal speed in the 
opposite direction, but must every case of remaining in onc place be 
thought of in the same way? Must onc think of a moving force in a wall, 
because, at the wall, one cannot progress further? It is not even clear how 
Phoronomy, which merely treats of motion without considering force 
(from which the motion arises) could lead to moving force. 

[Bottom maw" J 
On the doctrine of repulsive forces. 

[lVth fascicle, leaf 25. page 2J 
Because repulsion is a superficial force (does not proceed immediately 

from one part to all parts in a given quantity of matter) the quantity of 
matter is not equal to the repulsion; not even density is proportional to the 
latter (in different kinds of matter). So the quantity of matter can be very 
'unequal, for the same repulsion (without empty intermediary spaces), but, 
for the same attraction (at the same distance) it is always equal- which is 2 I :416 
not the case when attraction is itself not true attraction but only approach 
through impact or pressure, for, then, it is only a superficial force, like 
cohesion. 

N.B, Whether, in cohesion, the attracting parts also attract those which 
are not in contact? 
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IMMANUEL KANT 

[IVth fascicle, leaf 26/32, .page r] 

[ ... ], 

COHESION 

The question is whether cohesion be possible through inner forces of 
matter Qike gravity). The moment of acceleration of the attracting parts 
would have to relate to gravity as the weight of a wire, which breaks 
through its gravity, does to the weight of that small piece of matter which 
immediately exerts the attraction; and since its parts attract only in the 
inverse square ratio, as a third of the latter's weight. It would follow from 
this that small pieces of matter (which would be smaIler than the distance 
amounted to) would have that much less cohesion. 
[ .•• J 
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OPUS POSTUMUM 

[lVth fascicie, leaf 23, page 2J' 

DISSOLUTION 

What is chemistry? The science of the inner forces of matter. 
Dissolution (chemical) is the separation of two types of matter, penetrat-

ing each other through attraction. It is either quantitative - if the matter is 
divided into homogeneous matters - or qualitative if it is divided into its 
heterogeneous (specifically different) matters. (a) Water into vapor (b) into 
two types of air. The latter is called analysis, properly speaking. 

Quantitative but yet chemical division takes place, for example, through 
evaporation of the lighter [matter], etc. 

Dissolution requires a medium (menstrnum) which must always be fluid 
and which dissolves either another fluid or a solid matter (menstruum 
universale). 

The question is whether the dissolution of a solid body takes place 
through the attraction of the fluid [mens/mum) or merely through the 21:454 
neutrali1 .. tion lAu}hebung) of the attraction of the parts of the solid [mat-
ter] among one another. If the latter is merely diminution, (its] effect is 
swelling as in wooden wedges or the growth of trees.S 

Whether the theory of capillary tubes is valid here. 
Attraction is a force moving the matter outside of a body. Because the 

spaces from which the motions of the body in its approach commences are 
in various distances as the squares of the distances, the attraction is also in 
this ratio. Cohesion can indeed, according to ito; effect, be considered as 
attraction; since, however, it involves no diminishing attraction - at least 
not that according to the squared ratio - cohesion is therefore not the 
effect of one body approaching another but rather the eITect uf such 
matters which extend much farther than the two bodies, hence pressure 
or impact. However, it cannot be pressure for a fluid [matter] has cohe-
sion. Through pressure, however, the fluid lmatter1 would conserve any 
figure jf it is equally compressed on all sides. Therefore, cohesion is only 
possible through [theJ living force ofimpac!. 
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IMMANUEL KANT 

[IVth fascicle, leaf 26/32,.page IJ 

[ ... J' 

COHESION 

The question is whether cohesion be possible through inner forces of 
matter (like gravity). The moment of acceleration of the attracting parts 
would have to relate to gravity as the weight of a wire, which breaks 
through its gravity, does to the weight of that small piece of matter which 
immediately exerts the attraction; and since its parts attract only in the 
inverse square ratio, as a third of the latter's weight. It would follow from 
this that small pieces of matter (which would be smaller than the distance 
amounted to) would have that much less cohesion. 
[ .•• J 

4 
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[IVth fascicle, leaf 23, page 2]' 

DISSOLUTION 

What is chemistry? The science of the inner forces of matter. 
Dissolution (chemical) is the separation of two types of matter, penetrat-

ing each other through attraction. It is either quantitative - if the matter is 
divided into homogeneous matters - or qualitative if it is divided into its 
heterogeneous (specifically different) matters. (a) Water into vapor (b) into 
two types of air. The latter is called analysis, properly speaking. 

Quantitative but yet chemical division takes place, for example, through 
evaporation of the lighter {matter], etc. 

Dissolution requires a medium (menstnlum) which must always be fluid 
and which dissolves either another fluid or a solid matter (menstruum 
universale). 

The question is whether the dissolution of a solid body takes place 
through the attraction of the fluid [menstruum] or merely through the 21:454 
neutralization [;1ujhebung] of the attraction of the parts of the solid [mat-
ter] among one another. If the latter is merely diminution, [its] effect is 
swelling as in wooden wedges or the growth of trees.s 

Whether the theory of capillary tubes is valid here. 
Attraction is a force moving the matter outside of a body. Because the 

spaces from which the motions of the body in its approach commences are 
in various distances as the squares of the distances, the attraction is also in 
this ratio. Cohesion can indeed, according to its effect, be considered as 
attractionj since, however, it involves no diminishing attraction - at least 
not that according to the squared ratio - cohesion is therefore not the 
effect of one body approaching another but rather the effect of such 
matters which extend much farther than the two bodies, hence pressure 
or impact. However, it cannot be pressure for a fluid [matter] has cohe-
sion. Through pressure, however, the fluid lmattcrJ would conserve any 
figure if it is equally compressed on all sides. Therefore, cohesion is only 
possible through [the] living force of impact. 
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[IVth fascicle, leaf 30/40, page I]' 
Magnitude is the detennination of an object according to which the appre-
hension of its intuition is represented as possible only through the 
pea ted positing of what is the same - elucidation by space and time as a 
pn'ori magnitudes. 

Thus magnitude is for us merely a predicate of things as objects of our 
senses (for only through the senses is intuition possible for us). The 
concept of the magnitude of a thing in general would, if I omit the 
restriction to sensible intuition, read thus: It is the detennination by which 
what is manifold and homogeneous together makes one. But one cannot 

2 I :455 comprehend the possibility of a thing according to these concepts; in 
consequence one does not know whether the definition has explained a 
thing or a nonentity [UndingJ - this general concept of magnitude is not an 
element of knowledge. 

The above concept of magnitude is not an empirical concept, for it 
contains the conditions of apprehension in general and the unity of the 
concept according to its rule, from which alone empirical concepts can 
arise. Thus it also contains a priori intuition and a concept of the under-
standing, [that is, a concept of) the synthetic unity of its manifold in 
apperception. 

-A definition which has no relation to application in contTeto is transcen-
dent (without meaning).- . 

Theorem: All objects of the senses have extensive magnitude. For space 
and time, as that in which alone their manifold can be intuited, are 
knowable on1y as magnitudes. This proposition is a principle of the possi-
bility of experience; namely, to produce perceptions according to it and to 
combine them into the unity of the knowledge of the object. 

Categories of magnitude (quantity). (I) Unity (mathematical, not quali-
tative; measure - this itself regarded as magnitude and a part of it" used as 
a measure of other magnitudes). (2) Plurality (multitude, counting-
largeness and smallness). Nothing is absolutely large. Indeterminate multi-
tude. The largest and the smallest. Infinite progression. (3) Totality. 
Number - aesthetic comprehension, uniting the multitude. Infinite magni-
tude thereof(the absolute totality is the largest). Regression to infin-
ity. Continuity. The infinitely small 

To describe God as infinite is to regard him as of the same kind as his 
creatures, only beyond all measure as regards magnitude (aesthetic value 
of the description), Totality of reality is a better description and one and 
the same as unlimited. 

2 I :456 The things which occupy time and space can only be known in experi-
ence, according to the conditions of the apprehension of their manifold, 
and of the unity of their combination, which confonns to the a priori 

• Reading ihm for ihnen. 
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concepts of this unity. For this reason, laws of all objects of possible 
experience must hold, because empirical knowledge is only possible by 
this principle. oQuanta are aU continua. Multitudes are not quanta. Where 
the unity is specifically determined - as sheep, for example - it is no 
quantum but rather a multitude,o 

QUALITY 

[n the case of [quality], sensation is combined, but not connected, with 
intuition to yield an empirical apperception; that is, the intuition is empty. 
or partly empty and partly sensible. Every sensation can be thought of as 
gradually vanishing; that is, as decreased from a strong to a weaker, 
declining to nothing. Equally it can be increased. Thus it, and the reality 
of the obiect corresponding to it, has a degree. 

The sensation is represented subjectively as unity, namely in regard to 
empirical apperception, which, however, vanishes as magnitude, but not 
by division. 

[IVth fascicle, leaf 39140, page 2] 
TIu roncept of magnitude ;s not a concept derived from experience. It lies a 

priori in the understanding, although only in experience do we develop it. 
What cannot be perceived in the obiect cannot be derived from experience 
either, Now the concept of magnitude contains that which the understand-
ing performs for itself, namely, to produce an entire representation 
through the synthesis of repeated addition. Therefore, nothing is con-
tained in it which would require a perception; it hence presupposes no 
experience, although it is contained in all of them. Thus it can be applied 21:457 
a priori to the intuitions [of] space and time. It is not derived even from 
these, however, but is only applied to them and receives by way of them 
objective reality with respect to things in space and time. It contains 
nothing further than the synthetic unity of consciousness. which is re-
quired for a concept of an object in general, and insofar is an element of 
knowledge, but is not yet knowledge save when applied to pure or empiri-
cal intuition, 

(I) Concept. (2) Its origin. Synthetic division (a priOri). (3) Domain 
([applies] only to objects of the senses). (4) Principle (under this concept). 
Pred£cables (possibility of pure mathesis). 

A 
CONCEPT OF MAGNITUDE 

(I) Explanation and synthetic division. (2) Origin of the concept. (3) 
Domain. (4) Principle - then predicables. 
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B 
CONCEPT OF QUALITY 

(1) Explanation and synthetic division. Explanation: The quality of a thing 
is the determination which represents il as a something or as a mere lack, 
Le. whose concept contains a being or a nonbeing. 

Division. Reality, negation and limitation. (possibility of dynamics.) 

C 
CONCEPT OF RELATION 

Definition: It is the real relation of one thing to something else, which may 
21:458 be its own predicate or that of other things .... The fonner is internal 

relation, the latter external relation. A real relation is opposed to the 
merely formal, for it is a relation of reality to another reality (possibility of 
physics). Everything as a demonstrable science from a pn'ori principles. 

N.B. One can give no proof of these propositions, valid for all things in 
general. For, in seeking the pure category, one cannol know if something 
such as it could apply to any thing at all. Taking the conditions ofintuition in 
space and time, one does not know whether they C3n be presupposed in all 
things. For it is not as concepts that one comprehends their necessity; they 
are just conditions under which we must represent things for ourselves. 

Quality is the determination of a thing insofar as it is not increased in 
number, although the thing itself is enlarged, e.g. figure, Understanding 
in contrast to the senses. Gravity in contrast to weight. Infinite divisibiHty 
in contrast to extension. Reality in contrast to negation. 

[IVth fascicle, leaf 39/ 40, page 3 j 
The object in general: (I) According to the fonn ofintuition without 

something which this form contains (space and time). (2) The object as 
something (aliquid est objeaum qualijico/um) is the occupation of space and 
time, without which both are empty intuitions. This something is posited in 
space and time in the second class of categories. () This real [something], 
determined in space and time according to its relations, or thought a pn'on' 
for relations in space and time. (4) Something as the object of empirical 
consciousness of a thing outside me (of the immediate). Against idealism. 
Hence, something as object of the senses, not just of the imagination. 

Transcendental philosophy or ontology j mse;,lehrej is followed by the 
(metaphysical) physiology of objects of experience according to a prion' 
principles: doctrine of body and doctrine of soul. Then cosmology and 
theology. 
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QUALITY 

Is that internal determination of a thing by which it can be distinguished 
from others as a unity. It is opposed to magnitude which is the internal 
determination of a thing by which it can be distinguished from others as a 
plurality. Plurality, however, is that determination of a thing which can no 
more be explained as unity. The quality of a thing, which distinguishes it 
as a something from mere fonn, is reality, to which corresponds sensation. 

Quality is that internal determination which, without enlargement or 
diminution of the thing, can become greater or lesser; e.g. weight (given 
the same gravity) is not a quality since it can only be increased by enlarge-
ment of the thing, but gravity is a quality because it can grow without 
growth in the body according to its mass. Continuity is quality, velocity, 
finally sensation (reality), between a and o. 

The relation of things to empty space is not an object of possible 
experience. No more Ithat] to empty time. 

T he combination of reality with the concept of magnitude is intensive; this 
absolute unity of reality can itself have no magnitude. What, however, has 
no reality but is absolute unity (the point) has no magnitude. Of the 
bounds of reality in contrast to the limits of space. Of boundless - of 
infinite reality. That all manifold ness of things as things in general con-
sists only in the exteruion of the totality of reality, which presupposes a 
unified being. That all negations are mere boundaries: transcendental 
theology. These are mere ideas which concern the constitution of our 
thought without being regarded as knowledge of things. 

21:459 

Of the manifo/dness of things in accordance with all the united categories 2 J :460 
insofar as the concepts of them are to have objective realiry, e.g. magni-
tude (I. transcendental definition, 2. metaphysical). 
[ .. . J 
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21:373 [IVth fascicle, OktaventwudJ7 

I TRANSITION FROM THE METAPHYSICAL 
FOUNDATIONS 

OF NATURAL SCIENCE TO PHYSICS 

From the moving forces, by which matter in general is possible, to those 
which give it a detenninate connection (which is alterable by other natural 
forces), that is: 

(I) density, (2) cohesion, (3) movability ·or comparative 
immovabilitr ' 

of the parts which cohere. 

Alteration of density is either by heat or by cold, by which alone all 
matter without distinction can be penetrated. The former is dissolution; 
opposed to it is attraction, i.e. cohesion - either involving rest (the equal. 
ity of reaction of forces in contact), that is, an immediate cohesion, or 
involving approach [of separated bodies to one another], that is, mediated 
cohesion as in magnets and electricity. The latter is only possible by the 
dissolution of types of matter which are combined with other non-
separable ones. The cohesion which resists only the separation but not the 
displacement of all parts is fluidity; that which resists only displacement 
but not separation, is friability. The cohesion which resists both is soHdity 
(rigidit.,). Flow. 

21:374 Cohesion is thus the first thing which requires explanation (the pressure 
of the ether through gravity),! and original difference of density, which 
arises therefrom [as] its consequence. The second is fluidity, i.e. the free 
movability of a matter in a dense medium, irrespective of the cohesion of 
the latter's parts. For, without this, bodies cannot penetrate one another. 

2 This fluidity mu'st be original; for, without it, the derivative forces of 
dissolution and expansion (by heat) do not allow of explanation. It also 
depends on the mechanical necessity for a continuous matter, to exercise 
equal pressure in all directions - of a degree equal to that in which it is 
pressed in one direction. 

Hence, solidity must be a derivative property, consisting in an internal 
resistance which counteracts this sort of pressure to displacement (and thus 
does not require a counterpressure on the part of the surrounding space). 

Such resistance must arise from the same force as creates cohesion, 
which, as in the case of a drop of water, preserves by its pressure the 
abiding position of each part. This [disposition1, however, cannot be de· 
rived from the pressure alone (which would pennit movability to all sides). 
[Hence], it is only possible by original perpetual vibration of the ether, 
whose repulsive forces differ from those of other types of matter in mani· 
fold ways. The VIbration of the ether must, in the absence of heat, give 
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cohesion to all the scattered types of matter, according to the difference of 
their specific gravities (that is to say, in inverse proportion to their repul-
sive forces, given the same quality of matter). The vibration confers on the 
parts of matter a certain texture, so that they are combined into that figure 
in which their own oscillations are able to resist completely the oscillations 
of the ether. For it is not in all figures that the oscillations of the denser 
types of matter can resist the lightest. It is as if[configurations of matter] 
were to have a tone (counting pitch and volume together) which is in tune 
with a certain texture of their parts (the figure of the whole is irrelevant 
here) - whether they are in thin laminae or long fibers and the manner in 
which lighter and heavier types of matter are combined. So arranged, [3] 21:375 
they resist all displacement of their partsj they must, however, be sepa-
rated from one another by intermediate spaces filled with lighter matter. 
Such solid types of matter can be fractured, having been previously 
stretched, for as long as their counteroscillation (together with their 
weight) is smaller than the oscillations of the ether; this is possible when 
different types of matter are mixed. 

'Where the repulsive force of the parts decreases strongly, at small dis-
tances, but, at the same time, the pressure pressing them against one 
another remains the same, the force required to separate them increases -
assuming that the parts cannot displace one another without making 
smaller oscillations than would be possible, according to their length and 
thickness, for a given impact of the ether. Itis only a maximum of stretching. 

That ponderosity must belong to all matter - that is, that all matter in a 
determinate volume is a mass - can be recognized a pn·ori. For, otherwise, 
it would be able neither to resist the motion of another impacting [body] 
nor to communicate motion. That, however, the ponderability in bodies, 
which uniformly fill an equally large space, may yet be different, precisely 
in consequence of the specific differences of types of matter, apart from 
their figure and texture [breaks oJJJ 

To repel at a distance and to attract in contact, so that the one is the 
condition of the possibility of the other, is contradictory, except by means 
of an intermediary matter which must surround aU bodies. 

A. Ponderosity 
1. Cohesion and elasticity of the 

types of matter without determi-
nate inner form 

z. Fluidity and solidity 
3. Heat and cold 
4. Dissolution and decomposition 

(precipitation). Full and empty 
space 

11 

I. Expansibility and heat 
2. Cohesion and solidity 
3. Ponderability and quantity of 

matter 

4. Penetrability and coercibility 
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Universal synthetic properties of matter 

I. Extension realistically regarded: vis expansiva - volume 
2. Ponderosity: reality of intensive magnitude i.!ersus absolute lightness-

mass. 
3. The reciprocal action in the motion of one body by another versus the 

i.!is ;,urtiae of the one 
4. Full space as an object of experience versus empty. In organized beings. 
<I. Vital force.9 Seed 
b. Nourishment and development also in seeds per intussttSceptionetn 
c. External and internal growth to manhood 
d. Propagation - either alternative or communicative 
[ •• . J 

21 :378 [5] "An inwardly merely expansive (aerial) matter is so either originally 
(originarie expansiva) or only derivatively (derivative expamiva). One could 
call the former the ether, but not as an object of experiencej rather, merely 
as the idea of an expansive matter whose parts are not capable of any greater 
dissolution, because no attraction of t:ohesion is to be found in them. 
Expansibility through heat is already derivative, for heat itself depends 
upon a particular matter (caloric). To assume such a matter filling cosmic 
space is an inevitably necessary hypothesis, for, without it, no cohesion. 
which is necessary for the fonnation of a physical body, can be thought. 

All matter, however, is originally combined in a whole of world-
attraction through universal gravitation, and thus the ether itself would. 
however far it may extend, be in a state of compression, even in the 
absence of ali other matter. Such compression must, however, be oscillat-
ing, because the first effect of this attraction in the beginning of all things 
must be a compression of aU its parts toward some midpoint, with conse-
quential expansion, and which, because of the elasticity [of the world-
matter], must hence be set in continuous and everlasting oscillation. The 
secondary matter distributed in the ether is thereby necessitated to unify 
itself into bodies at certain points and so to form cosmic bodies. This 
universal attraction, which the matter of the ether exerts upon itself, must 

21:379 be thought of as a limited space (a sphere), consequendy as the one 
universal cosmic body, which compresses itself in a certain degree 
through dlis attraction. It must, however, be regarded, just in virtue of this 
original compression and expansion, as eternally oscillating, and, hence, 
all co!1esion can only have been produced (or be produced further) by the 
living force of impact, not the dead force of pressure. 
[ ..• J 

21:386 13 Progress (progressus) in knowledge (qua science in general) begins with 
the collection of the elements of knowledge, then connects them [in the J 
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manner in which they are to be arranged (systematically). For the division 
of this enterprise into a doctrine of elements and a doctrine of method 
constitutes the supreme division; the formcr presents the concepts, the 
latter their arrangement in order to found a scientific whole. 

The transition (transitus) from one form of knowledge to another must 2 I :387 
be a step (passus) only, not a leap (saltus); that is, the doctrine of method 
requires one to pass from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 
to physics - from concepts of nature given a prion' to empirical ones which 
yield empirical knowledge. The rule herein will be (as in a philosopher's" 
jesting remark) to proceed like elephants, which do not put one of their 
four feet a step further until they feel that the odlcr three stand firm. All 
physical forces are, however, contained in the concept of motion as active 
cause; their effect is, consequently, capable of being sensed and, as an 
element of experience, they are based upon the empirical [concept of 
motion]; their cause cannot be given a prion: unlike the form of the 
different relations in which they must be placed in order to act. 

[Bottom mawn J 
Attraction and repulsion, both as superficial force (cohaesio et expansio) 
Attraction and repulsion, both as "Penetrative- bodily force (gra:vltatio et 

caloricum) 
Fluid and rigid matter 
Dissolution in a liquid into homogeneous parts (solutio) 
Decomposition into nonhomogeneous (decompositio) 
Free progressive and oscillating motion (of light) 
Of cohesion in distinction to adhesion (of con/inu; or internlptl) of 

homogeneous, not amalgamated intennediary types oj matter, e.g. water or 
smooth surfaces of solid bodies in contact. 

14 All matter can be known as such by experience (that is, as a quantum 
in space) only if it is moved by the external force of a body whose influ-
ence penetrates it (i.e. by weighing); more precisely, by the reciprocal 
universal attraction at a distance, gravitation. But, were a type of matter 
expansive and at the same time incoercible (as one conceives magnetic 
matter, and perhaps also the ether in genera!), it would, as a result, be 21:388 
imponderable also; Le. one would be incapable of knowing it and its weight 
by any experience. Ponderosity is the quantity of matter known by its 
degree, and differs according to the difference of the inverse proportion 
of the square of the distances of the gravitating bodies: the further from 
the earth, the smaner. Caloric, because it is expansive matter and yet at 
the same time incoercible. must, therefore. be regarded as imponderable, 
just as is magnetic matter (although the latter not absolutely but only 
relatively, in regard to all types of matter except iron). 
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15 Physics itself does not contain 
a further transition from. merely mechanical 

to organic nature (founded on the concept of purpose) 
{which [transition], and according to which causal laws these 

[purposes] could be explained, exceeds the insights 
of human reason} 

because [physics] itself here makes a leap, [mar.gin: namely to 
a nature which can be thought possible only through purposes]; 

for no bridge is placed for us 
to -reach from one bank 

to the other. 

I 
OF THE MECHANICAL COMBINATION OF 

INDIVIDUAL 
WORLD-MATERIALS 

2 
OF THE MECHANICAL FORMATION OF THE 

COSMOS 

next to "2'1 
Quantity ) 
Quality 
Relation 
Modality 

of the Transition 

21 :389 Since the cohesive force of solid bodies is finite, the thickness of the 
attracted segment must be infinitely small; for, otherwise, such a body or 
wire would not be capable of being broken apart. Consequently, the 
attraction does not go beyond the surface in contact. 

If one imagines a quantity of water [Wassennasse], floating freely in the 
air, and pressed by it with the usual weight of the atmosphere, then its 
figure cannot be altered by this pressure. Just as little can this body do so 
by its own attraction, for that always acts only in a perpendicular direction 
toward the surface, which resists it in the same direction. Thus [the 
alteration of its figure] can occur, not through dead, but only living force 
(impact). 
[ ... ] 

21:402 PREFACE 

f20J The concept of a science of nature (philosophia naturalis) is the system-
atic representation of the laws of motion of outer objects in space and 
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time, insofar as these [laws] can be known a prion' (thus as necessary). For 
empirical knowledge of them concerns only contingent knowledge of 
these outer appearances, only to be acquired by experiencej and it is not 
philosophy, but merely an aggregate of perceptions - yet its completeness, 
as a system, is, nonetheless, an object for philosophy. 

The supreme division of the science of nature according to its content 
can be none other than that between its metaphysical foundations, which 
arc founded entirely on concepts of the relation of motion and rest of 
outer objects, and physics, which systematically orders the content of 
empirical knowledge of them, and which, as stated, has the task of 
moving toward completeness in its elements - although it cannot count on 
this with certainty. 

{Nevertheless, there can be a relationship of the one form ofkm)\1,'Jedge 
to the other which rests neither entirely on principles a priori, nor on 2 I :403 
empirical principles, but simply on the transition from one to the other; [it 
shows] how it is possible for us to collect and order the elements of a 
doctrine of nature to be based on experience, and to arrange them with 
the completeness required for systematic classification. Thus one attains a 
physics which is a comparatively complete whole}b and which, being nei-
ther metaphysics of nature nor physics alone, contains simply the transi-
tion from the former to the latter and the step which connects both banks. 

Physics of mineral or organic nature. Only the former do we treat 
according to a pn'ori principles, 

[Next page, top margin] 
Solid bodies, if they were fluid, form themselves in fibers, laminae, and 

blocks. I [ 

[Main text] 

1. 
T H E QUANTITY OF MATTER 

It is known only insofar as it is moved in mass - either by impact, by 
pressure, or by traction. (The pressure of a fluid, not in mass, [but) by 
successive impact on a rigid object, is to be regarded as an impact.) Impact 
is a living force, pressure and traction dead ones. The former is infinitely 
large in comparison with the latter. 

All matter as such must be thought 'as in itself ponderable, because of the 
universal world·attraction, although the latter is not ponderable physicaUy. 

jo Kant rephrased this deleted passage as: "There remains, however, a task for the philoso-
phy of nature," 
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2. 
QUALITY 

Insofar as ft is mutually attractive with respect to the inner parts or repul-
sive; it is both: (I) originally (for without repulsion no space would be 
filled, without no quantity of matter would be knowable-
gravitation) (2) derivatively by heat. 

Fluid and rigid. Both in the cohesion of matter. 
21 :404 Specifically, by its dissolution by means of heat (whose material, how-

ever, is neither fluid nor solid but produces [hinwirktJ the one as well as 
the other). 

[Lt;Ii and right of)," be/ow) 
Whether light rays may be returned by general attraction. 
Of the dissolution of matter into light and ether, also the first formation 

[of matter) by the attraction [of the ether]. Regeneration. 

3· 
RELATION 

Cohesion, i.e. attraction in contact and attraction at a distance (world-
attraction), crystallization in the rigidification of fluid as either water or 
heat escapes rapidly. 

[Lt;Ii 01"4, .. below) 
-A physical point: an impossibility.-11 

4· 
MODALITY 

Motion at a moment: (a) as merely possible but prevented motion (dead 
force); (b) as actual [motion] - an accelerated or uniformly retarded mo-
tion with the same momentj (c) as necessarily continuing in motion, 
through the fan from a certain height, not by increase in the degree of the 
moment, but only in the degree of the motion by means of the moment; 
and continuing necessarily bound up with the latter, and as terminating 
itself in an ascent. Likewise the constancy of gravity; thus the necessity of 
remaining in the same degree of motion for the same quantity of matter. 
Not a gradual extinction of [the motion], as may be the case with the 
existence of the soul. 

[Right of"Appendix," below] 
-Of nature as art: (I) without determinate purpose, (2) as for other 

natural beings, (3) as purpose of the thing for it'ielf. Organized beings.-
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APPENDIX: 
OF THE WHOLE OF NATURE 

IN SPACE AND TIME 

In the investigation of nature, human reason is not content to pass from 
metaphysics to physicsj there lies within it an instinct (which, though 21 :405 
fruitless, is not ingloriolls) to transcend even the latter, to fantasize in a 
hyperphysics, and to create for itself a whole of nature of sti11 greater 
extent, namely, in a world of ideas, according to outlines directed toward 
moral ends - as if God and the immortality of the soul alone (the former 
as natura naturans, the latter as natura naJurata) I) could entirely encompass 
our desire for knowledge in regard to nature in general. 

21 According to the order of the categories. A. Quantity of matter. 

A. 

Ponderability (po,u!erabilitas) differs from ponderosity (pollderositas) in that 
the latter signifies greater than average weight in comparison with other 
[types of matter] of the same volume. 

Body is a quantity of matter of a certain shape (figure), insofar as it is 
moving innlass, that is, all its parts which occupy one 
space have' power of motion with the same velocity and at the same instant 
(simultaneously). 

Quantity of matter can be known only {through] the vis acceleratrix of an 
its parts, by means of the attraction of another body, as a force that 
penetrates [this matterJ. Gravitation is not a specific but a general attrac-
tion and has as its basis a moment, at the initial velocity of fall - a moment 
which, for the same distance and the same quantity of matter in the 
attracting body, always remains the same and does not pass through differ-
ent moments according to degree. As such, the velocities increase in 
proportion to time; distances covered, however, as the square of velocities 
(or times). 

The quantity of the moment of gravitation is proportional to the square 
of the distance from the attracting body (regarded as a point in which all 
its mattcr is rcpresented as being contained), given that the height of its 2 I :406 
fall may be treated as infinitely small in comparison with the distance to 
the central body. 

In this uniformly accelerated motion the fall of the body passes through 
all degrees of velocity from that in the moment (= 0) which is infinitely 
small; but not through all the greater moments which can be thought 

Reading with Lehmann haben for hal. 
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between that in the initial instant of the fall and the final velocity; for 
otherwise it would not be motus unifonniter acceleratus. 

The question is whether the moment of attraction at an infinitely sman 
distance (Le. in contact, which is then merely a superficial force) does not 
contain a finite velocity. Given a separation equal to that attraction, a 
moment of finite velocity would yield an infinite velocity, in no matter how 
short a time. And, in that case, were a wooden stake or iron wire, for 
instance, whose parts attract one another only in contact, to be broken 
apart by appending a weight [to them], then the compression of this 
matter, due to its own inner attraction, would transform itself into an 
explosion of unlimited velocity. Now, since this is impossible, the cohesion 
of types of matter whose moment of acceleration is infinite against that of 
gravitation, cannot rest on their inner force of attraction; especially as the 
thickness of the plate (gold-plating) causes no lesser attraction. 

[Right mawn] 
The quantity of matter can be estimated, not by the number of its parts, 

nor by volume (if they are not homogeneous), nor even by mere compari-
son with others, but only by gravitation. The material point of Laplace is 
an impossibility.'. 

Physics (elementaris) is the science of the influence of types of matter on 
one another according to universal laws. If these laws are of the sort that 
concern only matter as such, and hence presuppose no representation of 
purposes, then this forms the doctrine of elements of nature, as contain-

2 I :407 ing inorganic productions. If, however, they are such that they require the 
idea of purposes for the comprehension of a law and of the possibility of a 
product of nature, then nature is here being regarded as organic. In the 
Transition we attend only to the former. 

Physica generalis is not set alongside physica speciaJis, but rather, as e/e-
mentaris, alongside physica specifica, in which different forms of the compo-
sition of matter are represented not as elements but as fabrications of 
nature. 

[Next page, main text] 

PREFACE 
The science of nature (Philosophia naturalis) turns upon two hinges, the one 
being its metaphysical foundations (that is, bound a priori in a system), the 
other containing universal principles based on experience (that is, empiri-
cal principles) of its application to objects of outer sense, which is called 
physics. 

This physics is, in tum, divided into general physics (physica generalis), 
which expresses only the properties of matter in outer objects of experi-
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ence, and that (physica speciaJis) which attends to bodies formed from this 
matter in a particular way, and which draws up a system of them - for 
example, regarding the difference between organic and inorganic bodies. 

If it is introduced. by no relationship, the progress from one system to 
the ather is nat a transition (transitus) but a leap (sal/us), which entirely 
destroys what is systematic, and, hence, what is scientific in a doctrine; it 
cannot be tolerated in a philosophy such as physics ought to be, for the 
fragmentary treatment of its objects carries with it no connection of con-
cepts and does not amount to a whole even for memory. 's 

Physica generalis thus contains the necessity of the transition from the 
metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics, in virtue of the 
relationship which is to be found between a priori rules and the knowledge 21 :408 
of their application to empirically given objects; this [transition] restrains 
itself from continuing upon the ground onto which it has passed (which 
would yield a special physics) but only determines and completely displays 
the foundations for progress in this science. 

My Metaphysical Foundations etc. already undertook several steps in this 
field, but simply as examples of their possible application to cases from 
experience, in order to make comprehensible by examples what had been 
stated abstractly. 

I 
QUANTITY 

OF MATTER 

It can only be measured by weighing, i.e. by compression of an elastic 
matter (e.g. a steel spring) or, and chiefly, by means of a balance (with 
levet-arms of equal length). The weight which indicates this quantity of 
matter is a pressure, which the matter exercises due to the fact that the 
earth, as a cosmic body, attracts it. The quantity of the earth itself (which 
attracts) can only be estimated by the swings of a pendulum and the 
number of the smalJ arcs of its oscillation. Thus it cannot be measured 
directly only inferentially. The moment thereof. The latter is different 
at different heights; it is not a specific velocity but rather produces such a 
velocity in the faU of bodies, and, in virtue of this, all bodies on earth 
(insofar as it can be regarded as a sphere) have their gravities, which are 
everywhere the same, but different weights. Yet, it is dubious whether the 
gravity [of bodies] on the earth would always remain the same, even were 
the period of the earth's rotation an its axis to remain constant, because of 
the imperceptible shrinkage of the earth and its diminishing radius, This 
gravitation is an attraction at a distance, the possibility of which has been 
defended by me.16 It must be a penetrative force in order that each ele- 21:409 

ment of matter be drawn specifically and in the same degree into falling. 
Ponderosity indicates a great quantity of matter in a small volume. 
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Whether there is here a limit (in universo) one cannot know. Platinum has 
the greatest, until now. Absolute lightness would mean a matter without 
gravity, which contradicts the concept of a mobilis. 

The quantity of matter can be judged neither by its volume, nor by a 
determinate measure in itself; for only the attraction of the whole mass by 
gravitation can determine it relative to other types of matter (as weight) 
when placed at the same height as another body. Thus the scale of a 
balance, which is at the same height as the other, would no longer be in 
equilibrium if the one scale were suspended one mile higher than the 
other. (It is the same for measures of spatial dimension.) Everything must 
be compared with the earth. A small sphere which impelled a greater one 
(the whole earth) upward with a certain vclocit),. etc. 

[Right margin, hOI/om ha!fJ 
At different distances of a body from the midpoint of the earth there arc 

different moments of acceleration; but, taking a certain height, however 
far from the earth it may be, at which the difference of these moments can 
be regarded as insignificant (e.g. the height of a tower), the moments are 
to be regarded as equal, and the square of the velocity acquired by the fall 
is proportional to its height. 

If the attraction of the internal cohesio!l in matter were suddenly to 
cease completely, matter would extend infinitely, and, if repulsion 
ceased, matter would coalesce into one point. 

(Next page, main text] 

II 
QUALITY 

Fluid or soJid, rigid. The fonner is either expansive-jluid, by repuls;on' of 
all its parts, or attractive-jluid, internal to both. Matter has the tendency to 
globosity. Original repulsion would be that without heat. Den'vative that by 
heat. Whether there exists a specific caloric or whether heat is merely the 
internal vibration of all matter in cosmic space?f7 If the former, whether 
caloric must be bound by every other type of matter - yet in such a way 
that a proportion is frce for expansion (and sensation)? 

All merely expansive matter appears to pressupose heat as cause of 
expansion. Is heat it<ielf, then, an expansive jluidum? Since all fluidity 
requires heat, and since, however, the generation of all cosmic bodies 
requires a preceding fluid state, and, since this latter is now preserved (at 
least) by the light of the sun, onc may regard the fire-clement as a type of 

J Addition in margin: -Whether it is not necessary to assume this as a particular force, but 
as given merely through the concept of elemental)' parricles?-
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matter which moves and is contained in all bodies; by means of heat and 
light it is the cause of all fluidity, 

III 
INTERNAL RELATION 

a, Of cohesion of fluid matter in itself, of solid with fluid, finally, of solid 
in itself. In the first relation the attraction of the fluid on the surface 
determines its fig·ure. In the second [it determines it] to an elevation in or 
around a solid pipe. In the third to a lowering of the fluid in the pipe or 
outside it. 

b. In the dissolution of matter (solid as well as fluid) and precipitation. 
c. In crystallization and evaporation, in fluid or solid form . 2 I :41 I 

IV 
MODALITY 

The principle of a priori knowledge of the existence of things (actuality of 
existence), i.e . of experience in general, in thoroughgoing determination 
according to Leibniz's Dyadic: omnibus ex nihifo dutendt's sujjicil unum, 18 by 
which the unity of all detenninations in the relation of all things emerges. 

[[,41 margin] 
No two mutually repelling or attracting particles are nearest material 

points, but between point there is another, and matter is a 
continuum. 

At different distances from the midpoint of the earth the moment of 
acceleration is different. Nevertheless motion is said to be uniformly 
accelerated when it is produced [gelrieben] at small heights, by the same 
moment [of acceleration], be it repulsive or [breaks off] 

Attraction in contact by which a matter becomes rigid is cohesion, as 
dead force. The moment of attraction is here finite and would, in the 
shortest possible time, produce an infinite yelocity, were it not resisted. 

Adhesion is a displaceable cohesion, as, for instance, when slippage on a 
smooth inclined plane meets a resistance, which is called friction and 
which has a smoothing effect. Even a mirror-smooth surface has such a 
friction which gradually wears away the solid matter which is rubbed, 
whether that be the matter of the moving and slipping body or of what 
supports it. 

A rigid surface on a rigid, though mirror-smooth, surface still resists 
displacement as a moment of impact. But gutta camt lapidem. '9 

Rigid bodies rubbed against one another give heat. Is not, perhaps, all 
heat a mere state of extension and reciprocal attraction by vibration? T hat 2 I :41 2 
all rigid and brittle bodies (glass), although the surface of their breakage 
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fits together, are yet no longer internally cohesive. but only as surface 
force. Thus, in the form of fragments, though organized so as to fit 
together, they [yet] have a greater vo!tune.[") 

• A quat/tum of matter is the multitude of the movable in space insofa( as, united and 
moving together, it forms a whole. Quantity is its determination as a homogeneous whole. All 
matter is a quantum; that is, no matter consists of simple parts (physical points), [There is no 
corresponding· in the text) 
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[Toward the elementary system of 
the movingforces ofmatterl 

[lUrd fascicle, sheet VI, page IJ 

INTRODUCTION 
OF THE MOVING FORCES 

OF MATTER 

= 

"A" 

Physics is the science of nature founded on experience; its object is matter 
in general insofar as it has moving force according to empirical laws. 

All moving forces are either attraction or repulsion; for one matter has a 
tendency (nisus) to approach or distance itself from another - or a part of 
it from another part. This tendency to begin a motion in a particular 21:308 
direction or its opposite, with a certain velocity, is called the moment of 
the motion. For it takes time to reach a finite (measurable) velocity by 
continual accumulation of these infinitely small quantities of motion. This 
increase is called acceleration (acceleratio) which, if it increases through 
nothing but equa1 moments, is caned uniformly accelerated motion (mrJlus 
uniform iter acceleratus) - from which, then, uniformly retarded motion 
(motus unifonniter retardatus) can be directly understood. 

§3 
All repulsion of the parts of matter (by which it becomes expansive) is 
superficial force; i.e. a greater quantum of the latter does not move matter 
which is outside it with a greater velocity than would a smaller quantum, 
for it exercises moving force only in contact. On the other hand, the 
attraction of a greater quantum of matter can impress a greater velocity at 
a moment on another external to it, because it (like the force of gravity) 
does not just affect the surface but also the inside - or, at least, can affect 
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it. Thus one [may) profitably use the division of moving forces into superfi-
cial force and penetrative force for the distinction of physical force. 

Note. Expansion as superficial force cannot be uniformly accelerating; 
for its moment always diminishes with increased expansion. On the other 
hand, attraction (e,g, by the force of gravity) can very well be unifonnly 
accelerating because it acts upon the inside of matter immediately. Expan-
sion, by contrast, acts directly only on the surface of the matter in contact; 
it has internal influence only by mutually canceling action and reaction. 

[Right ma'!linJ 
The apparent attraction and repulsion in capillary tubes. Crystallil.a-

2 I :309 rion: in ice- rays, in lines; in snow flakes, in icc-surfacesi and in ice-blocks. 
Of cohesion of and with fluidi and of capillalY tubes. 
Of the cohesion of the rigid, 
4th category. Of the connection of all maner with the totality thereof. 

The totality of community regarded absolutely. Actuality knowable from 
possibility, i.c. necessity. 

Of stratification (slratificalio) of the diverse as cause of rigidity. 

Cr:vslallisalio 
lexlura:fibrosa, laminea, truncalij 
Jrd category - Relation. Cohesion of rigid types of matter among 

themselves. 
Of watery or fiery origin. Earths and metals. The luster of the latter. 
The Tramilioll contains only concepts of thinkable moving forces of 

maner and their laws, whose objective reality is still left undecided; and it 
founds a system of concepts according to form, to which experience can 
be adjusted, 

Of expansion, which is not so uniformly accelerating as attraction by 
gravity, 

The attraction of fluid also acts upon the bare surface. 

[lIIrd fascicle, sheet VI, page 2J 

4 
OF THE DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN THE LIVING AND DEAD FORCES 
OF MAT TER IN MOTION 

I call motion which is exercised by impact against a hod)' living force; that 
by pressure, as only a moment of motion, dead force. Here, however, I call 
a (physical) body in distinction from matter in general [hreaks off} 

21 :310 The continual sequence of impacts and counteJimpacts in an intennedi-
ate space I call pulsations (pulsus). 
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All matter must have repulsive forces, since othenvise it would fill no 
space; but attractive force must also be attributed to it, since othenvise it 
would disperse itself into the infinity of space - in both cases space would 
be empty. Consequently, one can think of such alternating impacts and 
counterimpacts [as existing] from the beginning of the world, as a trem· 
bUng (oscillating, vibrating) motion of the matter which fills the entire 

includes within itself all bodies, and is both elastic and at the 
same time attractive in itself. These pulsations constitute a living force, 
and never allow dead force by pressure and counterpressure (i.e. absolute 
rest inside this matter) to occur. 

An elastic fluid in the state of internal vibration necessarily occupies a 
greater space than in the state of rest. Thus is brought abou t, as the eHect 
of a living force, the extension of matters in cosmic space, as well as that of 
the corporeal things contained in it insofar as they are penetrated by those 
matters. 

The reason to assume such a hypothesis is that, in the absence of such a 
principle of the continual excitation of the world-material, a state of 
lifeless stasis would come about from the exhaustion of the elastic forces 
in the unceasing universal attraction, and a complete cessation in the 
moving forces of matter would occur. 

The doctrine of the laws of the moving forces of matter, insofar as 
they arc known a priori, is caned metaphysicsj insofar as they can only 
be derived from experience, physics. That doctrine, however, which 
envisages only the a pn'ori principles of application of the fo rmer, 
tiona) Idoctrine] to (the latter] empirical one, can form the transition of 
the philosophy of nature from the metaphysics of corporeal nature to 21:3II 
physics. 

Thus, for example, the doctrine of attraction at a distance in general, 
and its magnitude in inverse proportion to the square of the distance, as 
these concepts can be thought a pn'on, belong to the metaphysical founda-
tions of natural science. The doctrine of gravity, as it and its laws are 
observed at different heights, [belongs] to physics. But, in a philosophy of 
nature, the two require a combination and the step necessary for it, which, 
like everything reason connects by the unity of the object, cannot be a 
leap. Thus there must be mediating concepts which fen able] the transi-
tion from the one doctrine of nature to the other, i.e. the application of a 
priem' concepts to experience in general j just as the principles of the 
possibility of experience in general must themselves be given a priori. 

I believe that I could not better reach the completeness of a system in the 
composition of this work, than if here, too, I were to follow the clue given 
by the categories and bring into play the muving/orces of matter according to 
their quantity, quality, relatiml and moddlity in turn. Herein, the opposites, 
which one thinks of in relation to each of them, are not to be thought of as 
logical (as between A and non A), but as real (as between A and -A); for 
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they are to he raken as forces effective in space which Qikc attraction and 
repulsion) affect one another by opposite direction of motion. 

[Ltft ma'1!in) 
Category 3. Of the internal attractive and expansive force ofmaner. Of 

cohesion and caloric. Relationship of substances with one another. 
21:312 That caloric penetrates all bodies and that every body in warm space 

must also be warm, belongs to the category [of] necessity. 

Whether it can be said of caloric that, although it is something mmrable in 
space, itftlls space, for it penetrates whatever occupies space, and. conse-
quently, is ubiquitous? 

That which moves everything but is itself not movable in mass. Exists 
only inherently, but not subsistently. Principium motionis. 

The prime matter is that which is originally moving (mofrix) b].lt is not 
itsclfmovable (mnbi/is) since it conwns the totality of what is movable. It is 
reciprocally attractive and repulsive, nO[ fluid (j/uidum) but that which 
renders everything fluid. 

At this point (treatment] ofhcat, whether a particular material or mcre 
motion, whether spread out everywhere in the world? 

Of motion in mass or in flow (by pressure or by impact) 
[ .. ·1 
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[IXth fascicle, sheet I, page IJ 

F JRST CHAPTER 
OF THE QUANTITY OF 

MATTER 

§I 

"a Ubergangl) 

A quantum of matter is the whole of a multitude of movable things in 
space. The quantity of matter is the detennination of this multitude as a 
homogeneous whole. Each part of matter is a quantum, Le. matter does 
not consist of metaphysically simple parts, and Laplace's talk of material 
points (which were to be regarded as parts of matter) would, understood 
literally, contain a contradiction; it should signify only a position from 
which a part of matter repels or attracts another which is external to it. 
Here there occurs (in the Metaphysical Foundatio1lS of Natural Science)10 the 
remark that, were repulsion the sole moving force of matter, every matte r 
would dissipate itself into infinity; consequently, space would be 
But were it attraction alone, all [matter] would coalesce into a single point 
and space would also be empty. So each quantum of matter can originally 
fill a space only through the conflict of attraction and repulsion of 
substances - an action and reaction which is already contained in the 

22:2°5 

concept of a spatial matter, but whose possibility can be made comprehen- 22:206 

sible by no explanation whatsoever. 

The quantity of matter cannot be detennined by its volume alone, for that 
would require the assumption of all matter as equally dense - for which, 
however, there is no reason. One will have to ask not only: How much 
space? but, also: To what degree is it filled? But, even then, no determinate 
concept of its quantity would be generated, because the homogeneity of 
the types of matter (e.g. the air, a double quantum of which is compressed 
in the barrel of an air pump) would always have to be assumed, and a 
quantum subjected to measurement would not be a quantum of matter as 
such but of a specific type of it. But here we are concerned with the 
measure of the quantity of matter in general. 

Since the quantity of matter cannot be measured mathematically, by 
enumerating the multitude of the magnitudes, it must, if a correct estimate 
of its quantity is to be conceivable at aU, be estimated dynamically (i.e." by 

g The sentence l'l continued on page z, top. 
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the quantity of motion which one matter impresses on another with a 
velocity that is the same by nature}. For, in that case, the quantity of matter 
must necessarily stand in proportion to the quantity of motion which it 
produces under this condition. 

22:207 [Right malgill] 
The relation of this quantum to unity as measure is the quantity of 

matter. 
Since matter does not consist of simple parts, its unity must always be 

thought of as a quantum, and {its] quantity can never be expressed by a 
number which would exhaust [its] possible division. That is, there are no 
absolutely primary parts of matterj what Laplace terms "material point"" 
are not simple parts but, rather, mere positions for parts of matter, which 
one may imagine as small as one pleases, without hope of reaching, by 
means of division, the absolutely smallest. 

[Top malgin] 
One would call those corpuscles physically simple of which one as-

sumes, by a mere hypothesis, that they can be diyided (ground down) by 
no natural forces; thus offering an infinite resistance to mechanical divi-
sion, without ceasing to be mathematically Atomism is a sort of 
construction method [Baukunst] for putting a world together out of all 
kinds of immutable and differently formed materialj properly. it must have 
no place in the philosophy of nature. > 

The quantity of matter can thus be measured neither arithmetically. by 
the number of corpuscles, nor geometrically, by volume, but only mechani-
cally. by the quantity of the moving force which a volume of matter 
exercises in one direction and at one velocity of motion upon a movable 
object. Herein all matter is treated as homogeneous, i.e. as matter in 

22:208 general, since it is attracted in all its parts, with equal initial velocity and 
equal motion, to the midpoint of another body - a cosmic body, indeed, 
whose quantity of matter [is] incomparably greater (on a balance manifest-
ing equal moving force through arms of equal length). 

[RighI malgin, bottom]' 
The quantity of matter can only be measured through motion of the mate-

rial parts in mass with the same initial velocity, that is, through its moment 
(of the impact of solid bodies in infinite motion, in contrast to pressure). 

[Bottom malgin] 
The quantity'ofmotion is (I) that with which a body is moved, (2) that 

/0 The Academy edition leaves out the following two notes in the margin. 
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with which it moves others. From the latter alone the former can be 
known. The word "force," applied to motion as its cause, can also be 
represented as a real motion in an infinitely small time (that is, phoronomi-
cally, only as cause). Only the motion of matter in mass determines its 
quantity. Its moving force in flow with a finite velocity allows a quantity of 
motion to be known for this matter, which is equal to the motion of a finite 
mass, moved with an infinitely small velocity, that is, equal to a weight 
(pressure), and is dead force. The impact of a body occurs in mass; that of 
a quantity of matter in flow is only a pressure and is, for the same velocity 
and density, infinitely small in relation to impact. 

[IXth fascicle, sheet T, page 2J 

Weighing is the only general and dynamical means for the precise detenni-
nation of the quantity of matter, of whatever type it be; and an absolutely 
imponderable matter would be one for which there would exist no assign-
able quantity. 

Weighing is an experiment: the pressure by which a heavy body, by the 
quantity of its matter, opposes the sinking of another, whereby both bodies 
remain equally movable around a stable point (hypomochlium). For weigh-
ing, there is required equality of the moment of velocity in the fall of all 
bodies toward the midpoint of a cosmic body, the equality of distance 
from this midpoint, and, finally, the world-attraction, called gravitation, 
which penetrates all matter. This moment of acceleration by gravity dif-
fers according to different distances from the center; in experiments lof 
weighing] which we can perform, however, inasmuch as they concern the 
same place, [acceleration] can be taken as uniform. Attached to a lever' 
with anns of equal length, the horizontal line, intersecting the direction of 
gravity at right angles, and passing through the center of gravity, is the 
proof of equilibrium. 

An estimate of the quantity of matter can, thus, only be made by means of an 
original moving force, which instantaueously penetrates a11 bodies at all dis-
tances, and which, atthe initial instant, is termed the moment of acceleration. 22:209 

To this centripetal force can be opposed another centrifugal force, 
rstriving] to distance it'ie1f from the midpoint with the same moment fof 
motion]; this, however, results from real motion, namely the rotation in a 
circle of an attracted body. Yet this motion is not conceived of as accelerat-
ing (like a sling-stone, swinging in a circle) but only as a continuous 
resistance against the moment of gravitation; resistance which does not 
[belong] to matter's own [forces] but rests on their combination with real 

There is no §J. 
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motion. Of the same kind is the centrifugal force of a body moving freely 
in a circle by being thrown along its tangent which has the same moment 
as gravity, but which is not accelerating, and, although opposed to gravity, 
does not belong to the original, and thus naturally inherent, forces of 
matter. 

From an equal number of the swings of a pendulum in small unequal 
arcs the weight of the body appended to it cannot be known, without [the 
use of] scales (for the size and the material content of the body makes no 
difference to these swings). What can be known, however, is the gravita-
tion and the moment of fall of bodies at different distances from the 
attracting central body - even, in fact, the quantity of the matter ofindivid-
ual parts of the central body, which [causes] the direction of gravity to 
deviate noticeably, and so makes measurable, the relation of a mountain, 
for example, to the earth as a whole.3l 

[Top and Iif/ 
So all matter must be regarded as ponderable, for otherwise one could 

have no determinate concept of its quantity. The more matter a body 
22;210 contains in the same volume the heavier it is, and this condition is called its 

ponderosity. The cosmic body, upon which we conduct this estimation of 
the quantity of matter, acts upon all bodies, at the same distance, by the 
immediate attraction of all its parts, with equal initial velocity (which is 
called the moment of gravitation), toward the midpoint; consequently, 
there cannot be any absolutely and completely (simpliciter) imponderable 
matter. At most there could be such under certain conditions opposed to 
the moment of gravitation (secundum quid) . 

Of such a kind is the tendency of a freely moving body, rotating in a 
circle, to distance itself from the midpoint, which contains a moment of 
motion, but not of acceleration. It continues to distance itself by the 
initially impressed motion without being accelerated, [i.e.] centrifugal 
force, which is no particular property of matter. 

The accelerative force of gravity is detennined by a number of swings 
in small arcs. Quantity of matter, however, by a balance or a spring. The 
first demonstrates the weight by the opposed attraction of the balance, the 
second by repulsion of the weight. 

Living force (by impact) (vis viva) is different from the vivifYing force (vis 
vivifica). The latter, in a separate world-system (and its generation), is 
perhaps the cause of plants and animals. 

Modality. What rests upon hypotheses, observations and inferences, 
which count all of this as experience. 

That which is thinkable in the concept, that which exists in sensation, that 
which is necessary and knowable a priori. 

Pressure, impact and cohesion belong under the categories of relation. 
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Of moving force by pressure and impact. ;l.2:211 
Initiated motion by attraction or merely imparted {motion] by pressure 

and impact. Dead and living force. The latter is to be found in the 
cohesion of the rigid or the fluid. Whether heat is imponderable, whether 
incoercible, and whether absolutely simpliciter or only secundum quid? 

[IXth fascicle, sheet I, page 3J 

SECOND CHAPTER 
OF THE QUALITY OF 

MATTER 

§s 
Besides the attractive forces, there also belong to the possibility of matter 
in general repulsive forces; and that both must be found together in every 
type of matter may be developed from the mere concept of matter. For 
matter is something which fills space. If attraction alone were to belong to 
the parts of the world-matter, then they would all coalesce into one point 
and space would remain empty. On the other hand, were repulsion the only 
mode of action of its parts on one another, it would dissolve and disperse 
its parts into infinity, and cosmic space would remain equally empty. 
Thus, the existence of matter is nothing other than a greater or lesser 
whole of material points, which, as they repel, but yet also at the same 
time attract one another • ./ill a space (extensively and intensively). 

-A constantly alternating attraction and repulsion, as resulting from the 
primordial formation of matter (undulatio, vibratio), would be the third 
[element], and the matter for it the ether.-

§6 
Matter does not consist of simple parts, but each part is, in turn, compos-
ite, and atomism is a false doctrine of nature. Corpuscular philosophy [is 
adoptedJ to account for [her.usklugeinJ the difference in the density of 
matter. It is in vain to conceive of matter, not as a continuum, but as a 
whole, separated by empty, intermediate spaces (interroptum), whose parts 
would thus have a certain fonn by means of the empty space between 
them (in order not to require repulsion, as a special force to account for 
the difference of denSity). For such primitive corpuscles (corpuscul.) 
would, in turn, always have to consist of parts which repel one another-
otherwise they would fill no space physically. 

The void cannot be thoroughly interspersed 'in the plenitude of matter. 
Otherwise matter would fill no space. And, since the material parts must, 
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at least, have repulsive forces in order to Jill their space (the filling of space 
just amounts to this), matter will not fill the volume of a certain quantity of 
matter merely by its own existence (without requiring particular repulsive 
forces)j but always by a repulsive force opposed to attraction. * 

[Next to the abiroe] 
GehleI"" 

[Right margin] 
That the more rapid vibrations of the glass, in contact with the water, 

make it lighter (because they further expand the water, although without 
increase of the caloric) is a sufficient explanation for the rising [of water] 
in capillary tubes - eyen without assuming a ring of attraction at a 
tance. l 3 In the same fashion, water rises against the glass outside the 
tubes, although not so .high, for it does not [risel between two close 
surfaces beside the [breaks o.oJ 

[IXth fascicle, sheet I, page 4] 

The first division of matter in regard to its quality can be only this: It is 
either fluid or solid - which latter quality is better expressed, with 
as rigid (materia rigida). 

The principle of all fluidity is generally attributed to heat, whose escape 
must have rigidification as its inevitable consequence. This rigidification, 
if it takes place from a still fluid state, result'i in a certain texture (textura), 
as experience teaches. Under the name of crystallization (crystallisa/;o), it 
regularly formsjibers (fibrIlS), plates (tabula,) and blocks (tm1"o,), according 
to the three geometrical dirnensions.25 The escaping heat, however, does 
not always escape in substancej possibly the greatest portion is merely 
bound (made latent). The caloric serves all of this as a vehicle, and even as 
a formative means [Bildungsmittelj, if only nothing mechanical1y prevents 
this regularity. 

Fonnations in the three realms of nature all begin from the fluid state, 
hence from heatj and one may now ask whether the caloric is a fluid 
matter. Its transition from one body to another is wanning (heating). It 
cannot exist in isolation, but acts only by its penetration into all matters, 
without exception, with greater or lesser velocityj and it increases the 
volume of those which become fluid by it. It renders matters elastic, 
which, previously, in combination with others, were not (e.g. hydrogen 
gas), without itself being elastic - for that, in turn, would require heat. 

,., IThe space for this note is left empty.] 
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-textura fibrosa, laminea truncalis.-

§8 
If one assumes an originally elastic matter, it would have to be so without 
caloric. { ... }. Or else the latter would be only one of the names for a 
material which permeates aU bodies universally; a material which, in one 
case, would be called caloric, but, when represented according to another 
quality, light-material - in both cases, ether. Hence, heat and light would 
be only two modifications of one and the same repulsive matter, not 
different materials. The ether would, thus, be the only origilJal(y clastic 
matter; the name of fluid would not, however, apply to it. For, in contrast to 
rigidity, which can be abolished only by caloric (acting directly or indi-
rectly), fluid has here, as yet, no application. This ether, moving as elastic 
matter in straight lines, would be called light-material; when absorbed by 
bodies, and expanding them -in all three dimensions,- it would be called 
caloric. This is so, regardless of the fact that, in the latter condition, it is 
neither a fluid nor repulsive, but only makes fluid and expands their matter. 

[Lef! margin] 
Repulsion can act as a superficial force, or as a penetrative force (but 

not one acting at a distance, like gravitation). In the latter case, the 
repulsion of all internal material parts of all bodies is heat. 

22:2]4 

One could call the ether empyreal air - although not in Scheele's26 sense, 22:2 I 5 
by which it means a respirable form of air, but, rather, as an expansive 
matter whose penetration contains the ground of all the forms of air. 

A lump [of matterJ which can be shifted by human hands, exercises no 
significant attraction on another body (unless it is magnetic). Schegallien.1 7 

Two smooth and rigid surfaces attract each other - and I can raise the one 
slab by means of the other. In that case they attract each other at a distance. 
Rigidity on a polished (i.e. ground) surface passes gradually into fluidity. 

What is fluid, what is rigid? For rigidity there must be friction, without 
whieh there would be no slippage. 

Attraction in contact (not that of gravitation or magnetism), i.e. cohe-
sion, counteracts the expansive forces. 

In magnetism and electricity there occurs an attraction at a distance -
through an intcnnediary matter, however. Dut, in cohesion, immediately, 
in contact. 

[Bottom malgin 1 
Heat can only be thought as inherence, not as subsistence for itself, in 

space. One must first assume matter in space, which can become expansi-
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ble by heat, before one can think of warming or the elimination 
dung] of heat (cooling) in it. For the latter are determinations belonging 
only to the modality of the ether, namely, expansibility of the ponderable 
matter, expansion, and the unified filling of space necessary for such an 
effect. The caloric, which is the ether itself, is imponderable in this 
universal medium, for its attraction in all directions is combined with an 
equal repulsion; another matter must first be given which gravitates in 
some direction in this space. It is incoercible, i.e. partly in 
resistance, as in electricity, partly without resistance, by magnetism. 

[ ... ] 
[Vth fascicle, sheet IV, page I] 

OF THE RELATION OF TYPES OF MAT TER 
TO ONE ANOTHER BY HEAT 

"En 

Heat is always regarded as mere1y inherent; caloric, however, as some-
thing subsistent. If, however, a material is assumed for elasticity, heat is 
required, in turn, to turn it into gas. But it is difficult to imagine that this 
material could assume a figure and, like an matter, form a body by itself, in 
isolation from all other matter and placed by itself in empty space. Espe-
cially because one assumes that heat penetrates all bodies without 
tion, and none which is completely lacking in heat could be thought. The 
causality of heat is that it expands all bodies, weakens their cohesion, and 
renders them fluidj that it is the cause of all elasticity, which is thus 
fundamentally derived from it (although it cannot itself be called elastic, 
for, for that, another heat would, in turn, be required); and, since it is 
incoercible, its material content cannot be estimated by weight. How one 
could call it a fluid is unintelligible. in order to be an eJastic fluid, it 
would itself require heat; to be a fluid absorbed [eingesogen] by other 
bodies, it requires cohesion within itseJf and with other types of matter. 

NO DROPLET-FORMING FLUID IS POSSIBLE 
WITHOUT THE LIVING FORCES OF A MATERIAL 

PENETRATING ALL MATTER 

I. Attraction in contact produces no motion, for matter resists the 
tracted particle in the direction of contact as much as the 1atter is attracted 
by the former. Thus water, mercury, etc. would form no droplets by their 

J The sentence is continued on page J of sheet xii, lind fascicle. 
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own forces. Neither can this occur by pressure (that is, not by a dead 21:522 
force), but only by an impact which, rather than moving the whole body of 
water in a certain direction, unceasingly moves it in aU its parts. in all 
directions, by pulsation. In this way one can understand that the fluid 
must yield to all these impacts until the contact of ito:; parts among one 
another is at its maximum, and their contact with empty spaces at its 
minimum; for only then is the resistance equal to the moving forces, and 
the body of water in a permanent condition. 

This matter can be regarded as that which we call caloric; its motion, as 
that of an elastic material, is called heat. 

The rising of water in capillary tubes is the effect of the greater attrac-
tion of the glass. and of the increased repulsion of the parts of the fluid 
among one another, due to the contact of the fluid with the glass. Conse-
quently, also, it is an effect of the thinning of the fluid by the inner 
vibrations, by means of which the flu id becomes lighter and, in this way, is 
raised. The sinking of mercury below the waterline (Wass(1jJass] is to be 
derived from the greater attraction of mercury among its parts and the 
lesser contact with the vessel (the glass). 

When caloric, or a part of it (whose vibmtion was responsible for mixing 
together the species of fluid matter) escapes, a moderate fonn of this 
vibration of heterogeneous, but, yet, reciprocally resolved, elementary 
materials, now produces stratification (stratificatio) . This is a texture in 
which the tremblings of those (fibers, laminae) which are not in accord 
separate themselves from those which are. Thus they form fascicles which 
resist redisposition of their layers, in that their parts cannot (unlike a fluid) 
be displaced in all directions without resistance. 

It can be seen from the texture of fibers, laminae and blocks, which is 21 :523 
formed by crystallizing minerals - indeed in the configurations fanned 
undisturbed by metals - that this (escape of caloric] is the Cause of rigid-
ity. Here the vibrating quality of the caloric sets the tone, as it were, for 
this rannatian. Euler's pulsations of the ether are to be applied here not 
just to light but also to the motion of heat. a8 The peculiar luminosity of 
metals. The beating of metals produces simultanecusly the melting and 
the alignment in fibers of their parts. 

(RighI ma'11"nJ 
The increase of caloric without increase of heat is latent heat. 
Heat is everywhere, in empty space as much as in full space, incoercible 

and imponderable. It is not elastic, for the reason that it is incoercible, 
and, in expansion, is only delayed, not wholly prevented. Is it a fluid? 

The concept of rigidity is here understood as in the transition of a fluid 
matter, in a state of from complete fluidity to a solid state, and the 
form it takes on in it. 
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What is to be remarked first is that heat (whether great or small in degree) 
means a universal state of vibration of all world-maner, which, for that 
reason, is fluid. 

The reason why caloric is elastic remains inexplicable. 
The stratififiition of the different elements of a fluid, with the gradual 

decrease of the heat which, previously, had amalgamated everything. 

For one of these amalgamated matters, more caloric is required than for 
another in order to remain fluid; thus heat is latent in its different [cle-

. ments], and the whole, although equally mann, is n'gid. 

[Vth fascicle, sheet IV, page 2] 

Preface 

{Philosophical treatments do not deserve the name of philosophy as sci-
ence unless they are presented as combined in a system. Fragmentary 
philosophizing means only the making of thought-experiments by means 
of reason; these have liwe reliability, so long as the division of the whole 
has not been able to assign them their determinate place and relation to 
others. For} this science, by this alone [breaks offl 

The science of nature (philosophia naluralis) consists of two parts, differ-
ent according to their principles: The first represents the movable in 
space (matter) under laws of motion, according to concepts a pn'ori, and its 
system was composed under the title Metaphpical Foundations of Natural 
Science, The second part, which proceeds from empirical principles, 
would, if one wished to undertake it, be called physics. 

As far as philosophy is concerned, it is my plan - and lies, so to speak, 
in my natural vocation - to remain within the boundaries of what is know-
able a priori: to survey, where possible, its field, and to present it as a circle 
(fJrbis), simple and unitary, that is, as a system prescribed by pure reason, 
not one conceived arbitrarily. This could not be achieved by the collection 
of the empirical elements of knowledge, fragmentarily assembledi for this 
does not aUow one to hope for the conviction of completeness, Although 
physics is the goal to which these preliminary metaphysical notions must 
aim in their application to objects of experience, it is left here to the work 
of other hands. 

Since both of these parts of the science of nature are nevertheless 
related to each other so closely that the former cannot but have regard for 

21:525 the latter, and the latter for the fonner, the concept of a transition is a 
concept given a pn'ori in the doctrine of elements of the science of nature 
in general, and requires a special discipline of its own. 

Physics contains the natural moving forces and effects of matter, know-
able through experience. Regarded objectively, they, ,and their laws, are 
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merely empirical; but, subjectively, they can (and must) be treated as given 
a priori, for, without reference to them, no experience for physics could be 
made. The physicist must lay these laws, as if given a priori, at the founda-
tion of other experiences; otherwise he cannot relate the Metaphysical 
Founda#ons to the physical. The transition from one territory to the other 
would be a leap, not a step; whereas he who undertakes a step must first 
feel that both feet stand firm before he draws one after the other. 

[Bottom malgin J 
-{The original fluid, caloric, is qualitas oecu/ta, causalitas phaenomenml, in 

which inherence is regarded as subsistence, and, in respect to which, 
inference is always circular. Caloric, the basis of heat, requires heat 
to become elastic. It is a matter without gravity and not displaceable, 
but which moves all matter internally, renders matter elastic but also 
cohesive - nevertheless, it is without gravity. It is extended in the whole of 
cosmic space: The world, however, has no position from which it might 
move. Permanent-elastic and yet alterable in its influence on bodies.}-

[Vth fascicle, sheet IV, page 31 
The transition from one science to the other must have certain interme-

diary concepts, which are given in the one and are applied to the other, 
and which thus belong to both territories alike. Otherwise this advance is 
not a lawlike transition but a leap in which one neither knows where one is 2 I :526 
going, nor, in looking back, understands whence onc has come. 

One might think that the transition from the metaphysical foundation of 
natural science to physics requires no bridge, for the former, as a system 
constituted by concepts a priori, exactly adjoins the ground [Bode11] of 
experience onto which it could alone be applied. But this very application 
creates doubts and contains difficulties which should be embarrassing for 
physics, as a particular system, separate from the former. For the admix-
ture or insertion of the one into the other, as commonly occurs, is danger-
ous; not just to its elegance, but even to its thoroughness, because' a pn'ori 
and empirical principles might communicate with or make claims upon 
one another. 

In the metaphysical doctrine of nature, matter was only [dealt withj as 
the movable in space, as it is determinable a priori; in physics the moving 
forces are (dealt with] as experience reveals them; in the transition from 
metaphysics to physics, however, the movable with its moving forces is 
arranged in a system of nature, so far as the form of such a system can be 
constructed in general from these elements, according to the laws of 

, Deleted continuation; {pbysics must needs adopt hypothetical concepts whose reality is 
uncertain and which, with regard to their possibility, require a deduction from a priori 
principles.} 
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experience. For the bluepriot of a building is far from yielding a full 
estimate, although the materials for the building, as far as essential re-
quirements are concerned, naturally are taken into accounv9 How much 
of the expenditure is to be made on what is really necessary. however, and 
how much on ornament and comfort, depends on the wealth of the owner. 

2 I :527 It is, indeed, a common illusion that one may hope, using nothing but 
mathematics, to produce a philosophical system of physics, without prior 
metaphysical foundations; results show, however, that, in this fashion, 
everything is treated fragmentarily and that a satisfactory whole, or even 
the plan of one, cannot emerge. It is no less erroneolls to suppose that one 
could undertake to construct physics -as a system out of preliminary 
physical notions and mathematics - even with a rich store of observations 
and experiments - unless metaphysics has outlined the plan for the 
whole. Thus it is, if not a particular part, at least a particular obligation of 
the science of nature (philosophia naturalis) to hold itselfin preparation for 
the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics; otherwise the guiding thread would be lacking by which to 
emerge from the multitude of given objects and to present satisfactorily 
both its divisions and their content. 
[ .•. J 
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[IVth fascicle,Ieaf6, page IJ30 21:474 
Under the name scirote of nature (scientia naturalis) is understood the 

system of the laws of matter (of the movable in space); which, when it 
contains only their principles a priori, constitutes its metaphysical founda-
tions; when it contains the empirical as well, however, it is called physics. 
The latter, as a doctrine of bodies, i.e. of matter in a figure detennined 
according to laws, is divided in turn into general (physica generalis) and 
particular (speqia/is); in which either the formative force acts merely me-
chanically, or else one body forms another of the same species, in propaga-
tion of its species, i.e. organically. This latter division of physics is here 
passed over or relegated to scholia, and the concept of the science of 
nature (given] a broader scope, namely that of a system of the empirical 
doctrine of nature in general [breaks offJ 

Merely empirical science of nature can never amount to a system, but, 
at best, a fragmentary, ever-increasing aggregate. For, however far we 
may be acquainted with the empirical laws of nature, we do not know to 
what extent that may suffice for the purpose [Gebrauch] of the philosophy 
of nature; and the gaps make us dubious of our supposed explanations of 
the laws of nature. The moving forces of nature are not completely 
known to us. 

Metaphysical foundations of natural science yield something that is 
certain and a complete system; but their purpose [Gebrauch] - the only 
one which can be envisaged for them - is physics, for which they can give 
us no material. They are divisions for the concept which require to be 
filled; and mere forms without an underlying material can as little yield a 
system of experience, as richly distributed material without forms. There 
must he a transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 2 I :475 
to physics if the science of nature is to become a science of reason 
(pbilosopbia naturalis). 

These two territories (metaphysics of nature and physics) do not imme-
diately come into contact; and, hence, one cannot cross from one to the 
other simply by putting one foot in front of the other. Rather, there exists a 
gulf between the two, over which philosophy must build a bridge in order 
to reach the opposite bank. For, in order for metaphysical foundations to 
be combined with physical [foundations] (which have heterogeneous prin-
ciples) mediating concepts are required, which participate in both. 

[Top margin, upside downJ 
Of the mathematical foundations of natural science. 

[IVth fascicle, leaf 6, page 2J 

[Top mal1il'nJ 
The metaphysical foundations of natural science have their determinate 
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scope and content. As do those of the transition to physics - because both 
are given a priori. 

Physics does not. 

[Main textl 
The moving forces of J;1latter, which can only be known by experience 

(thus do not belong to the metaphysical foundations), nevertheless belong 
to a prion' concepts (and thus to metaphysics) as regards their mutual 
relations to one another in a whole of matter in general, insofar as one 
takes moving force simply as motion itself. In that case [the moving forcej, 
regarded mathematically, according to its direction and degree, [isJ attrac-
tiOl1 and repulsiol1 - whether of the parts of matter for one another, or of 
one matter toward another which is external to it. Density, rarefaction etc. 
[are concepts] which can be thought voluntarily [millkiihrlich J a prion', and 
for which examples are then sought in nature. Thus they denote logical 
positions for concepts (topice), for which it is possible to determine a priori 
which appearances fit into the one or the other position. 

21:476 (a) External attraction (gravity). (b) Internal fluidity and solidity. (c) 
External repulsion as superficial force and internal (elasticity and the 
living force of vibration). 

The moving forces of repu/sioll: both the i,otemal of matter and its parts, 
and the external (filling of space). 

The moving forces of attraaion: the external of gravity, or the internal of 
cohesion. 

The moving forces of impact and of vibration by external or internal 
forces (malUS concussionis). 

The moving forces of penetration into bodies or expulsion. Here it is 
not a case of ascending from experience to the universal, but rather the 
transition is a descent. 

Between metaphysics and physics there still exists a broad gulf (hiatus in 
systemato) acroSs which the transition cannot be a step but requires a 
bridge of intermediary concepts which form a distinctive construction. A 
system can never be constructed out of merely empirical concepts. 

How matter becomes a (physical) body, in contrast to matter which pro-
duces no body because its filling of space (repulsion) is not subsistent but 
merely inherent? Caloric which is not elastic hUT only renders other mat-
ters elastic. Not relatively ponderable insofar as it is a world-matter. 

An a priori concept lies at the foundation of all judgments and concepts 
of experience, under which we subsume appearances, insofar as the object 
is to be subsumed under a species of things. 

PhysiCS is the doclrine of the laws of the moving forces of matter. Since 
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the latter, like everything belonging to existence of things, must be known 
by experience, then [breaks oj] How does matter produce a body? 

However diverse the objects of physics may be (whose properties and 
classifications must be learned by experience (empirically) in order to 21:477 
make them as far as possible {kiimmerlichJ into a systern), they 
are, nevertheless, merely phenomena. A priori concepts of mfJVingjorces must 
always lie at their foundation, and phenomena must be arranged accord-
ing to them, since these concepts contain the formal element in synthetic 
representations. Even for the concepts of physics this is necessary, in 
order to yield knowledge of an object (through the understanding). 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 
consists in the circumstance that the concept of the mm;ing forces of 
matter yields a principle in its possible application to empirical concepts. 
This concept can be thought a priori, according to the relations of the 
moving forces in space and time, and, as such, can be completely classi-
fied. [The task is} to classifY the real objects of nature according to a 
principle, and to bring the empirical study of nature ever closer to a 
system - although it never attains such completeness, which cannot be 
expected from experience. 

We can classify a priori the moving forces according to concepts, and so 
completely enumerate the properties of matter prior to experience; for the 
synthetic unity of appearances must lie in the understanding prior to 
experience - e.g. internal and external repulsion. The transition takes 
place when] apply these [concept<;], not in metaphysical, but in physical-
dynamic functions, to real bodies. 

[L(// margin, nexttoftrst paragraph] 
N.B. Of the mathematical foundations of physics. Whether this, too, 

belongs to the Transition? 
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[rvth fascicle. leaf:V 4. page II" 
All droplet-forming fluids become rigid through crystallization ("Ys-

lallisalio) - without intervening time - at a determinate degree of heat 
whereby the caloric is freed. 

Of the conditioned and unconditioned coercibility of matter. 
The transition from one science that already exists to another that is 

only in the idea presupposes a priori principles of a possible system of both 
in combination. So it is with the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science in relation to physics - which, without the former, would be 

2 I :478 merely an aggregate (farrago) of observations of nature that would permit 
no secure delimitation or outline. The matter of knowledge here is to 
enumerate the moving forces of nature a prinri, insofar as they contain a 
priori the principles of possible experience of them. The movable in space 
insofar as it has moving force. Since then the conditions of motion in 
general and also the forces lying at the basis of its motion are to be 
specified a pn·ori. 

Here, moving forces must be assumed for the laws of motion that are a 
priori given, which [forces] alone serve for the explanation of the latter, 
although one cannot prove them: e.g. the lever. 

The metaphysical foundations have a tendency toward physics as a 
system of the moving forces of matter. Such a system cannot arise from 
mere experiences, for that would yield only aggregates which lack the 
completeness of a whole; nor can it come about solely a for that 
would be metaphysical foundations, which, however, contained no moving 
forces. Therefore, the transition from metaphysics to physics, from the a 
priori concept of the movable in space (Le. the concept of a matter in 
general) to the system of moving forces, can [proceed} onJy by means of 
that which is common to both - by means of the moving forces insofar as 
they act not on matter but rather united or opposed among one another, 
and thus form a system of the universal doctrine of forces (physiologia 
generalis) which stands between metaphysics and physics. Insofar as it 
contains for itself a system of the application of a priori concepts to 
experience, i.e. the investigation of nature, it combines metaphysics with 
physics in a system. The b'ansition is properly a doctrine of the investiga-
tion of nature. 
[ . . . J 
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[IVth fascicle, leaf 5, page 1]3 l 

In the partl of the philosophical science of nature (philosophia naturait's) 
entitled the metaphysical foundations thereof, there already lies a ten-
dency toward physics as the goal to which it is directed - namely, to ex-
pound the empirical doctrine of material nature in a system. What are 
called the mathematica.l foundations of the science of nature (philosophiae 
natura lis pn"ncipja mathematica), as expressed by Newton in his immortal 
work, are (as the expression itself indicates) no part of the philosophy of 
"ature. They are only an instrument (albeit a most necessary one) for the 
calculation of the magnitude of motions and moving forces (which must 
be given by observation of nature) and for the determination of their laws 
for physics (so that the quality of the motions and moving forces can be 
specified in regard to the central forces of bodies in circular motion, as 
well as the motion of light, sound and tone, according to their direction 
and degree). Consequently, this doctrine properly forms no part of the 
philosophical study of nature. The same can be said of empirical knowl-
edge of nature insofar as this forms only a chance aggregate, not a 
system - for which a general classification according to concepts a priori is 
required. 

But this tendency in the transition from metaphysics to physics Cannot 
be satisfied immediately, by a leap. For those concepts, which lead across 
from a system of one sort to another, must be accompanied by empirical 
principles as well as principles a priori. The former, since they contain 
comparative universality, can, like the [wholly] universal , be used for the 
system of physics. Thus there is a gap to be filled between the metaphysi-
cal foundations of natural science and physics; its filling is called a transi-
tion from the one to the other. 

I . The moving forces of matter according to the quantity of matter, and 
summa according to the categories. 

2. The formal conditions of this motion insofar as it rests on principles 
a priori. 

attraction repulsion 
ponderable - imponderable 
coercible - incoercible 
subsistent in space - or inherent 

N,B. The titles in the system of categories here contain only two as 
dynamic powers: + a and - a. 

I st part: Of the doctrina1 system of the a priori investigation of nature. 
2nd part: Of the world-system. 

f Changed by Kant into "title." 
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[Left of the foregoing] 
Of the alterability of the heights of barometers - not immediately, by 

alteration of the weight, but chemically, by a matter which weakens or 
strengthens the elasticity of air. The former. 

To Garve.33 System of philosophy from a pragmatic point of view, to be 
developed in one's role as teacher of skill and prudence. 

In the Metaphysical Foundations, matter was thought of as the movable in 
space; in physics, matter is thought of as the movable which [hasJ moving 
force; and their combination, las} a relation of marter's own moving 
forces, according to their own laws of motion, is the object of physics, 
Insofar as the totality of these forces permits of c1assification a priori, 
founded on a pNori concepts, there must exist a topic of the moving forces 
of matter in which each of these forces is assigned its location (locus 
rommunis) in the system; and a special science will be both possible and 
necessary, which is solely occupied with these locations in the investiga-
tion of nature, Empirical concepts (e.g, gravity), whose moving force can 
be thought according to a pn'ori concepts (e.g. attraction and repulsion) 
although their existence must be given through experience, belong to this 
topic of the transition, This class of moving forces could belong to physiol-
ogy, to wit, the pure, etc. 

2 I :484 For the moving forces can be enumerated a prion' according to their 
form; but can be known according to their content [only} by the appear-
ances of their effects, 

The investigation of nature, in the absence of any principles of classifi-
cation, can result in no system of physics; for there would arise from it 
merely an aggregate (farrago) of particular obsenoations, and how far these 
might extend cannot be anticipated, -This investigation of nature is frag-
mentary, not systematic.-
[ ... ] 
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[VIIlth fascicle, sheet 1, page IJ 

OF THE SYSTEM OF THE MOVING 
FORCES OF MATTER 

First Part 
OJ the Elementary System oj' World-Matter 

Division 

"El. Syst. I" , 

One can ask for no better clue to the division of the moving forces and the 
Jaws of motion of matter than the table of categories, regarded according 
to quantity, quality, relation and modality, and ordering the elementary 
concepts [namely, of the moving forces and laws of motion of matter) 
under these headings. For the latter constitute the stages of the transition 
from the metaphysics of corporeal nature to physics. 

{Moving force is of two kinds: either the locomotion of a body (vis 
locomotiva) which forces another to leave its place, or internal motion.} 

FIRST SECTION 
OF THE QUANTITY OF MATTER 

§I 

Ponderability (ponderabilitas) is that property of matter, according to its 

22:135 

moving force, whereby alone its quantity can be precisely measured. An 
intrinsically imponderable matter would be such as would allow of no 22:136 
measure, -thus can be assumed as = 0.- For even if it could be measured 
geometrically, in comparison with another of the same type (e.g. pure 
water in containers of different sizes), the homogeneity of the fWo could 
itself be doubted, because their assessment [breaks o.DJ 

Gravity (grav;tas), being the penetrative action of the accelerative force of 
attraction of our earth at equal distances from its midpoint, is measured 
by the number of the swings of a pendulum; weight (pondus), however, as 
the product of gravity (the moment of motion of a falling body), is mea-
sured by the quantity of the matter moved. And, since the former (gravita-
tion) is equal at equal heights, in all measurements of the quantity of 
matter it is assumed that this is equal to the weight. 
[ ... ] 
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[VIllth fascicle, sheet I, page 2) 

§2 
But the concept of ponderability presupposes an instrument for the mea-
surement of this moving force (of weight) in the form of a lever-arm. One 
must, however, attribute to this instrument another force which resists 
flexibility, namely that of the cohesion of its partS among one another; 
otherwise ponderability would be a concept of what was a mere figment of 
the imagination [Gedankrnding). 

The physical lever-arm always has a ,certain thickness of diameter, at 
which the weight appended to it exercises moving force to bend or to break 
it. Now, the mathematicianH must, ifhe wishes to present apriori this law of 
motion. assume the thickness of the lever-arm as infinitesimal- for which, 
however, he would have to assume an infinite force of attraction between 
the parts of the lever-arm in the straight line of contact, which is impossi-
ble. Thus the ponderability of matter is not a property knowable a priori 
according to the mere concept of the quantity of matterj it is, rather, 
physically conditioned and requires the presupposition of an internally 
moving matter which results in the immobility of the parts in contact with 
one another [in the lever-ann], by itselfbeing mobile inside this matter. We 
know of no other matter to which we have oause to attribute such a prop-
erty, except caloric. Thus, even ponderability (represented subjectively as 
the experiment of weighing) will require the assumption of a matter which 
is not ponderable (imponderabi/is); for, otherwise, the condition for pon-
derability would be extended to infinity, and thu.'i lack a foundation. 

-Ponderability presupposes the coercibility of the matter in the lever, 
which resists its bending or breaking, as wen as the breaking of the cord 
by which the weight is suspended. The mechanics of moving forces is 
thinkable only under the presupposition of dynamics - objective pon-
derability preceding subjective. A living force of the matter which pene-

22:139 trates the body must be the cause of the dead force of pressure and 
traction (which produces an infinite series of contacts, in immediate subor-
dination of each to the next, and, hence, the moving superficial force of a 
mass - i.e. attraction of cohesion). Coercibility, permeability, and perpetu-
ity (or attraction) - thus, the moving force of caloric is required for a lever 
as an instrument of ponderability.-

§3 
An ahsolutely imponderable matter thus cannot be thought. -for that would 
be a matter without quantity.- But it could be so in a conditional manner, 
namely, merely as part of a matter which is distributed through the whole 
of cosmic space (the caloric); for then the case would be that bodies do not 
weigh in their own element. 
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NOle 

The moving force of cohesion underlies all mechanism, whether this 
takes place by pressure (as.in a lever), or traction (as in a pulley), or shear (as 
in the case of an inclined surface, on which a body tends to slide). Ma-
chines effect with a lesser force (a smaller moment of motion) as much as 
would have been achieved immediately by a greater. -But the possibility of 
a machine itself presupposes moving forces. The lever must be rigid and 
neither bend nor break from the weights on the lever-arms. The cord on 
which the weight is suspended must not break.-
[Malgin . .. J 

[VIIlth fascicle, sheet I, page 3J 

SECOND SECTION 
OF THE QUALITY OF MATTER 

§4 

Matter is either fluid or solid" (aut fluida aut rigida). 
All fluid matter is so by heat, and the state of fluidity precedes all 

formation of matter into solid bodies (at least, only thus can one explain 
the origin of this 'quality), 

Heat is something which renders fluid; but can one call it a fluid itself 
(a substance, not merely the inherence of certain forces)? 

Caloric is a matter which cannot be regarded as coercible into containers 
(as, for instance, the air), although it can be prevented from transmitting 
itself rapidly to bodies in contact. Thus one cannot properly describe it as 
a fluid (which would be expansive), since all expansibility of matter is 
derived from heat, and it could, thus, be asked what provides caloric itself 
with this force of expansion. 

Caloric is, hence, incoercible, as well as imponderable, and can be co-
erced (or, as it is called, bound), in whole or in part (dynamically, not 
mechanically), by no other material - except that which is of its own type 
(the universally distributed caloric). This property, however, belongs to 
physics (chemistry) as a system; not to the elementary empirical concepts 
with which alone we are here dealing. It is a necessary consequence of the 
relation of the moving forces of matter to one another that a matter which 
is incoercible is also to be regarded as imponderable (and, as impondera-
ble, as incoercible also) . 

The transition of matter from fluidity to solidity must, however, also be 

22:14 1 

ascribed to the influence of caloric - but by means of another type of 22: Lp 

l There is no corresponding note. 
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internal motion, namely, that of a liviftgforce of this matter. This force acts 
by impact and has an undulatory motion, inwardly attracting and repel-
ling, in rapidly succeeding vibrations. By this motion the space which the 
matter occupies is expanded. 

§s 
The moving force of caloric is a livingforce ofimpactj namely, a concussive 
motion of the parts of matter by means of its repulsive forces - not a dead 
force of pressure and counterpressure. Such an inward, undulatory (vibrat-
ing, nscillatory) motion fills a greater space - by repulsion - than the mere 
transition of one matter into another, in which case the latter increases in 
density only. 

That the moving force of caloric exerts this force in the state of heat is 
clear, however, from the fact that, as incoercible, its locomotion can pro-
duce no increase of this expansj"e material (which can penetrate every-
thing). Caloric can expand lsomething] only by means of its own internal 
state, by vibration [hin und her stossen] in the space which it occupies. 

[ ... J 

[VlIIth fascicle, (half-)shcet II, page lJ 

"EI. Sy,!. 
Beylage zu Syst: I, S. 4 "35 

THIRD SECTION 
OF THE RELATION OF THE MOVI N G FORCES 

OF MATTER 
IN THEIR SOLIDITY (RIGlDITAS) 

§6 

I call this active relation the cohesibi!ity of matter; by its means the inner 
parts of a matter resist displacement, as well as forming themselves into 
solid bodies from the fluid state. Its measure is the weight at which a body 
(by its gravity) breaks apart at a given section. The degree of cohesion can 
be specified most easily by the length of a completely uniform prism or 
cylinder, which breaks apart at a certain length as a result of its own 
weight.36 For, however thick it may be, it will break apart at the same 
length, given that the matter of which it consists is homogeneous, since we 
can imagine each cylinder as composed of however many individual cylin-
ders it may be next to (not after) one another - and thus regard each as 
breaking apart independently. 
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Now, the cohesibility of a solid body is a mere superficial force, not a force 
which penetrates matter and immediately attracts the distant parts beyond 
the surface of contact. Consequently, each segment (plate) , however thin 
one assumes it (hence also the quantity of its matter and attraction) to be, 
[would be J infinitely small in comparison to the weight of the block. Thus 
the moment of acceleration required [to resist] the weight with which the 
body tends to break apart [would be], correspondingly, infinitely large -
which is as much as to say, a moment of finite velocity crossing an infinite 
space in any given time-period - which is impossible. Thus one is com-
pelled to assume, either that the parts of this block extend their attraction 22: I 47 
inward beyolld the surface of contact of the section, or else that attraction 
in cohesion is not an accelerative, moving force - of neither alternative 
can one fonn a concept. 

§8 

Hence, one can hardly form a concept of these relatively opposed forces, 
except by assuming that caloric, which is the cause of all fluidity, is moving 
with livingforee (as stated above) .. As the heat escapes, the concussions of 
caloric bring about a tendency, such as cohesion is, once heat-induced 
fluidity has ceased. -For, as one of the opposed forces is removed, the o!her 
does not also disappear.- A lead ball, rubbed together with another, melts 
momentarily on its touching surface and immediately solidifies. I lam mer-
ing and forging always produce a11 instantaneolls but transitory melting. 

[Mal)!in . .. J 

[Vllith fascicle, (half-)sheet II, page 2] 

Cohesion is either that of a friable (corporis fn·abilis) or a stretchable -
ductible - body (duetiUs). Glass or stone, in the former case, metal, in the 
latter case, are examples of the matter of the universal caloric, penetrating 
and acting with living force. Caloric produces cohesion by expansion (as 
heat) and the simultaneous escape (binding) thereof. 

Ductility when hammered is malleability (malleabilitas), which belongs 
to all metals, at least when heated somewhat. Each blow amounts to a 
momentary melting and Quickly succeeding solidification. The - as the 
mineralogists term it - particular glow of metal, which appears hardly 
capable of description, much less explanation, can be explained by this 
internal crystallization in rays [StrahlenaflsehiessungJ. It is to be regarded 
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not just as reflected but as radiating light from the polished surface of the 
metal. For the beating and polishing of it must be regarded as a momen-
tary melting, [and the metal] is separated into laminae and small rays by 
caloric on the surface, as can be seen on the wing-cover of many insects 
(e.g. Cerambyx moschatus)37 which emit the light appropriate to the thick-
ness of these laminae. For without that polish, which is the effect of 
melting, and thus of crystallization on the surface, metals have their com-
mon earth-color. 

Critical note 

It may seem that in this section we have greatly transgressed the boundary 
of the a prion' concept'i of the moving forces of matter, which together are 
to form a system, and have drifted into physics as an empirical science 
(e.g. into chemistry); but one will surely notice that [breaks o.Ql 

[ . .• J 

[VIIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 2 J 

FOURTH SECTION 

["Elem Syst. 6 
Einleitung"] 

OF THE MODALITY OF THE MOVING 
FORCES OF MATTER 

§ 
This is comprehended under the category of necessity, which, in turn, 
carries with it the character of universal validity in space and constant 
continuation in time, and is necessity in appearance. (Perpeluilas est llecessitas 
phaenomenon).J8 

Motion resulting from the moving forces of matter canTIot cease except 
because of opposing motions.* Because, however, the totality of all com-
bined matter only forms a dynamic whole by virtue of the internal action 
and reaction of the moving forces of all its parts, this dynamic whole (be it 
composed of dead or living forces) can be pennanentiy in a state in which 
its matters interact with one another. The reason is that, according to the 
principle of inertia, no matter alters its state of its own accord, and, 

• Quanti/as motus in mundo sttmmando eos qui jiunt i,t Mdtm directione, et subtrahmdo quifiunt 
in rontrarias in universo non mulatur. This well-known proposition is proved by the fact that 
otherwise the universe itself would be displaced, which is absurd.39 
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outside this totality, no other material cause will be encountered which 
could alter it. 

[ .. ·1 
[VIIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 31 22:189 

In the Metaphysical Foundation of Natllral Science its object, matter, was 
represented in a doctrinal system merely as what is movable in space, and its 
motion in time (the latter according to its laws knowable a prion). 

There is still, however, in these Foundations of Natural Science, a ten-
dency toward physics, Le. to a system of the moving forces of matter which 
must be taken from experience, and whose investigation (indugutio, 
perscrntalio naturae), as a system of these forces, is called physics. This is a 22: 190 
doctrine of motion from empirical principles which must be [orderedJ in a 
system of perceptions and, hence, fonnally subordinated to certain a priori 
principles. In it the science of nature represents the concept of matter as 
the movable, imofor as it has moving force; and it contains the empirically 
given moving forces of matter insofar as they are thought of together in a 
system (physics), formally and a priori. Any physical body can be regarded 
as a system of the moving forces of matter, and what confers on such a 
system its a priori conceivability can be expressed under the title of the 
general-physiological foundations of natural science. So, then, the meta-
physical, the general-physiological, and, finally, the physical foundations 
of natural science will, together, represent the system of the moving forces 
of matter as a transition from the metaphysics of nature to physics. 

But yet a fourth concept of the moving forces of matter makes an entry 
into the system of the science of nature, and lays claim to a particular divi-
sion of the foundations - namely, certain supposed mathematical founda-
tions of natural science, of which Newton's immortal work gives a shining 
example; although its title (Philosophiae principia mathematica) 
is, in fact, self-contradictory. Examples to be found in this work are: the doc-
trine of the central forces by attraction (gravitation); by repulsion (light and 
sound); and the doctrine of the wave-motion of fluid surfaces (oscillation). 

However, there occurs here an ambiguity in the sense of the term "the 
moving forces pf matter," which can be understood either as primitively or 
else only derivatively moving. If the motion of a matter must precede, in 22:191 
order for the latter to have a moving force (e.g. if a sling-stone must be 
swung around so that its cord is stretched to breaking point), then the 
moving force of the stone is derivative, for motion must precede the 
moving force. But if the cord breaks, solely as a result of the increase of 
the weight of the stone suspended from it, then the moving force of the 
stone is primitive. 

There exist, therefore, no mathematical foundations of natural science, 
in respect to the primitive moving forces of matter; rather, the science of 
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nature (scienlia naltlralis) is, as such, wholly philosophy when it subordi-
nates the Jaws of the moving forces of maHer to a priori principles. 

[Righi margin] 
I . Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science 
2. Physiological, Propaedeutic Foundations of Natural Science 
3. Physical-Systematic Foundations of Natural Science 

Not as aggregate, but as system; for such is every body. Dut form [breaks 
offJ 

[VIIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 41 
Mathematical foundations for the laws of motion in general, for all 

possible moving forces of matter (legum motus prillcipia matltemutica). The 
division, which here concerns only the formal aspect of motion (and, 
hence, must lie a priori in the concepts themselves) concerns only the 
direction of the moving forces - attraction, repulsion, and the internal 
motion of maner, as a result of continual agitation of both (at/radio, 
repn/sio, om"{ffllio). Here motion is presupposed, with mOving forces as its 
consequence. 

22: 192 These foundations are contrasted with the physical foundations of natu-
ral science. 

The motive forces (vires motrices), the moving forces (vires muventes), the 
forces which independently repeat their motion of attraction and repul-
sion (vires ugilfl.nles). The force which moves itself in substance is here 
either locomotion (vis locomotiva) (e.g. circular motion) and, thus, external; 
or it is "that of a matter, moved by alternating attraction and repulsion, 
which agitates it at the same place (vis agita11S ;It/erne moliva), as in oscilla-
tion (motus tremulm, vibrolorius). And this [motion] is either constantly 
preserved (pemmis), if it is the internal motion of the totality of matter, or 
else it is a motion which hinders the reaction of the parts of matter to one 
another and produces rest in a finite time. 

Since empty space is not an object of experience, and, thus, neither the 
internal nor the external void can explain any phenomenon of maUer, it is 
not a hypothesis but a certainty that the totality of all world-matter is a 
(onlimloltS whole (cmltinuum). That is to say, even attraction in empty space is 
a mere ioea insofar as one abstracts from the repulsive force of matter 
(e,g. ingravitalioll), in that filling of space by repulsion contributes nothing 
to it - contrary to the opinion of Descartes. Thus all matter, conceived 
together with its moving forces, forms one system. (ts manifold parts I 
regard, on the onc hand, sparsim; the same matter, however, I regard, on 
the other hand, as an absolute, coniullctim, as belonging to no greater 
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whole. From this the division of the system of the moving forces of matter 
into the elementary system and the will follow. *t 

[Lc;ft malgin] 22:193 
Of the atomistic and fluxionary system. 
What is force? 
TIle ether is the hypothesis of a matter for which al1 bodies are pcrmc-

able, but which is itself expansive. 
Of the moving forces of organic matter, Vital force. Reproducing itself 

according to species. Of existing for itself and for its own sake, 

[Top and left ma'Kin] 
The determinability of space and time, a priori by the understanding, in 

respect of the moving forces of matter, is the tendency of the metaphysical 
foundations of natural science toward physics; and the transition to it is 
the filling of the void by means of those forms which regard all possihle 
objects of experience in their unity, IThe filling of space] is a product of 
the idea of the whole, in the thoroughgoing, self-determining intuition of 
oneself: An elementary system which has the potentiality [EmpjiillgliclikeitJ 
for a world-system (according to purposes), and contains an objective 
tendency toward this latter, and without which there would be no physics. 

[Main text, between paragraphs] 
·The mathematical unity of space and time, which contains a Pyror/ 

the formal conditions of the possibility of experience as a system of 
perceptions - and hence must be thought of, not partially (spars;m), but as 22: 194 
combined in olle whole (coniullctim) - founds the concept of an elementary 
system of the moving forces of mattel'. Empty space is no object of possi-
ble experience - neither as included, nor as all-inclusive (finite, infinite) 
empty space. The filling of space occupied by mattcr must be judged by 
the fluxionary, not the atomistic, principle of the division of matter; in 
which, firstly, no space is left empty, and, secondly, the matter which tiIls it 
is extended to the minimum quantity of mutler for the same volume-
although its expansive force amounts to the maximum inasmuch as it is a 

,. Force is the subjective possibility for a thing to be a cause. Thus a category of relation, 
regarded either as a phenomenon or a noumenon. 
t Students of natltTe have wanted to take offense at the word «force" (as if it were a qllalilas 
occulta). 

Each physical body is to be regarded as a system of mechanical-moving forces (Le. as a 
machine); the matter, however, from which it is composed, presupposes dynamic moving 
rforcesI, which do not depend on figure (e.g, in a lever, or wedge), 

So a matter must be assumed, the internal mobility of whose parts (which form a 
continuum) is c-quivalent for all- i.e . a fluid which, through moving itself purdy dynami-
cally, yet moves this matter mechanically. 
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maUer. which thoroughly penetrates all bodies, and for which all bodies are 
permeable - such a matter must unceasingly preserve all the modes of 
motion: attraction, repulsion and reciprocal agitation. · 

[ ... 1 

[VIIIth fascicle, sheet VIII, page 31 

["Element. System 7 
Einleitung"J 

Fluidity is either an external/ocomotive moving force (vis Iocomotiva) of a 
continuous matter, insofar as the latter consists of parts which move an 
object only by means of successive but continual impacts, or else it is an 
internal moving force, acting uninterruptedly at the same place. Only by the 
latter quality is the former possible; that first definition is only a nominal 
explanation to which the real explanation belongs as its ground. 

Postulate of Dynamics 
All the parts of matter distributed in space 

stand in mutual relation 
22:200 as members of a universal mechanical system 

of the forces which originally and constantly 
agitate matter"" 

In the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 
to physics it is necessary to abstract from everything which rest'! on empiri-
cal principles, for, otherwise, this would amount to a transgression of 
foreign territory (by d, IiAAO yEvO,) .• " 

[Right mawn] 
The problem is: What is it that first sets the moving forces of matter -

taken as a whole - in motion? 
Only the forms of combination of the moving forces can be enumerated 

a priori in an elementary system; the forces themselves cannot be devel-
oped otherwise than empirically - and, thus, only fragmentarily - for they 
only indicate the tendency to physics. 

The elementary system is that which proceeds from the parts to the 
entire complex of matter (without hiatus); the world-system is that which 
proceeds from the idea of the whole to the parts. 

.. By the forces agirat;'fg mauer, I understand those which produce real motion in it, in 
distinction from those which produce only the tendency (conarus) toward motion. 11 will 
become apparent, however, that even the laner depend on the fanner as their cause. 

h The rest of page 3 and page 4 are left empty. 
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[Next to "Postulate of Dynamics"] 
The transition from the metaphysics of nature to physics is the ten-

dency of the laws of motion in general toward the principle of the moving 
forces of nature. 

Space and time realized. 

The primum mavens is not locomotive but rather internal, by reciprocal 
attraction and repulsion of all parts of matter. 

The collective idea of all the moving forces of matter precedes a priori the 
distributive idea of all the particular forces, which are only empirical. 

The elementary system prior to the world-system. 22:20J 
That matter whose internal motion makes weighing (therewith, the 

rigidity of the lever) originally possible, must itself be imponderable. It is 
expansive, however, because it occupies, by means of internal concussive 
motion, a greater space than if it were at rest. 

[ ... ] 
[IXth fascicle, sheet IV, page 1(3)] 

["B Oberg.ng"] 
All the primitive moving forces of matter are dynamic; the mechanical 

are only derivative. 
The fonner are penetrative and, in fact, in two possible ways: either in 

substance (like caloric), by locomotion, or by the immediate action on 
matter, even at a distance (like gravitational attraction). Combined to-
gether in the world·system, however, [they areJ attraction and repulsion 
simultaneously. 

Of the difference 
between the qualitative divisibility (by the species of matter) and the quanti-
tative divisibility (by the multitude of the homogeneous parts of the same 
species). Whether both extend to infinity? 

The same in the case of the composition: either material composition 
from elements (mixture) or formal i composition - of a new matter pro-
duced by a process of separation. 

Changed by Kant from "organic." 
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THE TRANSITION 
FROM THE METAPHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS OF 

NATURAL SCIENCE TO PHYSICS 

2 2:24° is the complex of all a priori given relations of the moving forces of matter 
which are required for the empirical system, i.e. for physics. 

Thus there are elementary concepts of the science of nature which, 
however, do not intrude into physics (hence not into the doctrine of experi-
ence), and which can be presented - not fragmentarily, but systematically-
as an a prion' whole. How is such a formal elementary system from mere 
concepts - e.g. intuitions -axiom,- Anticipations ·of Perception, Analogies 
of Experience, systematic unity of the whole of the empirical- - possible? 

[Right and left o/"The Transition"] 
22:239 -If [the transitionJ took place by means of experience, it would be physics 

itself; if it takes place, however, by means of principles of the possibility of 
2 2:240 experience, it precedes physics a priori and contains a priori principles for 

its construction. This is, however, a particular part of the science of nature 
which contains its own principles and founds its own system - although a 
merely formal one.-

Physics 

is an empirical system of the moving forces of nature and a problematic 
whole thereof. The transition from the metaphysical foundations to the 
science of nature in general, represented a prion', according to the formal 
principles of mathematics and philosophy, is a transition in which mathe-
matics supplies [e11thalt] only the application of concepts to intuitions a 
priori, by anticipations etc., not fragmentarily, as a mere aggregate, but 
systematically, according to one principle. \Vithout these premises there 
can be no science of nature. 

This transition is not merely propaedeutic; for such a concept is 
ous and concerns only the subjective aspect of knowledge. There is a not 
merely regulative, but also constitutive formal principle, existing a priori, 
of the science of nature, for the purpose of a system. 

Axioms of Intuition, Anticipations of Perception, Analogies of Experi-
ence, and Postulates of Empirical Thought in general. The first contain 

22:241 mathematical principles rather than philosophical ones (by concepts); the 
second contain the forces, insofar as they are internally moving (through 
apprehension), as philosophical [principles]; the rest [contain the forcesJ 
insofar as they are either mechanically or dynamically moving - or else 
moving mechanically by means of dynamic forces . 

All matter was primordially fluid, and everything fluid was expansible, 
not attractive. At least, this idea is the fundamental idea. 
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In order to attain physics, as a system of the empirical science of nature, 
there must previously be completely developed, in the transition to it, a 
prt"ori principles of the synthetic unity of the moving (orces of the science 
of nature, according to their form (Axioms of Intuition, Anticipations of 
Perception, etc.). These principles contain a propaedeutic of physics as an 
a priori transition to it, which isi derived analytically from the mere con-
cept of physics. 1'his propaedeutic is itself a system which contains apriori 
the form of the system of physics. What contains the possibility of physics 
as a whole cannot be a fragmentary aggregate; for, as a whole given a 
priori, it must necessarily be a system which is capable neither of increase 
nor of diminution. Regulative principles which arc also constitutive. 

[Top mawn] 
The first division of the outcr objects of sense, as substances, is that 

into matter and bodies. 

The organized creatures form on earth a whole according to purposes 
which [can be thought] a priori, as sprung from a single seed dike an 
incubated egg), with mutual need for one another, preserving its species 
and the species that are born from it. 

Also, revolutions of nature which brought forth new species (of which 
man is one). 

[Right mawn] 
The primitive-moving forces of matter are the dynamic forces. The 

mechanical are only derivative. 
The first moving force is that of external attraction, insofar as it is not 22:242 

restricted by repulsion - gravitation. The second is that of internal 
repulsion, insofar as it is restricted by attraction. Both are matters which 
form bodies by their moving forces - which, in ttlrn, determine their own 
space according to quantity and quality. 

The mechanical ponderability of matter requires that it be tfynamically 
imponderable - for without this internal moving force (not locomotiva), 
weighing would itself be impossible. 

Likewise, in order that matter with its moving force be coercible, an 
incoercible (namely dynamic) matter is required: caloric. 

The matter, which renders all other matter fluid by penetrating it, is 
originally fluid; thus it is incoerdble. 

2. Of the moving force of matter by the coercibility of caloric, as 
mechanically or dynamically acting force. The one is the phenomenon of 
the other, or the means for the presentation of the other. 

j Lehmann changes w;rd into werdtn. 
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'The objective principles of the laws of the moving forces of matter are 
those which are given a priori, in their formal aspect, by means of the 
classification by reason of all possible such active relations. 

The subjeaive [principles] are those of mechanics, according -to which 
we set these forces in motion (action), and [are) of empirical origin; hence 
suited for physics. The former for the transition from the metaphysical 
foundations to physics. 

[ •. . J 

[lInd fascicle, sheet IV, page I J 

«A Elem. Syst: I" 

OF 
THE SYSTEM OF THE MOVING FORCES OF 

MATTER 

First Part 
The Elementary System of the Muoing Forces 

of Matter 

Section One 
I. 

{Deftnitions} 
-According to their Maten'al Aspect-

The moving forces are either locomotive (vires locomotivae) , or internally 
moving (interne motroae): attraction or repulsion (attractio, repulsio) or con-
tinually changing between the two (oscillatio, undulatio). Those impacts 
which alter in equal time-intervals are caned pulsations (pulsus); otherwise, 
where they are in indefinitely rapid succession to one another, they are 
called vibration (concussion); both presuppose internally moving forces. 

The moving force of a matter, insofar as it can only produce repulsive 
motion, is superficial force - i.e. one which only acts in contaa; that 
which acts also immediately, at a distance, is penetrative force (not pene-
trative matter). If matter is penetrative iIi substance, the body is said to be 
permeable for it. 

21:182 Ifit is penetrative only by activity (virtualiter), not by physical presence 
(non localiter), then it is penetrative merely by attraction. 

[Left and right of "II, » below] 
-The moving forces of matter are powers, either purely dynamic or 

mechanical. The latter based upon the former. [Matgin: vide below, 
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N.B.] What is opposed to a moving force is here understood, not logically 
(as A and non A), but as real (as A and - A).' 

II. 
According to the Formal Aspect of Motion 

I. By its direction: Attraction or repulsion 
2. According to its degree: Moment of the motion, or the latter with 

ftnite speed 
3, By its relation: According to the laws of the external influence of bodies 

upon one another, or of the internal influence of body-forming matter, 
Mechanism 

4, By its modality: From the outset (of motion) and at all future times, 
i.e, as acting according to necessary laws; for the perpetual is the sensible 
representation of the necessary (perpetuitas est necessitas phaenomenon). 21: I 83 
That, the actuality of which is knowable a pn'on', 

All these forms are a pn'ori laws, for a system of moving forces; drawn, 
not from the elements of physics (which always furnish us only with 
objects of experience), but from concepts (to which we subordinate the 
elements of physics)) for the sake of a system of the moving forces; and 
they have their purpose [Bestimmung] only in the tendency of the metaphysi-
cal foundations of natural science to physics, 

N.B. Either dead or living force, The moment of motion and acceleration, 2 I: I 82 
or impact at the commencement of contact, of bodies moved in mass, not 
in flow, The latter is infinite in relation to the former. Internal, not locomo-
tive motion: undulatory, vibratory, concussive. Internally, not externally 
moving powers [Potenzen] - according to their formal aspect. (I) Direction: 
attracting and repelling, or both continually alternating with each other. 
(2) Limited or unlimited by volume, likewise by time. (3) Continuous or 
interrupted in composition. (4) Homogeneous or heterogeneous in its 
manifold. 

[Right margin] 2 I:r 83 
What, for the sake of an elementary system, can be stated a prion· about 

the moving forces of matter, has completeness. The empirical is a frag-
mentary aggregate, and belongs to physics. Only metaphysics creates the 
form of the whole. 

Finally, the moving forces of matter, insofar as the latter contains the 
basis of all motion in an original unity. Elementary materia)' 

The concept of final cause is, at first glance, a contradictory concept, 
namely, that the last shall be first. The cause shall be what precedes - but 
also the end. This is, nevertheless, an a prion' concept. 
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Definitions, axioms, theorems, problems, and postulates. 
Imponderable - incoercible - incohesible - inexhaustible. 
That all of these moving forces stand under the system of categories, 

and that one universal [matter] primitively underlies them all. 
[Underlying] it, however, a highest - namely, originally independent-

understanding. 
agitalio. 

[lInd fascicle, sheet IV, page 2] 

III. 
According to the Completeness of the Division 

of the System of Forces in General 

One can, in fact, also draw on the concept of organic (as opposed to 
inorganic) nature, in the consideration of the moving forces bf nature, 
without, [thereby1, transgressing the limits, determined a priori, of the 
transition to physics, or mixing into it what belongs to material part of 
physics (thus to the doctrine of experience as a part of it). One can, in fact, 
define the former as follows: Organized beings are those of which, and in 
which, each part is there for tlte sake of other (propter, non per aliam 
partem eiusdem systematis)Y 

The final causes belong equally to the moving forces of nature, whose a 
priori concept must precede physics, as a due for the investigation of 
nature. One must see whether (and how) they, too, fonn a system of 
nature, and can be attached to metaphysics. In this case, everything is, 
indeed, only established problematically, but the concept of a system of the 
moving forces of matter requires, the concept of an animated 
matter - which we at least think a priori and assign a possible classification 
(without demanding - or surreptitiously assuming - reality for it). 

The word final cause (causa finalis) literally contains the concept of a 
causal relationship on the part of something which precedes (in the se-
quence of conditions), but which, never[heless, is also to succeed its 

2 I: I 85 own self (in the sequence of causes and effects) - for which reason it 
appears to contain a contradiction with itself. For one thing cannot be 
the beginning and (in just the same sense) the end of the same real 
relationship. 

Su.:h a relationship may, however, be thought under the moving forces 
of matter, provided that we restrict our judgment in the following way: \Ve 
cannot comprehend the system of moving forces except by assuming an 
understanding, independent of matter, which is architectonic with respect 
to these fonus, and to representing the moving forces of matter according 
to the mere analogy with it. This can occur according to a priori concepts, 
without crossing over (by means of empirical judgments) into physics. For 
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only rhus can we render the system of the moving forces of maHer compre-
hensible to ourselves. 

The division of the moving forces of matter, insofar as the latter has the 
tendency to form organic or inorganic bodies, thus al so belongs to the 
form of the combination of these forces in a system, This is, however, only 
a principle for the investigation of nature, which, 3S an idea, precedes 
empirical [investigation], and may {not} be lacking in the complete divi-
sion of the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 
to physics - despite the fact that it is mel'ely problematic and takes lnol 
notice of the existence or nonexistence of such bodies rand theirl forces. 
-Matter and bodies.-

[BOllom margin I 
Organism is the form of a body regarded as a machine - i.e. as an 

instrument (imirumenlllm) of motion for a certain purpose. The internal 
relationship of the parts of a body, whose purpose is a certain form of 
movement, is its mechanism. AU the laws of motion of matter arc mechani-
cal; but only if the internal relationship of the parts is represented as 
fonned for the pttrpOSl of a certain form of motion, [is] a mechanism 2(;186 
attributed to the body. Mechanism [Maschintllwesenl signifies a particular 
form of the moving forces (set into a certain malter, by nature) which 
makes them capable of an artificial [motion 1- e.g. the stiffness of a lever 
which enables a certain load! to be intentionally moved, on a fulcrum 
(hypomochlinm), by a certain force. 

Organic bodies are natural machines, and, like other moving forces of 
matter, must be assessed according to their mechanical relationships, in 
the tendency of the metaphysical foundations of natural science; lheir 
appearances must be explained in this way, without crossing over into the 
system of the moving forces of matter according to final causes, which, 
being of empirical origin, belong to physics. 

[ • • • 1 

t This sentence is continued in the bottom margin of page 3. 
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me ether proofi] 

[lInd fascicle, sheet VI, page I) 

"Ubergang u[sw.]" 

[Top ."d righl ma/X;n) 
Division of the doctrine of nature, by the principles of the transition of 

its metaphysical foundations to physics. This cannot be derived from 
objects, for, in that case, it would be empirical and belong to physics. This 
division, to be founded on principles a priori, can [be): (I) the method of 
treatment (afthe doctrine of nature) in general (2) the division of concept'i 

21 :207 in respect to the form of objects - insofar as the former [follows] from 
concepts (as merely thinkable), but necessarily belongs to the transition 
from the metaphysical foundations of natural science (organic bodies) , in 
which the science itself is organized (3) the division of movable materials, 
insofar as their actual motion is knowable a pn'on', 

All these sections contain the fonnal principles of the possibility of an 
empirical science of the system of the moving forces of matter - i.e, of the 
transition to physics, 

[Main lexl) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Of I"e formal concepl of Ihe ,cience of nalure 

There belong to evel)' science as a system, a priori prindples concerning 
its form, to which the matter, as the sum of its objects, is then subordi-
nated; thereby knowledge becomes scientific,· 

Thus the scientific principle of the science of nature (Sa'ellliae naturalis) 
as a doctrinal system of the moving forccs of mattcr in general is rational; 

• A science of knowledge [Wi$mtJchtIjiJlehreJ in general, "in which one abstracts from its 
matter (the objects of knowledge), is pure logic; and to imagine beyond it another, higher 
and more gencral science of knowledge (which, however, can itself contaIn nothing other 
than the scientific clement of knowledge in general- its form) is, conceptually, to chase 
one's own tailp 
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it can be divided into two subjects (Scientiae naturalis principia mathemalica 
and Scientiae naturalis principia philosophica). Yet how could one (with 
Newton in his immortal work under the title Philosophiae naturalis prin-
cipia mathematica), produce a science which is, in fact, an absurdity 

For one can as little imagine mathematical foundations of 
philosophy, as philosophical foundations of mathematics. For these sci- 21:208 
ences (apart from the fact that they both contain a priori principles) are 
specifically different from each other in their necessary procedures; and, 
with respect to their purpose and the talent required for them, stand as far 
apart as is possible for products of different origin. 

There exists, therefore, no such hybrid species of science (seientia hy-
brida), for one would destroy the other at the very outset; yet, one may be 
associated {vergesellschaftet] with the other# for the sake of making progress 
in scientific knowledge. 

Thus one ought to speak of: (I) Scientia naturalis (not philosophiae) 
principia mathematica; (2) Scienria naturalis (not philosophiae) principia 
philosophica, to which latter, then, the metaphysical foundations of natu-
ral science will belong - from which the transition to physics is to be 
made.· 

There as little exist mathematical foundations of natural science as 2 r :209 
there do philosophical of mathematics. Both are located in separate territo-
ries, neighboring but not intermingled. Consequently, malhemateme do 
not form such an enclosed whole as philosopheme - which, regarded objec-
tively, pennit the hope of the idea of a system combining them. 

[Ilnd fascicle, sheet VI, page 2 J 
Although mathematics is not a canon for the science of nature, it is, 

nevertheless, a potent instrument (organon), when dealing with motion 
and its laws, for adapting [anpassen], a prion', appearances, as intuitions in 
space and time, to their objects. For philosophy, with its qualitative deter-
minations, would here not achieve scientific evidence without the support 
of mathematics with its quantitative determinations. 

• This separation of the a priori principles of a science sllch as the science of nature is (in 
idea) neither trivial nor vacuous subtlety. Nature, as an object of the senses, is dependent on 
the forms of pure intuition: space and time. Both arc magn;wd{S. however, which cannot exist 
except insofar as they are parts of an even greater magnitude. For it would be an absurdity, 
were the fonns of spacc and time taken as properties of things in themselves, and not as 
mcre appearances. One must assume a primary motion of matter, in which the latter is 
primordially self-moving, and which for precisely this reason continues uniformly to infinity, 
and is not superficial, but all-penetrative. For what is primary, considered as absolute, is at 
the same time that whose motion contains necessity. 

Reading with Lehmann mil dnanrkr for mit ein(r. 
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II Of the material concept (of the object) of the sci""e 
o/nature 

This is either matter in general or body (n'amely, physical, not merely 
mathematical); i.e, a matter which determines its figure and texture by its 
own forces, and which resists their alteration originally and unifonnly, 
The former can only be a universally distributed matter, occupying cosmic 
space; this alone makes it an object of experience, for the pure void is no 

ZI:210 object of possible experience. This totality of matter cannot, for this 
reason, be locomotive (materia locomotiva) - i.e. it mOves in place but cannot 
be displaced from it. Its motion, as that of a universally distributed world-
material, is internally active and unceasing, and keeps all matter In 

continual - not progressive - agitation, by attraction and repulsion. 

A 
Division o/Physical Bodies According 

to A Pn'on' Concepts. 
They are Either Organic or brorganic 

The definition of an organic body is that it is a body, every part of which is 
there for the sake of the other (reciprocally a,s end and, at the same time, 
means). It is easily seen that this is a mere idea, which is not assured of 
reality a priori (Le. that such a thing could exist). 

One can also present another explanation for this fiction: It is a body in 
which the inner form of the whole precedes the concept of the composi-
tion of all its parts (in figure as well as in texture), in respect to all its 
moving forces (thus is an end and, at the same time, means), 

Because, however, an immaterial principle is still mixed in with this defini-
tion (namely, a willing of the effective cause), and. consequently, the concept 
would not be purely physical, it can best be formulated as follows: An or-
ganic body is such that each of its individual parts contains [ist] the absolute 
unity of the principle of the existence and motion of all others in the whole. 

2 I: 2 II [Lq; margin I 
An organic (articulated) body is one in which each parr, with its moving 

force, necessarily relates to the whole (to each part in its composition). 
The productive force in this unity is life. 
This vital principle can be applied a priori, from consideration of their 

mutual needs, to plants, to animals, to their relation to one another taken 
as a whole, and finally, to the totality of our world. 

[lInd fascicle, sheet VI, page 31 
A machine is a solid body whose composition is only possible by the 

concept of a purpose, formed according to the analogy of a certain inten-
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donal motion. If this form is represented, not as an actual, but merely as a 
thinkable intention, then such a body is a ualural machine. Organic bodies 
are, thus, natural machines. 

The division into organic and inorganic cannot be lacking from the 
division of the moving forces of matter which belongs to the transition 
from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to physicsj and, 
indeed, it must be thought a priori in it, without previously being in-
structed, by experience, of the existence of such bodies. For the transition 
from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics necessar-
ily leads to this concept [of organic bodies]. The latter, however, appears 
not to be feasible. For however could one come upon dle idea of a 
production of such bodies (resembling that of the highest form of art), 
necessary to imagine them even problematically? And how could onc 
think a priori of a vegetable or animal kingdom, whose internal and exter-
nal purposive combination always requires from us further elucidation 
Vlufochl;;sse] of its possibility?" 

{The principle of the spontaneity of the motion of the parts of our 21:212 
own body (as limbs), considering the latter as our own self, is a mecha-
nism.' Although this [spontaneity] is an absolute unity of the principle of 
motion from desires (thus not material), nevertheless, reason can do no 
other than to make general (if only problematically) the concept of a 
purposive mechanism of matter, under the name of organization, and to 
contrast it with inorganic maUer. It does so in order to present to itself 
the classification of bodies for the completeness of possible experience 
in a future (empirical) system of physics; and, thus, is entitled to make 
the classification a priori, not from given empirical propositions and 
perceptions (for the latter yield no generality of principles), but from 
concepts.} 

[Margins] 
One must also conceive of a world-organization in a unified body, in 

which no fonns perish without having brought forth other better ones. 

• One can [imaginel classes of organic bodies, organi7.cd for the sake of one another, but 
specifically different: e.g. the vegetable kingdom for the sake of the animal kingdom, and 
the latter for mankind (as required for its existence and preservation); thus all of them 2 I : 2 r 2 
together [can be J classified a priori as organic in the first, second, or tltiro degree. The 
hlghest level of classification would be that which organized the human species, according 
to the difTerCllllevels of irs nature, for one another and for the sake of the perfection ofthe 
species; something which may, perhaps, have occurred, b}' revolutions of the earth, many 
times, and of which we do not know whether another such is in prospect for our globe and 
its inhabitants. 

• Undeleted continuation after "mechanism": lit] contains dle body's moving forces ac-
cording to the analogy with a living (hence immaterial) being - causality of motion, original 
excitability. 
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2.1:213 The idea of organic bodies is indirealy contained a priori in that of a 
composite of moving forces, in which the concept of a real whole necessar-
ily precedes that of its parts - which can only be thought by the concept of 
a combination according to purposes. Regarded directly, it is a mechanism 
which can be known only empirically. For, if experience did not provide us 
with such bodies, we would not be entitled to assume even their possibil-
ity. How can we include such bodies with such moving forces in the 
general classification, according to a pn'ori principles? Because man is 
conscious of himself as a self-moving machine, without being able to 
further understand such a possibi1ity, he can, and is entitled to, introduce 
a prion' organic-moving forces of bodies into the classification of bodies in 
general - although only indirectly, according to the analogy with the mov-
ing force of a body as a machine. He [must], however, generalize the 
concept of vital force and of the excitability of matter in his own selfby the 
faculty of desire. 

By the same principle, the emergence of the organism of matter and its 
organization as a system for the needs of different species, becomes possi-
ble, [stretching] from the vegetable kingdom to the animal kingdom (at 
which point desires, as true vital forces of corporeal substances, first arise). 
One species is made for the other (the goose for' the fox, the stag for the 
wolf), according to the differences between the races - indeed, perhaps, 
according to different primordial forms, noW vanished (but, among them, 
not men - for the upheavals in the bosom of the earth and its alluvial 
mountains give no evidence of such, according to Camper).4J Eventually, 
our all-producing globe itself (as an organic body which has emerged 

21:214 from chaos), completed this purpose in the mechanism of nature. To set a 
beginl.ling or an end to this process, however, wholly exceeds the bounds 
of human reason. 

The division of bodies into organic and inorganic thus necessarily be-
longs to the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural sci-
ence to physics, as the maximum of progress {in it], 

The maximum of the morioh of matter in general (considered 
ing to space and time, as a product of the internal moving forces of 
matter), is the concussive motion of an all-penetrating matter - the mini-
mUin of its motion is its weight. Upon its unceasing inner motion rest 
mechanical motion and the latter's power of movement. 

[lInd fascicle, sheet VI, page 41 
{One can take the classification of organic and living beings further. Not 

only does the vegetable kingdom exist for the sake of the animal kingdom 
(and its increase and diversification), but men, as rational beings, exist for 
the sake of others of a different species (race). The latter stand at a higher 
level of humanity, either simultaneously (as, for instance, Americans and 
Europeans) or sequentially. For instance, if our globe (having once been 
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dissolved into chaos, but now being organized and regenerating) were to 
bring forth, by revolutions of the earth, differently organized creatures, 
which, in turn, gave place to others after their destruction, organic nature 21:215 
could be conceived in terms of a sequence of different world-epochs, 
reproducing themselves in different forms, and our earth as an organicalJy 
formed body - not one formed merely mechanically. 

How many such revolutions (including, certainly, many ancient organic 
beings, no longer alive on the surface of the earth) preceded the existence 
of man, and how many (accompanying, perhaps, a more perfect organiza-
tion) are still in prospect, is hidden from our inquiring gaze - for, accord-
ing to Camper, not a single example of a human being is to be found in the 
depth of the earth.} 

[Und fascicle, sheet VII, page I J 

B 
{Division of Matter According 

to A Priori Principles} 

The object of the science of nature is either matter in general (formless) 
or body. A matter which, by its internally and externally moving forces, 
restricts itselfin texture and figure, and resists all alteration of its figure, is 
called a physical body. 

Matter as the subject of this form of the moving forces - material for a 
body, but without such a combination into a body even in the smallest 
conceivable parts. Were this to happen, it would suggest the fiction of an 
atomism of matter. As a continuum (that is, regarded as without empty 
spaces between its parts), we will call it for now (provisionally) caloric. 21:216 
This would be a matter, penetrating all bodies, and unceas-
ingly and uniformly agitating all their parts. The question is whether it is 
to be regarded, not just as a hypothetical material, in order to explain 
certain appearances, but as a real world-material- given a pn'ori by reason 
and counting as a principle of the possibility of the experience of the 
system of moving forces. In the former case, its concept does not belong 
to physics, nor even to the transition from the metaphysical foundations of 
natural science to physics, but is an insertion in the compilation 
[Einschiebsel der Stoppelung] of a system. The existence of this material, and 
the necessity of its a priori presupposition, I now prove a priori in the 
following manner. 

There can be no experience of empty space, nor can it be inferred as 
an object of experience. In order to be apprised of the existence of a 
matter, I require the influence of a matter on my senses. Thus the 
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proposition: "There are empty spaces" can be neither a mediate nor an 
immediate proposition of experience; it is, rather, merely ratiocinative 
[vemiinfieliJ . The proposition: "There are physical bodies" presupposes 
the proposition: "There is matter whose moving forces and motion pre-
cedes the generation of a body in time." For this latter is only the 
formation of matter, and occurs of its own accord (spolllauco). This forma-
tion, however, which is to be initiated by matter itse lf, must have a first 
beginning - whose possibility is, indeed, incomprehensible, but whose 
originality (as self-activity) is not to be doubted. Thus there must exist a 
matter which, {as internal, penetrates all bodies (as onus), and, at the 
same time, moves them continually (as potentia), It amounts to a whole, 

2 1:2 I 7 which (as a self-subsistent cosmic whole) is internally self-moving and 
serves as the basis of all other movable matter.} Independently, [it} forms 
a cosmic whole from a single material (signifying merely the existence of 
a matter, without its particular forces - rhus, in general), In this condition 
alone, it has moving force and - deprived of all other forces except that 
of its own agitation - maintains all the other moving forces in their con-
stant and ubiquitous vigorous activity. The ground for this assertion is: 
Intuitions in space and time are mere forms, and, lack ing something 
which renders them knowable for the senses, furnish no real objects 
whatsoever to make possible an existence i,n general (and, above all, that 
of magnitude). Consequently, space and time would be left completely 
empty for experience. This material , therefore, which underlies this gen-
erally possible experience a pn·ori, cannot be regarded as a merely hypo-
llutica/, but as a given, originally moving, world-material; it cannot be 
assumed merely problematically, for it first signifies fbe.zeiclmet} intuition 
(which would othenvise be empty and without perception). 

tRigh I margill J 
Of the moving forces from the primary motion. 
The prime mover appears to presuppose a cause acting through a willi 

the agitation of matter, however, to preserve itself eternally. 

[lind fascicle, sheel VII, page .J 

Of the primary motion 
and the primordially moving matter 

(materia pn'milwa movetls) 

Matter, with its moving forces J can initiate a motion only insofar as it 
either sets itself in motion externally (vis locomotiva) , or else sets each of its 
parts in motion relative to every other - hence internally (vis inlerne 

2 1:2 18 lno/iva). HoweverJ any absolute beginning of the motion of a matter is 
inconceivable; if it is conceded, the cessation or diminution of the motion 
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is, then, just as inconceivable - for the hindrance or resistance in the 
abolition of motion is itself, equally, a moving force (in opposition), To a 
prime mover (primus motor) one would have to attribute spontaneity - i.e. 
a wiJ1ing - which wholly contradicts materiality. There follows this a pn'ori 
valid proposition (not derived from physics - and, thus ernpirical- but 
belonging to the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science to physics): 

"There exists a matter, distributed in the whole universe as a contin-
uum, uniformly penetrating all bodies, and filling [all spaces] (thus not 
subject to displacement). Be it called ether, or caloric, or whatever, it is no 
hypothetical material (for the p1ll'pOSC of explaining certain phenomena, 
and more or less obviously conjuring up causes for given effects); rather, it 
can be recognized, and postulated a priori, as an element [Stllck] necessar-
ily belonging to the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natu -
ral science to physics." 

First proposition 

The distinction of matter, insofar as one body in the same space contains 
more or less of it, cannot be explained fltomistically (with Epicurus), by 
composition of the/ull with the void between it - for empty space is not an 
object of possible experience at all (since no perception of the non being of 
a real object is possiblej only the nonperception of its being). Atoms, as 
dense corpuscles, which are, yet, mathematically indivisible, contain a 
self-contradictory concept; for what is spatial is infinitely divisihle, 

Consequently, the universe must be thought of as completely filled with 21:219 
matter {without ell1pty spaces! whether inclusive or included (intermedi-
ate spaces)); for neither of these two are objects of possible experience. 
Nonexistence cannot be perceived. 

[Top margin] 
\Ve can, thus, conceive of no motion except as in space filled with 

matter, which forms a continuum. Space which can be sensed (the object 
of the empirical intuition of space) is the complex of the moving forces of 
matter - without which, space would be no object of possibJe experience, 
and, as empty, no sense-object. Although this primary material with the 
property which we must ascribe to it of being primordially moving, is 
merely present in thought, it is not a hypothetical thing. Nor is it an object 
of experience; for then it would belong to physics. It has reality, however, 
and its existence can be postulated, because, without the assumption of 
such a world-material and its moving forces, space would be no sense-
object, and experience of it - whether affirmative or negative - would not 
take place. We consider such a formless primary material, penetrating all 
spaces (and [whose reality] can only be confirmed by reason) as nothing 
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more than all-penetrating moving forces, distributed in space. Its actuality 
can be postulated prior to experience (i.e. (I prion) for the sake of possible 
experience. 

[lInd fascicle, sheet VII, page 31 

2. 

No transition cao be experienced from the full, via the voit4 to the full 
[again]. For that would amount to a perception of nonbeing as an object 
present to the senses. Consequently, every space in relation to our outer 
senses is filled with matter; for which proposition we need no experience 

21:220 or inference grounded on experience - thus it can be pronounced com-
pletely a pn·ori. No effect of the moving forces of matter can reach our 
senses through empty space. The experience (which should have been 
made in the connection of one [experience of the full] with the other) 
suddenly ceases; and matter (for our possible perception) coalesces into a 
single point, and oct:upies no space. We cannot be apprised of the exis-
tence of what is near or far from us, without presupposing a filling of the 
space lying between the two points, whether we have a sensation of it or 
not. The mere possibility of experience already guarantees enough; more-
over, it alone guarantees the reality of this material which fills all spaces. 
For, otherwise, what is intermediary and utterly imperceptible (i.e. non-
existence) would have to be perceptible - which is self-contradictory. 

21:221 

3· 
As concerns time, and, thus, the first beginning (the initiation of the 
motion of matter), this is not comprehensible, for an empty time before it 
and a subsequent duration of it would have to be assumed. Since, how-
ever, the spontaneity of this beginning permits one to presuppose no 
cause, other than an immaterial one, the motion of matter which signifies 
[bezeichnet] time can be thought of only as a uniform and permanent 
continuation. For the possibility of experience permits no change [in the 
latter], neither cessation nor increase, for that would be as if time could be 
stopped or accelerated; an empty time is, however, no object of possible 
experience. 

Note 

There is something strange about this method of proving the existence of 
a special world-material which penetrates all bodies and constantly agi-
tates them internally, by attraction and repulsion. For the ground of proof 
is subje,,1ive, and derived from the conditions of possible experience, which 
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presupposes moving forces and excludes the void, in order to fill space 
with an always active matter which may be called caloric, ·or ether, etc.-
And to ground this proposition a priori and non hypothetically on concepts 
[is strangeJ. Not only our entidement to do so, but also the necessity of 
postulating such universally distributed material is grounded in the con-
cept of this material as space thought hypostatically. Space (like time) is a 
magnitude which cannot exist save as part of a greater whole. The whole 
must be given first in order [hat the manifold be thought in it as a part, the 
reason being that it is inconsistent that a thing in itself should exist as part 
merely; for parts are necessarily grounds of the possibility of a whole 
[breaks offJ 

[Margin1 
v"re must not ask when motion commences but when I begin the mo-

tioni not where the limit of matter begins, but by what and how far it is 
limited. 

Note 

There is something peculiar about this method of proving the existence of 
a particular world- material, which penetrates all bodies in substance and 
moves them internally, but which is itself also a self-unifying whole. The 
ground of proof is subjective and derived from the conditions of possible 
experience; the latter, as effect of the moving forces of matter, stands 
under one principle. 

The spontaneity of the primary beginning of motion reveals both a 
sphere of elementary material and a permanent continuation of motion. 

Of caloric as the means of lifting [HebemittelJ in machines with respect 
to their rigidity, tenacity or slipperiness. 

[lind fascicle, sheet VII, page 41 

OF AN ALL-PENETRATING MATTER, 
WHICH FILLS THE WHOLE OF CO SMIC SPACE, 

AS A NONHYPOTHETICAL, 
BUT A PRIORI GIVEN, MATERIAL 

FOR A WORLD-SYSTEM. 

§ 

The concept of a primary beginning of motion is itself incomprehensible, 
and a spontaneous motion of matter is incompatible with [the concept} of 
matter; nevertheless, a primordial motion of matter and the existence of its 
moving fOfl-"Cs must inevitably be postulated, simply because there is mo-
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tion in cosmic space. For to assume that this motion has existed forever 
and will always continue, is to assume a necessity for it which can in no 
way be accepted. The prime mover (primm motor) would, however, base 
his motion on an act of free will [Wl'IlkUrl; yet this latter would be an 
immaterial principle, of which there is here no question. 

Theorem 

"Primordially moving matters presuppose a material, penetrating and fill-
ing the whole 'of cosmic space, as the condition of the possibility of 
experience of the moving forces in this space. 'This primary material is not 
conceived hypothetically, for the explanation of phenomena; it is, rather, 
identically contained for reason, as a categorically and a pn'on" demonstra-
ble material, in the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natu-
ral science to physics." 

Proof 

The motion of matter in empty space is not an object of possible experi-
ence; so neither is the transition from what is full, via the void, to the full 
[again]. There can thus be no motion for tl:te senses, and hence no forces 
moving them, save in a space filled with matter; for of this alone is it possible 
to have experience. Among the greater or lesser degrees of world-material 
(given the same volume of matter) there can be only one which is the 
medium for the locomotion of bodies. For motion through empty space is 
not in any wayan object of possible. experience, and, in full space, no 
locomotion lfacultas locomotiva) takes place. The matter which fills space 
can, at anyone place, only be internally in motion. And yet it can be an 
object of possible experience - a material space, as it were; a material note 
penetrable by any otherj a principle of possible experience. It is to be 
acknowledged as a primordially moving material - not hypothetically in-
vented, bur one whose forces give it reality and which underlies all motion 

2I:224 of matter; a continuum which, taken in its own right, forms a whole of 
moving forces, whose existence is known a prion". 

[lOp margin 1 
There is only one space, one time, and one matter, in which all 

motion is to be found. The real and ohjective principle of experience 
which, in its form, amounts to a unified whole, leaves no space (inside or 
outside itself) unfilled. It contains all moving forces. This composite is 
not locomotive; nor is it a body. The beginning of its motion is its own 
eternity. 

Kant's original version of this sentence reads: "penetrable (pmllrabifis) by any other." 
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[Left margin] 
Caloric is the basis for the unified whole of all moving forces of matter 

(the hypostatized space itself, as it were, in which everything moves); the 
principle of the possibility of the unit)' of the whole of possible experience. 

Caloric is perceptible space, stripped, 'in thought at least, of all other 
properties. As the principle of possible experience of all the dimensions of 
space, it is the opposite of empty space. Since, in space, everything can 
'change position, except for space itself, and no space, as empty, is an 
object of experience, it follows that this matter is extended through the 
entire cosmos and that its existence is necessary - necessary, that is to say, 
relative to objects of the senses. 

Maner, which moves originally (and thus also permanently) in all its 
parts and is incoercible except by itself. 

Matter, which can begin its own (internal) motion and preserve itself in it, 
[can] be neither solid, nor fluid, nor coercible. It must, rather, be perma-
nently moving, by its own attraction and repulsion alone [breaks o.DI 

A matter whose function (as possessing moving force) is just this: to make 
space in general an object of experience in general. Attracting and repelling 
itself internally, it displaces no other [matter] but wholly penetrates it. It 
naturally moves primordially in order to be an object of experience. 

Understanding and experience form, indeed, the sum of all our knowl- 2T:225 

edge: both the a priori and the a posten'ori. But what do we understand by 
"the understanding"? [To say that) it is an ability, derived from experience, 
to use the understanding in accordance with its laws, is an explanation in a 
circle. It is the faculty of connecting representations with consciousness of 
their rule. Separate from the objects of sense, it is the pure understanding; 
in combination with them, the applied. The latter is the faculty of experi-
ence. Pure understanding is the faculty of a priori knowledge - but un-
reason and deliberate det;eption are Herder's trademark.H 

[lInd fascicle, (half-)sheet VIII, page r] 

"Ubergang 3" 
The basis of all possible perceptions of the moving forces of matter in 

space and time is the concept of an elementary material, distributed 
everywhere in cosmic space, attracting and repelling only in its own parts, 
and which is continuously internally self-moving. Its concept is made into 
the sole principle for the possibility of experience of an absolute whole of 
all internally moving forces of matter, and is known as such according to 
the rule of identity. 

This form of a universally distributed, all-penetrating world-material, 
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which is in continuous motion in its own location, characterizes the origi-
nally moving matter as a reai, existing material, according to the principle 
of the possibility of experience itself. It thereby furnishes objective reality 
to this concept. This material is thus not a merely hypothetical one, feigned 
so as to explain certain phenomena according to given laws of experience. 

Note 

To carry out this indirect mode of proof - which is not objective, from 
experience (empirical), but from the principle of the possibility of experi-
ence in general (a prion), and consequently subjective - appears strange; 
for such a mode of inference does not seem at all consistent or possible. 
One wishes to know whether something like this all-penetrating material 
distributed throughout the universe (call it caloric or ether or whatever) 
exists, and the answer one receives is that, ifit does not exist, then even the 
possibility of experience of it (which, as a pdon' certain, cannot be doubted) 
would not be pennissible. This diffit"Ulty is resolved in the following 
manner. 

Emptiness in space or time is in no wayan object of possible experi-
ence, since it is not an object of outer or inner sense. Nonetheless, it is not 
an absurdity (nihil nega·livum). The nonbeing of the object is not self-
contradictory, therefore. . 

That a material in cosmic space exists, which forms the basis for all 
moving forces of matter, may be inferred a priori, according to the princi-
ple of identity, from the fact that the al.1uaJity of empty space (without 
limitation by full space) would not be an object of possible experience, 

[Right ma'lrin] 
Maner causes [",irkt]. Will acts [Willkiihr handelt]. He who acts [han-

delt] according to purposes (artiJicialiter) operates [operirt]. 
ague, facere, opera';. 

[lind fascicle, (half-)sheet VIII, page 2] 
Empirical proposition: Matter, with its moving forces, exis[S, These are 

either primitive (with respect to time, primordially moving). or derivative, 
in community in one space. This reciprocity, however, presupposes a 

21:227 continuum of forces, in the form of the unity and the homogeneity of the 
material. Concordance of the whole as principle of the possibility of 
experience in general. Since there is only one space and one time, ifboth 
are, as it were, hypostatized (made into actual objects of experience), 
underlying them, is a matter which underpins the moving forces which 
belong merely to experience in general. The Janer are nothing other than 
attraction and repulsion in actual .motion, contained in the concept of 
matter jn general. 
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The movable, insofar as it moves only through the motion of something 
other, is mechanically moved; insofar as it moves primordially, through its 
own force, however, it is dynamically moved. 

Mechanically produced motion is not primordial, and moved material 
would require another moving matter to bring it into excitation. In order 
to initiate a motion, a spontaneity would have to be attributed to matter, 
and this contradicts the concept of the moving forces of mailer. To derive a 
motion from a preceding one, however, presupposes a regress of causes to 
infinity. For these reasons, the dynamical principle of motion can be 
effective in no other way than as a postulate of a matter in space and time, 
which moves and is moved without beginning or end, and which, il1finitely 
divided, conserves all matter [in1 motion. 

-What exists in space, insofar as it has repulsive moving force with 
respect to its pans, is matter. Something existing in space has moving 
force at all times and is mobile.-

Empty space is not an object of possible experience. For that it would have 
to be occupied by matter in all its parts. That which occupies space, and 
whose existence [is considered] apart from all properties except that of 
being an object of possible ,experience, is a matter which fills the whole of 2 I :228 
cosmic space with moving forces. Its existence is sufficiently grounded by 
the principle of identity. For empty space is not an object of possible 
experience, given that the latter is the effect of the moving forces of 
matter, which have as their basis a self-subsistent material whose motion 
is not mechanical but purely dynamical. Because for the former motion 
[breaks offJ 

The whole of cosmic space as an object of possible experience is not 
empty in any of its parts, but is a full space, for empty space is not an object 
of possible experience. The material which must be attributed to it in this 
regard, is, with its properties (filling (space], presence - in the form of the 
occupation and penetration (permeability) of aU spaces), not a hypothetical 
material, but one that emerges from a priori concepts, according to the law 
of identity. For, in virtue of this all. penetration, the unity of this material 
(as of space itself) is the highest principle for the possibility of experience 
of outer sensible beings, and, since matter in this space independently 
resists all other matter of the same kind, this material is the elementary 
material. In virtue of the fact that it must be presupposed in order to 
determine the location in space for each matter, it is not a mere thought-
object but, movable and in motion, is everywhere homogeneous and 
unique [of] its kind. Nowhere can it be either increased Of diminished. If 
one speaks of attraction through empty space, then this is merely an idea. 

[Lifi matgin J 
Space itself, represented as object of possible experience, is the elemen-
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tary material. It makes space sensible. Is called caloric although the func-
tion of its activity is not warmth. Primitive" idea of mOving forces. 

Although world-attraction (gravitation) attracts through empty space, this 
signifies no more than that it attracts bodies without the mediation of an 
intermediary matter (aaio immediata in distans); thus the intermediary 
matter adds nothing to it and, in this respect, space is regarded as empty. 

21:229 The transition from one object of the senses to another cannot be an 
experience if there is an intervening void; the two objects can be combined 
with each other within one experience only by mcam of the intermediary 
object of perception, which is a mOVing force and real material. 

Thus a real material (caloric) lies at the basis of the possibilit} of the 
moving forces and their combination into one experience. 

(lInd fascicle, sheet IX, page IJ 

«Ohergang 4" 

2. 

Empty but perceptible intermediary space is, thus, really a matter which, 
in degree, is imperceptible relative to our sense; it is an object of possible 
but mediate experience, e,g. light-matter which occupies the space be-
tween the eye and the object, and [which] can become an object of 
experience only by its excitation. 

That by means of which space becomes an object of possible experi-
ence in general (of measure, direction etc.) is a universally distributed, all-
penetrating world-material, possessing moving forcesj its actuality rests 
solely on the principle of the possibiJicy of outer experience and is thus 
known and confirmed a pn'ori, according to the prindple of identity. For, 
without presupposing this material, I could not have any outer experience 
at all: Empty space is not an object of possible experience. 

This material, which is commonly called caloric (notwithstanding that 
heat may only be one particular effect of its moving forces) is not a 
hypothetical matenal, feigned for the explanation of certain appearances) 
but is postulated as a principle of the possibility of experience of those 
forces. The concept of this material is the hast's for the a pn'ori connec-
tion of an the moving forces of matter, withom which no unity in the 
relation of this manifold of forces in a single whole of matter could be 

21 :230 thought. For dlis would not otherwise be proper except by establishing 
from the principle of the agreement of these forces into the possibility of 
experience (that is, from a subjective principle) that which can be 
subsistent - [avoiding] the dubious l'Onfusion [of it with1 what [is} an 
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object of experience or [with] what may [simplyJ be noncontradictory in 
itself. d 

Note! 

It must strike anyone as strange that an empirical judgment should be 
given the prerogative of an a priori valid proposition, for in this there 
appears to lie a contradiction. However, there are only two different forms 
of relation, namely, the relation of the representation to the object, and the 
relation to the possibility of knowledge which the subject can have of it. If 
I proceed by the former principle, the judgment is direct and the said 
matter is a merely hypothetical material, which I ratiocinate on the basis of 
all my representation. In the second case, in which I direct myself solely 
toward the principle of the possibility of experience of the forces of mat-
ter, my judgment is indirecI, derived from principles - which, neverthe-
less, gives the desired result. For the necessary (unique possible) agree-
ment with the conditions of possible experience, also brings about the 
agreement of the representation with the object. That there is space and 
time agrees vet)' well with the conditions of the possibility of experience, 
insofar as they both belong to the real determinations of existing things. 
That, however, there should be an empty space or an empty time, does not 
agree with them at all, since that would require experience of that which is 
not. The of a matter, distributed through the whole of cosmic 
space, filling the lattert by attraction and repulsion of its homogeneous 
parts, and which penetrates all bodies, is only a thought-object (ens rn- 2 I:23 I 
lion;s), but not, for that reason, a merely hypothetical material, as one is 
accustomed to say of the universally distribu.ted caloric. Its assumption as 
a principle of the possibility of experience ris] an inevitable and necessary 
assumption, not in order to explain phenomena, but a priori, for the sake 
of the unity of the moving forces in a system, and to bring about the 
agreement of the principles for the possibility of experience. 

[Margin: o ... oJ 

[lInd fascicle, sheet IX, page 2J 

Note [[ 

The properties of this world-material are (I) that it is imponderable 
(imponderabilis). For ponderability presupposes the capacity of a machine-
that is, the moving forces of a body as instrument of motion; this itself 
presupposes, in turn, the internally moving force of a penetrating material, 2 I :232 

able to produce, by means of the inner motion of the constituent parts of 

; This rendering is speculative: Kant's sentence is corrupt. < Reading di($(1! for di($C. 
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the lifting device, the capacity to move. (2) incotrciblt (im:otrtibilis). For any 
body coercing this matter (a container) could have such a force only in 
virtue of a properl}' which must be presupposed in order to resist the 
expansion of the material. 11lls material can only restricl itself; for all 
other it is penetrative. (3) incohesiblt (incohaesibilir) in regard to all its pans, 
neither fluid nor solid matter, but repulsive. [4] inexhaustible (inexhausti-
bilir) with respect to even the smallest quantity. 

All this regarded as a whole. 

Note JIl 
As far as a first beginning of all motion is concerned, such a thing would 
be the limitation of motion by a preceding empty time, an effect without 
cause, a consequence without precedent. 

But that an epoch of change should follow as effect 
upon a cause, is object of possible experience. 

Space of which no perception is possible (spaJ;um insemibile) would be 
nothing outside me, but only the form of pure intuition of outer objects, 
and so, as neither positively empty nor positively full, not an object exist-
ing outside myself at all. To exist somewhere and at some time in empty! 
space is a reJation of matter which calTies 'no correlative with it - a rela-
tion to nothingness; and just that is the existence of the included and 
inclusive void, in external combination with the full. A material which is 
assumed 10 be composed in the former or latter way (from two heterogene-

21:233 ous principles), cannot even be regarded as a hypothetical material; for a 
hypothesis of this [sort) (of the combination of the void with the full) is not 
an object of possible experience at all, since perception of nothingness is a 
contradictory concept. 

The pennanent appearance of matter with its moving forces in a space 
which fills everything, and limits itself by alternating attraction and 
repulsion, may be called the universally distributed caloric (although the 
feeling of wannth must not play any role here) . It is the basis for the 
system of moving forces which emerges analytically, from concepts - that 
is, according to the rule of identity - from the principle of agreement 
with (he possibilil)' of experience in general; hence, this material is a 
categorical, not a hypothetical one (which would remain only problem-
atic). It becomes a matter of experience in relation [0 the possibility of 
experience. 

[ ... ) 
I Lehmann's reading is uncertain between In Jirum Rallm and 1m J«Tt!1I Raum, 
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IlInd fascicle, (half-)sheet X, page zJ 

l"Obergang 5"J 
The unity of the object of all possible outer experience in generaL (I) 

Analytical, according to quality (identity). (z) synthetic, according to quan-
tity (according to the moving force of matter in one space, and of motion 
in relation to time). Supplies the material for a space which is nowhere 
empty - caloric - as the basis for the unification of all outer experience in 
one object. This is the object and condition of the agreement of matter 
into the unity of possible experience in general, according to the modal 
principle of reason (possibility, actuality and necessity) for an a priori 
thinkable system of matter. 

IL!fi margin (rest of page empty)J 
This proof by a priori concepts of the existence of a matter is unique of 

its kind in proofs from concepts alone - just as the matter itself lis unique] 
in concerning the absolute unity of a wholej it is not applicable to any 
other object. The logical unity which is directed toward the universal, is 
here identified with real unity, which is directed toward the totality of 
matter. 

I· .. J 

[Vth fascicle, sheet VII, page 3J 21:548 

l"Obergang 8"J 
The existence of an elementary material with the attributes: (a) occupa-

tion of space (occupatio spati,); and (b) filling of space (repletio spatit), as 
calorie, cannot be directly provedj for that would have to be done by 
experience. Experience, however, offers only phenomena whose grounds 
of explanation themselves can only count as hypotheses. Its existence can 
be proved (insofar as that is in any way JXJssible) only indirectly; on the 
basis of the subjective principle of the possibility of experience, instead of 2 I :549 
the objective principle of experience itself. More precisely, this amounts 
to making the capacity to have experience of this object in general into the 
ground of proof; to derive from this ground of proof its concept of objectj 
and to present a priori, through reason, the conditions of the possibility of 
knowledge of the object, as well as its actuality (under those determina-
tions). [The proof] is not synthetie, through an ampliative judgment, but 
analytical, through an explicative one - that is, according to the principle 
of identity. [Such a proof) is appropriate to the subject, with respect to its 
mode of investigation of the object and of determining the latter for itselfj 
it is not appropriate to the object and its inner constitution. The object 
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(caloric) is in this case not hypothetical; but the hypothesis along with its 
principles constitutes the object. 

The laner material can in this way be regarded as the real basis of the 
moving forces of matter. 

§ 

Empty space, and likewise empty rime, is not an object of possible experi. 
cnce. The nonbeing of an object of perception cannot be perceived. 

The proof ofthc existence of an all-penetrating and ali-moving elemen-
tal)' material in a system of matter, must, if it is to emerge a pn'ori from 
principles, think all experience as contained in a single experience which 
embraces all of its objects, And, if one speaks of experiences, then these 
are nothing further than parts and aggregates of a synthetic- universal 
experience; and, whatever confliets with the condition of being an object 
of possible experience, is not an existing object. 

2 I :550 Hence, empty space (be it enclosed by the full or enclosing it) is not an 
object of possible experience. For the nonbeing of an object of perception 
cannot itself, in representation, be a perceptible object. Empty space, 
thus, does not e:riSI as object, but, rather, space is merely a mode of repre-
sentation, pertaining to the subject for it to represent to itself an outer 
object in a certain form (of pure outer intuition, not thought) - not as it is, 
but as it necessarily appears to the subject] and thus is given a priori, 
insofar QS the latter is affected by the object. 

Hence no negative experience of a scnsc-object can be made; neverthe-
less, the thoroughgoing determination, which the existence of any thing 
carries in its concept, requires that negative characteristics [Vemeillungs-
merkmaleJ- althol.Jgh they do not belong to the conditions of possible expe-
rience as elements and material for the subject'S power of representation -
must nevertheless be counted among the conditions in the obiect of a 
possible experience. 

[Right margin) 
t. The occupation of space (occupatio spatir) concerns only the existence 

of something spatial. 
2. The filling of space (replaio spatit) (concerns) the mOving force of 

attraction and repulsion of matter in space for the prevention of the void. 
The difference between empirically given spal.'e and that which is given 

a priori (in pure intuition): The latter, however, is nor an object given 
externally to me, because it is not an object of the senses, but rather of 
sensibility. 

I Rtading (1 for t r. 
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Space in itself is a mere form of intuition and not an object of it. Empty 
space is contradictio in adieao. 

There must first be a matter filling space, ceaselessly self-moving by 
agitating forces (attraction and repulsion), before the location in space of 
every partic1e can be determined. This is the basis for any matter as object 
of possible experience. For the latter is what first makes experience possi- 2 I :55 J 

ble. This space cannot be filled with bodies, unless matter has previously 
filled a sensible space by self-activity. For space must first be an object of 
experience; otherwise no position can be assigned to them. h The all-
penetrating caloric is the first condition of the possibility of all outer 
experience. Empty space does not exist. 

[Vth fascicle, sheet VII, page 4J 
I ... J 

Note 

This proof is indirect, such that, if one assumes the contrary, one is Jed 2 I :552 
into self-contradiction. A whole of simultaneously existing outer scnse-
objects is given (unless one wishes to adopt idealism - the assertion of 
which belongs to another branch of philosophy, with which we are not 
here concerned). The principle for the agreement of all perceptions with 
the conditions of the possibility of experience excludes any void, since this 
is not an object of possible experience. Experience of external things, 
however, can, as regards its material element, only be thought of as the 
effect of sense-objects on the intuiting subject. In view of the universality 
of this proposition, experience itself cannot (objectively) prove it, but, 
rather, it must be by the condition of the possibility of experience in 
general (that is, subjectively for the cognitive faculty). Thus the existence 
of such a universally distributed world-material can only be proved indi-
rectly, that is, according to a prior; principles. Hence, this proof is unique 
in its kind, since the idea of the distributive unity of all possible experience 
in general here coincides with its collective unity in a concept. 

The thought of an elementary system of the moving forces of matter 
(cogitatio) necessarily precedes the perception of them (perceptio), and, as a 
subjective principle of the combination of these elementary parts in a 
whole, is given a priori by reason in the subject ((anna dat esse r(1).4' Hence, 
the whole, as object of possible experience, does not emerge atomistically, 
from the composition of the empty with the full- that is, not mechanically; 
it must, rather, emerge dynamically, as the combination of externally and 
reciprocally mutually agitating forces (thus initiating and infinitely and 

J Reading ihntn for ihm. (Lehmann's reading is uncertain; Reicke reads in ihl1!.) 
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uniformly continuing all motion, by means of the primordial attraction 
and repulsion of the elementary material, which is thoroughly and homo· 

21 :553 geneously distributed in space). This proposition still belongs to the 
physical foundations of natural science in relation to the whole of one 
possible experiencej for experiences can only be thought of together as parts 
of a total experience, unified according to one principle. 

22:543 

This principle is subjective, for the world-observer (msmotheoros);46 a 
basis in idea for all the unified forces which set the matter of the whole of 
cosmic space in motion. [It] does not prove the existence of such a matc-
rial, however, (for example, that which is called the all-penetrating and 
permanently moving caloric}j to this extent, {it] is a hypothetical material. 
The idea of this material, however, is what first represents (albeit indi-
rectly) space itself as something perceptible and as an unconditional 
whole (internally moved and externally, universally moving); this matter is, 
hence, to be assumed as the prime mover (primum mobile et movens), 
subjectively - as the basis for the theoI)' of the primary moving forces of 
matter, for the sake of a system of experience. 

[Margin: ... J 

[XIIth fascicle, I, [-41 

INTRODUCTION" 

Of the transition, founded on a priori principles, from the 
metaphysical foundations of natural sdma to physics 

FIRST SECTION 
FORMAL DIVISION OF THE METHOD OF THE 

TRANSITION 

Newton, in his immortal work, entitled: Philosophiae natura/is prindpia 
mathematica, must necessarily have had in his thoughts another science of 
nature as its counterpart. The latter, however, could not have been titled: 
philosophiae naturalis principia philosophica, for then he would have fallen 
into a tautology. It was necessary for him to proceed from a higher concept 
of the science of nature, namely, that of scientiae naturalis, which can, then, 
be either malhematica or philosophica. Thereby, however, he steered into 
another cliff, namely, self-contradiction. 

There as little exist mathematical foundations of natural science, as 
there do philosophical of mathematics. The two are divided from each 
other by an unbridgeable gulf; and, although both sciences proceed from 
a priori principles, the difference is that the former does so from intuitions. 
the latter from a priori cotlcepts - a difference so great that it is as if, in the 
transition from one to the other, reason itself (for that is what a prion" 
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knowledge means) were to displace one into quite different worlds. It is, 
furthennore, just as fruitless and inconsistent, to philosophize· in the 
sphere of the objects of mathematics, as it is to want to make progress in 22:544 
the sphere of philosophy by means of mathematics - both as regards their 
purpose, and the talent required for them.t Both are founded OIl reason (for 22:545 

• It could well happen that one were to ratiocinate about (geomelrical) objects of 22:544 
mathematics - but, of course, in vain; at best, it can be undertaken with the intention of 
placing in a clear light the difference between philosopheme and mathemateme. E.g. to 
require from a priori concepts alone an answer to the question: Why a curved line (tine of 
which no part is straight) on a plane of equal curvature throughout (Le. equal parts of which 
are congruent), when continued in this manner, returns to itself and encloses a surface in the 
form of a Or else: Why, on a surface with such a curve, there exists one point which 
is equidistant from all points on the same circumference? Or, indeed, the problem whetller a 
straight line could be given a priori, standing in the same ratio to a curved line, as one straight 
line to another?, etc. This could be cruled "philosophizing about mathematical objects" - but 
it yields no net profit for the latter science. 
tD'Alembert, in the Discours preceding his EncydopMie, is (the mathe:matician's justifiably 
high claim in comparison with the philosopher notwithstanding) of an opinion which consid-
erably deflates the former's arrogant tone: (He believes) that the interest, now accruing to 
mathematics, will soon (not without cause) diminish - for, although mathematjcs is [still1 
making progress, it is, nevertheless, approaching its point of completion; which (because 
the human mind cannot remain unoccupied) will make more room for philosophy, (It is his 
opinion), namely, that fl$tronomy will bring this about: Its conquest [comes to an end] as its 
instruments gradually become inadequate for observation in immeasurable space; and, when 
mathematical analysis, too, will have reached its completion (which it appears to have 
attained already), restless reason must turn itself-without prejudice to mathematics - from 
that which was always but an instrument for the 1ki/lfill empioymfllt of reason, to another 
branch of rational science - to the doctrine of wisdom, as the sarna of the final end. 

Herr Kiistnu,so apparently, can conclude from experience of the way in which self-styled 22:545 
philosophers have behaved until now that this epoch will never come about - and this 
because of two species of ratiocination on their parts. Firstly, because these philosophers 
must always start afresh in constructing their systems, science (which is always [thus) com-
pelled to retreat) can hope for no true progress or to achieve its goal. Secondly, because, to 
the: objections of their opponents, they arc always ready with the excuse that the latter "do 
not understand them" - which, naturally, justifies the suspicion that they may well not 
understand themselves. This is the vexation of a philosophy (that of Wolff) which, lacking a 
critique of reason itself, was given a multivolume popularization according to the mathemati-
cal mtthod in this mathematician's earlier years,51 Let it remain so, now that he has grown old 
in it! More especially beuuse it affords him the opportunity to entertain himself in poetic 
temper, filled with genuine caustic wit, and to play the philosopher on the side -!I game 
which makes its own contribution to his aging. 

Hereby may be judged the absolute value of mathematics, in comparison with philosophy, 
with respect to the practical. The former is that of technical-practical reason (skill in the 
discovery of means for whatever ends), the latter is moral-practical reason and is directed to 
the final end, which is absolutely (categorically) obligatory, namely to create men ofimproved 
character [Gt'5innung). 

Now the cultivation of one's talent by mathematics, makes not the least contribution to 
the lattcr: One can be grcat in that subject, yet, at the same time spiteful, envious and 
malel'Olent - it does not follow that one is a good man in all respects. To which philosophy, 
which cultivates the subject's original disposition (to goodness], gives direct guidance. So the 
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that is what a priori knowledge means), but, as such, differ from each 
other not by degree, but according to species. The heterogeneity of these 
spheres is to be observed (not without astonishment) in the individuals 
who treat of them, and in their different natural dispositions toward one 

22:546 another; in the way in which they depreciate or treat" one another with 
hostility, regarding their importance and the value of the particular activity 
of each. 

22:547 

SECOND SECTION 
MATERIAL DIVISION 

OF THE NATURAL BODIES WHICH PRESUPPOSE 
THESE MOVING FORCES 

§ 

Natural bodies are eilher organic or jnorgal1ic. 
Matter (natural material) can be tenned neither organic nor inorganic. 

Such a concept is in contradiction with itself (sjderoxyloll). For, in this 
concept, one abstracts from all fonn (figure and texture) and thinks in it 
only a material (materia ex qua), which is capable of various fonns. Thus, it 
is only to a body (corpus physicum) that one can attribute one of these 
predicates. And this division {into organic and inorganic] necessarily be-
longs to the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural sci-
ence to physics, as a system of the empirical science of nature, which can 
never become a completed whole. There are internally moving forces 
among the parts of a body, which lead to a certain construction [Baul of 
matter, determined according to laws. 

Definition 

§ An organic natural body may be thought of as a natural machine (that is 
to say, as a system of externaUy moving forces, inwardly united into a 
whole, founded upon an idea) in the following way: The organic body is 
thought of as a solid body and (in virtue of the inner principle of its 
combination, according to form) as rigid. The moving forces of matter in 

stands beyond the former in the ordering of the inward advantages or 
human character (in the mode of thought). Nevertheless, the (mathematician's] talent far 

22:546 outshines [the philosopher's] in the mode o/UIIU: in part, because it is an instrument or such 
great utility (for whatever final purpose one may have), and, in part, because (since it is able 
to give its results with the most evidence) it is an object and inspires a 
friendly attitude (an analogy of benevolence) toward (its J speculation. Benevolence, however, 
is not an es. .. ential ingredient in the makeup of his scholarly talents. Nor is it often {to be 
found]; rather, envy and mockery can coexist peacefully with them l in the same subject. 

i RcadingjNlt'll ror jener. 
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such a body are either merely vegetative or else vitalforces. For the genera-
tion of the latter, 

[XIIth fascicle, sheet II, pages 1-41 
an immaterial principle, possessing an indivisible unity in its power of 
representation, is necessarily required. For the manifold, whose combina-
tion into unity depends on an idea of a purposively (artificially) acting 
subject, cannot emerge from moving forces of matter (which lack the uniry 
of the principle). That these bodies, however, possess the ability to pre-
sen'e their species from the available matter (by propagation), does not 
necessarily belong to the concept of an organism. It is, rather, an empirical 
adjunct, for the purpose of assigning other properties to organic bodies 
(e.g. that of producing their own kind by means of two sexes) - properties 
which one can abstract from in their concept. 

§ Further detemlination of the concept of an 22:548 
organic body 

and of its internal possibility 

One may define it, firstly, as follows: "Such that each of its parts, within a 
whole, is there for the sake of the other," and, in this case, the explanation 
clearly indicates purposes (cawaejinales). Secondly, however, one can also 
give as its definition: "An organic body is tltat, in which the idea of the whole 
precedes the of its parts, with respect to its unified moving forces" 
(causae effidentes). 

An organic natural body is thus thought of as a machine (a body ar-
ranged intentionally as to its form). Under no circumstances can it be a 
property of matter to have an intention (since it is the absolute unity of a 
subject which conneas the manifold of representation in one conscious-
ness); for all matter (and every part ofit) is composite. Thus, such a body 
cannot derive its organization merely from the moving forces of maUer. A 
single (thus, immaterial) being must be assumed as the mover outside or 
within this body - whether as part of the world of sense, or as a being 
distinct from it. For matter cannot organize itself and act according to 
purposes. Whether this being (a world-soul, as it were)5J possesses under-
standing, or whether merely a capacity which is analogous to the under-
standing in its effects, is a judgment which lies beyond the limits of one's 
insight. Nevertheless, the title "organized body" belongs in the classifica-
tion of concepts which cannot be overlooked in the transition from the 
metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics - be its object com- 22:549 
prehensible to us, or not." 

• Nature organizes matter in manifold fashion - not just by kind, but also by stages. Not to 
be comprehended: That there are to be discovered, in the S[Tata of the earth and in 
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{SECOND DIVISION 
OF THE SPECIFIC DIFFERENCE OF MATTER 

IN BODIES IN GENERAL 

If, regarding the existence of a certain matter with a particular quality, 
the question is raised, whether it is demonstrable a pn'ori, or only to be 
established empirically (probabilis), we can only expect subjective condi-
tions of the possibility of knowledge of it - i.e. of the possibility of 
experience of such an object. For existence is not a particular predicate of 
a thing, but the absolute position of it, with all its predicates. Hence, 
there exists only one experience; and, if one is to speak of experiences, this 

only the distn'butive unity of manifold perceptions, not the collec-
trot unity of its object itself in its thoroughgoing determination. From 
which it follows that, if we wish to judge a priori, concerning objects of 

22:550 experience, we can only require and expect principles of the agreement 
of the representation of objects with the conditions of possibility of experi-
ence of them, 

There is, however, in the transition from the metaphysical foundations 
of natural science to physics an unavoidable problem: Whether, indeed, 
there exists a mattrial, thoroughly distributed throughout cosmic space 
(and thus also penetrating all bodies), which one might perhaps call calo-
ric (without thereby having regard for a parti'cular feeling of warmth, for 
the latter concerns only what is subjective in a representation, as 
perception) - whether, as I say, such a material is present or not, as the 
basis of aU the moving forces of matter, or whether its existence be only 
dubitablei in other words: Whether it is to be assumed by the physicists as 
a merely hypothetical material solely for the explanation of certain appear-
ances, or whether it is to be set up categorically as a postulate. This 
question is of the greatest importance for the science of nature as a 
system, especially since it leads from the elementary system of this science 
to the 

If it can be proved that the unity of the whQle of possible experience 
rests upon the existence of such a material (with its stated properties), 
then its actuality is also proved, not, indeed, through experience, but a 
pn'on', merely from conditions of possibility, for the sake of the possibility 

mountains, examples of fonner kinds of animals and plants (now extinct) - proofs of previ· 
ous (now alien) products of our living, fertile gfobe, That its organizing force has so arranged 
for one another the totality of the species of plants and animals, that they, together, as 
members of a chain, Conn acirde (man not excepted), That they require each other for their 
existence, not merely in respect of their nominal character (similarity), but meir real char· 
acler (causality) - which points in the direction of a world organization (to unknown ends) of 
me galaxy itself, This, however. will not be treated at thJs paint; since we here have occasion 
to dl;ill only with the elementary system (not yet me world·systcm), 
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of experience. For the moving forces of matter can only come together 
into a collectively universal unity of perceptions in a possible experience 
insofar as the subject, [affected] by them, unites them externally and 
internally in one concept, [and) affects itself by means of its perceptions. 
Now the concept of the whole of outer experience also presupposes all 
possible moving forces of matter as combined in collective unity; to wit, in 
full space (for empty space, be it space enclosed within bodies or sur- 22:55 1 
rounding them externally, is not an object of possible experience). * It 
further presupposes, however, a constant 11UJtion of all matter, by which 
the subject, as an object of sense, is affected. For without this motion, that 
is, without the stimulation of the sense organs, which is its effect, no 
perception of any object of the senses, and hence no experience, takes 
place - the latter containing only the form belonging to the perception. 
Hence there exists as an object of experience in space (although without 
empirical consciousness of its principle) a particular material which is 
continuously and boundlessly distributed and constantly self-agitating. 
That is, caloric is actual; it is not a material feigned for the sake of the 
explanation of certain phenomena, but rather, a material demonstrable 
from a universal principle of experience (not from experience) according 
to the principle of identity (analytically) and which is given a priori in the 
concepts themselves. 

NOTE 
ON THE CONCEPT 

OF CALORIC} 

To assume the existence of a matter which is universally distributed, all-
penetrating and a/l-muving (one can add, in relation to time, which initiates 
all motion), and which fills cosmic space, is a hypothesis which, indeed, is 
neither sustained, nor can be sustained by experience. Hence, if it is 22:552 
justified, it would have had to emerge a priori from reason as an idea; be it 
in order to explain certain phenomena (in which case this matter would be 
thought as a merely hypothetical materia!); {or be it to postulate it, for the 
reason that there must be some motion by which the moving forces of 
matter begin to agitate. Nevertheless, it is to be regarded altogether as an 
object of experience (given). 

It is easily seen that the existence of such a material, although not 
demonstrable as an object of experience, and hence as derived from experi-
ence (that is, empirically demonstrable), must, nevertheless, be postulated 

• Space represented merely as form of outer intuition is no external object, and, 
as such, ncitherfoll nor (predicates which belong to determinations of the object, from 
which we here abstract). Space, however, as object of outer intuition, is either the one or the 
other. Since the nonbeing of an object of perception cannot be perceived, empty space is 
thus not an object of possible experience. [Note undeleted) 
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as an object of possible experience. This can very well take place indirectly a 
pn·on·, but only [as] the sense object in general, [to excludeF what is no 
object of possible experience - just as empty space (whether inclusive or 
included) would be, or again an empty time, either preceding the motion of 
matter, or inserted as an intervening absolute standstill (which is likewise 
nothing at all). 

Objectively, there is only one experience, and if one speaks of expen·-
mces, then these are to be regarded only as representations of the exis-
tence of things, which are subjectively connected in a continuous series of 
possible perceptions. For, were there a gap between them, a gulf (hiatus) 
would [prevent] the transition from one act of existence to another, and 
the unity of the guiding thread of experience would be tum apart. 'Which 
circumstance, in order to be represented to oneself, would, in tum, have 
to belong to experience - which is impossible, for nonbeing can be no 
object of experience. 

Subjectively, outer perceptiOns, as materiaJ for possible experience (which 
lack only their form of connection), are nothing other than the effect on 
the perceiving subject of the agitating forces of matter, which are given a 

22:553 priori. The latter are postulated even before the question arises which 
objects of the senses mayor may not be objects of experience; provided, 
however, that it is a matter only of the form of their connection, that is, of 
the fonnal element of possible experience. The question is whether or 
not this formal element be in confonnity with possible experience (forma 
dat esse ret), regarded as the collective unity of experience and its condi-
tions. The unity of experience in the thoroughgoing determination of the 
object is likewise the latter's actuality. 

If a certain materiaJ, although initially ·assumed only hypotheticany, is 
thought as an object of possible experience, and if the concept of this 
material contains at the same time its thoroughgoing determination ac-
cording to the principle of identity (the concordance of its properties 
rRequisitt'j), then this is likewise a proof of its actuality (existentia est 
omnimodo dtterminatio}.5i And, since this determination addresses the 
totality of the mutuany combined forces, it is also a proof of the mate-
rial's singuJarity (unicitas). That is, any such whole, which is in a spatial 
relationship to other systems, forms with them an absolute whole, rela-
tive to the moving forces of matter; and this amounts to the absolute 
unity of all possible objects of experience, consequently also to the 
existence of such a whole. It follows that the whole is knowable, hence 
that the possibility of the existence of such a whole can be demonstrated 
a priori (as necessary). 

J Based on the earlier version (see AK 21: 576.)6, not included) , from which Kant deleted 
"to exclude" and added "the sense objtct in gtneral," leaving an ungrammatical sentenct. 
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The object of an all -embracing experience contains within it all the 
subjectively moving forces of matter (that is to say) those affecting the 
senses and producing perceptions). Their whole is called caloric and is 
the basis of this universal stimulation of forces, which affects all (physical) 
bodies and hence also the subject itself. From synthetic consciousness 
(which cannot be empirical) of these forces which move the senses) their 
fonnal conditions are developed in attraction and repulsion. '" 

Now what is at issue in the question whether there is an all-penetrating 22:554 
etc. elementary material is the subjective element of receptivity to the 
sense-object, [which is required] for this material to be the object of a 
synthetic-universal experience; it is not whether the material exists il1 itself 
with those attributes. It is a matter of whether the empirical intuition of 
the elementary material, as belonging to the whole of a possible experi-
ence, already contains these attributes in its concept (according to the 
principle of identity) - an issue which relates solely to the cognitive fa-
culty, insofar as this faculty contains in idea the whole of possible experi-
ence in one total representation (and so must think of it as given a prion). 
Hence, the material must be valid both subjectively, as the basis of the 
representation lof] the whole of an experience, and objectively, as a princi-
ple for the unification of the moving forces of matter. Caloric is actual, 
because the concept of it (with the attributes we ascribed to it) makes 
possible the whole of experience; it is given by reason, not as a hypothesis 
for perceived objects) for the purpose of explaining their phenomena, but 
rather, immediate1y, in order to found the possibility of experience itself.t 

No explanation of the difference in the specific densities of bodies can 
be given fromJull (atom!) and empty (inane) space, as atomism would have 
it; the reason being that) on the one hand, atoms do not exist (for every part 22:555 
of a body is always further divisible to infinity) and that, on the other hand, 
empty space is not an object of possible experience - thus, the concept of 
a whole of moving forces from such constituents is an untenable concept 
of experience. 

• Only by means of what the understanding itself makes does the subject understand its 
object, that is to say, by the fonnal element of Ihe whole of perceptions in a possible 
experience. Empty space is not an object of possible experience; only space which is thor-
oughly occupied by matter, as substance. Empty time - that is, the existence of the movable 
as such insofar as it is witholtt motion. and which consequently (as regards coexistence and 22:554 
succession) is not a sense-object - is likewise nol an object of possible experience. 
t This indirect mode of proof of the existence of a thing is unique in its kind and therefore 
also strange, bllt it will appear less so if one considers that its obj!!1::t is also ,miqut and not rl 

concept which several [Ihings] have in common. For just as there is only one space and only 
one time (as objects of pure intuition), there is likewise only one object of possible ouler 
experience in the field of the causality of perception of outer things. Fur all 
eXjJ(ri(1lm are always only parts of olle experience, in virtue of the universally distributed, 
unbounded caloric which connects all celestia! bodies in one system and them into a 
community of red pro city. 
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The object of collectively universal experience (of the synthetic unity of 
perceptions) is therefore given; the object of distributively universal experi-
ence. of which the subject fonns a concept for itself (or the analytical unity 
of possible experience) is merely thought, for it belongs merely to the form 
of possible experience.}" 

[, , ,j 

[Vth fascicle, sheet XI, page I I 

"Ubergang 12" 
{What is at issue in the solution to this problem - namely, the question 

concerning the existence of a caloric, as matter possessing moving 
forces - if it is to be decided Ii priori, is not to determine how the object 
(qUIJestiollis), but, rather, how the experience of the object is possible as a 
comprehensive concept [GesamtbegriBJ orit in its collective unity (that is, 
as one experience - hence subjectively). For, if this concept agrees with 
the conditions of the possibility of one experience (of its unity), then the 
object is subjectively actual. The question here is not that of the object 
given. but only of our knowledge of the object; and this is sufficient for the 
solution of our problem, which does not derive concepts from experience, 
but experience from concepts. 

Note 

This proofis indirect; it proves the proposition by represenling the impos-
21:582 sibility of its contrary - but not by the logical opposition of concepts 

(which is analytic), but by representing the real opposition of mutually 
opposing forces (thus, synthetically, as belonging to the possibility of 
experience). In this are opposed not a·and tJOn a, but a and -a.} 

Propaetkulic 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of nantral science to 
physics - [which is] not a Jeap into fresh territory - originates with the 
subjective principle of the combination of the manifold of moving forces 
of matter in one experience. And the object of this collective unity 
(omnilutio colkctiva) - the idea of the whole of moving forces is the basis 
of the distributive [teilwase durchgiingig) determination (omnituJo distribu-
liva) of the object of all possible empirical concepts of this object-
namely, matter. For physics is the science of the coordination of all empiri-
ClJI representations (all perceptions) into a system of the whole, for which 

j End of amanuensis's copy. 
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nothing further is given a priori, through the understanding, than the form 
of this thoroughgoing connection. 

The empty space between two wholes of matter and the empty time 
between two moments (as limitations) are not objects of possible 
ence, for nonbeing cannot be perceived. Thus the following propositions 
emerge: 

There exists outer experience as a collective whole of all perceptions; 
that is, as one possible experience. There exists outside us a 

for whose perception externally moving forces of matter are 
required; the empirical representation of these forces, combined in a 21:583 
subject, is the basis of all the appearances, which together fonn the unity 
of experience. 

The agitation of the senses of the subject by some matter, is what alone 
renders outer perceptions possible. And these moving forces must be 
thought a priori, as combined in one experience without gap (that is, 
without an intervening void - for that is not an object of possible experi-
ence). They must be thought as combined in an absolute whole, which, 
nevertheless, as such, is not an object of possible experience either. Thus 
the principle of this synthetic unity of the whole of the object of possible 
experience is merely subjective (a principle of composition - not of the possj-
bility of what is composite, outside the representation of the object). Conse-
quently, the objective reality of the material (its existence in space as 
object of outer and all-embracing experience, and as containing the whole 
of the moving forces) is grounded logically, according to the principle of 
identity - not physically, by hypothesis, in order to explain certain phenom-
ena. For what belongs to the unity of possible experience, formany, is also 
contained really in experience; that is, the whole of this material is actual 
and an object of physics. "" 

[Right margin] 21 :584 
Caloric is not a subsidiary hypothesis but an original onej thus not a 

hypothetically - that is, condirionalJy - but a categorically given material. 

That there is no caloric in bodies that are completely dense and impenetra-
ble to an other matter; but, equally, no cold which could resist heat. 

• The material principles of possible experiem:e (perceptions) furnish empirical judg-
ments, which only partially yield judgments of experience. But, in the very transition from 
metaphysics to physics, the principle of its composition must be given in fonn (hence, a 
prion), [in order toJ postulate materially, in the representation of the subject, an object of 
physics as the basis of all combination of the moving forces into olle experience. For to be all 
object of the absolute unity of the whole of possible experience, is itself experience of the 
object of experience; and, as the whole of the detenninations of this object (omnimoda 
drtrrminatio), Its existence. 

For what occupies the absolute wholr of space, has no room outside into which it could 
transpose itself. 
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Transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to phys-
ics, as a system of empirical natural knowledge, whose form is given a 
pn'ori (system of the moving forces of matter). The terrain of this science 
is empirical. 

The first problem is the concept of caloric, as we are advancing from 
the whole of the object of possible experience to that of the condition of 
possible experience. 

The agitating force of matter: (I) in the totality (synthetic universality) 
of the material in space. Self-limiting by attraction. (2) Initially commenc-
ing. (J) Permanently continuing. Since experience cannot cease and 
empty time is not an object of possible experience. 

The existence of caloric is the basis of the possibility of a single 
experience. 

[Vth fascicle, sheet XI, page 2 ) 

§ 
The attributes of this [material] (since it is all-embracing, individual 
(unica) and the basis of all [forces] for the unity' of the object of the one 
experience) are given according to the principle ofidentity: namely, that it 
is universally distributed, all-penetrating, and' all-mtlVitzg (not that it is itself 
movable (locomotiva, that is, displaeeabJe)), And, as such, it is necessary, 
that is, permanent. For sempiterni/as est necessUas phaenollJetlon. ss 

This material is called caloric; not, because it distributes heal. For 
21 :585 that - for all of this material's energy in relation to the bodies in which it 

acts - can be entirely lacking, since it is an effect which only relates 
subjectively, to feeling. not to the object of representation, It is called caloric 
because to bring about the state of heat is but one of this matter's activi-
ties; a better way of characterizing it with complete generality would be in 
terms of its capacity to expand those bodies which it penetrates. That is 
why it is thought a priori that, in a heated space, no part of that space can 
remain colds6 and that this matter must necessarily communicate its activ-
ity externally, if there is outside itself something with which it has a 
common border. The word "contact" is out of place here (since that con-
tains moving force in its very concept); in that case it would have to be 
conceived like the angulus contactus)1 in geometry - as being a merely 
spatiol determination, not a natural determination, of,some matter, Calo-
ric is given another name when it is called Iight-fIla/en'a!. of which it is also 
true that it pcnetrates certain bodies, and, that it produces community in 
the moving forces of the matter of celestial bodies. The goal of all these 
concepts, however, is to have a material principle of the unity of possible 
experiencc; one which combines aU experiences into a single experience, 

I In the manuscript £illhriJ,' Lehmann reads falsely £in$icht, 
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Without this combination (and its form) there would be no coherent 
whole of experience; it would, in that case, only be an aggregate of percep-
tions, not experience as a system. 

Thus caloric exists (regardless of the subjective property of heat). That 
is, we can only achieve the subjective unity of experience through the 
moving forces of matter in us, which produce sensible representations of 
their objects. It is not possible except by the existence of the moving 
forces, which activate Ihe material for their combination in a single possi-
ble experience. This connection does not just establish the hypothesis of 2I :586 
the existence of caloric, but its actuality; which latter is contained in the 
concept of experience as the unity of moving forces (hy the principle of 
identity). 

Note 

This indirect proof is unique of its kind - a fact that should not appear 
strange, since what it concerns is an individual object, which carries with 
it real (not logical) univerSality. There is to be found here a collective 1I11il)I 
(omnitudo collectiva) of the objects of a single experience instead of distribu-
tive unity (omnitudo distributiva), which is merely logical and abstracts from 
the existence of the object. Whatever agrees with collective unity is actual 
(exis/entia est omnimoda detetminatio, as ontology has it); but to achieve this 
thoroughgoing determination empirically (as is envisaged in the transition 
from the metaphysical foundations to physics) is utterly impossible. It is 
possible, however, in relation to the absolute unity of possible experience 
in general, insofar as the object of this concept contains the One and Alls8 

of outer sense-objects. The deduction of calorie, as the basis of the 
system of moving forces , has an a priori principle at its foundation: namely, 
that of necessary unity in the comprehensive concept of the possibility of 
one experience. This unity likewise carries with it identically (that is, not 
synthetically, but analytically, following a priori from a principle) the actual-
ity of its object [namely, caloric]. 

[Left ma'1(in 1 
It is not a matter of establishing which objects are given to us for 

experience, but what experiences must be like so as to give these objects. 

The object of one universal outer experience must be a natural material, 21:587 
out in cosmic space and aIlwmoving; and the ground of this is the 

senseworgan, insofar as it is suited to it. 
Experience depends on the forces which agitate the subject. 

r· . J 
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[Vth fascicle, sheet XII, page IJ 

PHYS I CAL- COSMOLO G I CAL 
PRINCIPLE59 

OF THE ELEMENTARY SYSTEM 
OF ALL WORLD-MATTER 

§ 

"Ubergang 12 
Bogen a) S.2" 

One cannot begin with the object - matter in space - as the object of 
empin'cal intuition, and as the complex of an infinite magnitude of possible 
perceptions in a single empirical intuition. For that would already be a 
step into physics as a system of experience. Rather, one must begin from 
the concept of the understanding in the subject, insofar as the latter thinks 
for "itself a whole of the moving forces of matter, For, when it is a question 
of a prion' principles of synthetic knowledge, the formal element of the 
systematic presentation of the manifold of perceptions in an object must 
underlie itf) arrangement (coordituUio) into a whole. 

2 I :590 Herein space itself must be represented as an object of experience 
(spatiu;m perceptibile), albeit only indirectly, by means of an intermediary 
concept: that is, by tactile awareness [BetastungJ of one's own body, as to 
its three dimensions; or again, by drawing Jines by moving one's hands, 
limiting those lines with points, and thus representing surfaces as limits 
(and, finally, corporeal space itself) empirically for oneself. In this way 
one can say something spatial' exists, and is, as the whole of perceptions 
necessarily combined into unity, an object of possible experience. 

An absolutely empty space - in which matter, as outer sense-object, is 
not " simply abstracted from, but is completely excluded, be it mdosed or 
summnded by matter, is not an object of possible experience, and cannot 
feature in the system of the moving forces of matter. Thus, atomism-
that is, the doctrine of the possibility of bodily composition of the full 
with the void, according to differing quantitative relations of matter in 
the same volume (corpuscular philosophy) - contains no principle of the 
possibility of bodies. For, on the one hand, no body (and no part of a 
body) is indivisiblei on the other hand, the void, as spatially existing, is 
something which is not an object of perception (for nonbeing cannot be 
perceived). 

[ •.• J 
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[Vth fascicle, sheet XIII, page 3J 
[ ••. J 

§ 
Proof of the existence of caloric 

-Just as there is only one space, so' there is only one experience *possible 
of objects in space'; and, if one speaks of experiences, these are nothing 
other than perceptions whose connection under a formal, a pn'ori given 
principle, if made fragmentarily, will 'indeed' yield an aggregate for 
ics; but this can never be complete, and, because the data are empirical, 
no end can be expected in the progression from the metaphysical founda-
tions of natural science to physics as a system of perceptions. 

Nevertheless, the idea of this [system] is unavoidably given subjeaive(y -
as a necessary problem, namely, that of the connection of perceptions as 
effects of the moving forces upon the subject in a single experience. What, 
however, belongs to experience (which can only be single) as its ground of 
determination, is likewise objectively given - that is, actual. So there exists, 
as an absolute whole, a matter with those attributes, as the basis of its 
moving forces, insofar as they are moving. 

Now those perceptions, regarded suhjectrJe/y (namely, as empirical repre-
sentations), are effects of the moving forces of matter and belong as such 
to the collective unity of possible experience. The collective unity of the 

21:601 

moving forces, however, is, objectively, the effect of the absolute whole of 21:602 
the elementary material'lI - that is, a matter which unifonnly occupies 
cosmic space according to the aforementioned (§ )n attributes (for empty 
enclosed or endosing space is not an object of possible experience). The 
influence of this matter on the subject's faculty of representation is the 
efficient cause of its representation (which, combined with consciousness, 
is called perception). Thus, the subjective element of the effects of those 
forces which agitate according to the attributes mentioned above (that is, 
the whole of perceptions) is, at the same time, the presentation of the 
aforesaid matter - hence, identical with the objective element. That is to 
say, this elementary material, as a given whole, is the basis for the unifica-
tion of all the forces of matter into the unity of [experience}. Now, what-
ever belongs to the absolute unity of possible experience is actual. Hence, 

1// This sentence originally continued: "which fonns the ba.ti! of these combined forces. 
Thus, also objectively regarded, caloric belongs to the unity of the whole of all possible 
experience. The concept of that which belongs to such a whole is itself a concept of 
experience, Le, such an object (as caloric) (rists and is actual." The new version given 
abo\'e is added in the bottom margin of the previous page to which Kant here refers by 
"vide page 1, bottom," 
n Sheet XI. page z. 
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such a material is actual as a not merely distributively universal, but also 
collectively universal world-material. 

This material is called caloricj not because il pertains specifically to the 
production of hear, but only for the sake of analogy with one of ils effects; 
which is that it (this heating) is incoercible, and communicates itself in 
contact to other [things] as mere motion. 

Nolel 

This mode of proving the existence of an outer sense-object must strike 
one as unique of its kind (without example); nevertheless, this should not 
appear strange, since its object also has the peculiarity, that it is individual 
and (unlike other representations from a priori concepts) contains in itself 
collective, not merely distributive universality. ExiSlemia est omnimoda de-
lenllinatio, Christian Wolff says, -and so also conversely: omnimoda de-
lemlillatio esl exislClltia, 60 as a relationship of equivalent concepts.- But the 
thoroughgoing determination which is here thought cannot be given; for it 
extends to an infinity of empirical detenninations. Only in the concept of a 
single object of possible aperience - which is not derived from any experi-
ence, but rather, itself makes it possible - is objective reality (this omn;-
lIIoda determi"al;o) necessarily granted to .the [outer sense-object], not 
synthetically, but analytically, according to the principle of idemity; since 
that which is individual in itself, and also unique, is not determinable in 
more than one but is determinedfor experience. 

[Vth fascicle, sheet XIII, page 4J 

NOle II 

Whoever finds the direct (demonstrative) mode of proof insufficiently 
illuminating, can here use the indirect (apagogical) mode. 

For, if we take caloric to be merely a hypothetical material (assumed for 
the explanation of certain appearances) and, if nature did not exercise 
(through its influence on the sensible subject and the latter's conscious-
ness of moving forces) an influence which can serve as the foundation for 

2 J :604 a system, then we would have sensations (and the perceptions which 
correspond to them) only as they [arisel from outer forces - that is, with-
out fonn (tumultuous1y); this latter we ourselves, indeed, must provide for 
their combination. {We would] have a fragmentary aggregate, but no prin-
ciple of fonn in the connection of empirical representations (perceptions) 
into one experience; and the rule, [which is required] for a concept of 
their whole, would be entirely absent. Not only would this be a deficiency 
for the establishment of a system, but the unity of experience itself would 
be self-contradictory and impossible. What is empirically manifold, but 
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whose coordination does not qualitY for the unity of possible experience, 
is not an existing object: It is nothing. 

Empty space is not an object of possible experience (nonbeing cannot 
be perceived). And if, under the heading of the moving forces, mention is 
also made of attraction of bodies at a distance, through empty space (as when 
gravitation is discussed), then this signifies nothing further than that 
ies, distant from one another, can act upon one another by attraction -
that is, immediately, without contact - without the mediation of an interme-
diary matter (notwithstanding that such a matter really lies between them). 
It does not, however, signifY that empty space (which is in no wayan 
object of possible experience) belongs to'the composition of outer scnse-
objects, and is among the objects of one possible experience. 

The concept of a caloric derives from the concept of an empirically 
determinable space in general, and is to that extent an a priori concept. Its 
aforementioned attributes, as attributes of a substance in space, arc only 
thought as moving forces (powers) according to the different functions of 
active motion, and may be completely enumerated [qllalijiciren] a pn'ori, To 
this extent they amount to a mere thought-object. The step from possibil-
ity to actuality occurs with certainty, however, for the reason that caloric.is 2 I :605 
the object of a single possible experiencej it is an object of experience in 
virtue of the totality of determinations which belong to the concept of an 
individual, which amounts to the same thing as to say that its assertion is 
an empirical proposition. 

One can also term calon'c the basis (first cause) of all the moving forces 
of matter, for it is thought as the immediately moving primary maten'o./ 
(materia primaria). All other materials (e.g. oxygen, hydrogen etc.), in 
contrast, which must first themselves be moved by this material, move as 
secondary material (materia secundaria), and are only modes of the latter 
(e.g. light). And the formation of bodies by specifically differentiated 
elements produces composite forms, which, however, must be subordi-
nated to the principle of the possibility of a single experience, not placed 
beside it. 

[ .•. J 

[XIIth fascicle, (half-)sheet X, page IJ 

Defim'tion 

By the concept of caloric, I understand a universally distributed, a11-

22:609 

penetrating matter, internally uniformly moving in all its parts, and remain- 22:610 
ing permanently in this state of internal motion (agitation). It forms an 
absolute, self-subsistent whole, which, as elementary material, both occu-
pies (occupans) and fills (replens) cosmic space. The parts of it, continu-
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ously agitating one another in their place (hence not locomotively, [but] 
concussively - not progressively) and ceaselessly agitating other bodies, 
preserve the system in constant motion, and contain the moving forces as 
an outer sense-object. 

This matter is a1so, as a consequence of the aforementioned attributes, 
negatively characterized: as imponderable, incoercible, incohesible and 
inexhaustible; for the contrary characterization [BeschaffenhdtJ would con-
tlictwith those attributes. Ponderability, coercibility, cohesion and exhaust-
ibility, presuppose moving forces which act in opposition to the latter and 
cancel their effect. 

Axiom 

Regard,ed subjectively, there is only a single outer experience, since there 
is only one space. 

The moving forces of matter which occupy (ocroP",II) or 611 (rep/ml) 
space, stand in a universal active combination with one another, and, 
objectively, fonn a system. The system emerges a pn'ori (not empirically. 
from experience) from the concept of the possibility of one experience, 
and contains the existence of one absolute whole of moving forces in its 
very concept. 

Note 

lbere is only one experience, and, if experiences are spoken of (as if there 
were many of them), then this is simply a misunderstanding; for what are 
meant thereby are merely perceptim,s (empiricaJ representation of an ob-
ject, with consciousness), of which there are, indeed, many, The univer-
sality of the concept of experience is, however, here not to be taken 
distributively (by which many characteristics are ascribed to one and the 
same object), but as the collective unity which is required for the 
unity of possible experience. The latter must be thought of as emerging 
not fragmentarily (by a compilation of perception), but, as necessarily 
synthetic, from the understanding, For a whole of possible perceptions 
-which, at the same time, as laws, carry universality (hence also necessity) 
with them in their concept, - is in contradiction with itself; since empirical 
propositions are always attached to other empirical conditions (circumstan-
tiat ), and so stand as part of a progress to infinity from one characteristic 
to the next. -The object of a single, all-embracing experience is, at the 
same time, an individual (individuum).- It is the formal elemenr of the 
unity of possible experience which is required to be given a pn'ori. 

Now, what cannot be an object of experience - space empty of things 
and time empty of activity - does not belong subjectively to the one possi-
ble experience. And atomism, which, for the sake of possible experience, 
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furnishes an elementary system of it from these constituents (atomi et 
inane), is contradictory in itself; for, on the one hand, there is no com-
pletely indivisible matter, and, on the other hand, empty space is not an 
object of possible perception (and thus not an object of experience). 

Theorem 
There exists an absolute and unique whole of matter with the aforemen-

tioned attributes; this is not a hypothetical material, in order to explain 
properly certain phenomena, but an a priori demonstrable one. Under the 
name of caloric (but without being bound to the feeling called wannth) it 
forms a self-subsistent whole (continuously agitated internally by its mov-
ing forces). 

[ ..• J 
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[ ... ] 

[How is physics possible? How is the 
transition to physics possible?} 

[Xth fascicle, sheet I, page 2 ]61 

[UEinleitung"l 

[Left mawn] 
The transition to physics cannot lie in the metaphysical foundations 

(attraction and repulsion, etc.). For these furnish no specifically deter-
mined, empirical properties, and onc can imagine no specific [forces] of 
which onc could know whether they exist in nature, or whether their 
existence be demonstrable; rather, they can only be feigned to explain 
phenomena empirically or hypothetically, in a certain respect. However, 
there arc nevertheless also concepts (e.g. of organic bodies, of what is 
specifically divisible to infinity) which, although invented, still belong to 
physics. Caloric - the divisibility of the decomposition of a matter into 
different species. The continuum formamm. 

[Xth fascicle, sheet J, page 3] 
In this transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 

to physics there is [also] that from matter to the formation of bodies. A 
physical body is a self-limiting whole, by the united attraction of the parts 
of a quantity of matter. A mere aggregate of matter (in regard to which one 

22:283 abstracts from these unifYing forces) is, if it both tills and occupies a 
space, a mathematical body - e.g. a cubic foot of water, in a vessel, be-
cause it does not limit itself by its own forces. 

The first division of physical bodies is, thus, that into organic and inor-
ganic. A physically organic body (in contrast to a mechanically organic 
body) is each of whose parts is by nature there in it for the sake of the 
other; in which, conversely, the concept of the whole also determines the 
form of the parts - externally as well as internally (in figure and texture). 
Such a formation indicates a natural cause, acting according to purposes. 
That such a body must be a solid body is already contained in its concept. 
Likewise, one can seek the productive force of this inner form nowhere 
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else than in a formative understanding - that is, seek it solely in a non-
material cause (for understanding is the faculty of synthetic unity of repre-
sentations with consciousness). And a being which can make a purpose 
into the detennining ground of its forces must [bel solid [breaks ojJJ 

The concept of an organic matter contains a contradiction in itself, 
since the material for organization is taken for the organized subject. 

[R"t of page empty, except right mawn] 
The matter which remains when organization is destroyed is not organic. 
Vegetative and animal life, or the division into vegetative and life-force. 
Living corporeal being (animals and men) can also (bel organized in 

relation to one another: (1) by sex, then, further, tribes and peoples fbreaks 
offJ 

Whether the specific differentiation of matter extends to infinity or only 
to ponderable matter, and to caloric as imponderable, incoercible etc. 
matter. The division of concepts can be completed; tIle division of bodies 
extends to infinity. 

[ ... J" 

[Xth fascicle, sheet I, page 13] 22:291 
Objects must all fit into the topic of the principles, without which they 

could not be objects of experience (e.g. caput de finibus). Thus we find in 
our own body and in nature characteristics by reason of which we must 
regard them as organized - that is, as formed for purposes - since we 
would not otherwise understand them as such. These concepts always 
precede the confirmation of their objects by experience; they arc a pn'ori 
principles by which experiences are made. 

That objects must be in conformity with the concepts which we our-
selves form a priori in our reason can easily be seen; for by means of 
them, and of the principles of the synthetic unity of their appearances 
(which are not of empirical origin), it first becomes possible for us to 
think of objects according to these fonns. 1b this extent, we know 22:292 
nothing except as under rules, and we have no rules but those which we 
(not arbitrarily, but necessarily, according to principles of thought) have 
prescribed for ourselves. 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics according to its subjective a priori principles of form, is (or con-
tains) a principle of the possibility of physics as a system of empirical 
concepts and lawsj it is the outline of the elementary system of the moving 
forces of matter for [al51 a special science of nature, which is always in the 
process of progressing, observing and aggregating, but is never com-
pleted.It is, thus, a scientific investigation of nature, whose a priori princi-
ples in the doctrine of motion are panly mathematical, partly dynamic. 
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Axioms of intuition, anticipations of perception, analogies of experience, 
postulates of empirical thought (coordination) in general. 

[ ... ] 
[Xth fascicle, sheet I, page 14] 

[ ... ] 
[Bottom malgin] 

In the metaphysical foundations matter is regarded as mobile; in the 
progression to natural science as muvens, according to its moving forces 

22:295 (mathematical and physiological), in relation to the system of the latter in 
physics in general. It is regarded, indeed, a priori, according to the form of 
an elementary system of the moving forces, [in order toJ present, by the 
investigation of nature, its tendency toward a system (not fragmentarily). 

Unity of the active principle must belong to the possibility of a natural 
organic body, since the latter's principle must be regarded not merely 
subjectively, but as objective in itself - namely, a purpose as its inner 
ground of determination. 

N.B. Of the amphiboly of the concepts of reflection: to take tbat wbicb 
is only subjectively conditioned as objectively valid and demonstrable as 
such - e.g. to assume mechanical principles as sufficient for moving 
forces (in the lever) without the required dynamical principles. 

An organic body presupposes an organizing principle, whether inner or 
outer. The latter must be simple, for otherwise it would itself require an 
organization. As simple, it cannot be a part of matter (for each part of 
matter is always itself composite). So the organizing principle of an or-
ganic body must be outside space in general. It can, however, be internally 
active in one respect, while being external in another: that is, in another 
substance, the world-spirit. 

[ ... ] 
[Xth fascicle. (half-) sbeet II. page 2]" 

[A] 
PRINCIPLE OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE 

METAPHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS 
TO PHYSICS 

Physics is the systematic of nature as to [durch] empirically 
given forces of matter, insofar as they are combined among one another in 
one system. 

Physics is the empirical science of the complex of the moving forces of 
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matter. These forces also affect the subject - man - and his organs, since 
man is also a corporeal being. The inner alterations thereby produced in 
him, with consciousness, are perceptionsj his reaction on, and outer alter-
ation of, matter is motion. 

Physics is a system of the empirical investigation of nature which [can] 22:299 
only take place by observation and Q experiment. In the first case, the 
project moves the physicist; in the second, the physicist moves the object 
and sets it in another state for perception. 

Physics is a system; but we cannot know [erktnnen] a system as such, 
except insofar as we ourselves compose the manifold of an aggregate 
according to a priori principles (insert them ourselves) - which takes place 
by means of the concept of motion. Consequently, the division of the 
study of nature within physics, as far as its highest division, the topic of the 
moving forces, is concerned, will be analytically investigated [aufiuchen] 
and synthetically presented, according to the fo)lowing system. 

The first [division] is into that of matter and bodies, according to their 
moving forces. For to think of matlers is absurd, and, although there can 
be as many differences in the basis of its forces as there are materials, yet 
there can be no more than one universally moving force. For in the 
relation of the unification of motion, unity of the combining forces is 
contained in the same synthetic concept with the unity of space. 

The second division is that of the formal element of the moving forces. 
Mechanical or dynamic, namely by means of other bodies as machines or 
immediate. 

The third is that of organized and organizing matter, (based] on an 
objective principle of purposes, and thus made to propagate itself in living 
nature and to perpetuate its species in the demise of individuals. 

The fourth is dlat which rests on willpower, and assigns the creature, as 
intelligence, to the moving forces of nature .. 

These belong aU together in the field of physics, in which there are no 
laws of freedom, but [which] contains all forces which initiate the motion 
of matter - not just those which continue motion. The skillfuJ initiator 22:300 
[KunsturlIeber] of motions for the preservation of vital force is called a 
physician (town or country doctor), and his branch of the study of nature is 
called zoonomy6+ and rests on the employment of four animal powers 
[animalische PotenzenJ: (I) on nervous power as a principle of excitability 
(incitabilitas Brownir);65 (2) on muscular power (imlabi/itM Hallen);66 (3) on 
a force which preserves all the organic forces of nature as a constant 
alteration of the former two, of which one phenomenon is heat; (4) on the 
organization of a whole of organic beings of different species, for each 
other, serving for the species' preservation. 

The first principle of representation of the moving forces of matter 

Lehmann's reading uncertain between odtr and und. 
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[is] to regard them not as things in themselves but as phenomena, 
according to the relation which they have to the subject - as thel affect 
our sense, or as we affect our sense ourselves. [It involves) insening the 
fonnal clement of sensible representation into the subject in order to 
progress from the Axioms of Intuition, the Anticipations of Perception, 
etc. to experience - that is, for experience as a system, not as derived 
from experience. Consequently, fit amounts toJ oneself founding such a 
system a pn'on' - composing it synthetically, not deriving it analytically 
from the material element of empirical representation, Hence, it is this 
principle of form - not the material which moves the senses - which 
provides a· priori the basis for the possibility of experience (by the rule, 
jonlla dal esse ret). 

[Lift marginl 
The transition, by the subjective principle of the aggregation of 

perceptions - as a formal principlefor(and not Ihrough) experience, whose 
consciousness is not empirical- to the objective un ity of their connection 
into experience as a system (according to Jaws of motion which lead a 
priori to the whole of acting and reacting forces); this is the formal unity of 
experi ence as a system of perceptions. The material unity of experience is 
the idea of a whole of moving forces as the (unconditioned) unity 
of the world-system, in which the moving forces contain and initiate 
nothing outside this camplexus. 

22:301 The transition to physics is, in the natural system, also directed toward 
the world-system, and this, too, can be regarded as organic in a certain 
respect. The surfaces now contain only th,e strata - are the discarded 
husks. 

T he system of organization is directed to the planetary system [den 
WeltkorperJ itself, in which one organic whole is there for the sake of 
another (vegetation for the sake of animals, etc.) and, for example, the 
moon is there for the sake of the earth, and allllexus ejjectivlls is at the same 
time finalis. 

Zoonomy contains three vital powers [Lehenspote"zen]: m:roous power, as 
a principle of excitability (;IIcilahililas); muscular fHJWtr (irn'tabilitas Hallen); 
and a t!tird one which brings both forces into active and reactive, constantly 
alternating, play: one all-penetrating, all-moving etc. material, of which 
heat is one phenomenon. (4) The force of organization in space and time, 
which contains a flO nmater;a/higher principle, namely an effectivity accord-
ing to purposes. 

[ ... J 

j In the text, singu tar: ( I officirt. 
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[Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet IV, page I] 

c 
The aggregate of the moving forces of matter is itself only appearance, 
and their aggregation in empirical knowledge contains a formal element, 
which is a priori a principle of possible experience. Experience is itself a 
relation of phenomena in appearance, because motions are, in turn, also 
appearances of the moving forces; which forces (as principles of princi-
ples) are, in comparison to their appearances, the sense-objects them-
selves. That the forces are, in empirical knowledge, only appearances, is 22:318 
clear from the fact that they are always only represented as aggregates of a 
higher system. We can have knowledge of the object of the senses only 
through a concept of reason (not through experience), namely, the con-
cept of a system of moving forces [that is to say, through] a system of 
empirical representations, represented a priori, through that which we 
insert into sensible representation for the sake of empirical representation 
(and which we mUJI insert for the sake of possible experience). And both 
observation and experiment are only methods to extract from sensible 
representation what we have tentatively [versuchsweiseJ inserted. . 

Problem 

(I) How is physics possible? (2) How is the transition from the metaphysi-
cal foundations of natural science to physics possible? <:3) How is the 
estimation of the scope of objects belonging to physics possible? 

Physics is knowledge of sense-objects in experience. The latter, how-
ever, contains the representation of objects as appearances (phamomena) 
which does not present (exhibit) what objects are in themselves but how 
they affect sense. [Physics] makes into its principle the moving forces, 
according to the constitution of the subject as affected (internally - not 
externally, that is, as the forces are empirically given (dabi/e)); which is to 
say [that its principle is] the connection of the manifold of sensible repre-
sentation as it is thought a priori (cogitabile), according to the form of 
composition. And so it contains experience, as a system of empirical 
knowledge, which has absolute unity as its consequence, and whose form 
already contains objectively in its' concept the thing [Sache] itself as phe -
nomenon (according to the rule: forma dal esse ret)' 

Physics is, thus, the doctrine of the connection of what is empirically 
represented into the unity of experience, and, hence, of progressing sub-
jectively within a system. The individuality (singularitas) of possible experi-
ence, which [is presented} through the synthetic unity of adjacent and 
successive representations of space and time, given in pure intuition (plu - 22:3 I 9 
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ralis), (grounds] the absolute unity of experience. Hence one must say: 
"There is only one experience, and, if One hears mention of experienas, 
this must always be understood thereby only as an aggregate of percep-
tions, which belong to a single experience." 

Because the concept of sense-objects as mere appearances, nevenhe-
less, always, through reason, refers back to the thing [Sache] in itself (of 
which, however, no intuition can be expected), physics - which has to do 
with outer representations of the senses, their system for the sake of 
experience, and the principle of the possibility of experience - will have to 
occupy itself with nothing other than the systematic inner connection of 
these representations of the moving forces of matter. 

Progression toward physics. 

-Physics is the doctrinal system of the moving forces of matter, insofar as 
they are objectively contained in a natural system of them. It contains as a 
science an absolute whole of empirical knowledge of outer sense-objects. 
The enterprise of attaining it is caned the investigation of nature, whose 
material (empirical) principle rests upon observation and experiment; its 
formal one, however - how and what one must investigate - rests on a 
priori principles. The latter contain the ground of the possibility of experi-
ence as a system of the srudy of nature, they are not derived/rom 
experience.· 

[Righ'margin] 
We can extract nothing from the sensible representations which form 

the matter of cognition, except when we ourselves have inserted (accord-
ing to the formal principle of the composition of what is empirical in the 
moving forces). Appearances are here to be regarded as things [Sachm] in 
themselves. 

Physics has to do here with appearances of appearances, and the former's 
22:320 principles must be capable of being Classified a priori by division, both in 

regard to objects (e.g. organic ones) as also in regard to the moving subject. 
The objects of the senses, regarded metaphysically, are appearances; 

for physics, however, these objects are things (Sachenl in themselves, 
which affect sense, or as the subject affects itself (represent a prion). 

The sale means to absolute unity for the sake of eq>erience is to tum the 
nominal system of sensible representations into their real system. 

Of direct and indirect appearances in comparison with things in 
themselves. 

Since the moving forces by which we are affected are themselves, in 
tum, appearances, with respect to the system of forces affecting the 
senses, we can (and may) view them as things in themselves only in regard 
to the system. 
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[Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet IV, page 2 J 
There are two ways of distinguishing appearance from the thing 

[Sachej itself [and] the subjective element of a mode of representation 
from the objective. The first is metaphysical, the other physiologicalj and 
both consist in representing, as to its form, the mode in which the 
subject is affected (by the object). In which, however, the deception 
occurs that what belongs to the subject (which is affected) is attributed 
to the represented object - a deception which belongs to the error of 
subreption in roncepts. The second deception consists (as concerns the 
existence of a senseRobject) in immediately taking empirical conscious w 

ness of the object (perception) as a prinCiple of the connection 
tions for the possibility of experience - and to do so, indeed, directly, 
despite the fact that this can only take place mediately (indirectly) and 
that the existence of the object is not (derivedl from experience but must 
precede itfor experience (that is, for the sake of the possibility of experi-
ence in physics). For experience does not come of its own accord as 
influence of the moving forces on sense, but must be made. The sensible 
element in the representation of experience (sensibi/e) is the material for 22:321 
physics from which empirical knowledge must first of all be formed, by 
observation and experimental investigation of nature (observatio et expmR 

mentum), according to a formal principle. The thinkable element in the 
representation of experience (cogitabile) does not, however, absolutely 
(absolute tale), but only conditionally (hypothetice tale) provide physics with 
a guiding thread in the investigation of nature. The latter, without outlin-
ing a prion· a whole of its object (according to the laws of the connection 
of these sensible representations) can, as regards scope and content, 
establish no system [worthy of] the name of physics. A subject of moving 
forces, however, which can have a concept of its objects in a system of 
the moving forces (as lawlike determinations of nature) only through the 
understanding, has a constitution which already contains identically in 
itself (through an analytic principle) the concept of such a whole of outer 
sense-objects. For, without this rule and order, we would know nothing 
of the latter's existence. 

Knowledge of moving force in appearance in space, against moving 
force in itself. Appearance of appearance, insofar as the subject is af-
fected by the object, and affects itself, and is a motion in appearance for 
itself. d The indirect moving force of outer sense in the investigation of 
nature - since the subject itself makes and causes the motion through 
which it" is affected, inserts a prion' into the subject what it receives from 
without, and is self-moving. 

Empirical representation combined with consciousness is perception. 
Consciousness of the combination of perceptions into a whole (not as a 
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fragmentary aggregate but as a system) is not, in turn, itself empirical, but 
a pn'ori knowledge as to its form - that is, experience. This agreement is 
not derived out of (or from) experience, but is a synthesis of appearances in 
the subject for experience, and for the sake of its possibility. Here there 

22:322 occurs an amphiboly of the concepts of reflection: [One] takes what na-
ture produces (appearances in the subject) for one and the same as what 
this subject does. That is to say, [one] misintetprets the connection of 
empirical representations, taken into a whole, and it as a thing in 
itself. Thus (one] takes the formal clement of appearance for the material 
element of the object itself, and what the subject inserts for the sake of the 
possibility of experience (the form) as what is encountered in the sense-
object itself (the matter). The transition from the metaphysical founda-
tions of natural science to physics. 

To take hold of the moving forces of matter empirically, and to collect 
them fragmentarily, cannot ground a physics as a system. Rather, it must 
be capable of being erected as a whole - not as an aggregate (Spars;'lI) but 
as a system (coniunctim) - according to an a priori principle which deter-
mines the number and order of the moving forces. This cannot occur 
otherwise than by (taking as its principle] what we insert for the sake of a 
possible experience (consequently according to a formal principle), not 
what we extract from the aggregate of perceptions, In this way, a science is 
brought about in which the investigation of nature (by observation and 
experiment) proceeds from the appearance of appearances (and so accord-
ing to an a priori principle); science is thus, indeed, made possible indi-
rectly, not as an indeterminately digressing compilation (cognitio vaga) but 
according to principles of the division of the manifold according to con-
cepts. Because, not intuition but the understanding, not the sensible 
(se"sibile) but the thinkable (cogitabile), according to the principle of all 
coordination (fimna dal esse ret), prior to alllbreaks oJJJ 

The amphiboly of concepts: to make a leap from that which comes to us 
empirically, and is merely appearance, to experience - since the latter 
would be an appearance of an appearance, and experience cannot be 
received as a representation which comes to us, but must be made. 

[MalXi" ... 1" 
[Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet V, page II 

D 

Just as the physical division of all bodies extends to infinity, and no simple 
part of matter - hence no atomism - can be found, so it is with the logical 
division of the concept of body in general (that is, the principle of the 
species of matter). Bodies can be classified in an infinite number of ways: 
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according to their material (mixture); their fabric (texture); their shape 
(figure); and, as solid, purposively bodies, according to their 
preservation (nature); and so to infinity, such that in the division of any 
system there can never be a final member, 

(I) The apperception of objective composition (a prion) , (2) The appre-
hension of the subjectively composite (empirical), (3) The synthetic unity 
of appearances, under one concept, in a whole of space, (4) The principle 22:325 
of the investigation of nature in regard to objects, 

\Ve have a pn'on' intuition, with consdousness of outer objects; also 
empirical representations with consciousness, that is, perception. (The 
actuality of objects is assumed, because, otherwise, the passive 
ness [would have] no gTound for the lawfulness [of empirical representa-
tions], and for outer communication {breaks ofJI 

(I) Appearance in its metaphysical significance, as sense is affected. (2) 
Appearance in its physical significance, as the subject itself affects sense, 
by means of moving forces, according to form. (3) How the latter signifi-
cance is subordinated to the former. (4) How the moving forces of the 
whole (determinable and determining - not fin regard to relationJ of the 
aggregate to its parts but [in regard toJ the system) form a system caUed 
physics - that is, experience which has as its basis absolute unity in its 
concept: progressing from the empirical (which is not a system, but frag-
mentary) to the rational idca of the whole of the objects of scnse (ponder-
able, coercible, cohesible, exhaustible,! and their opposites). And how an 
elementary system of the moving forces is constituted a priori by the 
understanding (according to the absolute synthetic unity of space) by 
means of a universally distributed, all-penetrating, etc. matter, which 
forms a self-subsistent whole, -(The appearance of appearance, thought 
in the connection of the manifold, is the concept of the obiect 

Thus physics is constituted, not out of and from experience, but, [by 
means of] the concept of the unity of moving forccs,for the possibility of 
experience (by means of observation and experiment) according to the 
principles of the investigation of nature. It is constituted according to the 
aforementioned universal principles for the coordination of whatever phe-
nomena may ever be presented to the outer senses, -insofar as outer forces 22:326 
act upon them and their organs.- These principles found an a prion' 
classification which outlines a system of nature as a schema, and in which 
a place is developed for each natural object. 

The appearance of appearances (that is, how the subject is mediately 
affected) is metaphysically [the samel as how the subject makes itself into 
an object (is conscious of itself as determinable in intuition). It contains 
the principle of the combination of the moving forces in space, in order to 
realize space through empirical representation, according to its form-

f Above the last four words: -Categories: quantity, quality. relation, modality.-
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not through experience, but for the sake of the possibility of experience as 
a system of the subjecrs empirical representations. (Axioms of Intuhioo, 
Anticipations of Perception, Analogies of Experience, and coordination of 
empirical representations in a system in general (thus not fragmenlarily).) 

The amphiboly of reflective judgment is the self-deception of taking 
empirical apperception as intellectual apperception in composition (which 
takes place a priori according to principles). It is a conjunction, not by a 
stepwise progression from metaphysics to physics, {but] by a leap; because 
a tniddJe term - namely, the consciousness of synthetic unity in the prog-
ress of the investigation of nature - is lacking. 

This composition (or, rather, the composite of phenomena in a system) 
is not itself a phenomenon, but a connection of the moving forces by a 
concept of the understanding. By its means we systematically establish, 
according to a principle, the manifold (which has been fragmentarily 
composed by us, through observation and experiment) into a whole of 
empirical knowledge for the sake of the investigation of nature. 

Division of the moving forces in reJation to the five senses; then to bodily 
forms in general. 

The moving forces of matter are what the moving subject itself does 
with its body to (other] bodies. The reac(ions corresponding to these 

22:327 forces are contained in the simple acts by which we perceive the bodies 
themselves. Mechanics and dynamics are the two principles. 
[ ... ] 

22:340 [Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet VIII, page I] 

G 

Thus, in physics, concepts are founded on that which is furnished by the 
empirical investigation of nature - and, hence, on a subjective apriod prin-
ciple of this investigation in the elementary system of the moving forces. So 
the subjective principle presupposes a principle of the division of the system 
as to its material element, that is, its primary materials (bases). 

The appearance of things in space (and time), however, is twofold: (I) 
that of objects which we ourselves insert in space (a pn'on), and which is 
metaphysical; (2) that which is empirically given to us (a posterion), and 
which is physical. The latter is direct appearance. the fonner indirect - that 
is, appearance of an appearance. 

The object of an indirect appearance is the thing [Sathe] itself - that is, 
22:34 lone which we only extract from intuition, insofar as we ourselves have 

inserted the appearance, that is, insofar as it is our own cognitive product. 
For we would have no consciousness of a hard or soft, warm or cold, etc. 

body, as such, had we not previously formed for ourselves the concept of 
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these moving forces of matter (of attraction and repulsion, or of extension 
and cohesion, which we subordinate to them) and thus can say that one or 
the other of these [properties] falls under such a concept. Hence, there arC 
given for empirical knowledge concepts which are -not, for that reason, 
empirical, a priori,. they are given for the sake of experience - 'to have 
natural things subjectively, [as] given objects according to an a priori princi-
ple .• [This latter is only possible,] because we made the object of empirical 
intuition (of perception) ourselves; produced it ourselves for the instrument 
of sensation (by composition); and thus presented a sense-object forexperi-
ence in accordance with the latter's universal principles; and thereby pro-
duced in sensible intuition, for the subject, the individual (of sense-
representation) in what is universal as to its form. 

Thus, for example, rock crystal is a species of the genus "stone" in the 
classification of minerals - that is, a hard, brittle, once fluid now transpar-
ent body, formed regularly into a certain figure and texture, whose produc-
tion we think of as originating from a particular kind of matter. Now, by 
means of the description (Jejcriptio) - which, however, is not explanation 
(definitio), since it has not emerged fromaprior; concepts - the understand-
ing forms from this empirical material (basis) the concept of a transparent 
body, combined by attraction, and, by repulsion, forcefully resisting alter-
ation in its figure. And, thus, the understanding adds the formal element of 22:342 
experience to the material element of empirical intuition. 

The moving forces of matter, however, in virtue of the unity of space 
and its thoroughgoing fullness (since empty space would be no object of 
experience), form an elementary system, which is, indeed, the object of 
physics. The latter is a doctrinal system of the moving forces, and, by means 
of the investigation of nature, is always progressing as regards logical 
specification. 

[Right maw.] 
Physics is the empirical science of the moving forces of matter, insofar 

as it (matter) forms a system; the latter is founded in nature itself, and, 
hence, can be said to be a natural system (naturale) - not an artificial one 
(arti}iciale) . But how can we demand a priori a system of empirical knowl-
edge which, itself, neither is, nor can be, empirical? 

Discursive universality (unity in multiplicity) is to be distinguished from 
intuitive universality (many in one). The latter is an act of composition, 
and collective; the fonner of apprehension [AuffassenJ, and distributive. 
Axioms of Intuition precede the Anticipation which forms the basis of 
perception. 

The vacuum, in regard to the moving forces as sensible representations, is 
not an object of possible experience. Atom; et inane are no objects of 
experience. 
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The aggregate of empirical representation cannot precede, but the 
form of the system, which contains a principle. 

SpaJium cogitabile is the form of the whole in the system - in form, a 
thought-object (ens rationis). The insensible is vacuum. 

Spalium daMIe and spatio cogilabi/e as system - not noumenon. 
Contradiction. 

The elementalY concepts of the moving forces of matter are: 

I. {ThoseJ which move others without themselves being locomotive-
ponderable, coercible, etC. 

2. These stand under categories 
22:343 3. The forces, under the categories, under the universal moving principle 

of an all-penetrating, etc. matter, 

In the amphiboly of the concepts of reflection, indirect appearance is 
apparentness jApparentz], that is, illusion [Schein]. 

Appearance gives a priori principles of the whole of moving forces only 
formally. The material element remains undetermined. Only the system is 
the thing [SacheJ itself. 

[Xth fascicie, (half-)sheet VIII, page 2J 
We can extract nothing other from our sense-representations than that 

which we have inserted (with consciousness of its presentation) for the 
empirical representation of ourselves - that is, by the understanding (intel-
/ectus exhibit phaenomena .w!tlsllum). This presentation produces a system 
out of an aggregate of perceptions, according to the formal conditions of 
intuition and the coexistence of these perceptions in the subject. It pro-
duces a "cognition of the outer- sense-object, as appearance, by composi-
tion of manifold of the moving forces of matter in appearance, for the sake 
of the possibility of experience { - that iS1 for the investigation of nature. 
The presentation is the schema of a concept which, as mere appearance, 
makes a priori possible the form of the composite in the object and the 
ground of experience for knowledge of it For only appearance permits a 
priori knowledge. 

The five outer senses, to which belongs further an inward one (sensa-
tion of warmth).} 

Now, this complex of empirical representations in one consciousness is 
not thought as an aggregate, compiled fragmentarily from perceptions; 
from that no experience arises, for to "the possibility of" experience there 

22:344 belongs synthetic unity a priori, "according to a principle of connected 
perceptions.- Thus all empirical data of outer sense-representation will 
have to be thought of in no other way than as necessarily combined in one 
system, in order to be thought as belonging to experience. Hence there is, 
with respect to these objects, only one experience (as language itself 
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conveys, which does not speak of experiences, but only of experience). It 
is this experience, as a system, which the empirical investigation of nature 
aims at, not empirically, however, but according to a principle (the formal 
element of knowledge), based a priori, 'in order to represent the appear-
ances of natural things appropriately to experience. 

Now, as regards the synthesis of appearances (that is, how the objects of 
empirical representations and their spatial relations must necessarily ap-
pear to us, and, consequently, also, what experience will offer us if we 
pursue it, by observation and experiment, in the investigation of nature) 
we can, indeed, very well determine a priori what they are for our senses; 
not, however, what they arc for every human being (that is, in themselves). 
Thus we cannot, as it ,seems, even with al1 our means of having experi-
ence, discern a prion' - with universal validity - which (and how many) 
objects of perception (which, taken together, constitute mauer) and mov-
ing forces (in kind and number) there are which could be taken by us as 
underlying our possible experience. Rathel', {it seems,] that we could, at 
best, by random groping among outer sense-objects, merely compile an 
enumeration of certain forces - e,g. hardness, softness, heaviness, light-
ness, and so on - which together do not amount to a complete system of 
forces (and thus also to the materials which they contain). The reason is 
that we cannot come to knowledge of them by the investigation of nature, 
according to an a priori principle - that is to say, we cannot specify the 
primary materials of the moving forces and develop an elementary system 
of them. 

[ .•. J 

[Xth fascicle, (half-)shect X, page IJ 

[!1 
[ .•. J 

[RighI margin J 
Difference between natural system and doctrinal system of the objects 

of experience. The latter is science of nature. Transition from the meta-
physical foundations to physics, according to a prim principles. 

GaBleo, Kepler, Huygens and Newton. 
Huygens's transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural sci-

ence to the mathematical ones, and that of Newton to physics - merely by 
means of the concept of gravitational attraction, which did not occur to 
Kepler. 

Of the doctrinal system of nature which is preceded by the zetctic 
system. 
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(I) The object in intuition (2) in subjective and thus a pn'ori 
(3) in perception, empirical consciousness (4) in experience, whereby it is 
self-made through composition. Given through observation and 
experiment - the formal element of apprehension, apperception, reflec-
tion of judgment in which the amphiboly (4) the elementary system, 
subjective - as natural system, objective. 

That we have insight into nothing except what we can make ourselves. 
First, however, we must make ourselves. Beck's original representing.68 

Experience (that which is to be experience), which is compiled fragmentar-
ity. from nothing but individual facts, is not an experience, but only the 
ground to expect experience. 

22:354 [Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet X, page . ) 
That the objects of sense must allow of being specified and divided by 

genus and species, prior to experience and for the sake of it, does not, 
thus, take place by fragmentary groping around, but according to an 
objective principle of combination in a system of empirically given natural 
forces. The latter have influence on the and yet; at the same time, 
must be thought of as united '* priori by the understanding into an absolute 
whole, as regards quantity and quality; and, 'hence, represented as united 
specifically into a system of physics. This amounts to the transition from 
the metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics, in which the 
manifold [is] united according to the fonn of a system (non sparsim sed 
conjunctim) and, [likewise,) the whole of all objects of perceprion for the 
sake of the possibility of experience - not through that which the under-
standing merely extracts from the manifold, but only insofar as it has it.,e1f 
previously inserted [the fonn of] the system. In this way, the investigation 
of nature may hope to achieve a natural - [that is,J a system out of 
the elements of these [natural) forces. 

It is impossible to specifY a priori the empirical manifold of the moving 
forces of maner (for the latter arc matters which act upon our sensc-
organs, and so [produce) sensations, by which we acquire perceptions) 
unless it is itself posited in the very problem (and in representation as a 
problem). Of this kind is: All matter is either ponderable or impondera-
ble . .. . For it is the influence on the senses of the affected subject which 
amounts to the representation of the object, insofar as it is apprehended. 

The inner and outer objects of the senses in appearance (obiecta phae-
nomena) (which are, for this reason, not [to be regarded] as immediate - as 
the thing [Sac/It] in itself - but only subjective and mediate, according to 

22:355 what they are in relation to the subject and the form in which the latter 
makes the moving forces of matter for the sake of experience) are the basis 
of the unification which the understanding thinks a priori into this 
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manifold - the formal element of composition in one concept - which 
amounts to the essence of the object. [The understanding does this] by 
connection of the given manifold according to laws (fonna dat esse ret), 
whose complex (complexus), as empirical representations for the sake of the 
possibility of experience (by specification of perceptions in the apprehen-
sion of appearances and their coordination according to a law) fonns a 
doctrinal system called physics. The transition to physics (which [lies] in 
the natural tendency of the metaphysical foundations.of natural science as a 
universal doctrine of experience) can develop for itself a topic of concepts, 
according to a law of the connection of perceptions in the investigation of 
nature (by observation and experiment). In this topic, ever-progressing 
physics is led to classifY and specify, according to a single principle, the 
objects of experience (as appearances, to which the investigation of nature 
leads), not by random groping among perceptions as an aggregate, but [in 1 an 
elementary system. 

The moving force of matter is now classified, according to its reciproc-
ity, into the force of free matter (materia soluta) and into that of matter 
which is bound by itself (ligata) - that is, matter which forms bodies and 
which limits its own space by attraction of its part'; among each other. 
Bodies are, in tUTO, either organic or inorganic. The former are such that 
their inner and outer fonn (in texture and figure) is not comprehensible a 
priori, as belonging to a natural system, without a principle of reciprocally 
moving forces (according to purposes). [The latter,] on the other hand, 22:356 
require no such principle (materia brnta) . Finally, organized matters are 
either animate or merely vegetative beings. The possibility of organized 
bodies cannot be known a priori,' hence their concept can only enter 
physics through experience. For who would think that there would be, in 
nature, bodies which, like works of art, are formed inwardly and outwardly, 
and which, furthermore, preserve their species despite the destruction of 
individuals, if experience were not to supply examples of such in rich 
measure? Hence the latter must not be lacking in the elementary system of 
the moving forces in the transition from the metaphysical foundations of 
natural science to physics. 

[Margin . .. ] 

[Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet XI, page I] 

K 

The topic of the moving forces of matter (which, combined with con-
sciousness, awaken perceptions, as empirical representations of object,; of 22:357 
the senses) does not yet, on its own, found an experience - that is, empiri-
cal knowledge of these objects. Rather, it founds the objects only [as] they 
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are initially [given] in appearance, according to the subjective characteristic 
of their intuition, insofar as they affect the inhliting subject. 

Now the form of intuition (as appearance) is, however, the only thing 
which can be given a priori for the sake of the possibility of experience 
(hence, in the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science to physics) and fts complex fonns the elementary system of phys-
ics. Hence empirical representations (as perceptions of the objects of 
sense) will allow of being established and classified, in relation to one's 
own bodily subject in appearance, as a system which can be specified a 
priori as to kind and number. The latter furnishes a transition from the 
metaphysics of nature to physics - as a whole, outside the subject, which 
is appearance for its own self. The subject, as the appearance of an 
appearance in a system of empirical knowledge (which is called experi-
ence) presents a priori the first transition from the metaphysics of natural 
science to physics in an elementary system of the moving forces of matter. 
It presents this transition in the form of an object of experience in the 
relation to the subject's body, according to all the functions of the fragmen-
tary aggregations of the manifold. 

The division of the moving forces - if it is to be drawn up systemati-
cally, not fragmentarily (in which case it would be lawless) - can be drawn 
up according to no other logical form but .that of disjunctive judgments 
(for which reason, the forces remain problematic). Thus, in a doctrinal 
system of the moving forces, it must be said, as far as the formal element 
of their coordination (coordinatio atlt subor4ina.lio) is concerned: All matter 
is either ponderable or imponderable as to its moving forces, and so on. 

22:358 Consequently, the moving forces can and must [be enumerated1 in an 
elementary system, which belongs to physics; and these forces, when 
thought together with thc form of their combination into the system, 
according to principles, constitute the doctrinal system of physics itself. 
These forces, as objects of empirical intuition with consciousness (percep-
tions) may be called materials (bases materiale), that is, movable substances, 
which may be either locomotive (locomotivae), or else repercussively mov-
ing their place (in motion at the same location) (i1lteme motivae) [breaks o!f1 

[HOllom mawn] 
In order to attain a priori empirical cognitions and their system (that is, 

experience) the subject must first apprehend subjectively the relation of 
the moving forces to itselfin the representation of inner sensej apprehend 
them, fragmentarily, in the aggregate of the perceptions of inner senSCi 
and combine them in one consciousness. This cannot take place by ran-
dom groping among perceptions, but systematically, [according to] the 
formal elment of the appearance of t11e manifold of the intuition of il"elf. 
Through this act of composition (sytlthetice), the subject makes itself, 
according to a principle, into an object as it appears to itself - [that is,] as 
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it affects itself and appears to itself, and extracts nothing more from 
intuition (the empirical) than it has inserted into it, 

[Right margin} 
The materials (bases) in given matter in general do not permit of being 

specified and classified a priori. But the moving forces of these materials 
do very well permit enumeration in a division of the manifold modes of 
motion. 

Consciousness of one's own organs in the use of one's moving forces, 
as appearance of a body in general - as subjective transition to physics, as 
regards perception, insofar as dle latter contain a prion' unity of the object: 22:359 
appearance of the whole of appearances. 

The subject in appearance, which collects the inner moving forces for 
possible experience (for the completeness of possible perceptions) in 
fonnity with a formal law; therein it affects itself according to a principle, 
hence appears to itself as compositive (by inner moving forces). 

Only appearances are intuitions such as can be given a priori. Empirical 
intuitions with consciousness (that is, perceptions) depend on forces 
which move the senses and form an elementary system of matter. The 
latter, however, (is] only present in appearance; in physics, howeveI; it is 
raised up into experience. 

[ , , ,] 

[Xth fascicle, (halHsheet XIII, page r] 
, 

M 

Empirical intuition (as the subjective element of perception of the moving 
forces of the matter of the outer object which affects [the senses]) repre-
sents space itself into an object of experience, as a synthetic cognition of 
the by means of the a priori composition of the manifold in 
appearancej -and this, indeed, in empirical intuition.-

The pure intuition of the manifold in 'space contains a priori the form 
of the object in the- appearance of the first order, -that is, direct appear-
ance.' The composition of perceptions (appearance ·in the subject-) for 
the sake of experience is, -in its turn,' appearance 'of the subject thus 
affected as it represents itself (hence, indirect appearance) and is' of the 
second order: appearance of the appearance of perceptions in one con-
sciousness; that is, appearance 'of the suhject (hence, imli-
rect)· 'and, of the synthesis of perceptions of the IXlssibility of experience 
(which is single), ·Mediate appearance is' the subjective element of the 
connection of presentations in the subject, according to principles of the 
consciousness of their composition into a cognition of these phenomena, 
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in the consciousness of the synthetic unity of e.xperience. In consequence, 
[inl the coordination of perceptions into the unity of experience, [there 
arises] a system of those inner perceptions which allow of being classified 

22:368 and specified a priori, with the effect that the composing subject appears 
to itself in the composition according to principles, and so, in a system of 
perceptions ·(as forces of matter affecting the senses),· progresses a priori 
toward the possibility of physics. 

[ .•• J 

[Xth fascicle, (half-lsheet XIII, page 2J 
[ ... J" 

[Bot/om margin J 
The objective element in appearance presupposes the subjective in the 

moving forces; or, conversely, the empirical element in perception presup-
22:373 poses the form of composition of the moving forces with respect to what is 

mechanical. The doctrinal element in the investigation of nature in gen-
eral presupposes in the subject an organic principle of the moving forces 
in [the fonn of] universal principles of the possibility of experience. Ax-
iom of Intuition. etc. Since [breaks oJJJ 

The transition from metaphysics to physics as a doadnal system requires 
principles of a priori division according to concepts; in which the question 
is whether this division, like the (mathematical) division of matter, extends 
to infinity, or is atomistic. First division of matter into maurials and hodies. 
The former are represented as albeit formless; the latter as 
formative, and the molecules as formed. Bodies whose inner form can be 
thought as intentional (that is to saYI as possible only according to a 
principle of purpose) are organic; and, hence, must also be thought as 
rigid. They are machines - either liftless (merely vegetative) or Iivingl 

animal- for which indivisible unity of the moving principle (soul) is re-
quiredj for an aggregate of substances cannot by itself found a purposive 
unity. Such a natural characteristic cannot belong a priuri to the principle 
of the division; for even the possibility of an organic body cannot be 
appreciated [a prion1- We experience organic forces in our own body; and 
we come, by means of the analogy with them (with a part of their princi-
ple), to the concept of a vegetative body, leaving out the animal part of its 
principle. In both cases, the [characteristic] phenomenon of a species 
which preserves itself in space and time is the continuation of the genus 
and the alternating death and life of its individuals: Sickness fOlms the 
constant transition between the two. The original moving forces, however, 
presuppose a certain number of those forces which act subjectively upon 
the empirical power of representation and determine it into perception. 

Subjectively indirect appearance - since the subject is an object of em-
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pirical knowledge for itself, and, yet) at the same time, makes itself an 
object of experience, insofar as, in affecting itself, it is the phenomenon of 
a phenomenon. 

[ ... ] 
[Xth fascicle, (half-)sheet XIV, page 2] 

IN] 
Now, there must be an a priori principle, in order to apprehend percep-
tions as effects of the moving forces of matter on the subject for the sake 
of experience, and to coordinate them into a physics (not to be extracted 
from physics); since, otherwise, that science would turn in a circle. Hence 
there must be a system of the moving forces which are thought a priori, 
that is, according to the modifications of motion in general. The motions 
[yield] a schema for the combination of the moving forces according to the 
latter's rule, and are thought of as systematically combined in confonnity 
with the schema of the Analogies of Experience. This takes place insofar 
as the understanding presents its own acts - being its effects on the 
subject - in the concepts of attraction or repulsion, etc" in a whole of 
experience produced formally thereby. 

I. 11Ihat is physics? It is the doctrine of the complex (complexus) of empiri-
cal-representations with consciousness· (perceptions) insofar as they con-
tain an aggregate of appearances -(of the subject, as affected by moving 
forces)- for a system (according to a principle of their combination) - that 
is, subjectively, the ground of the possibility of experience. 

So physics is not yet itself the system of empirical knowledge, but the 
tendency of the metaphysical foundations of natural science toward the 
doctrine of experience [as an unconditional whole1. -Since there is only a 
single experience, the synthetic unity of perceptions, thought a pn'ori in 
the unconditional whole of perceptions (cogitabile), is, at the same time, 
given (dabile).· 

Since all perceptions are effects of the moving forces of matter on the 22:378 
subject which contains their representation, the moving forces are con-
tained by the transition to phy'i:ics, according to their quality, etc" as 
objects of experience dissolved into their elements. 

{Appearance as the form of representation - how the subject is affected 
by an object - can be given a pn'on',. thus the moving forces of matter can 
effect empirical representations in the subject, but not yet experience.} 

First, the subjective element of appearances, as pure a priori intuitions. 
Then, the objective element of empirical intuitions from moving forces 
which inwardly determine the subject - that is, of perceptions as empiri-
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cal intuitions with consciousness. Third, the relationship of perceptions to 
experience as a system (not a mere aggregate) of the moving forces 
affecting the subject; simply according to their form a priori (disjunctively) 
-for the sake of the possibility of experience.- According to the rules of 
composition of the forces - -hence, only- problematically: ponderable or 
imponderable, coercible, etc., according to the categories of quantity, etc., 
of the elementary system of the moving forces as materials; that is, as 

which, as independently movable, fonn bodies -both inwardly 
and outwardly,· -in- texture (inwardly) and figure. One all-embracing, all-
penetrating material of the manifold (by crystallization, etc.) lies at the 
basis of these materials (without being hypothetical) in a whole of the 
elementary system; it is this which dynamically forms the subject of the 
moving forces in a single system. 

[ . . J 

[Xth fascicle, (half-)shect XV, page 2J 

(0) 
Physics has as its object things whose cognition is only possible through 
experiencej that is to say, such objects - whose concept, idea, or even 
fiction, as being without any reality (albeit without internal contradiction 
either) contains no guarantee of their possibility - as can have such a 
guarantee only from experience. The concept of such an object would, for 
instance, be that of an organized body - e.g. in the vegetable or animal 
kingdom. Were experience not to furnish of them, the possibility 
of such bodies would be dismissed by everyone as fantasies of the Prince 
of Palagonia.1O 

Nevertheless, since man [has] not just a feeling of his own body, but 
also a sensible representation (combined with understanding) of it ({of] 
his own form) [which he) can abstract from his body as object, and so 
present in a universal concept, he can recognize himself by experience in 
something which, were this not so, he would have to reject from his 
concepts as an empty fantasy. Thus there are sense-objects (even) whose 
possibility is only thinkable through actuality. 

Physie,s is the doctrine of the aggregation of appearances (that is, of the 
subject of empirical representations as possible perceptions, af-
fects its senses itfielf-) into a doctrinal system, called experience. Hence 
the manifold of appearances is coordinated within it, oot[rom experience, 
but (automatically) for experience, according to a principle of the connec-
tion of perceptions as effects of the forces which move the subject -itself.-

22:384 Physics is thus not an empirical system (for that would be a contradictory 
concept) but a doctrinal system of all empirical representations. The 
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lalter, as regards their form, are initially given a priori in appearance 
[through) the relarlon of the moving forces; then, however, thought 
through the understanding as in combination under a principle - not 
apprehended, but inserted a pn'on' into empirical intuition (into sensible 
representation) by the subject itself, according to principles of the possibil-
ity of experience. 

In this way, it can be understood how it is possible that that which can 
only be *represented as· empirically given (immediate sensible representa-
tion - intuilus) may yet, as made by the subject itself (hence mediately - per 
conceptus), and thoughtapn'on', be counted among the objects of experience . 
The reason is, namely, that sensation (which is the perceiving subject's own 
effect) is, in fact, nothing other than the moving force which determines 
itself to composition, and the perception of outer objects is only the rtppear-
ance of the automacy of the conjunction of the moving forces affecting the 
subject themselves. 

What thus belong first of all to physics are the formal differences of 
the active relations of the moving forces of matter, which make their 
object into an object of experience. Atlraction, repulsion - pressure, im-
pact, etc. Second, however, there belong [0 physics the material relations 
in a whole of possible experience (as absolute unity) , a system of empiri-
cal knowledge of these forcesj consequently, to think the division of 
whatever can only derive its concept from experience: e.g., of the differ-
ence between organic and inorganic bodiesj or else of a matter (as 
elementary material) which can form no body but is inwardly present in 
all bodies, in substance (caloric) . These differences, as a whole, belong 
to physics (architectonically). 

[ .. . j 

[Xth fascicle, sheet XVlII, page 4j" 

[RJ 
It is not in the fact that the subject is affected empirically by the object (per 

but that it affects itself (per sponlaneilalem), that the possibil-
iry of the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science 
to physics consists. Physics must make its object itself, according to a 
principle of the possibility of experience as a system of perceptions. It 
transfonns thereby the discursive of the aggregate of percep-
tions into intuitive universalityj not partially (sparsim) but as unifying ap-
pearances (conliunclim), not through experience but for it. Thus the sub-
ject is an object of empirical intuition - that is, appearance - for itselfj for 
only as such can it [serve] a priori, in conformity with the formal condi-
tions of the possibility of experience, for the sake of physics (and the latter 
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be introduced as a possible science)., For experience cannot be given but 
must be made; and it is the principle of the unity of experience in the 
subject which makes it possible that even empirical data (as materials by 

22:406 which the subject affects itself) enter into a system of experience and, as 
moving forces, can be enumerated and classified in a natural system. 

One must proceed from the system ofthe empirical (Physics) to percep-
tions (which contain the moving forces of marier in experience) and to the 
functions of these forces with respect to the determination of sense-
objects - that is, the principle of the possibility of experience - in order to 
be able to expound these forces a priori, as materials in a division. 

Experience does not emerge in collective universality, from percep-
tions, but is made in distrihutive universality - as synthetic unity of the 
empirical manifold of perceptions (by the moving forces affecting the 
subject) for the sake of experience, as a system of those forces which 
affect sense - that is, for physics. The latter system is not empirical (for 
that would be a self-contradiction) but progresses to a complex of empiri-
cal determination, according to a principle. 

That we are conscious of ourselves a priori, in a system of empirical 
representations, which is itself, therefore, not empirical. In this system, 
the moving forces of matter exercise the functions of progress for the 
possibility of experience. They contain the form of the synthesis ofpercep-
tions (Quality, Quantity, Relation and Modality) [in] the relation of these 
forces to the subject (hence as appearances of the object in the composi-
tion of the material element of experience); thus, they give physics an a 
prion' foundation. Experience is not given but is made objectively by&' the 
subject. Not through experience, but for the sake of its possibility, and of 
perception, and of the system of perceptions of physics. 

In physics, however, there must be included thought-entities (entia ra-
tionis), as problematic, for the division of possible moving forces of matter; 
these are thought as so constituted that they cannot be thought otherwise than 
through experience. Of this kind are organic bodies, every part of which is 
there for the sake of the other, and whose existence can only be thought in a 

22:407 system of purposes (which must have an immaterial cause); of which the 
perception by man of his own organs furnishes the example. (Darwin's 
Zoonomia,7 2 Cullen,71 Brown,7.f who are called physicians (town or country 
doctors) although they only treat one branch of physics.) Now that which 
acts mediately on the senses in empirical intuition, as perception, is the real 
element (of perception) in physics; it is the material of representations 
which are not given a priori; and, yet, it is required in order to enumerate a 
priori such effecllO of the moving forces of the subject. One must first resolve 
them into relations (active), of which there exist a certain numbet. 

, Reading 110m for zum. 
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(Left mapXin] 
What is physics? It is the scientific doctrine of the knowledge of sense-

objects (of outer as well as inner) in experience. It is not an empirical 
science (for that would be a self-contradiction, since all knowledge, inso-
far as it is to he scientific, must be founded on formal principles of the 
combination of the manifold of its representations). It can, nevertheless, 
be a complex (complexus) of empirical cognitions which are combined into 
one experience; for experience must be made, and cannot, like mere 
perception (empirical representation with consciousness), be given. 

Physics is, thus, not a mere aggregate of perceptions (which, composed 
fragmentarily, will not amount to a science) but presupposes a principle of 
the composition of empirical representationsj the latter founds knowledge, 
not from experience but for it (and for its sake), as the principle of its 
possibility. Consequently, there is only one experience (just as there is only 
one matter) which furnishes a great manifold of appearances. Experience, 
proceeding from the moving forces of matter, furnishes an absolute whole 
of empirical representations, which supply a priori - not partially (sparsim) 
but [systematically] unified (cotliunctim) - the material for experience. 

Qutst;on. 22:408 
How is a priori knowledge of the system of the moving forces of matter, 

as an aggregate of empirical representations for the sake of experience, 
possible? 

Answer: not according to a synthetic, but to a merely analytical princi-
ple, namely, the rule of identity; since experience does not emerge imme-
diately from an aggregate of perceptions (thus not empirically) but onJy 
as the consequence of a formal principle of the coordination (coordinatio) 
of the manifold of empirical representations in a system, called 
experience - not from experience (empirically) but for experience (for its 
sake). In which the object is represented in appearance (that is, in 
relation to the form of intuition in the subject), not as immediately 
related to the object. From this, it can thus be seen, how the strange 
(paradoxical) element of the transition from the metaphysical foundations 
of natural science to physics can and must proceed in constant relation 
(not through a leap, but by a natural tendency) from the merely empiri-
cal to the rational. To wWch must be counted not merely that which can 
be an object of experience (to which belong those forces of matter which 
immediately affect the senses) but also that fAwhich cannot be thought as a 
possible sense-object olhrr than by aperitnce"; whose own possibility is 
otherwise problematic (e.g. organized bodies) (and] which may be appre-
hended and classified, not from experience but systematically for experi-
ence (in a scientific doctrine, called physics). 

Whatever is an object of perception (empirice dabile) is not, for that very 
reason, at once an object of experience - for the latter, as a system of 
perceptions, must be made. Now, all outer perceptions are effects of the 
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influence of the moving forces of maUer and of the outer object affecting 
2-2:409 the subject, and, to that extent, merely appearances; thus, they can be 

given a priori as to their fonnal element. Thus forces can also be thought 
in matter which are materials (lhat is, substances which belong to the 
motion of matter and which Conn the basis of these forces); and physics is 
a doctrinal system of them. These materials, regarded in their capacity as 
moving forces, pennit of being enumerated a priori, according to princi-
ples: as founded on attraction and repulsion (both, however, on penetrating 
or superficial [forcel, acting from whole to parts, etc.), coercible, etc. May 
be enumerated and classified a priori, according to principles. Basis and 
matter, which is guiding. 

22:453 [Xlth fascicle, sheet Ill, page J J 

s 
Perception (empirical representation with consciousness) is lllerely a rela-
tion of the object to the subject as the latter is affected by it: hence, an 
Action or reactiOll of the moving forces which the subject ext:rcises on 
itself in apprehension for the sake of sensation, and there are given to its 
objects as the material element of experience. These objects can never be 
anything other than empiricaHy affecting moving forces, even if the effects 
are inner, and, as appearance, presuppose pure intuition a priori. In accor-
dance with the latter, [there occurs,J formally, the connection of given 
empirical representations into a principle of the possibility of experience; 
which (as with matter itself) can only be one - namely, a systematic, 
absolute whole. 

This possibility of the connection of perceptions in a system, according 
to a principle of the possibility of experience, cOlltains the answer to the 
question: "How is physics, as a doctrinal system confonnable to the ele-
mentary system of nature, and so the transition from the metaphysical 
foundations of natural science to physics, possible?" That is, what are 
(according to their kind, number, and composition) those moving forces of 
matter which can be objects of experience? Or, how can one acquire 
experience of their existence? 

Empirical intuition with consciousness (perception) in a system of 
perceptions - that is, thought in experience - is given a priori through the 
understanding. The subjective is likewise objective, according to the prin-
ciple of identity. The moving forces of matte r accompanied by 
consciousness, affect the sense in perception (as empirical representa-

22-:45 4 tion), stand a priori, through self-consciousness, under a principle of 
composition by the understanding - and, thus, also of the possibility of 
experience. Conversely, what makes possible the systematic coordination 
of perceptions (as empirical material of matter) for the sake of experience 
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[is] that which (affecting sense) leads, as object in appearance, toward 
systematic combination [breaks ojJJ 

We cannot, by means of sense, extract the moving forces of matter, unless, 
by the understanding, we have previously inserted them, apn·ori, -according 
to the order of categories (the impulse as a complex).· We do this insofar as 
we unite the empirical representations, as appearances, to a whol e of experi-
ence in general. This combination to a system is first thought, not as empiri-
cal intuition of the object, but as coordination of sensible representations in 
the subject, according to the fonnal principle of their combination (ash the 
elementary system) before it is given jor experience. The subject docs not 
collect fragmentarily (as an aggregate) empirical representations with con-
sciousness into a single experience - for that is in advance of the [annal 
principle (which is to say, without principle); rather, it founds the relation of 
the representations toward one another, and founds a physics (which, 
thereby, first becomes possible). It represents -the fonn of possible experi-
ence- subjectively, "as a prior; condition- in the transition of the metaphysi-
cal principles of natural science to the science of nature (as a tendency of 
progress to the latter) - -hence,' as necessary. 

Physics in general has two kinds of objects: (I) Those whose assumed 
or inferred possibility can only be sustained by experience - and of this 
sort are organic bodies, as also gravitation. The latter is, indeed, drawn 
from experience, but that it should he attraction - as Newton first 
maintained - was problematic. It required that a leap be made, namely, to 22:455 
assume something for the sake of the system. [(2)J Second, a primitive and 
immediate (both belong together) universally material (primitive 
moverzs): caloric or light·material. 

[Right mal)!in] 
So the question is: I-low is physics possible? Not by perceptions, as 

receptivity of empirical representations flowing into the subject; for that 
gives only appearance. 

Physics is the science of the principles of the possibility of knowledge of 
the objects of experience - either of immediate experience or of experi-
ence of experience. It is the latter which contains the subjective principles. 
That is,jirst, in an aggregate, second, in a of perceptions, in which 
objects are only investigated in appearance (as the object is affected). In 
the second, as a complex of empirical knowledge itself (tendency toward 
physics), 

If, instead of matter (material) I take the moving forces of matter, and, 
instead of the object which is movable, the moving subject, then that 
becomes possible which previously seemed impossible: namely, to repre-

• Reading al5 for aus. (Lehmann's reading uncertain.) 
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sent a pn'on' empirical representations, which the subject makes itself, as 
given according to the formal principle of combination. The subject has 
no perceptions except for empirical representations, which it combines 
autonomously, corresponding to appearance, in a single consciousness; by 
this, the subject is, likewise, principle of the possibility of experience, 

[ ..• J 

22:456 [Xlth fascicle, sheet III, page oj 

22:457 

The perception of the object is consciousness of the moving forces of 
the subject itself; not insofar as it Lo; affected, but as it affects itself - that 
is, through the understanding, brings the manifold of appearance under a 
principle of its own composition; which principle is the ground of the 
possibility of experience - that is, of the systematic combination of percep-
tions, Sense contains the receptivity of the object in regard to appearancej 
the understanding adds the conditioned spontaneity of the connection of 
perceptions (according to a law for the possibility of experience); and the 
latter's principle (subjectively regarded, as a doctrinal system) forms the 
transition to physics. 

I. 
WHAT IS PHYSICS? 

Z. 
WHAT IS THE TRANSITION FROM THE 

METAPHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS 
OF NATURAL SCIENCE TO PHYSICS? 

3· 
HOW IS SUCH TRANSITION 

POSSIBLE? 

A, A fragmentary aggregate of perceptions is not yet experience; rather, 
the latter takes place on1y in a system of perceptions which is founded a 
priori on a certain fonn (of their connection). Experience is the absolute 
unity of this system, and one cannot speak of experiences (although one 
can well do so of perceptions, as empirical-sensible representations with 
consciousness) but only of experiences as absolute unity, Likewise, one 
cannot speak of matters, but only of matter in general, which belongs to 
this or that perception. 

B. Sense-objects in perception are oflWo kinds, (I) Those that can be 
given in experience. (0) Such objects as can onlY - if dley actually do 
exist - be given by means of experience; that is, one would not even be 
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able to assume them as possible, were experience not to prove their 
actuality. And of this kind are organic bodies, in contrast to inorganic: -the 
two are different in species.-

Third, there can also [be assumedl, furthennore, a primitively mO\'ing 
material, which, in substance, limitlessly fills space - that is, such a 
rial, as principle of the possibility of experience, does not leave any void in 
time or in space. Without assuming moving matter as a continuum, experi-
ence would permit a leap - a gulf in nature; which, according to the law 
natura tlon agit per saltum, 75 means nothing other than that the void cannot 
be an object of perception (nor, hence, of experience). Because this occu-
pation of space in substance must be thoroughly movable (thus, also, 
universally moving) in order to bring the moving forces into agreement 
[CotlSmsJ, understanding, too, must be assumed for the sake of universal 
organism, which [breaks o.oJ 

Physics is the doctrinal system of knowledge of the objects of the senses 
(outer or inner) in experience. Experience presupposes appeararlCt:S (phanw-
mena) which are given, that is, a mode in which the subject is affected by the 
sense-object - be that regarded as taking place by means of an outerobjecf, 
or as inner self-affection. The representation of the object, insofar as action 
takes place on sense immediately, is empirical (sensible representation). 
The composition of perceptions, according to a principle of form, must 
proceed not directly, in relation to the object, but itldirtCI/y, in relation to the 
subject given to the senses and to perceptions for the sake of the possibility 
of experience. 

-Summa 

Physics is a system of perceptions from the forces of matter which affect the 
senses, insofar as they modity the subject according to a principle of the 
possibility of experience (outer as well as inner). This experience is a work 
of the understanding, which gives it its fonn a priori, according to an a prion' 
law. That these are either direcdy moving forces (outer), or forces acting on 
sensation (of inner sense in sensation) rests on the difference between 
outer and inner sense in the apprehension of appearances - which has its 
form a priori.-

[Top malginJ 
The transition to physics consists, first, in transforming what is subjec-

tive in perception into what is objective in the appearance of the object of 
the senses; second, in presenting a priori the form of empirical intuition, 
in relation to the system of perceptions, for the sake of experience in 
general, according to laws of the moving forces. 
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[L¢ maT"] 
How is physics as a system of perceptions for the sake of experience 

possible? . 
Experience presupposes unity of the system of empirical representa_ 

tions with consciousness - hence of the moving forces (both subjective 
and objective); not, however, as a mere empirical aggregate, but as a 
synthetic a priori principle of the manifold of representations, for the sake 
of the possibility of experience (according to its form). 

But the data which form the moving forces - the material (matter ill 
abstracto, regarded metaphysically) - must be capable of being enumerated 
systematically, a priori. How is it possible, however, to establish a priori, for 
experience, the moving forces of matter, which belong to physics and pre-
suppose experience - and, yet, without this, no physics can be possible? 

There exist not merely outwardly moving forces of matter, but also 
inwardly moving, sense-affecting ones (first dlvision)j the latter, however, 
are accompanied by outer appearances (of motion) - sensations. Second, 
in general - that is, the totality of inwardly moving forces, which neither 
commence nor cease (caloric) and afe ail-penetrating (im;QcrcibiUs), a non-
hypothetical material . Third, organic (purposively formative matter - for 
itself, or for others (in propagation» . which can be thought apriori, and yet 
belongs to physics. Healthy or si.ck - in the or animal kingdoms, 
insofar as these are automatic; and mechanical or dynamic powers can be 
divided a priori, according (0 the order of the categories (or the quantity 
retc.]' of attraction and repulsion). As imponderable, incoercible, incohes-
ible and inexhaustible - or the contrary (here modality contains the cate-
gory of necessity). 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet III, page 3] 
Physics is a doctriual system (systema doctrinale) of sensible representa-

tions, insofar as they are combined through the subject's understanding to 
22:460 a principle of experience. It is not a fragmentary aggregate of perceptions 

-(empirical representations with consciousness)- but a system of percep-
tions in the concept of the subject, according to a principle of their 
combination to the synthetic unity (in experience) of the manifold which is 
given in intuition. {Physics is a doctrinal system of the connectJon of the 
perception of sense-objects to the fonnal unity of experience in .he sub-
ject. To the doctrinal system there corresponds, as regards the aggTegate 
of objects given to the senses, the natural system - as a whole of the 
coordination of natural things, according to principles of the division of 
objects of experience into classes, genera, species, etc., in an elementary 
system of objects.} The system of empirical representations (in a single 
experience) is, however, not itself empirical, but is founded on a formal 
principle, which emerges from a synthetic a pn·ori principle (hence from a 
transcendental principle). 
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The formal element of the principle of the connection of perceptions, for 
the sake of the possibility of experiences, in which the subject is its own 
object of inner intuition (appearance), must precede physics a pn'on,' it is 
not a part of physics (as empirical) but only amounts to the transition to it. It 
is the condition of the possibility of making empiricai representations (as the 
material element of empirical knowledge) into an object of experience, 
according to aformal principle (thus, a prion) which makes physics possible, 
as a doctrine of experience of sense-objects, insofar as it -(or its knowl-
edge)- is a system, What is required for this, however, is that matter, as 
sense-object (as efficient cause of perceptions, which aregive1l (fragmentar-
By), and thought as -inwardly and outwardly- moving forces) [be madel into 
a system of reprcsentations, according to the ordcr of the categories in the 
composition of the empirical representation produced by the moving 
forces; that is, composition for the possibility of experience - without being 
derived from experience. 

Perception is empirical representation, by means of which the subject 22:461 
affects itself a priori in intuition, and makes itself into an object, according 
to a principle of synthetic representation a prion' (of transcendental knowl-
edge) in conformity with the system of categories. The subject progresses 
to physics, composes its perceptions into a system, for the sake of experi-
ence and its possibility, and classifies its perceptions as appearances of 
empirical knowledge. Hence, it is not from experience but for it (thought 
[as] a systematic whole, as to its form) that the understanding [carries out] 
the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics, 

-(\Vhat is physics? How is it possible? What is the Transition? How is 
the Transition possible? How can the material element be completely 
enumerated as an elementary system? How its form [is possible]: conse-
quently, a priori, for experience, Objects are of two kinds: (a) those 
[given] through experience, (b) those that can rmly be given through 
experience, Organic bodies, and matter which never [forms] a body but is, 
nevertheless, thought as active in all bodies, Caloric. From the whole to 
all its parts.)· 

[Right mawn) 
If the question is: How can objects, to be represented empirically, yield 

a system of possible experience as synthetic a priori knowledge - that is, as 
an aggregate ot perceptions? then the answer is that the conditions of the 
possibility of an experience in general are identical to the concept of the 
connection of perceptions, according to an a priori principle, since experi-
ence is a subjective system of perceptions. 

Therefore, having to start from the subjective system of perceptions, 
we can and must make the transition from it [toJ perceptions (as the 
mediate or immediate influences of the moving forces on the subject of 
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empirical representations) according to.the principle of experience as a 
system - hence, according to a priori principles. 

[ .•• J 

22:463 (Xlth fascicle, sheet III, page 4J 
1. The appearances of the object of empirical representation, as an a 

priori intuition in space and time, namely, as the subject is affected by the 
object. 

2. How the subject affects itself in apprehension (in perception as 
empirical representation with consciousness) into an aggregate of the 
manifold of sensible representation. 

3. The synthetic unity of the empirical manifold (complexus), as moving 
forces of the subject, combined in a system. 

4. Physics itself, as science according to the principle of the possibility 
of experience (which is only one). Answer to the question: How is physics 
possible? 

Experience is synthetic unity of empirical representations with Con-
sciousness, insofar as they are combined by the understanding to unity 
-under a principle.- Experience - the object of perceptions combined in a 
system of thought - is (just like maner) only one. Not (as in atomtc;m's 
account of the object) [put togetherJ oin spaceo from the full and the void; 
nor [one experienceJ separated from another by blind chance (casus purus) 
in an empty time; for, in that case, nothingness would be an object of 

experience. 
The subjeaive element of empirical intuition, as appearance, is first given. 

The composition of its -empirically given- manifold is thought a priori, as 
to its form - that is, the mukrstanding combines the manifold, according 
to a principle, into the synthetic unity of the consciousness of the mani-
fold in the object. It does so for the sake of the possibility of experience, 
as the synthetic unity of perceptions (for the sake of the unity of the 
system of perceptions - which, thought a prion: is thus made by the 
understanding). 

22:464 Empirical representations with consciousness are mere1y subjective-
that is, they are not yet representations referred to -an- object. When, 
however, as impressions, they yield cognitions {Erkenntnisstiicke], they are 
perceptions of an object - be this an outer object or an inner one. 
Empirical representation, thought as the effect of the mOving forces, is a 
concept of the understanding, and not empirical; rather, it is postulated a 
priori, by physics. Objective. 

f,,4dditions abuve the main text (which occupies the lower third oJthe pag,)J 
Physics is the principle for representing what is subjective in percep-

tions (as appearances) as objective - by means of the understanding. 
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This subjective element is the appearance of the sense-affecting mani-
fold, by whose means the understanding progresses from perception to 
experience. 

Experience is an aggregation of perceptions, insofar as, subjectively, 
they form a system of knowledge. This system is founded a priori by the 
understanding, and contains a principle of synthetic a pdon knowledge of 
the manifold of appearances (whose form precedes [experience]). 

This system of perceptions is not a system from experience (empirical) 
but is a prion' ({or experience); and, for the sake of the possibility of 
experience, it founds a doctrinal system, called physics. For which the 
Transition (in virtue of the tendency of the metaphysical foundations) 
a1ready contains subjective necessity, by the principle of identity. 

The concept of a physics in general, and the possibility of a transition w 
it, require principles of the division of the elementary system of physics, 
which must be given a prion·. And the first of them can be none other than 
this (as a dichotomy): Its object') can be given in experiencej and some of 
them, further, cannot be given otherwise than through experience (from 
it). Of the latter kind are organic bodies; for the very possibility of such 
concepts founded on purposes would be only chimerical, were experience 22.:465 
not to teach it [to us1. 

The problem (quaestio problematis) is one and the same as (ideutica) the 
solution (resolutio). The synthetically expressed proposition of the possi-
bility of experience, analytic .. For experience is the connection of 
tions - not merely as an aggregate, but as the synthetic a priori unity of a 
system of perceptions, given by the understanding. In physics, the under-
standing progresses from appearance, etc. It neither continues in prog-
ress on the same territory (Physics), nor makes a leap, as over a gulf 
(empty space), but proceeds from the object in appearance to the connec-
tion of the moving forces in experience (that is, physics) as in an elemen-
tary system of the moving forces of matter. 

Perception (empirical representation with consciousness) is receptivity 
for the moving forces of matter, as spontaneity of the understanding [in] 
self-determination, according to an a priori principle - that is, of the ob-
ject in appearance: The subject, which affects itself, recognizes itself as 
phenomenon, and, likewise, necessarily determines its existence in experi-
ence, through apprehension in space and time. 

In this fashion, empirical representations, which are perceptions belong-
ing to physics, are produced, as object, by the subjed itself. And the influence 
of the subject on its own self makes possible synthetic a pdor; progress to 
empirical knowledge, as in the transition to physics O} .. Ao 

indirectly, eby being a mediate causee); and that objects of the 
subject's sensation (e.g. pressure, or traction, or tearing) are displayed a 
prior;, as a prion' moving forces, in a system - e.g. caloric (not merely 
matter), even health, etC. 
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22:466 (Top mawn] 
The concept of organized bodies also belongs to physics, and, with them, 

their subjective relations, as health and sickness. 
Bodies as systems whose parts relate to one another as ends and means-

namely, appear as such (for malter cannot have such a property). 

(Ld! ma.;gin] 
Understanding is required in order to connect objectively the manifold 

of empirical representations (as subjective appearance in an aggregate 
of perceptions) into the unity of experience, according to a principle. It 
makes a system out of the aggregate of perceptions, and composes a 
pn'ori (according to a principle of the possibility of experience) the 
moving forces which affect sense - not from experience, but for the 
sake of it. 

Positing and perception, spontaneity and receptivity, the objective and 
subjective relation, are simultaneous; because they are identical as to time, 
as appearances of how the subject is ajficted - thus arc given in the same 
actus and arc in progression toward experience (as a system of percep-
tions). Yet for physics, as a system of thought and as a theory, in two ways: 
(I) for the object of possible experience (or the possibility of experience in 
general); (2) for objects which can be given ·oniJI in (and through) experi-
ence, hetero'Jomously or autonomously. 

Hence, first, problematically - through diVision into organic and inor-
ganic beings (not organic matter), for which the division is given a priori; 
and physics receives a second subject. 

A. Physics from a subjective point of view: as a doctrinal system of 
empirical representations (perceptions) for the sake of the possibility of 
experience, in which case appearances make up the matter, whose form is 
given a priori (not made); 

B. from an objective point of view: the aggregate of perceptions as 
moving forces which affect the subjeclj as dynamic powers outside the 
subject, they present the correlate of the moving forces - a matter, 

22:467 which, thus, contains the latter. Experience in physics, as a system of 
perceptions - that is, of the active forces on the object (by attraction, 
repulsion)i the aggregation of partial representations into a whole and the 
resolution of the whole into its parts. The difference of malenais, given 
the similarity (Gleichartigkeit] of motions. ·Modality of physical pO""'''. 
according to their inner necessity or contingency. Their mechanical and 
dynamic unity.- The absolute whole of these material'i and their primitive 
motion in time. 

( ... ] 
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[XIth fascicle, sheet IV, page 31 

[T] 

Definition 

What is physics? It is the science of objects of the senses, insofar as this 
science is possible in experience. 

-Note. Not through and/rom experience, but what is possible for it (for its 
sake). There are no eJ.periences, however (for those are merely percep-
tions). The first problem here is: How is experience possible (as unity of 

22:473 

the empirical)? From the subject's point of view, through obseroation and 
e)'penment. But, according to its principle, physics belongs to metaphysics. 22:474 
Directly (immediately) or indirectly (mediately). Not the material element, 
but the formal. How are synthetic a pdori propositions possible? A prob-
lem for transcendental philosophy.-

What is experience? It is the combination of empirical representations 
with consciousness (that is, of perceptions), insofar as they stand under a 
rule, -according to the system of categories.- Thus not a complex (ca,!l-
plexus), as a mere aggregate (farrago), but [breaks off] 

Axiom 

I. There are no experiences; and, if one refers to such, then these are only 
perceptions (of which there can be many). Observation and experiment, by 
whose means one can well attain experience, do not constitute the latter; 
and experience is unity of the combination of sensible representation. 

2. There can be no experience of the void in space and time - at most, 
inferences from experience (mediate experience). -There is no experience 
of what is indivisible.-

3. Matter cannot be thought of as consisting -of- elements (as atoms). 
-There is no expericm:e ufthe unlimited.-

4. Matter can, however, be thought of as being composed of elements 
which, as to their quality, are not further divisible (qualitative elements). 

-There is no experience of the merely metaphysical properties of mat-
ter, since these consist solely in a prion' knowledge - knowledge from 
concepts, indeed, not construction.-

Theorem 

All matter contains a complex of moving forces; and the subject which is 
affected by them (and his experience of this complex) itself determines 
these forces which provide the material for experience. 
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22:475 -The object of experience and the latter's efficient cause. Not merely 
receptivity - but spontaneity, too. Caloric is postulated, insofar as it is 
tmivmal/y distributed, etc.-

The universal basis of the moving forces of matter affecting the senses 
is a universally and uniformly distributed world-material; without whose 
presupposition an outer object of the senses [cannot] have an empirically 
possible object. In that case, space [would] be only an idea - not an actual 
whole of objects of perception, given (with its dimensions) for the 
sake of knowledge of sense-objects, but a mere form, according to which 
things can be ordered alongside one another, by a priori principles. This 

22:476 radical world-material is not problematic and merely assertoric, but 
apodictically certain. Its existence belongs to the transition from the meta-
physical foundations of natural science to physics; and its recognition 
(according to a priori concepts of objects in appearance in general (re-
garded notspanim but coniunaim» makes physics initially possible, accord-
ing to the principle of the pos-sibility of experience, which is itself only 
single, and, objectively, forms a system. 

-Not out of and by means of experience; but/or it and its possibility. 
What are the a pnori principles by which a doctrine of experience is 

possible? 
The conditions of the possibility of a S}'$tem of empirical cognitions 

(perceptions) insofar as it is an object of experience.-

[Margin . . . J 

>2:477 [Xlth fascicle, sheet IV, page 4J 
Doctrinal system - natural system. Subjectively and objectively an ob-

ject of experience. The primitive, force-arousing principle of all motion. 
Heat. We cannot proceed from experience as a beginning; for experience 
does not, simpliciter, produce universality, but only secundum quid - and 
yet, wliversality is postulated. The latter can/ however, be given for 
experience - and for its subjective possibility. 

The principle of the ideality of the objects of the senses as appearances: 
by which we ourselves make the empirical representation, by which the 
subject affects itself and perceives that which it has itself inserted into 
empirical intuition (perception), and is the authorofits own representation. 

Only appeararras can be groen a priori. The principle of the possibility of 
experience is thought - but as given and as necessary, with respect to the 
fonn of the composition of the manifold. 

What comes first (intellectually) is consciousness of oneself - an act of 
thought which is foundational and a priori - as the subject [is] an object 

22:478 for itself. The second is, as object of sense, to be self-aJficling- not merely 

Reading kann for /to·nnm. 
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to be represented as object of pure intuition, but also to appear in a 
particular form. This is the metaphysical foundations of natural science, 
insofar as it contains the transition to the possibility of experience in 
general. The transition consists, namely, in progressing, by means of the 
understanding, from an aggregate of perceptions of oneself, to a system of 
perceptions in one experience in genera] (that is, to physics as a doctrinal 
system) - hence, according to a principle of the a priori combination of 
empirical representation; herein, the elementary system of sense-objects 
exists only in idea. 

I, T he agreement of sensible representation for the possibility of experi-
ence is physics; and this agreement of the empirical with the construction 
of concepts (mathematics) is thus thought a prion' in the apperception of 
appearances, The concept of a physics did not arise empirically, as an 
aggregate of perceptions, but a priori - for the possibility of experience 
and the transition to a system of empiricaJ representations (thought in one 
system), Preceding it, according to the scale of the categories, is the 
doctrinal system of the moving forces affecting the subject. 

(a) The principles which the subject carries with it (by means of its 
understanding) for the production of experience, are different from those 
which relate to the conditions of the possibility of experience. (b) Those 
which concern the possibility of their objects. Of this kind: the of 
a self·organizing matter, and of the organic body produced thereby 
(whose possibility cannot be given a pn"on', but can only be thought in the 
system). (c) The principle of experience [EifOhrungsprillzip] of the actual-
ity of Q certain species of matter (material) - onc which is universally 
disJn'bured, etc,; is of a species which contains the basis for other species 
(e,g, muriatic acid); or contains the universal basis of all primitively moving 
forces (called caloric). 

The primitive forces are attraction and repulsion, which - 22:479 
united, to be precise - both occupy cosmic space (by attraction) and fill it 
(by repulsion); without which no matter would exist. A matter, however 
(insofar as it is regarded only according to its attractive property), be-
cause it does not act merely superficially, but, immediately, on all its parts 
(gravitational attraction), is said to ad aJ a distance - that is, through 
empty space. It was Newton who first introduced this concept; not as an 
empirical proposition (for how can one experience an effect which does 
not occur on the senses, but only on the object of pure intuition?) 
(Galileo. Kepler. Huygens. Newton). Or else [the matter may be called] 
penetrating - in substance (like caloric), or, like gravitational attraction, 
dynamically. through empty space (although there is no such thing). 

Empirical representation with consciousness (perception) - as the subject 
affects itself or is affected by the outer object, is just the subjective element 
of sensation. It is followed by the objective element of intuition (outer and 
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inner) in space and time - the object in appearance. First of all, however , 
what must precede the object a priori is the form under which the subject 
intuits, insofar as it is affected. Thereafter, the aggregate of perceptions, 
according to a subjective principle of the systematic unity of perceptions, 
for the sake of experience. Herein lies the punctum fiexus contrarii76 - the 
transition to physics, in which the possibility of experience is taught subjec-
tively, and the complex of its objects objectively. 

[Ldi margin] 
I. What is physics? 
It is the aggregate of empirical knowledge of the moving forces of 

matter in experience. 
2. What is experience? 

22:480 It is the unification of perceptions, under the principle of their connec-
tion, -according to concepts,- to a doctrinal system (a systematic whole of 
the aggregate of perceptions). 

3. What is the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science' to physics? -It is the doctrinal system of experience in general, 
applied to the natural system.-

4. How is the transition from the metaphysical foundations to physics 
possible: (I) in respect of the material eleljlent of the object; (2) of the 
formal element of the subject? 

The material element -' insofar as it [is] only thought ·problematically,-
-and contains a tendency for one- to represent it -to oneself- assertoricaliy, 
as given (organic, inorganic). 

As to motion: imponderable, incoercible, incohesible - - not a rigidcohe-
sion which resists the displacement of touching surfaces - -, inexhaustible. 

There are two kinds of sense-object, for whose perception a transition 
to physics is made: (I) that which can be known through experience; (2) 
that which cannot be known otherwise than through experience - e.g. or-
ganic bodies - and whose possibility is problematic; (J) what cannot immedi-
ately be an object of experience, e.g. matter whose motion is primordial, 
and, hence, endures etemally. 

The formal element of pure (not empirical) intuition is in representation a 
priori (in appearance); that is, represents the self-determination, how the 
subject affects it'ielf. 

Experience is the self-determination of empirical intuition with conscious-
ness (or perceptions) under a principle of apprehension ofits appearances 
into a system of the understanding in general: 

What is required for the possibility of experience, does not come from 
experience, but is a priori. 

22:48 I Whether life (as according to Hildebrandt)n is a property of matter 
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itself. (Life is the activity of a simple being, since. it acts through the 
representation of purpose - an immaterial principle - which acts only as the 
absolute unity of the subject of moving forces.) Living matter is a contra· 
diaio in adjeao: The guiding principle is immaterial. The operation of lift 
(operation of the will [Willkiihrj). 

[BO/lom 
Rational knowledge is mathematics, physics and metaphysics. 
The possibility of an organic body cannot be proved or postulated; it is, 

however, a fact. To know oneself in experience as an organic body. -N.B. 
The concept of an immediately and pn'mitive/y moving material (caloric).-

The concept of organic bodies (which contain a vital principle) already 
presupposes experience: For, without the latter, the very idea of organic 
bodies would be an empty concept (without example). But man has in his 
own self an example of an understanding which contains moving forces, 
which determine a body according to laws. 

Atomism does not occur in matter (as object of outer sense). Corpuscular 
philosophy is concealed atomism. N.B. There can be living bodies (not 
matter). The vital principle is immaterial. 

Causa - agil, fool, optratur. Acts, does, operates (animal). 

[ ... J 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet V, page 3J 

What is physics? 

Physics is science of nature (scientia naturae) insofar as its principles are 
given in experience -and contains the progression from the metaphysical 22:488 
foundations of natural science Ito physics].- It is not necessary that the 
principles are thought of as drawn from e)..'perience and derived from it, 
rather it is sufficient for the concept (of a physics) -to think of this science 
as being one- which is assumed for experience (for the sake of the latter) 
-as an aggregate of empirical representations under a principle of their 
connection.-

Note 1 To refer to this science by the Latin expression scienlia naturaJis 
could, -however,' produce misunderstandings, for one might thus be 
tempted to oppose it to either artificial (artificialis) or revealed (revelata) 
science. Hence the expression science of nature -(sumlia naturae)- - instead 
of natural science, as the literal translation would be - is the most appro-
priate one for physics as the -univeraJ- doctrine of experience -of the 
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objects of both outer and inner sense- (insofar as it forms a doctrinal 
system). 

Nole II Physics belongs to philosophy,· -it is a philosophical, not merely 
empirical, not mathematical (discipline] (although to use mathematics in 
physics is philosophical).- It is a special subject or area (territonum) of 
philosophy -in contrast with mathematics, both having their a priori 
pIes; both have their fixed limits and, though they lie adjacent to each 
other,- must not transgress -these latter.- So if physics should be termed 
philosophia naturalis, this term would become if one 
does as NewlOn does in his immortal work philosophiae naturalis principia 

22:489 mathematics, '"and thus, as it were, creates a bastard (conceptus hybridus) 
'Yhich is neither purely one nor the other. Science of nature, according to 
its formal element as a system for experience, is distinguished from the 
systema naturae, which in its content relates to objects.-

For as little as there can be philosophical foundations of mathematics can 
there be mathematical foundations of philosophy (as Newton would have it). 
A crossing is made here to a different terrain (Sryx inter/usa coiircet);78 even 
the -greatest of- mathematicians must, -as mathematician,- observe de-
fined boundaries [abgesclmittene Grenzen] -both as regards the object of his 
activity and his talent.·- Otherwise, -in a delusion of superiority,. the 
mathematician casts scornful sideway glan<:es at the philosopher, for the 
latter is unable to advance with such a sure trend as the mathematician 
himself does -in his own subject,- and so he would (by a gross amphiboly 
of the concepts of reflection) wish to make philosophy and one of its 
branches (namely, metaphysics) into a department of mathematics.79 It 
must be called Ma/heseos applicatae principia philosophica. 80 

It is important, too, to distinguish philosophical knowledge, including 
its principles, from philosophy itself (the formal from the material aspect 
of philosophy). The philosophizer cannot be recast as a philosopher; the 
former is a mere underlaborer (as a versifier is in comparison with a 
poet - the latter must have originality). 

Even if, as is proper, one takes account in the word "'philosophy" of its 
concept as a doctrine of wisdom, the science of the final end of human 
reason - that is, of what is not just technical-practical but of that which is 
moral-practical, the keystone of the edifice - philosophy with its princi-
pJes will still be subject to the concerns of human reason, even where the 

22:490 latter's aim is scholastic (mere knowledge). It must set metaphysical foun-
dations prior to mathematical ones (although both are given a priOri) for 
the former have in view the unconditional employment {of reason] - -that 
is, the object in itself'o - the latter, however, only its conditional 
ment as a tool for a particular purpose .. 

For mathematics is the finest instrument for physics and the knowledge 

• {not writtenJ. 
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which falls therein (for that mode of sense) but it is still always only an 
insrrument for another purpose. 

The proper tide would have to be scienoae naluralis pn'ncip;a 'Vel philo-
sophica vel mathmlatica/" for the form can be philosophical even if its 
matter (the content) is mathematical. 

Using mathematics in physics as an instroment for science is philosophy, but 
mathematics is not itself a principle of philosophy, nor docs it contain the 
latter in its concepts. 

There are both mathematical and metaphysical foundations of natural 
science - but not mathematical foundations of philosophy, for they are 
incompatible. Sdffltia natura/is can indeed be so divided but not a 
philosophia naturalis - that would be gryphts iungere equ;s, h an imposture by 
the mathematician in a field in which he lacks that element on which he 
would have to base himself. It can well be united with poetry (for mathe-
matics is pure invention [Dichtung]): namely, subjectively. 

A philosophy exists (and this is metaphysics) which employs mathem.t-
ics merely as an instrument in order to organize the empirical representa-
tions of sense according to an a pn'ori principle (hence, not empirically) 
and which classifies a priori the pure intuitions according to their form in 
order to present the schematism of the concepts of reflection in a system. 
Physics (the study of nature) can be regarded with respect to its formal 
element, the laws of nature, but also by its materia1 (the objects of nature) 
as a realm of nature and by this classification it belongs to philosophical 22:491 
knowledge of nature. Physiologia specialis de reglJis naturae. 8] 

[Top margin] 
(I) What is physics? (2) What is transition from the metaphysical foun-

dations of natural science to physics (for natural science is not yet phys-
ics)? (3) How is this transition from one science to another possible? (By 
the schematism of judgment.) By the principles of subsumption of appear-
ances under the law of perceptions. 

[Right mawn] 
It is the science of the laws of nature insofar as they are an object of 

experience. (NaturtU scimtia) 
It is divided (a) into the science of the 'hings of naturt (rmtm 1laJurtU) 

whose coordination in a system is empirical and is thereupon called (ac-
cording to Linnaeus)S. "system of nature"; (b) the laws of nature, insofar 
as they are given in experience and for experience (for the latter's sake) 
through the understanding and from concepts (that is, a priOrt); thus they 
arc not borrowed out of or from experience. 

There Cannot be mathematical foundations of philosophy (to which 
latter, nevertheless, physics belongs) any more than there can be philo-
sophical foundations of mathematics. Nevertheless, Newton has given his 
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immortal work this title. The title should be scicntiae natura/is principia 
mathematica (not philosophiae). -and a contradiction due to presumption._ 

The terrain of physics contains a great gulf which cannot be overleaped 
(Styx interj'usa coercet). The capacity to progress in one or the other {regionl 
is specifically different in each case, even as regards talent. The two can, 
indeed, be united for the purpose of a science of nature, but must not in 
any way be mixed. 

No science Can spring from experience. The experienced man (expertu!), 
if he is no more than that, is an ignoramus, someone who proceeds by a 
guide-rope, following in the footsteps made for him by another (or which 
he has made for himself in earlier practice). 

22:492 Experience is perception, known (or thought) in its thoroughgoing de-
termination, so that one has grounds for assuming that it will prove to be 
thus in all cases. 

Of the great leap in proceeding from the class of those materials, of matter 
in general, containing salt, oil and earth, to metals. 8s 

Seeming metals and mineral (cat-gold, cat-silver).86 Animal. Insects 
whose wing-covers show metaHic color. Bodies, however, which are fluid 
in fire and polished to shine when cold give ofT the same colors, as if by 
their own light, but only reflecting it - and their weight is very different. 
Compared to other mineral bodies, if one compares the lightest of these 
with the lightest of the mineral kingdom; to be hammered when hot 
[breaks offJ 

Of the shimmering of the wing-cases, or of the underside, of insects, 
like tarnished bhle.81 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet V, page 41 

HOW DOES THE TRANSITION 
FROM THE METAPHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS OF 

NATURAL SCIENCE 
TO PHYSICS TAKE PLACE? 

[Around 'he headingl 
-First, according to its matter; second, according to its form. System of 
nature and description [of nature]. 

Materials (bases of motion) which are not themselves locomotive, but 
move in their own place. Physical bodies which dynamically limit their 
space themselves. How can one completely enumerate a priori the moving 
forccs for .. perience? 

Light - repulsivc; caloric - cohesively penetrating,· magnetism - pmneably 
penetratitlg. 
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The happy audacity of Newton in making the mathematical principles 
of motion into dynamical principles of the moving forces. Universal gravi-
tational attraction through empty space. Centrifugal force is derivative. 
The dynamic principles in full space originally [amount toJ the existence 22:493 
[of a matter] which necessarily makes space an object of experience at all 
points, and is repulsive (light)· [breaks oifl 

[Main text] 
It is strange - it even appears to be impossible, to wish to present a 

priori that which depends on perceptions (empirical representations with 
consciousness of them): E.g. sound, light, heat, etc., which, all together, 
amount to the subjective element in perception -(empirical representation 
with consciousness)- and, hence, carries with it no knowledge of an object. 
Yet this act of the faculty of representation is necessary. tor, were a 
counteract of the object not to correspond to this act, the subject would 
receive no perception of the object by means of the latter's moving force 
(which is here presupposed). 

The receptivity of having sensible representations thus presupposes a 
relative spontaneity of producing perceptions in oneseJfindirectly (and [is] 
the a pn'ori possibility [of perception]). Experience is not the means but 
the end of knowledge of sense-objects in their moving forces. 

What ;s physics? 

Physics -(the study of nature)- is the doctrinal system doctrina/e) of 
the moving forces of matter which affect sense (externally or internally) 
insofar as they are an object of experience. 

Note. It is a science of nature which, subjectively, depends on empirical 
grounds of knowledge, but, as regards its objective element, fOfll.1S a 
system of sensible representations which is an object of eXperience; the 
latter is itself not a mere empirical aggregate of perceptions (by obscrva- 22:494 
tion and experiment) but is an object of experience in virtue of being a 
principle of the thoroughgoing detennination of the object. 

For, ·in the first place,- experience is absolute unity of the complex of 
appearances the object.- One makes experience - it is not a mere 
influence on the senses. 

Second, experiences do not exist (that is, they are only scattered percep-
tions) but the unity of the system of the manifold is founded on a 
schematism and [breaks off] 

The influence of the subject on the outer object, and the latter's reac-
tion on the subject, make it possible to know the moving forces of matter 
(and, hence, matter itself, in substance) and to develop them for physics. 
So much for motion as the outer phenomena of reaction. It is just the same 
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as regards the inner moving forces of sensation and the reattion of the 
subject upon itself. 

The schematism of the concepts of the understanding, according to the 
form of a syllogism: (I) the major premise; (2) the subsumption of the 
minor premise; (3) the inference or conclusion, for the sake of experience 
in general- that the requirements for the possibility of experience, 
which presents a priori the system of perceptions, according to its form, 
and contains the empirical element of representation in its thoroughgoing 
determination from intuition, through the Anticipations of Perception, to 
the Analogies of Experience. 

Vital force in excitability. Motion of the brain (the nerve root), the heart, 
the lung. Decomposition of air and absorption {Absetzung] of oxygen by 
cold-water fish. 

(I) The object in pure a priori intuition; (2) in appearance (of oneself); 
(3) in perception - empirical intuition; (4) in experience (omnimoda de-
tennitUllio, exislentia). Consciousness of one's own self precedes a priori all 
determination of the subject as object. The schematism of the faculty of 

22:495 judgment formally prepares the transition of physics. '(4) The aggregate 
of empirical thought in general.· 

Organic creatures have not just a life but ,also a vital feeling which is 
eroded [aufreibt] through intercourse (and, in insects, through exhaus-
tion). Remarkable that no organic being procreates without two sexes.88 

Outer perceptions are effects of the moving forces of matter on the 
subject, [which occasion] it to affect itself inwardly. Inner perceptions are 
empirical representations with consciousness, as the subject voluntarily or 
involuntarily affects itself. Space and time in general are pure sensible 
representations. both of which are single. There is only one space and one 
time. 

[MaWn . . . J 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet VI, page IJ 

x 

The doctrine of the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natu-
ral science to physics contains two progressions (pass us) of which each, in 
tum, includes two divisions as subjects: one, the aggregation (comp/exus, 
sparsim) of empirical representations with consciousness - that is, of 
perceptions - according to a schema of the association of empirical intu-
ition; the second [breaks offJ 
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I 

A. m,at is 
B. What is a transition? 

From the metaphysicalfoundations ofnatural science to physics? 

II 

a. How is physics possible 
(as a doctrinal system)? 

b. How is the transition from the 
metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics possible? 

{The study of nature in general (physica) can concern itself either merely 
with theJonnal element of physics - [what it is] to be an object of sensible 
representations, and the division of physics according to concepts (that is, 
a prion) - or else with the material element of the objects of experience, as 
existing things, and their classification through experience - the methodi-
cal (but empirical) coordination of which is called system of nature (e.g. 
according to Linnaeus). The latter is an enterprise of physics which can 
never be wholly completed, while the fonner, which concerns the formal 
principles of natural science, can (and should) be presented completely.} 

Definition 

Physics is the doctrinal system of the laws of the moving forces of matter, 
insofar as they are given in experience. 

-[Physics is] the scientific study of nature, insofar as it is an object of 
experience. It is either investigation of nature or doctrine of nature, and 
its principles are either given rationally a priori, or empirically. The transi-
tion from metaphysics to physics, as a part of philosophy, is the systematic 
foundation [of physics] .' 

I. Note. One cannot have -(receive)- experience without making it. Conse-
quently, there belongs to its possibility an a priori principle of the presenta-
tion of sense-objects, -which predetermines what kind- perceptions (empiri-
cal representations with consciousness) the thoroughgoing determination of 
the object of perception -(that is, the latter's existence)- will require the 
production of experience.- Conversely, one cannot make perception but 
only receive it as given. -The faculty of making experience is the under-
standing. \Vith the principles according to which the subject makes (or 
produces) experience, this faculty is called reason. Experience does not 
belong to physics as a doctrinal system.-

2. Note. Experience is absolute unity of the knowledge of the sense-objects, 
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and it is inconsistent to speak of eJ:periences (which are merely misjudged 
perceptions). There is s9mething empirical (as material- or the material 
element of sensible intuition) which is necessarily contained in every experi-
ence. Further, however, there is required the thoroughgoingdetennination 
of the concept of this material, in all the relations in which it affects the 
senses -(as the formal element of the connection of the manifold Df empiri-

22:498 cal intuition)- in order for an aggregate of perceptions of an object to count 
as -an- object which is founded in experience. Since the thoroughgoing 
determination of an object of perception (its complete apprehension and 
presentation) is a mere idea -(problematic concept)- which is, indeed, suit-
able for approximation (approximatio) -but not for the totality of perception,. 
experience can never provide a certain proof of the existence ·ofthe object-
of these or those 'sense-objects, as- moving forces of matter. It is the 
collected grounds of determination - united partially -(sparsim)- but never 
completely (omnimode coniunctim) - which suffices as the testimony of an 
experience. For only thoroughly determined [perception] (that is, exis-
tence) grounds experience. 

(Top margin] 
Physics is [regarded], first, according to concepts of the formal element 

of its principle - its possibility of being a study of naturej 2nd, according 
to the material element, Le. the actual outer objects of experience. Systema 
naturale and systema naturae. 

The first is systema physices naturale, as opposed to the [systema physicesJ 
artifidali, which is called systema naturae. The first has formal principles a 
priori, the second merely methodically aggregated objects of experience. 

Experience is not a merely natural, but artifidal aggregation of percep-
tions. Experience is not given through the senses but is made for the 
purpose of empirical knowledge. 

[Right malgin] 
If the reacting moving forces are to be established a priori, then they 

must themselves form a system for physics. 
22:499 Experience has as its basis (I) perceptioll- which always requires mov-

ing forces affecting the subject (be they outer or inner) (2) (that] the 
perceived be elevated to expenoence. For which an inner principle of the 
subject is required, to think the perceived object in its thoroughgoing 
determination. For whatever we have experience of there is required a 
formal principle of thoroughgoing determination. 

(XIth fascicie, sheet VI, page 2] 
3. Note. The influence of the moving forces of matter on the subject in 

respect of its inner sense (in action and reaction) has, in consequence, 
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certain phenomena for outer sense as their effects (sensations); it forms a 
particular field of which, as object of experience, belongs to 
physics and (since the moving forces are directed toward ends) [has] as its 
basis (directly or indirectly) an immaterial cause [breaks off] 

A matter whose fonn is possible only by purposive determination 
[Zweckbestimmung] (that is, an organized body) can only be thought as 
moved and as moving, by a principle which [carries with it] the absolute 
unity of its combined forces - hence, as constructed by a nonmaterial 
being. In which, the body is thought of as animated and matter as animat-
ing. The possibility of an organic body cannot be assumed, without knowl-
edge of its actuality in experience. Thus an organic body is such as is not 
thinkable otherwise than through experience alone. A living body thus con-
tains a principle of vegetative or animal life: a healthy, sick or dying state 
and regeneration - not, indeed, of the same individual but of a body 
which preserves the species, from similar materials, through intercourse 
of two sexes. 

Physics (study of nature) is a complex of outer as well as inner represen- 22:500 
tations of sense in a system {Le. of outer and inner empirical intuitions as 
well as inner perceptions of the subject, Le. sensations (called feelings, if 
they contain pleasure or displeasure).} 

Physics is this in a twofold sense: first, -subjectively, as a logical, rLe.]-
doctrinal system according to concepts of the -subordination of the mani-
fold of- empirical representations, under one principle of the possibility of 
experience. Secondly: objectively, as an aggregate of objects of experi-
ence, given in experience, insofar as they, coordinated with one another, 
form a whole according to principles of the possibility of experience - a 
system of nature. In the first, the division takes place according to con-
cepts of comparison; in the second, through the coordination of ·objects 
of nature as substances,' according to their genera, species and classes as 
found in experience (just as Linnaeus ordered them in his natural history 
collection) . 

. [Top and left margins] 
Perception can be outer or inner (that is, sensation). The latter (in 

relation to the object) can be a feeling of pleasure or displeasure - that is, 
which strives to eliminate the sensation or to unite it with itself, and issues 
in desire or repugnance. Both belong to outer or inner experience - hence 
to the subject of physics. 

As a science of experience, however, physics is naturally divided into 
two subjects. The one is the subject of the forms in action and reaction of 22:501 
forces in space and time. The other is the complex of the substances 
which fill space. 

The one could be called the systematics of nature, the other is called 
(following Linnaeus) the system of nature. 
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In the first, knowledge of nature depends on formal principles of mov-
ing force; in the second, it depends on the presentation of objects as they 
appear alongside one another, in a place which must never be represented 
as empty. 

In the latter part of physics, the highest division of bodies (not just 
matter) is [into organic] and inorganic. The division can emerge a priori 
from concepts. For, the possibility of an organic body (that is, a body each 
of whose parts is there for the sake ofthe other, or which is so fonned that 
the possibility of the parts and the form of their inner relations emerge 
only from its concept - a body which is thus only possible through pur-
poses, which presuppose an immaterial principle which forms this sub-
stance either mediately or immediately) produces a teleological principle 
of the continuation of kinds and individuals (which] can be thought as aU-
governing and everlasting with respect to species [break! QOJ 

One cannot even think the possibility of such a body, and only experi-
ence can prove it. 

[Bottom mawn J 
Empirical representations with consciousness (that is, perceptions) are 

given through the forces which affe,ct the subject (of whatever kind and 
origin they may be); for otherwise there would be no physics (doctrine of 
experience of nature) . But the aggregate of the forces in a system (that is, 
with consciousness of their completeness - not sparsim but stride coniunc-
tim) cannot be given as a whole otherWise than a priori, through a princi-

22:502 pIe, which carries with it the concept of necessity: which and how many 
forces form the aggregate of forces in a system. 

In regard to matter and those of its forces which affect the subject 
-externallr (hence, are movitlg forces), perceptions are themselves moving 
forces combined with reaction (reactio), and the understanding anticipates 
perception according to the uniquely possible forms of motion: attraction, 
repulsion, enclosure (surrounding) and penetration. Thus the possibility 
of establishing a priori a system of empirical representations (which other-
wise appeared impossible) and of anticipating experience quoad materia/e, 
is illuminated. 

[XIth fascicle, sheet VI, page 3J 
The material element of sensible representation lies in perception - that 

is, in the act through which the subject affects itself and becomes appear-
ance of an object for itself. The formal element is the act of connection of 
perceptions for the possibility of experience in general, according to the 
table of categories (Axiom oflntuition, Anticipation of Perception, Analogy 
of Experience, and the composition of these principles to a system of 
empirical knowledge in general) . Perception, through which the [subject 
as] object is affected by the object (as the subject affects itself according to 
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the categories), makes a system of the moving forces of matter out of the 
aggregate of perceptions. The system contains, objectively and a priori, the 
conditions of the possibility of experience, in those actions and reactions 
which, altogether and unified, contain the dynamic functions (both out-
wardly in the intuition of space and inwardly in sensation). Such functions 
amount to the moments required for cognition of objects for physics, which 22:503 
arc, nevertheless, contained a priori (according to the rule ofidentity) in the 
empirical aggregate as a system. 

-The systematics of nature and the system of nature. The fonner, accord-
ing to concepts of the connection of the empirical in one system for the 
sake of experience, the latter from experience.-

In the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics, the understanding progresses from the axioms of pure a priori 
intuition of the object to perception (that is, empirical representation with 
consciousness in the subject) [and] to the possibility of experience - which 
is itself nothing other than an aggregate of perceptions under a principle of 
their coordination (complexus) in a single concept. Not, however,from expe-
rience but for its sake, as a systematic combination of the manifold of 
empirical representations. 

The understanding has the faculty for making an empirical representa-
tion of a sense-object for itself, and so, too, the perception of an object (by 
means of the fact that it stimulates a prion" the moving forces of the object 
on which it acts to reciprocity). Now the understanding can enumerate a 
priori these actions (with their reactions) which, since they are merely 
relations of differing quality, only belong to perception. 

These organizations (referred to below) cannot be subsumed under 
experiences or perceptions - of which it can be required that their princi-
ples and the grounds of the possibility of their empirical connection (e.g. 
cohesion or repUlsion) be enumerated a priori; and yet it is necessarily part 
of physics to present such organizations as anticipations (hence, according 
to a priori principles). How is this possible? 

A substance, which cannot act otherwise in the distribution of force than 22:504 
as absolute unity (and, consequently, cannot be an aggregate of atoms) is 
an immaterial principle. 

Matter, heat, light cannot be referred to in the plural- perhaps because 
in their inner constitution they permit absolutely no limitation, and this, 
indeed, lies already in their concept. But some of Ihem permit of degree 
(e.g. illumination and heat) although not of spatial magnitudes and 
bounds. 

Organized bodies (which are not just matter) indicate an immaterial 
principle, and, insofar as organization extends through an parts of the 
world (transforming bodies and replacing dead ones with new formations 
in their place) indicate an anima mundi. The latter, however, may not be 
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represented as a thinking being (spiritus), but, at most, as anima bruta;B9 
for, without this, purposive generation cannot, I will not say be explained, 
but be thought at all. Of an organized world-body: even in respect of its 
inorganic parts, or else of organic bodies determined for the use of certain 
other organic bodies, 

[Right and top malginsJ 
It is strange - it even appears impossible - to present perceptions a 

priori for the sake of experience; -yet, nevertheless, without this, no phys-
ics, as a system of experience, would emerge, One must be able to enumer-
ate these reactive forces. This is what matters, in regard to the problem of 
the principles of the investigation of lIature. Only those forces which we 
insert into phenomena can we extract from what is empirical, for the sake 
of experience. Not observation but experimentation is the means to the 
discovery of nature and its forces. - Axioms of Intuition can and must be 
grounded a priori. But, in this case, it is anticipations of empirical con-
cepts which are elevated to principles [GrundsiitzeJ - that is, to principles 

22:505 [Prillz1pien] of a priori knowledge. The matter is as follows: Perception is 
empirical representation with consciousness that it is such (and not 
merely pure intuition of space). Now the effect of the subject on the outer 
sense-object represents this object in and does so, indeed, 
with the moving forces directed toward the subject (which are the cause of 
perception). So one can determine a priori those forces which effect 
perception, as anticipations of sensible representations in empirical intu-
ition, inasmuch as one only presents a priori (specifies) the action and 
reaction of moving forces (including, perhaps, understanding and desire) 
according to principles of motion in general (which the understanding 
specifies and classifies, as dynamic powers, according to the categories). 
The representation of these forces is identical with the representation of 
perception. 

[Margill . .. J 

22:506 [XIth fascicle, sheet VI, page 4J 
Only because the subject [is conscious] to itself of its moving forces (of 

agitating them) and - because in the relationship of this motion, every-
thing is reciprocal- [is conscious] of perceiving a reaction of equal 
strength (a relation which is known a independently of experience) 
are the counteracting moving forces of matter anticipated and its proper-
ties established. 

A natural thing which, as the movable in space, is an object of the-outer 
senses (outer perception), that is, matter, cannot be self-orgi'mizing through 
its own forces and form organic bodies. For, since this requires a composi-
tion of the material according to purposes, matter would have to contain a 
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principle of the absolute unity of the efficient cause - which, as present in 
space, would be an atom. Now aU matter is divisible to infinity, and 
atomism, as a ground of explanation for the composition of bodies from 22: 507 
smallest parts, is false. Hence only an immaterial substance can contain 
the ground of dIe possibility of organic bodies; that is, matler doe5 not 
organize itself but is organized by what is immaterial. One is not, however, 
for that reason, entitled to assume this efficient cause to be a soul inherent 
in the body or a world-soul belonging to the aggregate of matter in 
general; it is, rather, only an efficient cause on the analogy with an intelli-
gence: that is, a cause which we can represent to ourselves in no other 
way, since there may be quite other kinds of forces (and laws by which 
those forces act) than those of our thought. All organized bodies arc 
systemsj and we (the school) in turn organize the natural system. 

The first act takes place through the understanding, through which the 
subject determines itself as an object with respect to objects in space and 
time, and apprehends in perception both outer and inner intuition (the 
dabile, as phenomenon, with the cogilabi/e) in empirical intuition in space 
and time. (Space and time become sense-objects hereby: are , thus, not 
mere forms of intuition.) 

Before the investigator of nature establishes for physics the moving 
forces of matter, which are the cause of perceptions, he must consider 
how he is to interrogate nature, which he cannot undertake otherwise than 
according to a pn'ori principles, which furnish the conditions under which 
a sense-object can become an object of experience (or, rather, of percep-
tion as apprehension). The formal element of apprehension must take 
precedence in the investigation of nature. 

(a) A complex (complexus) of empirical representations of the object, 
with consciousness, as an aggregate - then, united to a single representa-
tion of cl'e object (as effect of the moving forces on the subject). (b) To a 
system of these perceptions. The representation of space as sense-object 
(that is, in perception) is given a pn'ori, namely, as in a system of action and 
reaction. 

The four mechanical powers are the moving forces of apprehension 22:508 
and reciprocal reaction. 

There are four acts by which the subjeci affects itself as object and 
thinks itself an object in appearance into a system of empirical representa-
tions, by means of perceptions of action, and the reaction corresponding 
to it. 

lt is only because space becomes an object of the senses (hence knowl-
edge of it is empirical) that phenomena of matter arc possible in it. Light 
appears to be the means with respect to what is outer, heat with respect to 
what is inner. 

Space, as object of empirical intuition, is matter in appearance, which is 
distributed to infinity; fo r space is limitless. 
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Matter is what makes space into an object of the senses - hence, the 
substrate of all possible empirical intuitions, which fonn a limitless whole. 
Matter is thus, in comparison with empty space, absolute physical unity. 

There are, however, in matter (that is, the space which forms the objectof 
perceptions of space as an infinite object of the senses, in which there is no 
void) materials which require special kinds of sense, and specific moving 
forces which have their own particular basis (e.g. the basis of muriatic acid, 
etc.). In this regard, one must not speak of bases (in the plural) but only of 
one basis; for [the latter] is merely a relational concept, to the extent that we 
do not know the object itself but only the phenomena from their effects. 
The separation of two matters from each other, as in the case of hydrogen 
from water (in which the remaining part, as oxygen, unites with iron,90 

22:509 while, at the same time, relinquishing the all-penetrating caloric) does not 
thereby establish a light-material etc., except as merely problematic. There 
is only one basis (materia substrata) . 

That one cannot say "matters" but only "matter," and, similarly, not "experi-
ences,» but" experience,» indicates that both concepts stem from a single 
principle or are ana1ogous to each other; that the a priori principle lies in 
the knowing subject, not in the object of sensible representation; and that 
the understanding anticipates the influence on the senses. One does, 
however, also speak of materi(lls - which one only tenns basis, of whose 
activities, however, there can be several kinds - [that is1 of different spe-
cific elementary substances. As, for instance, caloric, carbon, etc. and their 
moving forces. 

It is not by compiJation, but according to a principle of connection of 
the moving forces of matter in a system (that is, in relation to the possibil-
ity of the object for the sake of experience) that the moving forces of 
matter - empirical intuitions (perceptions) - can yield an a priori cogni-
tion of the object. The understanding is thus, subjectively, the principle of 
the possibility of making sense-objects into one experience, as an aggre-
gate of empirical representations. The axioms of pure intuition, as the 
principle of form, are followed by the anticipations of appearance. 

[Margin . . . J" 

[XIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 1J 

y 

The doctrine of the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natu-
ral science to physics (study of nature: phUosophia naturaUs) contains two 
questions: (I) What is physics? (2) What is a transition from the metaphysical 
foundations of natural science to physics? 
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A 
WHAT IS PHYSICS? 

Physics is the doctrinal system of the moving forces of matter, insofar as it 
can be presented (exhibert) in experience. 

I. Note. What is at issue in this definition is not, objectively, the system 
of moving forces itself, but deals, merely subjectively, with the doctrine of 
the moving forces (systema doctnnale) of the science of nature. The designa-
tion of the science of nature as scientia or even philosophia naturalis is thereby 22:512 

subjected to a certain ambiguity, in that it could also be understood in 
contrast to supernatural [science]. 

2. Note. In a certain work with the title: Metaphysical Foundations of 
Natural Science, philosophical principles of the latter were developed. For 
metaphysics is a part of philosophy, and nothing but metaphysics could be 
at issue in the transition from philosophy to the science of nature, ifit is a 
matter of knowledge from concepts. But there is an opponent [Neben-
buhler] of this view: no less a man, indeed, than Newton himself in his 
immortal work PlJilosoplJiae naturalis pn'ncipia mathematica. 

But there is a in the very title of his book: For, just as 
little as there can be philosophical pn'nciples of mathematics, can there be 
mathematical prindples of philosophy (such as physics is supposed to con-
tain), It should have been called: Sdentiae naturalis principia mathematica; 
the [above} principles cannot be subordinated to each other but must be 
placed side by side, One can, -indeed,- also make philosophical use of 
mathematics, -but only indirectly,- as an inslmment; remaining on the track 
laid down by the transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science, without trespassing onto mathematics' own field and taking a leap 
(saito mortale) into physics, [This is possible] if the laws of motion for the 
given moving forces of matter, consisting in attraction and repulsion, are 
given a priori in relations of space and time whose determination is subject 22:5 I 3 
to mathematical principles/ 

If it is the case that motions must precede in order for moving forces to 
take place, then the principles are mathematical; if, on the other hand, it is 
the case that the moving forces must precede in order for motions to take 
place, then the forces are appropriate to physics, which is an empirical 
science. Both are philosophical sciences: the one direcdy and immediately 
related to the science of nature; the other indirectly, by means of the use 
which mathematics, as an instrument, can make of the concepts of the 
moving forces, 

[Bottom ma1!linJ 
Although mathematics does [notJ have to establish philosophical princi-

j Connected with sheet VII, page 3, by page 3," 
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pies of mathematics directly, it nevertheless acts indirectly, establishing 
problems which point in the direction of physics and the moving forces of 
matter (and hence, also, toward philosophy), Kepler's three famous ana)o. 
gies led to a coup on Newton's part, in which he declared gravitational 
attraction by a bold but inevitable hypothesis for physics; in this way 
mathematics was endowed, for the sake of the science of nature, with the 
ability to prescribe laws to nature a pn'ori, laws which it could by no means 
have made use of for philosophy in the absence of such a capacity {Organ], 
Yet this transition was a step [breaks oJJJ 

Although i,t is not possible to philosophize by means of mathematics, yet 
one can philosophize about it and the connection to it. 

{Newton made his most important conquest by means of philosophy, 
not mathematics,} 

[Botlom part o[main 1<x1] 

B 
HOW IS PHYSICS POSSIBLE? 

In the Mrtapllysical Foundations of Nalural Sdeuu, matter in genera) was 
22:5 14 explained thus: It is the muvable in spaceY Another explanation, however, 

can be given as follows: It is that wlti,It makes space an object of lite senses, 
·namely,· the substrate of all outer empirical intuition with consciousness; 
that is, of all perceptions ·(sparsim), insofar as the latter (conitmctim) are-
thought as an object of possible experience. 

[Righi mar,ginJ 
The moving forces belonging to physics must first be given through 

experience1 which itself must be based on principles1 namely, as to its 
possibility - {hence they] must be given a pn·on. 

One can say: It is matter which makes space into an object of experi-
ence (perception); that is, the moving fo rces outwardly in space and inter-
nally in sensation. For sensation and feelings also belong to physics. 

Attraction, as cause of gravity, is conditionally given Q. priori, as a moving 
force; for, without attraction and repulsion, infinite space would remain 
empty. 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet VII, page .] 
Now the concepts of matter and of expericzce in general are of such a 

kind that they contain an absolute unity in the thoroughgoing determina· 
tion of the as do space and time (as forms of outer and inner 
appearances). There is one space and one time. One cannot speak of 
matters (in · plurali materiae, materiarum) or of expmmces (experientiae 
experimtiarnm); if one intends to refer to them, as the first parts of a whole, 
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one must speak, rather, of materials (that is, elementary substances 
(atmXdu» insofar as the subject's outer sense-objects are concerned, or 
of moments, with respect to time in inner relation - whether the latter be 
moments of motion (external) or of sensation in perception (internal), 22:515 
increasing or decreasing in degree. "" 

3rd Note. Although there can thus be no mathematical principles of 
philosophy in tile field of the science of nature, yet there can be a philo-
sophical use of mathematics, insofar as the latter serves as a mere instru-
ment of phiJosoprucaJ physics and is, hence, an indirect principle of the 
science of nature; not, indeed, in an objective, but in a subjective respect, 
which can, however, lay claim to a certainty which is not empirical but 
rather apodictic, analogous to that of mathematics. 

Motion can be treated entirely mathematically, for it is nothing but 
concepts of space and time, which can he presented a priori in pure 
intuition; the understanding makes them. Moving forces, however, as ctfi- 22:516 
cient causes of these motions, such as are required by physics and its laws, 
need philosophical principles. All mathematics, then, brings one not the 
least bit nearer to philosophical knowledge unless a causal combination, 
such as that of the attraction or repulsion of matter by its moving torces,.is 
first brought onto the scene and postulated for the sake of appearances. 
As soon as the latter occurs, the transition to physics has taken place, and 
there can be philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica. This step was 
taken by Newton in the role of a philosopher who brings new forces onto 
the scenej not, indeed, as forces derived from presupposed motions (cen-
tripetal and centifugaJ) which would contain only mathematical principles, 
but original forces (vires primariae) in which mathematics is only used as 
an instrument for the moving forces (whereas philosophy is required to 
ground them primordially). 

This occurs because, once Kepler's three analogies had grounded all 
the mathematically determined laws of the rotation of the by 
sufficient observation, there yet remained the question for physics regard-

• The ground for these restrictions in thought lies therein that the object is not repre-
sented according to intuitions of objects, which ate subject to restriction, but according to 
concepts - which are thought as a mere relation of the represented objects, which is bound-
less (indljinitum). Matter is that which makes space empirically intuitable - that is, sensible. 
Since the latter, however, pertains to the subject merely [as] what is fonnal in lois] appear-
ance, the totality of this object of intuition is rnfirdy one, but yet, at the same time, all-
embracing; and one cannot speak of maffm, but only of matftr, which is given to physics as 
its object. Such grammatical unity in designation can also be observed elsewhere in different 
languages (e,g. Gennan and Latin). There is no singular for "weapon," but only 
One cannot say, "tht knowledge" la'as ErkenntnisJ (as if there were several of them) but only 
"knowledge" [die Erkrontnis]. Why cannot we do without the word "body" [Kiil)'ler] in physics 
and not instead replace it with "human body" (Ltib (sollte gtsagt werden Laib)J? Presumably 
because, for theological reasons, there has to be a living body which, nonetheless, has 
mass.9J 
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iog the efficient cause of this appearance; Newton, in order.to find a way ·:'· 
out of this difficulty, built a bridge from mathematics to physics, namely. 
the principle of an attractive force, penetrating all bodies through empty 
space, according to die law of the inverse square of the distance. He did 
not, thus, rest content with appearances, but brought into playa primordi-
ally moving force, which, on the one hand, presented universal reciprocal 
gravitation [as] merely forces striving toward one another according to 
Kepler's law; and in the end, however, it presented these forces as a 

22:517 universal attraction in infinite space of bodies and of the matter in general 
which fills the universe. As hypothesis [breaks offJ 

In this way, the principles of natural science (scientiae naluralis s. naturae 
sc':entia) were established in a necessary manner as belonging to philoso-
phy, in which the mathematical (principles] are incorporated, not as com-
ponents belonging immediately (directly) to the system, but only as a 
means (indirectly) and as a tool for its production. 

As regards,fintbt, the relations of the moving forces (in space) Newton 
made use of the concept of the attraction of all cosmic bodies in infinite 
space, and their motions by means of those forces in time. Secondly, [he 
made use of the concept of) the of parts of matter, which [ex-
tends] itselfin cosmic space, according to the same law, by means of light 
and its laws of motion in colors incoercible, incohesible, 
inexhaustible); all of which is thoroughly mathematical. Then, however, 
also [the concept] of fluidity and solidity [breaks offJ 

[Mar;gin . . . ] 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet VII, page 3] 
Space, regarded subjectively, in formal intuition, as an object of the 

senses, as object in appearance, is semiblespace - in contrast to inteUigible 
space, which is merely subjective. It is the substrate of all possible percep-
tions, which forms a system of the moving forces of matter, and, hence, 

22:518 according to the rule of identity, as an absolute unity, makes space an 
object of experience, which is an absolute whole of the thoroughgoing 
determjnation of sense-objects. 

The moving forces of matter are the causes of the possibility of percep-
tion in it. 

The first of the moving forces, which constitutes the existence of sensible 
space, is intuition extensively - giving empirically what is external in the 
object, in the possibility of perception; the second is intensive in sensa-
tion, in sensible time, as a matter of degree. Both are subjective, that is, in 
appearance, according to the form in which the subject is affected. Attrac-
tion and repulsion are the acts of the agitating forces of matter, which 
contain a prion· a principle of the possibility of experience and the transi-
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tion to physics. It is part of the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science - and, hence, of philosophy - to make use of the mathematical 
principles with regard to the relations of the given forces of matter, as an 
instrument for the sake of philosophy; to [proceed] from Kepler's fOIDlS 
(his three analogies) to the moving forces which act in conformity with 
them; [to develop] the system of universal gravitation from original attrac-
tion or motion from repulsion (in [the foml of] which light and sound [are 
given] for optics and acoustics); and thus to found physics, in conjunction 
with other relations of force. It is noteworthy that Newton's propositions 
in his Principia plzilosophiae mathematica are not developed systematically, 
from a principle, but had to be compiled empirically and rhapsodicaHy. 
Consequently, they led to the expectation of ever new additions, and, 
hence, his book could not contain a philosophical system. 

The universe, as object of the senses, is a system of the forces of a matter 
which affect one another outwardly (objectively) in space, by motion, and 
inwardly (subjectively) by sensation, with consciousness, of substances -
that is, as objects of perception. Their elements, regarded mathematically, 22:519 
as substance, would, as atoms (in such an amount that they fill space, or else 
dynamically, as moments of motion, according to the degree of magnitude 
of their forces) form sense-objects should we wish to regard the latter as 
constihtted by composition. Yet mathematical division allows of no last part. 
For the latter would be a point, which is only the limit of a line, not a part of 
it; force, however, as moment (of gravity and attraction) does not [allow of] 
smallest moments of motion [breaks oJJJ 

-There can be mathematical principles of philosophy, if mathematics, 
proceeding from Kepler's laws, establishes originally moving forces in 
space; mathematics is thereby, mediately, an instrument for philosophy.-

( ... J 

(XIth fascicle, sheet VIII, page IJ 

z 
Space is, in fact, merely the form of outer intuition and the subjective 
element of the mode of being outwardly affected. But it is, nevertheless, 
considered as something outwardly given - as real relation insofar as it 
must be thought as a principle of the possibility of perceptions; yet it must 
precede experience. 

In this respect we must represent matter (the movable in space) to our-
selves and in this also a moving force of their masses which represents an 
action of them through empty space (actio in dis/ans), extended to infinity. It 
is unlimited, but it limits any whole of matter (body) and, in fact, through 
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two original forces of attraction and repulsion. Without their combined 
effect there would be absolutely no matter and space as such would be 
empty and yet, at the same time, known - which is contradictory. 

It is not a proposition based on physics (empirical doctrine of moving 
forces) but a proposition that originally grounds physics, that there must 
be an attraction - even without opposing repulsion - among bodies which 
move around a common centeT of motion. In virtue of this attraction and 
their circular motions they (the celestial bodies) [are) moved in circles 
around midpoints of motion, and so must finally move in all of space 
around an unmoved [midpoint]. 

All bodies strive to approach one through motion in empty 
space - and, in fact, in direct proportion to the quantity of their masses 
and in inverse proportion to the squares of the distances, in virtue of an 
impulse (impu/sus) of attraction. (But how are the distances to be per-
ceived if the moving forces should be effective in empty space?) In order 
to determine the distances through perception space must be perceptible, 

22:525 hence it cannot be empty. There are, therefore, mathematical foundations 
of natural science which at the same time belong [anheimfallenl to philoso-
phy; for they concern the quality of the moving forces according to their 
causality, and mathematics acts here as instrument. 

Matmals - complemmta virium mUllent;tI"'. materiae.94 The quantity of 
matte r cannot be thought as grounded atomistically but must be thought 
as grounded dynamically. This grounding is the original attraction of 
bodies through empty space which therefore can be no object of percep-
tion but can merely be thought. Intelligible space is the fonnal representa-
tion of the subject insofar as it is affected by outer things. 

From the unity of matter it follows that there is a common principle of 
its forces (basis). It contains the forces moving in particular modes (basis 
specifica) and makes unlimited space into an object of the senses (originaria 
basis et communis). As the latter, it is represented as occupying space 
everywhere; [it is] represented a priori for itself, as substance having no 
particular properties except merely that of occupying space. This sensible 
space is assumed to be limiting itself through moving forces. 

Matter is the outer object of the senses in general insofar as it can be 
only one and unlimited - in contrast to empty space. Its moving forces 
specifically different types of matter are caHed materials (materia, maw 
teriet): parts of matter to which thus also belong specifically different 
forces and {which] are movable substances (as nitrogen, carbon). One of 

22:526 these so-called materials, which, as assumed to be present everywhere 
and all-penetrating (the guiding material) is merely hypothetical: Namely, 
it is the caloric which is suited for the motion and distribution of all 
materials and [which] may also be mere quality of motion. 

[ ... J 
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[Xlth fascicle, sheet VIII, page 2J 22:528 
The laws of motion were sufficiently established by Kepler's three 

analogies. They were entirely mechanical. Huygens knew also of compos-
ite yet derivative motion, forces fleeing the midpoint or constantly driving 
toward it (vis centrifuga et centr;peta). But no matter how close they both 
[came to postulating universal gravitation] - for Galileo had long before 
that given the law of the gravity of falling bodies at heights which led to an 
approximately equal moment in their fall- aU that which had been 
achieved remained empiricism in the doctrine of motion, and there was as 
yet no universal principle properly so-called, that is, a concept of reason, 
from which it would be possible to infer a priori to a law for the determina-
tion of forces, as from a calise to its effect. This solution was given by 22:529 
Newton, inasmuch as he gave the moving force the name of attraction, by 
which he made apparent that this cause was effected by the body itself 
immediately, not by communication of the motion to other bodies - thus, 
not mechanically, but purely dynamically. 

By what means, however, is this force which governs the whole. of 
cosmic space made manifest - since this cannot be empirically, for it 
contains an a prion' law? How shall we know the places at which this 
universal attraction [acts], and which, in comparison with other [forces], is 
of a greater or lesser moment of acceleration, in order fto detemlinel the 
distances at which the attraction acts? For of this we must previously have 
been infonned before we can apply the law of gravitation to any particular 
part of matter, and actio immediata in dis tans can produce no perception for 
the intuiting subject, since space is empty and not at all sensible. 

Hence matter in contact must be given in order that matte r at a distance 
be acknowledged as such - that is, not as a locomotion IFortnick-en) 
through space void of contents (for the latter cannot be perceived). 
Rather, what is to be understood by matter in contact is only that a body 
can exercise force on others, even without the mediation of an intermedi-
ate matter, and that this takes place through attraction (which, in itself, is 
not perceptible). Yet, this attraction, without occupying space in the form 
of substance, initiates motion by its force, and makes empty space indi-
rectly sensible. -Such [a motion] can only be the motion of a matter which 
acts in a straight line and acts at a distance within a certain time.-

To this Newtonian principle of universal attraction through empty 
space there corresponds a similar principle of repulsion (viriuln repe/- 22:530 
lentium), which, likewise, cannot be an object of experience in itself, but is 
only necessary in order to present space as an object of the senses. It is the 
characteristic of matter to act on the senses at a distance; thereby the 
object, by its means, is presented immediately to sensation and empirical 
intuition, rather than the intermediate matter affecting the subject. Light 
and sound (with their colors and tones) are such transitions, which make 
an action at a distance (actio in distans) representable as immediately 
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possible. We see or hear light and sound, not as immediately in contact 
with our eye or our ear, but regard it as an influence of sense-objects on 
our organ, as distant from us. 

The merely subjective modifications in the stimulation of our percep-
tions (called feeling), which impel us either to preserve the state of inner 
perception or to free ourselves from it, do not belong to the present 
(merely theoretical) investigation. We are here concerned only with the 
problem of transcendental philosophy: How is synthetic knowledge a 
pn'or; possible? 

[Margin . . . J 

[Xith fascicie, sheet VIIJ, page 3J 

[ . • . J 

[Right ma'1l"nJ 
The receptivity of appearances depends upon the spontaneity of compo-

sition in the intuition of oneself. 

Matter is what makes space into an object of the senses. (Object of 
possible perception.) (The definition that it is the movable in space is the 
consequence thereof.) The parts of matter, specifically different with re-
spect to their moving forces, are materials (sioicheia) which, mutually 
penetrating, are in the same space. 

Supposing that only a single cosmic body is present: The question now 
is whether there are, in that case, forces of attraction everywhere in 
infinite space (albeit inoperative for this space) or whether there is really 
nothing external to this body, but that, as soon as a second body is posited, 
these forces manifest themselves in relation to the latter. 

One must first have an intuitive representation of the si7.e offal space - its 
22:536 position and situation, as well as its shape - in order to be abJe to deter-

mine what exists in it For there is only one space and only one time. 
Sense-objects within them are posited in them. 

Of attractions according to the inverse ratio of the square of the dis-
tance, insofar as that is a rule given a pn'ori, whose ground lies in [the 
nature ofJ space - as it were, an experimental positing." 

[ ..• J 

• Lehmann's reading oflast three words unccl1ain. 
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[X1th fascicle, sheet I, page 4J 

Space is not an object ofintuition, -neither pure nor empirical intuition (of 
perception)- - not a self-subsisting thing - but rather is -itself a mode of 
intuition- (intuition itself). That it should be something external and 
different to the subject signifies nothing more than that this intuition is 
original, and not derived from perception; it signifies only the subjective 
element of the synthetic unity of the manifold, which precedes a priori the 
latter's formal relation in appearance. Hence motion and moving forces in 
space can, according to transcendental principles, precede a priori the 
principle of the possibility of a system of perceptions for the sake of 
experience. 

The medium by which we perceive things as external to us at a 
tance, is light and sound. They are mediate perceptions. Heat is an 
ate one. 

Space and time are not objects of intuition. For were they objects of 
intuition, they would be real things and require, in turn, another intuition 
in order to be represented to one as objects, and so on to infinity. 
itions are not perceptions (that is, empirical) if they arc pure, for that 
requires forces which determine the senses. How is it possible, however, 
that pure intuitions yield, at the saine time, principles of perception - e.g. 
the attraction of cosmic bodies? 

[Space and time are not objects of intuition] but, rather, subjective forms 
of intuition itself, insofar as they contain a principle of synthetic a priori 
propositions and of the possibility of a transcendental philosophYi [they 
contain] appearances prior to all perceptions. Space in three dimensions, 
time in one. The formal element of sense-intuition in the subject is here 
[represented] as object, and movlng forces in space (in which there is 
nothing in substance) as something sensible (unsibile), which contains mov-
ing forces (hence objects of perception). Attraction of bodies at a distance, 
and repulsion (in virtue of which they are bodies, that is, self-limiting 
matter) already lie a pnori in the concept of the possibility of experience, as 
unity of space and time. Lighl and sound, action at a distance. 

(Everything here stands under the principle of identity.) 

22:433 

22:434 

What comes first is the consciousness of composition (compltxUS) of the 22:435 
manifold in appearances in spaee and lime, as a continuous whole (the 
totality, which contains the position, the locations, and the moving forces 
for outer and inner perceptions - that is, for the possibility of experience. 
For space itself is not an object of perception. It is the system of the active 
relations of the moving forces, given a priori, according to its form, in 
three dimensions of intuition. Space itself is not an object of perception. 
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Space and time are nOt objects of a given (empirical) intuition,for. itl 
Ihal case, they would be something enslent whidl aJficted our setlSe; they are 
rather, intuitions themselves - not a dahile hUI a rogilabile - the mere fom: 
in which something can be object of empirical intuition for Our sense. 
They are not -objects of- perceptions (empirical representations with COn-
sciousness) for in that case they would themselves presuppose appear-
ances as a prion' intuitions. They are not objects of perception - that is , 
space is not given in perception - but subjeaivefomlS ofimuition. 

Space is not something existing, as an object of intuition (just as little 
as time is) but the mere form of the coordination of the manifold along_ 
side and successively. That it should be posited almlgside and successively 
(iuxta t1 post), however, already presupposes space and time in the sub-
ject; not as something which is given in itself for sensible representation 
but which is thought as its formal element. It is not an object of percep-
tion, but a formal a priori condition for perceiving what is given to the 
senses as a whole. The moving forces, attraction and repulsion are in it 
[breaks oJJJ 

22:436 Space and time, the one like the orner, as foons of outer and inner 
intuition, are not objects of perception (empirical representation with 
consciousness) but only receptivity for to be affected (out-
wardly and inwardly) by them - that is, to represent objects of ourselves in 
the manner in which they appear to us. They are just for that reason 
appropriate as a priori principles for the possibility of synthetic a priori 
knowledge ([principles] of transcendental philosophy) and are merely sub-
jective, not objective - not, according to what objects are in themselves, 
but what they are for sense. Hence space and time are not themselves 
objects of intuition, a given manifold for perception, but only the formal 
element of the composition (complexus) of possible objects of the percep-
tions of outer and inner sense. 

If, however, one posits the moving forces, affecting the subject out-
wardly in spatial intuition and inwardly in sensation, the concept of these 
forces must precede the concept of the spatial and temporal relations in 
which they are posited; for, without this, space and time would not be an 
empin'cal intuition, without which, in turn, the existence of these forces is 
not given but only thought. Space itself. as sensible (spatium st1lsibile), as 
object of perception, [can] become an object of (he senses through those 
forces which affect the subject. Or be thought as such. 

It is a contradiclio in aJitclo that the apodictic certainty of a proposition 
should emerge from experience; however, for experience - that is, for its 
sake, to produce it, indeed (by observation and experiment) - principles 
of it can be given, and these belong entirely to physics. Under the title of 
physicist, however, one also understands the expert on and controller of 
organic bodies, primarily living ones. -Extensive or intensive magnitude 
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(degree) of the moving forces of attraction and repulsion in space and 
time, as objects of possible perception.-

[Margin . .. J 

[Xlth fascicle, sheet II, page I J 

BB 

Space and time, as intuitions, and the unity of consciousness - the neces-
sary unity in the connection of the manifold of them - is the necessary 
(original) sense-object. 

Space and time are not objects of intuition but pure intuition itself; and 
the formal element in the synthetic unity of the manifold of them as 
appearances, under the principle of their composition, is spontaneity, not 
receptivity. 

The understanding cannot proceed from perception (empirical knowl-
edge with consciousness) [in order toJ determine the intuiting subject into 
a complex of representation, as knowledge of the object. fIt] contains a 
priori the formal element of a system of perceptions, prior to these empiri-
cal cognitions; for perception is itself the effect of an act of the moving 
force of the subject, which determines itself a priori into a representation. 

Space and time -are not things, but mere modes of representation of 
things in appearance,- and objective intuition {is] contained a priori in 
subjective intuition as appearance. The positing of both as united -does- not 
-contain something- given but -something which- is made. The formal ele-
ment of intuition prior to the material. The possibility of transcendental 
philosophy (that is, synthetic a priori propositions): not by groping) as to-
ward an aggregate, but according to principles in a system; in which it is not 
perceptions, -sparsim- (for they are empirical) but the principle of the possi-
bility of experience, -coniunctt'm- (as unity of the thoroughgoing determina-
tion of the object) which takes precedence; and the transition from the 
metaphysical foundations [of natural science] to physics founds a system of 
knowledge, by anticipations of the internally and externally moving forces, 22:440 
in sensation and in the construction of concepts - philosophically and 
mathematically. 

The movable in space, matter as a continuum, not aggregated through 
vacuum interspersum, -Or- atomistically, but (since there are no atoms) 
dynamically forming bodies (through the attraction and n:pulsion of the 
matter of bounded masses in empty space) and mutually attracti/lg, but 
nevertheless thoroughly distributed in full and sensible space as mere 
matter for the communication of forces: These are mere thought-objects, 
which (like caloric) are not so much hypothetical entities as principles of 

I Reading der for dit. 
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the understanding; without which experience itself is not possible. Space 
is a continuum for sensible knowledge, and, were it not to be apperceived , 
it would be merely an empty imagining. One may, however, also represent 
it to oneself merely idealisticaUy, so [breaks oDJ 

Space, lime, and that which combines both -intuitions - the Outer and 
the inner - - in one, motion (-that is, the act 0'" description ·of space in· a 
certain time) are not -given- things, as objects of perception (empirical 
representation with consciousness) given independently, outside the sub-
jecti they are mere fonns of sensible representation which belong to the 
subject a priori, and contain the general problem of transcendental philoso-
phy: How are synthetic propositions a priori possible? These objects are 
here given only in appearance, as subjective forms of intuition, on which 
the possibility of synthetic a priori knowledge is also founded. 

{Space and time are suhjective fonns of outer and inner sensible intuition 
as appearance, and they are the principle of the possibility of the combina-
tion of the manifold of intuition into the systematic unity of perceptiom in 

22:441 experience, with the consciousness of the absolute totality of the combina-
tion of the manifold in one object.} 

Space, time and -the absolute unity of the two in the connection of 
sensible intuition- in space and -[in] the pure sense of- time. 

{Space and time, the intuition of the object (according to its form). The 
consciousness of unity in the composition within the subject, according to 
the absolute totality of this intuition. There is one space and one time. 
The absolute unity, which embraces everything, is likewise the infinity of 
this object. which is really subject, and which is intuiting and, at the same 
time, intuited.} 

Space, time, and the determination -or determinability- of existence in 
space and time. Where, how, and when something is. Space and time are 
not themselves indirect (mediate) -and derivative,· but direct (immediate) 
and -primitive- intuitions, -through- which the object affects itself as ap-
pearance, and -thus- they represent their object as infinite (limitless). The 
complex (complexus) of representations which afe contained in this intu-
ition are a progress to infinity. The object is given neither idealistically nor 
realisticallYi it is not given at aU, but merely thought (non dan, sed inteJligi 
poust). Composition - not the composite, but the positing. 

[Top matgin] 
Matter (as generic concept) can be thought of as consisting in specifi-

cally different elements, which are then known as materials (partes ele-
mentares), and which entirely occupy the same space, without driving one 
another from their places - e.g. caloric, light-material, magnetic material, 
elean"city. Are they materials or mere forces - that is, otherwise modified 
materials? 
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[RighI mar;ginJ 
True locomotion can only be grounded On dynamical principles, e.g. 22:442 

attraction, but, even then it is not, with respect to space in general [breaks 
offJ 

Alteration of place A is not always motion of the body A. For, if B is 
moved, the place of A is also altered, but A does not move (does not alter its 
place). 

It is one and the same in transcendental philosophy whether I make 
sensible representations idealistically or realistically into a principle. For 
what matters is only the relation - not of the objects to the subject, but 
among one another. 

Self-intuition (making oneself into an object of the senses) belongs to 
transcendental philosophy, and is synthetic but, at the same time, analytic. 

Space, time (as intuitions), motion: synthetic unity in the relation of 
intuitions as appearances, and the cause of motion - moving force; [they] 
are together the conditions of the sense-object. ·Principles of possible 
experience.· 

That there is a space cannot be perceived. I posit a space (likewise time); 
and yet it is not something existent which has three dimensions, etc. 
There is only one space. 

Space is an intuition; not something which is intuited. 
An empty space can have forces in its locations - e.g. attractive 

forces - but not, however, without some body, namely at a distance; and 
these forces, if this body ceases, are themselves likewise nothing. 

Organic bodies propagated by two sexes, by germs and eggs. 

Even ideaJisrn can coexist with the subjective reality of the concepts of 
space and time as intuitions. For everything synthetic is combined in the 22:443 
unity of intuition, according to the principle of identity. 

For the subject is an object of the senses for itself, according to these 
forms. The subject which makes the sensib!t representation of space and 
time for itself, is likewise an object to itself in this act Self-intuition. FOf, 
without this, there would be no self-consciousness of a substance. 

[XIth fascicle, sheet II , page 2J 
The quantity of matter in a cosmic body is determined by the distance of 

a planet in motion around it, by the former's attraction, and by the moving 
force which operates at every distance in empty space - hence the forces in 
all these places. If the attracting body disappears, together with the at-
tracted, then there is a void - in regard to which the question is, whether 
space itself be something which is yet positive, and an object of intuition. 
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The understanding does not start from the object, hut from its Own 
subject, in order to constrllct the sensible intuition, according to its form. 
that is, to present the manifold of sensible intuition synthetically a PriOri: 
in the unity of the manifold, according to a principle - which is a mathe-
matical operation of the understanding, and an act of transcendental 
philosophy: How are synthetic representations a pn'on' possible? The rep-
resentation of space and lime, and their synthetic unity in one space and 
one time, and the principle of thoroughgoing combination for the sake of 
the possibility of experience in space and time. 

The extraposition is combined with the intusposition of the manifold of 
intuition as appearance, through a principle of the synthetic unity of a 
priori knowledge - consequently, by transcendental principles. The sub-
ject makes itself into an object. ' 

The unconditioned unity of the manifold in intuition is not given to the 
subject hy another object, but is thought through itself. Space and time are 

22:444 not anticipations of perception, as concepts of the understanding, but 
forms of the objects in appearance. 

Maner does not consist of atoms; for what is encountered as a simple 
element in one place is ' not a part but a point. Only forces can act-
spherically, indeed. 

The objects of intuition are thought as composite, for space is only the 
formal element of appearance - that is, the subjective element of the self-
determination of intuition in three dimensions, for the sake of the compo-
sition of perceptions. I cannot say I have this or that experience; rather, I 
make it for myself, and this system of perceptions is valid for everybody. 
Observali01l and experiment -are ingredients· [andl presuppose a principle 
in order to make experience (not experiences). The mathematical founda-
tions of natural science precede a priori, as intuitions; the philosophical 
[foundations] apply appearances to them; the mathematical principles of 
the philosophical doctrine of nature, however, fully ground the doctrinal 
system of the science of nature as physics. However, the transition from the 
former science to the latter progresses from the partial representations 
(the empirical data - perceptions) to the whole (physics) and contains the 
condilions of possibility of experience. Perception belongs to the moving 
forces, as operating wirhin the subject in sensa lion. IJut, as such, it is not 
to be counted to experience, according to a gtneral rule. 

Space, time, and the thoroughgoing detennination (existence) of things 
in space and time - principle of the possibility of experience; 

Space is not a sensible object, and, to that extent, has no reality - that 
is, nothing existent - but, rather, contains merely the formal element of 
intuition which our own principle of thought posits synthetically. It is 
nothing outside my representation, but something merely subjective - a 
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mere intuition, without [beingJ an object different from my representa-
tion. The ideality of space, as the mere form of an intuition, also makes it 2-2.:445 
the case that we can attribute a pn'ori certain properties which carry with 
them synthetic a priori propositions - e.g. three dimensions to an object 
which, in itself, is nothing. Space is not intuited but is an intuition. Thus it 
is (like time) limitless (not infinite). Not pfOgressus ill infinitum, as a com-
posite whole, but in indefinitutn - something limitless, self-restricting. 
Thaeatetus. 95 

The subjective principle of consciousness of oneself in the synthetic a 
priori unity of the composition (synthesis) of an object of self-intuition, as 
appearance of an object in general outside myself-that is, space - or of 
myself in me - time, as the fimnal element of intuition, lies at the founda-
tion of perception (empirical representation with consciousness) as the 
material element both outside and inside myself. The understanding 
makes the progress to the possibility of experience. Experience, as the 
transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to physics, 
is an unconditional unity - that is, experiences do not exist, but only percep-
tions. Experience, as the synthetic unity of that manifold of empirical 
representations in a system, is, as a thoroughgoing determination, only 
one. For the sake of physics. 

[ ... J 

[L4I mawnJ 22:446 
How is experience possible? 
The principle of the possibility of the aggregate of perceptions for the 

sake of the possibility of experience: (r) Intuition (2) Perception (3) 22:447 
Experience - which latter also has a priori principles of its possibility. 

'The material out of which experience is originally woven is not the percep-
tion (empirical representation with consciousness) of some object - that 
is, not that which sense receives as material - but that which the under-
standing makes out of -the formal element of- sensible intuition. So it is 
not from receptivity but from the spontaneity of the subject (thus, from 
the (formal) principle of composition, that is, from that which the under-
standing makes out of this simple material - hence autonomously, not 
heteronomously) that the aggregate of perceptions becomes a system, 
which, according to the principle of identity, is only one - that is, contains 
absolute (unconditional) unity in itself. Experience is already a system of 
perceptions, and contains a principle of the possibility of experience 
(which can only be one). For [to speak of] making experiences is a hysteron 
proteronfJIJ of the knowledge of the understanding, -which,- in the place of 
perceptions, must first have observation and experiment given as the 
principle of the possibility of experience. 
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Space, time, and the absolute synthetic unity of the manifold of appear-
ance in general in space and time, by which the whole of the objects of 
sense is given for the sake of a single possible experience, 

Not even a Thaeatetus can dispute the actuality of these objects, and it 
is superior to the doubting of idealism. For this mode of representation of 
the objects of intuition as such is decided according to the principle of 
identity - that is, according to logical principles. We cannot think senSe-
objects in the whole of intuition, as possible experience, for ourselves, if 
we do not connect them, according to this rule, in one concept - no 
Thaeatetus. 

22:448 The subjective element of-inner space- and time-intuition, as appear-
ance, is, at the same time, the objectitie element of the synthetic a priori 
unity of their relation, for the sake of the possibility of experience, as a 
system, according to its form, of perceptions in composition, 

(Bottom matginl 
Space is not intuited as object, and is not a sense-object for an aggre-

gate of perception for the sake of the possibility of experience, For the 
formal unity in the synthesis of the manifold of intuition, in which the 
manifold is not given in combination, but made by the understanding, is 
the principle of the possibility of empirical representations with conscious-
ness for a system of representations in the unity of experience. All experi-
ence is problematic; it becomes assertoric through perception as an aggre-
gate. It is never apodictic, however. 

(XIth fascicle, sheet II, page 31 

BB' 

The consciousness of myself does not commence with what is material-
that is, not with sensible representation as perception - but with what is 
fonnal in the synthesis of the manifold of pure a pn'ori intuition; not with 
the object of knowledge, but with the coordination (coordinatio) of possi-
ble sensible representations in the subject which is affected by objects-
that is, knowledge of the object as appearance. 

Space and are the unique forms of the intuition of the manifold as 
appearance, and each of these intuitions is, each independently, given a 
priori as an unconditional whole: "There is one space and one time" and 
the whole of possible perceptions (empirical representations with con-
sciousness) regarded a priori in one system, is experience - that is, thor-
oughgoing determination of the object of sensible intuition. 

In conformity with this, in regard to physics as a system of all empirical 
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knowledge (not an empirical system - for that would be a conlradicl;o in 
adjecto), one never speaks of experiences, but only of experience, since 22!449 
perception in its thoroughgoing determination is an absolute cognitive 
whole of the object. 

But a principle of progressive approximation toward experience, through 
an indeterminate number of accumulated perceptions (by means of obser-
vation and experiment) in an aggregate, does not entitle one to the expres-
sion: "Experience teaches this or that"'; for an empirical judgment as such 
can never be represented as apodicric. eThey are not concepts of conse-
quence [l'olgenmg1 but of association [Beigese/lung] and of progression in the 
aggregation of empirical representations, which, no matter by which and by 
how many determinations, progress to the whole of the thoroughgoing 
determination, as existence.' Although, for example, given ten different 
compounds, which constitute the precipitation of a solution, as given by 
chemical rules, one may imagine that the experiment has thereby advanced 
into a demonstration (thus making further experiments superfluous), yet 
one cannot guarantee success in the eleventh - in which, for example, there 
is the unnoticed influence of atmospheric electricity affecting the instru-
ments. Nor can a physician predict from his Hippocratic armchair the 
intended success for (apparently) similar individuals and cases without, 
from time to time, being deceived in his expectations. 

Space and time, as objects of intuition, regarded as unity - the one of 
outer intuition, the other of inner - are given a priori with their determina-
tions in three dimensions (of magnitude): body, plane, and point. They 
are not concepts. 

The consciousness of myself in the fonnula: I am, is identical with the 
proposition: I am an object to myself; an object, indeed, of inner intuition 
(dabile) and of the thought of the determination of that which I ascribe to 
myself (cogitabile). The proposition: I am to myself an object of the intu-
ition and thought of the manifold of the intuition of myself, is a synthetic a 
pn·ori proposition, into whose possibility I may not inquire. It {is} the 22:450 
principle of transcendental philosophy, which answers the problem: How 
are synthetic propositions a priori possible? 

Intuition is twofold, however, in the representation of space and time, 
which [contains) the fonnal element of the combination of the manifold, 
only in appearance, indeed - that is, how I affect myself [and] can 
tute myseJf a priori into an empirical cognition, for example, into cognition 
of the sensible representation of a matter and of the bodies which are 
composed of it. 

We know the object through the manner in which the subject is affected 
by it; this, however, is given a priori in appearance. 

[Margin . .. J 
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22:45 I [Xlth fascicle, sheet II, page 4J 
Space and time, as subjective forms, not as objects of the intuition of 

the a priori given manifold in appearance, are not derivative cognitions 
(repraesentatio derivata) but given originally in representation (repraesentatro 
pn·maria); they are thought as the unconditional synthetic unity of the 
manifold, and their complex as an infinite whole, in which perceptions 
(empirical representations with consciousness) are thought of as in a 
system - that is coordinated and mbordinated according to the principle of 
the possibility of experience. 

Intuition of an object without limit'i - space and time - and thoroughgo-
ing determination of oneself as subject in thoroughgoing determination in 
space and time; a"s principle of the possibility of (outer and inner) experi-
ence, as knowledge of a doctrinal system called physics - toward which, 
by this act, a transition in doctrine from the metaphysical foundations of 
natural science to physics takes place. 

In this there is no ideality of a given object, but, rather, the reality of the 
.synthesis of the a priori self-constituting principle of the combination of 
the manifold in intuition in general, as appearance; insofar, that is, as this 
synthesis, according to the formal aspect of its unity (there is one space 
and one time) is, at the same time, an infinite progression, in which 
empirical representations with consciousness (perceptions) progress [to] 
the unity of possible experience - to a system - which is thought, rather 
than given. 

Thus, space, time, and the principle of the thoroughgoing determina-
tion of the appearance of the object ofintuition in space and time, consti-
tute something, which is not merely an aggregate ·of the manifold- of 
perception, through observation and experiment, but a system, called 
experience, which is single, and to which the understanding progresses. 

22:452 The first act of the faculty of representation, through which the subject 
posits the manifold of its intuition and makes itself an object of the senses, 
is a synthetic a priori cognition of the given (dabile); space and time as [the) 
formal element of intuition, and of what is thought in the composition of 
this manifold (cogitabile), insofar as, as appearance, the latter is repre-
sentable a priori, according to what is formal in intuition. Hence, space 
and time are not themselves objects, but forms of the representation of the 
intuition of objects. Which latter, as empirical representations with con-
sciousness (that is, as perceptions) are - inasI11llch as they are combined a 
priori into a whole in the form of a system - experience; and, insofar as 
they are an object of experience, they are, as such, an object of physics 
(that is, of the science of nature). 

A great deal is required, however, in order to establish whether an 
empirical cognition can be held to be a principle of knowledge and an 
empirical proposition. For this requires thoroughgoing determination, 
which alone can establish the existence of what is thought. Experience is 
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the absolute unity and completeness of perception, not in an 
mined aggregate but in a system; and the completeness of empirical 
knowledge cannot be constituted from the system, but only for it - hence 
there is only progression toward empirical knowledge, but not [a] physical 
doctrine of experience, properly so called. 

[ ... J 
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[The Selbstsetzungslehre] 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet I, page 41 

[Insertionl 

The first thought from which the power of representation proceeds is the 
intuition of oneself and the category of the synthetic unity of the manifold 
in appearance - that is, of pure (not empirical) representation, which pre-
cedes aU perception, under the a pnoriprinciple: How are synthetic propo-
sitions a priori possible? Its answer is: They arc contained identically in 
the unconditional unity of space and time, as pure intuitions, whose qual-
ity consists therein that the subject posits itself as given (dabile); their 
quantity, however, in that the act of composition (as infinite in progression 
(cogilabile» contains the intuition of an infinite whole, as thinkable (subjec-
tively), What is thought in indqinitum is here represented as given in 
injillilltm. Space and time are infinite quanta. 

That which is in infinite progression is represented as something infi-
nite, which is given (space and time) according to mathematical predicates 
of intuition (the three dimensions of space and one of time), just as if they 
were real positions in which things [arc] and alterations in them occur. 
Hence, attraction according to the inverse ratio of distances. These forms 
lie a pn'on in the power of representation, and are actually the real [das 
Reale] in the subject, from which alone knowledge of the object can 
emerge ifonna fiat esse rei). The possibility of a system of perceptions, as 
belonging to the unity of experience, is, at the same time, the ground of 
their coexistence and of the succession of the appearances which they can 
produce (and which already have their place a priori in the understand-
ing). It is an analytic proposition, according to the principle of identity, 
that the forms in the synthesis ofintuition and the principles of their unity 
contain, at the same tiPle, as in mathematics, the cOllStructioll of these 
concepts. No Thaeatetus or skeptic can take issue with this. 

22: 12 Space is not an existing object of sensible intuition, nor - as little as 
time - is it something existing outside me, in which the manifold of per-
ceptions is determinable as to its position (iuxta et posl se invicem ponendo)j97 
rather [space and time are] themselves intuitions given a priori, which 
contain in themselves, synthetically a pn'on', the formal principle of the 
composition of the manifold in appeqrance. As limidess with regard to 
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their extensive magnitude, they hence contain unconditional unity (and 
thus, infinity); there is only onc space and one time. Through this repre-
sentation, all objects of empirical representation are connected into an 
absolute whole - all aTe representations through which the subject consti-
(utes itself according to its possibility (by synthetic a priori propositions). 

Space and time aTC not objects of intuition (foT, in that case, there 
would have to be something previously given which grounded the subjec-
tive knowledge of the manifold of representations). They are, rather, pure 
intuition itself, as the subjective element of form (that is, the receptivity of 
being affected by an object of the senses) of objects as they appear to mc, 
and arc an infinite given whole of the manifold , as the basis of all 
perceptions - not as an aggregate, but in a system for the sake of the 
possibility of experience (Axioms of Intuition, Anticipations of Perception, 
etc.). The understanding constitutes itself to this philosophy, through 
concepts, and mathematically, through the construction of concepts . 

Space and time are not concepts (conceptus) but pure sensible intuition 
(intuilUs), each of which contains absolute unity in the composition of the 
manifold of representations, and, as the fonnal element of the manifold of 
this Intuition, extends to infinity. It is not space as object which is intuited; 
space is, rather, the synthesis of the manifold in the representing subject 
itself. In this mode of representation, through which the subject consti-
tutes itself [brtak, o.DJ 

[1op malli"] 22:13 
Space is a quantum, which must always be represented as part of a 

greater quantum - hence, as infinite, and given as such. Progress in this 
quantum is not to be regarded as given; the progression, however, is. 

[ ... ] 
[VIIth fascicle, sheet III, page (J 

Insertion 

III 

The unity of the manifold of intuition, in the manifold's composition 
(synthesis) a priori in the sensible representation of the object in space and 
time, together with the unconditional unity of space and time as a whole 
(there is only one space and one time) contain axioms of intuition in the 
latter's formal aspect. In conformity with which, the subject posits itself as 
object (dabi/,) and the supreme problem of transcendental philosophy 
arises: "How are synthetic propositions a priori possible?" {through] which 
the thinkable (cogitabi/e), as principle, is necessarily brought into focus. 
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Now this inquiry would be unanswerable, however, and the problem 
raised in it irresolvable, if a concept were to present its object directly 
(immediately); for that could only take place analytically, by the resolu-
tion of concepts, according to the principle of identity - which would 
yield no ampliative propositions, such as should form the desired syn-
thetic judgment. 

Now synthetic (J prion" judgments do exist, for example, those of mathe-
matics: e.g. space contains three dimensions."" 

Pure a priori intuition contains, in the subject as thing in itself, the acts of 
spontaneity and receptivity, and (through their combination to unity) the 
act of reciprocity - through the subjective determination of intuition, as 
object in appearance. Herein this = x is only a concept of absolute 
position: not itself a self-subsisting object, but only an idea of relations, to 
posit an object corresponding to the form of intuition; the object [is] 
made, in thoroughgoing detennination, into an object of possible experi-

22:29 ence (its concept, as principle, [isl not derived from experience)." As in 
the Axioms of Intuition, the Anticipations ·of Perception etc., according to 
the system of the categories which lie at the foundation of knowledge of 
the given object. 

Space and time are only subjective of sensible intuition, which 
contain the axioms: There is only one space and one time, in which an 
infinite aggregate of perceptions can be coordinated with one another into 
a system. They are both subject to the principle: Space and time are 
intuitions of a whole, which must always be thought of only as part of a 
greater whole - that is, they are infinite magnitudes. One sees from this 
that the manifold in space and time does not contain things in themselves, 
but only appearances, which are given synthetically a priori, and the· 
supreme problem of transcendental philosophy is: How are synthetic 
propositions a pn'ori possible? Answer: They are possible only insofar as 
their object is restricted merely to appearance. 

[Marxin ... J 

22:30 [VIIth fascicle, sheet III, page 2J 
Our knowledge contains synthetic propositions (of arithmetic and ge-

ometry) and, indeed, synthetic a priori propositions; how are such proposi-
tions possible? A question (the fundamental problem of transcendental 
philosophy). 

• 2nd 

• There is no closing bracket in Kant's text. Lehmann places the bracket at the end of the 
next senlence, after lhl! givm objl!d. 
• Reading ail! for dl!t"nt. 
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Only insofar as we regard the objects of knowledge as appearances, not 
as things in themselves, for othelwise we would express more in our 
judgment about these objects than is contained in their concept; on the 
other hand, if the intuition through which this object is given is repre- 22:31 
sented merely as appearance, a synthetic judgment is framed by the under-
standing according to a principle of synthesis. The thing in itself (objectum 
noumenon) is here only a thought-entity without actuality (ens ration;s), in 
order to designate a place for the representation of the subject. [There isJ 
a different relation of intuition to the subject, according to the extent to 
which the subject is affected immediately by the object (and thus the 
object is represented as appearance in a specific form) or whether the 
power of representation is immediately aroused. 

The representation of apperception which makes itself into an object of 
intuition contains a twofold act: first, that of positing itself (the act of 
spontaneity); and [secondL that of being affected by objects and combin-
ing the manifold in representation to a prion' unity (the act of receptivity). 
In the first case, the subject is an object for itself only in appearance which 
is given a priori as the formal dement; in the second case, it is an aggregate 
of the material of perception insofar as that is thought a priori in space and 
time in the synthetic unity of the manifold of intuition, 

Space and time are not objects of intuition, but arc themselves intu-
ition; they are, as such, not objects of sensible representations, valid in 
themselves, but only appearances, that is, subjective - but only as the 
appea'rance = a or non a of positing or negating. The object of intuition as 
appearance is given only mediately (inasmuch as the subject is affected) as 
a sensible representation, To this there corresponds the idea of the object 
represented, and the ideality of the given representation as appearance 
contains the ground of the possibility of representing the object a priori in 
space and time. 

The thing in itself is not an object given outside representation, but 
merely the position of a which is thought of as correspond-
ing to the object. Su space and time are not perceptible objects but mere 
forms of intuition, which nevertheless make up a manifold contained a 
priori in the subject, and which supply synthetic a priori propositions to 22:32 
geometry. Just this in philosophy. 

{What I posit as in appearance, myself, or as thing in itself, or as [breaks 
offl) 

Synthetic knowledge a priori from concepts, or from the substrate of 
concepts, space and time, as outside me in appearance, I posit myself as 
an object of intuition according to the fonnal principle of the determina-
tion of the subject of self-consciousness, and of combination to the unity 
of the object (space and time) - but, in virtue of this, as something existing 
in relation to myself, consequently as appearance (object of sensible intu-
ition). I am the cogitabile according to a principle and likewise the dabile as 
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object of my concept: the representation of the thing in itself and then in 
appearance. 

Only the object in appearance can be determinable synthetically a priori, 
and form one of the subjects [Fach] of transcendental philosophy. N.B.: 
The thoroughgoing determination by perceptions, as a system of 
tions, is experience and can permit only approximation, not, however, 
apodictic certainty. 

Not empirical intuition with consciousness (perception) but the pure 
intuition of the formal element of combination (composition) of the mani-
fold according to a principle (law), is the thought-entity (ens rat jOn/'s) 
which precedes everything material in the object, and subjectively, as 
appearance, forms a foundation. 

The object = x (the dabile) presupposes the unity of the composition of 
the manifold aceording to its form (the cogi/abi/e), that is, as a principle of 
the form of the object in appearance which underlies it a priori. The thing 
in ilSeJ/is e7lS rationis. 

That light be no discharging motion (q'acu/alio) of a matter but an 
undulating motion (undulatio).99 

(Top ma.gin] . 
Wc must, with-respect to the intuition of an object in space or in time, 

22:33 at all times make the distinction between the representation of the thing 
in itself and that of the same thing as appeara,,,e - although we can 
attribute to the former no predicates, but, as = x, can regard it only as a 
correlate for the pure understanding (as cogilabile, not dabile) in which 
concepts, not things, are contrasted with one another. The proposition: 
All sense-objects arc things in appearance (objecta plmetlomena) to which 
a noumenon corresponds as the ground of their coordination; but no 
particular intuition (no noumenon aspectabile) corresponds to the latter, for 
that would be a contradiction with respect to the subjective element of 
the principle. 

(L41 mawn] 
All synthetic a priori judgments are determinations of the object in 

general with respect to its relations in space and in time. The latter are 
merc appearances, that is, representations which relate to the object of 
intuition insofar as [the subject] is affected by it, and are the subjective 
element of the subject's self-affection (formally). Judgments through 
concepts are analytic (by the principle of identity), those through predi-
cates of intuition are synthetic. Intuition itself is either pure intuition a 
prion' or empirical. The intuition contains the representation of the ob-
ject either as appearance or as it is in itself(objeaum vel phaenomenon vel 
nOllmenon). 
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The difference between an ens per se and the ens a se. The former is an 
object in appearance, which is affected by another; the latter an object 
which posits itself and which is a principle for its own detennination (in 
space and time). The thing in itself = x is not an object given to the 
senses, but only the principle of synthetic Ii priori knowledge of the mani-
fold of sensible intuition in general, and of the law of its coordination. 
Space and time are only subjective foms of intuition, given a priori, and 
are thus only the object of the SenseS in appearance. The understanding 
combines this object according to the categories into an unconditional 
whole. The subject is not a particular thing but an idea. The principle of 
the ide'ality of space and time is the key to transcendental philosophy, by 22:34 
which alone knowledge can be increased synthetically and a prion', insofar 
as the objects of sense are represented merely as appearances. In which 
the thing in itselfis not an existing being but = x, merely a principle. 

A demiurge (creator of the world), author of matter.IOO If one goes by 
experience, and wishes to judge from it the character of the author, it 
appears that he has taken no account of happiness, but acts as a despot. 

[ .•• J 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet III, page 4J 22:36 
First, the representation of the object in intuition. Second, [the repre-

sentation] of the intuition as appearance, of how the subject is affected by 
the sense-object (outwardly or inwardly). The affecting object is = x. 
The fonnal element of appearance is the position of the object in space 
and time; not of space itself as a thing in itself, as an apprehensible thing. 
Only through the representation ' of the object as appearance, not as thing 
in itself, are synthetic propositions a pn·ori possible according to the formu-
lae of transcendental philosophy, and it is likewise necessary for the knowl-
edge of the science of nature as a doctrine of experience. Space and time 
are a priori intuitions hut not given objects of intuition. 

Without laws no experience can take place and, without a principle of 
the combination of the manifold in a prion' intuition, no law. For knowl-
edge [W,·ssenJ exceeds judgment and only makes the latter capable of 
thoroughgoing determination; the receptivity of certainty in synthetic a 
priori judgments only takes place if the objects of intuition first qualify for 
this, merely as appearance in my consciousness of myself. For this consti-
tutes the formal element which, merely in the understanding, free from 
everything empirical, posits [aufitellt] rather than apprehends a manifold 
of intuition inasmuch as it emerges from the subject's activity. Hence 
space is not an act of apprehension ·of the object of intuition- for it is in 22:37 
itself not a thing or object [Sache] and positions in it, as points, cannot be 
accumulated - they all coalesce into one point. 
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Someone said that the most beautiful statues are already present ill 
the block of marble; it is only necessary to remove parts of it, etc.'OI_ 
that is, one can represent through imagination the statue within and the 
sculptor [really] inserts it. It is only the appearance of a body. Space 
and time are products (but primitive products) of our own imagination, 
hence self-created intuitions, inasmuch as the subject affects itself 
and is thereby appearance, not thing {Sathe] in itself. The material 
element - the thing in. itself - is = X, the mere representation of one's 
own activity. 

Space and time are sensible objects in appearance, not representation of 
an object in itself It is the coordination of the manifold of intuition 
under one concept of empirical representation, insofar as both are made 
by the subject, rather than given to it, and the latter presents itself and 
constitutes an absolute whole. Hereupon is grounded the problem of 
transcendental philosophy: "How are synthetic propositions a priori possi-
ble?" The solution is: through the representation of objects of intuition 
in appearance, not according to what they might be in themselves, but 
what they are for the subject by which they are affected - that is, for-
mally, not according to what the object might be in itself, for such a 
question contains a contradiction. Space and titlle are not apprehensible 
objects, but mere modifications of the power of representation in which 
the concept of a thing in itself is merely a thought-object (ens rationis) 
and Serves as an object = x in order to represent the object of intuition 
in contrast to appearance. The thing in itself is not something given 
(dabile) but what is thought merely as corresponding (notwithstanding 
that it remains absent), belonging to the division. It stands only like a 
cipher [Zif{er]. 

22:38 [Ld! mawn] 
That propositions concerning space and time present objects only as 

appearances and, for that reason, a priori. In themselves, they are not 
objects but determinations of the subject in respect to synthetic a priori 
knowledge as transcendental philosophy. 

One cannot have a surfeit with respect W science, but one can well do 
so with respect to ethics as worldly wisdom. 

The different functions of the determination of the objects ofintuitions 
make the rules for nature and the basis of the possibility of experience. 
Space as an object of the senses is subject to the transcendental philo-
sophical principle of the laws of the square ratio, and it is necessitated so 
to intuit. ( 

Reading of last word uncertain. 
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Wisdom is the highest principle of reason. One cannot become yet wiser. 
Only the supreme being is wise. The smartness [Nasewt'tsheit] of children. 
scioius, a sciolist, or who knows something about everything. 

Spontaneity and receptivity with reaction at the same time. 
(Not organized matter, for that is a contradiction, but organic body.) 
Of the necessity of spiritual forces for the sake of organic bodies and 

even organic systems; because one must attribute an understanding to 
their cause in which the subject is thought as a simple being (of the sort 
which matter or an element of matter cannot be). 

Demiurge, universal world-spirit. 

No phenomenon under laws can be given as demonstrable by experience 
unless the phenomenon has been previously determined a priori thereto, 
for experience is omnitudo detenninatioTlis, which is never demonstrable 
through the completeness of perceptions (which must be infinitely mani-
fold). So an a priori principle for the possibility of experience is required. 

That which is given originally in pure intuition (daMle); next, that which is 
in the composition of the manifold, the thinkable (cogitabile) for sensc.-
perceptions (apprehensibile), or the complex of the manifold in a pn'ori 
appearance. 

According to Meiners, to. ethics is the; metaphysics of morals; not yet worldly 22:39 
wisdom but the theory which leads to it. 

Wisdom, unwisdom (met:hani$m) and folly belong to ethics. 
That concerns purposes. Prudence is directed only to means (nul/um 

numenJ abest si sit prudentia)toJ and [is] no part of ethics. 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet IV, page I J 

Insertion IV 

[ .•. J 
Every proposition (propositio) presupposes a judgment (iudidum) , 22:40 

which, undetermined as to what should become its subject or predicate, 
precedes it. The proposition was problematic, becomes assertoric through 
the determination of the subiect (the judgment becomes a proposition), 
and, as a proposition given a priori, arodictic - that is, combined with the 
consciousness of its necessity (which can also be called universal validity). 

All analytic judgments, that is, those which are valid according to the 
principle of identity, are also called discursive judgments, because they 
contain nothing further in the predicate than that which was already 

" Reading with Reickc numen. Lehmann reads nomrn. 
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thought in the concept of the subject; those, on the other hand, which go 
beyond the concept of the subject and predicate of it something which was 
not contained identically in the concept of the object, are synthetic, and, ir 
they are also valid a priori, the question arises: "How arc synthetic proposi-
tions a priori possible?" 

Pure mathematics with its nonempirical intuitions can, in any case, 
already make clear that such propositions do exist and, if it is a matter of 
explaining the ground of possibility of these propositions (which although 
not nonsensible are yet independent of experience), [then] this takes place 
in relation to the pure intuitive representations, space and time, which 
make such objects representable as contained in appearance, not as things 
in themselves. 

That space and time are not apprehensible objects - that they are not 
objects of perception whose systematic connection could be termed 
experience - is independently clear; that, however, synthetic a priori judg-
ments must lie at the foundation, and that, for this purpose, sensible 
representations must not be thought otherwise but indirectly (that is, not as 
knowledge of objects in themselves, but only their intuilion as appearance, 
which alone can be given a prion) is clear from the fact that, without taking 
such a rnode of representation for i.ts foundation, even experience itself 
would not be possible. . 

The object of the senses, represented as what it is in itse/fin comparison 
z2:41 with the sarne object in appearance, founds the possibility of synthetic a 

prion· judgments. 

[Top margin] 
Space with its manifold cannot be apprehended, but is apperceived as 

the original consciousness of oneself, as positing such a rnanifold. So it is 
only appearance of the object = X. 

[ ... ] 
22:43 [VII fascicle, she .. t IV, page 3] 

The first act of the faculty of representation (foro/tas repraesentatroa) is 
the representation of oneself (appercepl;o) through which the. subject 
rnakes itself into an object (apperceplio simplex)j and its representation is 
intuition (i"luilus), not yet concept (conceptus): that is, representation of an 
individual (rtpraesentalio singularis), not yet that which is comrnon to rnany 
(nota, i.e. repratsmtatio pluribus communis), that is, a generally valid repre-
sentation, which is to be encountered in rnany [things), in contrast to the 
[representation of the] individual. 

Space and time are two relations of the objects of pure intuition which 
contain a priori principles of their coordination as alongside one another 
and successive (iuxta et posl se invicem posilorum) - hence, merely their 
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formal element; and they exist only in the intuiting subject, as conditions of 
the composition ofthis manifold, each represented as unconditional unity -
hence also as infinite magnitudes - whose parts, however, are not objects of 
perception (empirical representation with consciousness) but are in 
selves nothing (existing) but pure formal intuition, that is, appearance, 

What is an object in appearance, however, in contrast to the same object 
but as thing in itse/fl 

This difference does not lie in the objects, but merely in the difference 
of the relation in which the subject apprehending the is 
affected for the production of the representation in itself. 

That space and time, in the manifold which these representations con- 22:44 
tain (for they are not apprehensible things, but nothing other than repre-
sentations themselves) must be thought in twofold relations to the subject: 
first, insofar as they are intuitions (and sensible ones, indeed); second, in 
the way in which their manifold makes synthetic proposition'.' a priori 
possible in general, and so founds a principle of synthetic a pn'ori proposi-
tions (but, hereby, also a transcendental philosophy) without which this 
necessary science would not take pJace, 

Now the latter is only possible for the reason that these object" are 
regarded in dual rational relations. 

Space and time are intuitions with the dynamic function of positing a 
manifold of intuition as appearance (dabile); thus also an aspectabile, as 
appearance, which precedes all apprehensive representation (perception 
as empirical representation with consciousness) and is thought syntheti-
cally a priori, according to a principle as thoroughly determining (intuitus 
quem sequitur COfICeptuS) in which the subject posits itself in the collective 
unity of the manifold of intuition, 

The latter is, a priori, as unconditional unity, the formal element of 
appearance, in contrast with the thing in itself = x, which is not itself a 
separate [absonderliches1 object, but is only a particular relation (respeaus) in 
order to constitute oneself as object - from which the problem oftranscen-
dental philosophy: "How are synthetic propositions in relations of space 
and time possible?" emerges. 

Both combined together, yield to absolute (unlimited) whole of intuition, 
which, yet, is always possible only as part of a yet greater whole - hence it is 
not an object (dabile): a cogitabile which yet is not, as a whole, dabile. 

[ ... ] 
[Xth fascicle, sheet XIX, page 2] 

[Insertion V] 

The first act of knowledge is the verb: I am, - self-consciousness, for I, 
[as] subject, am an object to myself. In this, however, there lies a relation 
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which precedes all detennination of the subject, namely, the relation of 
intuition to the concept, in which the I is taken doubly (that is, in a double 
meaning) insofar as I posit myself: that is, on the one hand, as thing in 
itself (e"s per re), and, secondly, as object of intuition; to be precise, either 
objectively as appearance, or as constituting myself a priori into a thing 
(that is, as thing [Sathe) in itself), 

Consciousness of itself (apperceptio) is an act through which the subject 
makes itself in general into an object. It is not yet a perception (apprehensio 
simplex), that is, not a sensible representation, for which it is required that 
the subject is affected by some object and that intuition becomes empiri-
calj it is, rather, pure intuition, which, under the designations of space and 
time, contain merely the fonnal clement of the composition (coordinatio e/ 
subordi"atio) of the manifold of intuition, and which, thereby [contain] an 
a priori principle of the synthetic knowledge of the manifold - which, for 
this reason, represents the object in appearance. 

The difference of the manifold of intuition - whether it represents the 
object in appearance, or according to that which if is in itself-signifies 
nothing other than whether the formal element is thought as merely 
subjectively valid (that is, for the subject) or objectively, valid for every-
body; which amounts to the question whether the position should express 
a noun or a verb. 

The intuition of space, with its three dimensions, and that of time with 
its single one, furnish synthetic a priori propositions, as principles - but 
not for sense-objects; for they are not apprehensible things which present 
themselves to intuition (empirically) and their representation with con-

22:414 sciousness is not perception. Just as little [is1 the system of the aggregate 
of such presumed perceptions experience; rather, it is a whole of intuition 
which) objectively, is merely appearance, to which the object as thing in 
itself is thought as corresponding merely in the idea. 

That space and time are nothing existing outside the subject, much 
less still ;,mer determinations of things, but merely thought-objects (entia 
ration is). 

"''hat comes first is that space and time (and the object in them) is given 
(dabile) in indeterminate but determinable intuition (that is, in appear-
ance), and so is thought as a possible whole (cog£tahile). Both together, 
however, found a principle for synthetic a priori propositions, which is 
caJled transcendental philosophy, and which the transition from 
the metaphysical foundations of natural science, through which the sub-
ject constitutes itself into an object of experience for physics; the latter 
does not introduce thoroughgoing determination from experience, but for 
it, as a system of perceptions. The subjective element of intuition, as the 
laner's formal element, is the object in appearance as it emerges a priori 
from synthetic representation, according to this principle. The thing in 
itself is a thought-object (ens ration is) of the connection of this manifold 
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whole into the unity to which the subject constitutes itself. The object in 
itself = x is the sense-object in itse/f, but as another mode of representa-
tion, not as another object. 

[L(Ii margin J 
One cannot, in the synthesis of intuition, commence from empirical 

intuition with consciousness (fi'om perception), for in that case the form 
would be missing. So one begins from an a priori principle of what is 
formal in intuition, and proceeds to the principle of the possibility of 
experience: does not draw anything from experience, and posits oneself. 

All existence of consciousness in space and time is mere appearance of 
inner and outer sense, and, as such, a synthetic principle ofintuition takes 
place a priori, and affects itself as a thing existing in space and time. The 
subject is here the thing in itself because it contains spontaneity. Appear- 22:4 r 5 
ance is receptivity. The thing in itself is not another object, hut another 
mode of making oneself into an object. The intelligible object is not an 
objectum noumenon, but the act of the understanding which makes the 
object of sensible intuition into a mere phenomenon. 

It [namely, space] is something given a priori (dabile), that is, not a mcr.e 
object of intuition but intuition itself and not merely a thinkable object. It 
is not an ens (something existing) nor either a non ens (something unthink-
able) but a principle of possibility, 

What is to be known through sense (that is, perceived) must affect our 
sense, and the intuition of the object which arises fi'om it is appearance 
(thing in itself), 

Space is not something apprehensible (not an object of perception, that 
is, of empirical representation with consciousness). Neither is it some-
thing given outside the thinking subject, but only an aggregate of represen-
tations which are in us; not something in whose concept there is a contra-
diction, but which, however, is also not nothing, and) where there is only 
space for things, but not something which fills it) nothing [breaks oJJJ 

Universalitas - universality 
Universitas - totality 
The thing in itself, which corresponds to a thing in appearance, is a 

mere thought-object, but yet not a nonentity [UndingJ. 

[Xth fascicle, sheet XIX, page 3J 
All our knowledge consists of two components: intuition and concept, 

which He a priori at the foundation of knowledge; and the understanding is 
that form of the connection of both into the unity of their manifold in the 
subject, through which that which was thought SUbjectively is represented 
objectively, as given (cogitabile quatenus est dab;le). 

The first act, proceeding from the representation of an object of intu-
ition to the concept, and so [to progress] through reciprocal relation, is the 
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22:4r6 constitution of the relation of these representations into synthetic unity 
(not logical unity, according to the principle of identity, but metaphysical, 
according to the principle of transcendental philosophy - -the possibility' 
of synthetic cognitions a prion); it is not the act of apprehension of the 
manifold given in intuition -(apprehensio simplex)- but the principle of the 
autonomy of making oneself into an object, as given in appearance -(ob-
jee/um phaenomenon)·. In this, the thing [SacheJ in itself = x (objecturn 
noumenon) is only a thought in order to represent the object merely as 
appearance (thus as indirectly knowable) and to present in intuition 
existence in space and time (which aTe not real relations but mere forms 
thereof). 

Space and time are, indeed, not things in themselves (mtia per se), but 
mere forms of the complex of representations in the coordination of the 
manifold of intuition, as sensible representationj and each of them con-
tains unconditional unity. There is only one space and one time, each of 
which, as limitless (negatively infinite) (contains] a sensible intuition in a 
manifold not of perception (empirical representation with consciousness) 
but merely the complex of all relations in sensible representation [breaks 
off] 

Intuition and concept are the two modes of representation -of a thing in 
general,- whose manifold is given to sense.a pn'ori (that is, as pure intu-
ition) prior to all perception (empirical knowledge with consciousness) as 
the fonnal element of the composition of the manifold according to the 
principle of its synthetic unity, and which is thought through the under-
standing. -Both can be either pure or empirical. The pure concepts are 
principles, which precede a priori all intuition. Pure intuition (outer as 
well as inner) is a principle, corresponding to the discursive principle, of a 

22:417 priori knowledge insofar as it is synthetic. These two principles belong to 
transcendenta1 philosophy and space and time are their objects.· Their 
object in this representation is not given as an existing thing (not a dabile 
but cogitobi/e) which inheres in the subject, and is represented merely as 
the formal element of appearance in an absolute whole of the manifold of 
intuition - hence, as infinite. There is one space and one time. 

The objects of representation in intuition are not apprehensible objects 
outside this object, but the relation of objects to the subject - not as things 
in themselves = x but as appearances. 

[Mar,ginJ 
22:418 [ ... J By the word "sou)" is understood not merely a living or animated 

substance, but something which animates another substance (matter). 
Every animal has a soul (as an immaterial principle) and parts of animals 
still appear to demonstrate a vita proprialO4 when they are separated. Plants 

Reading die for von der. 
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pennit grafts. and hence aggregates without a system. The organ in an 
organic body which one calls "nerve" is the seat of sensation and is called 
"soul." of which there is always only one, so thal, when the body is 
divided, another atom, in its turn, carries out the task of the soul. 

First, that we posit a manifold of the intuition of ourself. Second, 
insofar as we posit something outside ourselves, by which we aTe affected 
(that is, as appearance in space and time), Third, that the understanding 
posits synthetically, according to a principle, the manifold of intuition (that 
is, connects it together to the unity of the intuition of the manifold in a 
whole) and progresses to thoroughgoing detennination. The determin-
able is the thing in itself; it is what is given through the understanding and 
posited (dabile) synthetically, a priori, according to its formj the manifold 
of intuition is the assignable. The principle of the possibility of experience 
(progress to physics). 

[Xth fascicle, sheet XIX, page 4J 
(I) The consciousness of myself as subject (according to the rule of 

identity). (.) Knowledge of oneself through intuition and concept. (3) The 
positing of oneself: in space and time. This positing takes place according 22:419 
to a prion' principles and contains merely the formal element of the coexis-
tence and succession of the manifold of intuition, (4) Intuition is either 
pure or empirical intuition; the former alone contains synthetic a priori 
judgments for sense-objects, and thus the theme of transcendental phi-
losophy, which contains the problem: "How are synthetic judgments a 
priori possible?" (5) The solution is: They are only possible insofar as the 
objects of the senses are represented only as appearances, not as things in 
themselves. The existence of the manifold in space and time (dabile) 
stands under the condition of the formal element of the coordination of 
the manifold as appearance - that is, as subjective mode of representation 
of the way in which the subject is affected, not according to what it is in 
itself; for it is this fonnal element alone of which a synthetic a priori 
principle is possible. Empirical synthesis through perceptions can yield no 
a priori principle ,nothing universal)- of the kind which the principle of 
relations in space and time must have. 

All of our faculty of knowledge consists in two acts: intuition and con-
cepts; both, as puce (that is, not empirical) representations (for the latter 
already require an influence on the senses - that is, perceptions, which 
already presuppose the fonner representations) emerge from the faculty of 
representation, from formation [Gestaltung] (species) and thought; and the 
places in which we posit the objects of these representations are space and 
time, which, independently, have no reality (existence) but are mere fOnTIS 
which inhere in the subject (entia rationis), Though limitless as to their 22:420 
quantitative relation, they contain, with respect to the qualitative, however, 
an inner Infinite manifold. 
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All my faculty of representation (facultas repraesenuuiva), which consists 
of intuition and concept, commences from consciousness of oneself , 
which, first, is called logical (explicative, according to the rule ofidentity), 
then, however, is also a metaphysical principle of synthetic a prion· 
knowledge - that is, it is ampliative, and goes beyond the given concept 
thereby that the subject posits itself in space- and time-relations, as pure 
(not empirical) intuitions, which, however, are only objects in appearance. 
Hence merely subjectively, not objectively, dctennining - not that which 
is itself object, but only the form of -the intuition of- the object. The 
transcendental mode of representation is that of intuition as appearance; 
the transcendent, that of the object as thing if, ilSe/f, which is only an ens 
raJionis (that is, only thought-obiect) and, determining, not objectively but 
only subjectively, is a conceptus infiniws (indefinitus). 

Our sensible intuition is, initially, not perception (empirical representa-
tion with consciousness), for a principle of positing oneself and of be com-
ing conscious of this position precedes it; and the fonn[sJ of this positing 
of the manifold, as thoroughly combined, are the pure intuitions, which 
arc c.dled space and time (outer and inner intuition) and which, as unlim-
ited according to concepts (indrjinita), are represented in appearance as 
infinitely positive (infinita). 

Consciousness of oneself is (I) logical, according to the analytical 
principle, (2) metaphysical, in the coordination (complexus) of the mani-
fold given in self-intuition - (a) through concepts, (b) through construc-
tion of concepts which fonn the intuition of the subject and a 
cal representation. 

N.B. Transcendental philosophy does not contain merely the complex of 
synthetic a priori propositions in a complete system, but contains such 

22:421 propositions from concepts, not through the latter's construction; for then 
it is mathematics. The concept of an all-filling, all-penetrating, moving 
matter lies already in the fact that, otherwise, space would not be 
perceived - and, hence, not be an object. 

[Left margin I 
Life, however, stems from a distinct substance, from an archeus"'5 (ani-

mated matter is contradictory), and organic bodies stand, through the 
ether. in the relation of a higher organ toward one another. 

We have to do only with synthetic a pn·ori knowledge, with the composi-
tion of the manifold of intuition in space and time, and with an object 
which we make ourselves, as spectators and, at the same time, originators, 

That our representations are not produced by the objects, but that the 
latter confonn to the faculty of representation and its synthesis. 

-The thingin itself = xis a mere thought-<>bject (ens rationis ratiocinanfis).-
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Of the mechanical powers which are only possible by means of the 
dynamic powers (primarily attraction) and are indirectly machines. 

-The subjective element of intuition as appearance is the a priori form, 
the thing in itself is = x. Transcendental philosophy.-

I. To posit oneself. 
2. To posit for oneself an object of intuition, not of empirical sense-

intuition, but a priori, according to the formal element, space and time. 
3. Subjectively as appearance prior to all perception. 
4. Synthetic a priori propositions (transcendental philosophy) which con-

tain the possibility of experience under a principle. 

Note. The difference between the representation of a thing in itself = x 
and that in the mode of which the thing in itself appears to the subject-
Jabile and cogitabile. Both together repraesentabile. Unity (logical), accord-
ing to the principle of identity, and metaphysical (not opposed as a and non 
a, but as a and -a, oppositio s. corre/atio reaUs) in the subject. 

I ... ] 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page I] 

Insertion VIT 

The pure intuitions of space and time prove that we must present a 
manifold of representations synthetically and formally into a whole (that 
is, into the unity of composition in consciousness). [And this we must do] 
a priori; prior, that is, to an empirical representation with consciousness 
(i.e. prior to perception). These pure intuitions have as their object noth-
ing perceptible (existing) or real, but merely a form, a form which we 
ourselves must make in orderto become conscious of this object. vVe must 
present [the manifold of representations] both as an infinite complex 
(complexus) of representations in a whole and as a formal ideality of rela-
tions, preceding all material reality of perceptions (aspeaabile ceu dabi/e). 

Space and time are, -in fact,- not objects of intuition but -merely its 
subjective- forms which do not exist outside our representations. They are 
only given in the subject, -that is,- their representation is an act of the 
subject itself and a product of its imagination. -For the subject's sense, 
however, the cause of perception is the object in appearance (phaenome-
nmz)· which is not derived (repraeselltatio derivativa) but original (ori- 22:77 
ginaria). The principle [of this original appearance] does not found meta-
physics but transcendental philosophy and leads to a twofold task: (I) 
How are synthetic a priori principles possible from intuitions? (2) How are 
synthetic a priori principles possible from concepts? 

Thus transcendental philosophy likewise founds mathematics by its use 
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of the latter as instrument. -But it does not do SO directly, for it would be a 
contradiction to make directly into a concept that which is merely knowl_ 
edge from the constitution of concepts.-

The first act of the faculty of representation is the consciousness of 
myself -which is a merely logical act underlying all further representation_ , 
through which the subject makes itself into an object. The second act is to 
determine this object as pure a priori intuition and also as concept; that is, [to 
progress] to knowledge, as the complex (complextlS) of representations, com-
pletely determined according to a principle of the categories: the system of 
the categories of quality, quantity, etc., and thus to represent the manifold 
in appearance as belonging to the unity of experience (as existing).'-

What is given first to the power of representation is space and time, and 
the existence of things in space and in time as the complex (complexus) of a 
manifold of intuition, infinitely extended in two directions. The objects of 
this representation are not existing things (non sunt mtia), yet nor are they 

22:78 nonentities (nonnztia). For they are not -objects ofperception,- objectively 
·outside the representing subject, but are our representation itself,- that is, 
are only subjectively given in -the subject's- representation. Their unlim-
ited magnitude is not universality (uuiversalilas conceptus) but totality 
(omniludo -wmpkxus univenitlW); not a merely thinkable whole -according 
to concepts' (cogitabile) but given as an object (daMle). Progress to the 
knowledge of it is the transition from metaphysics to transcendental phi-
losophy, which does not advance analytically from concepts to intuitions, 
but only constitutes itself synthetically and a priori from intuition into a 
system according to a principle. 

lThe subject's] consciousness of itself (appercept;o), insofar as it is af-
fected, is the representation of the object in appearance. However, insofar 
as it is the subject which affects itself, it is equally to be regarded as the 
object in itself = x. 

IRight margin] 
There is no spontaneity in the organization of matter but only receptiv-

ity from an immaterial principle of the fonnation of matter into bodies, 
which indicates [gehl au}) the universe, and contains a thoroughgoing 
relation of means to ends. An understanding (which, however, is not a 
world-soul) lis) the principle of the system, not a principle of aggregation. 

Mathematics is indirectly founded by philosophy. 

Even the organism is contained in the consciousness of oneself. The 
subject makes its own fonn.in accordance with a priori purposes. 

... Omnimoda Jetmni"atio est exisrmtja. 
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Instinct is an autonomous instance of the dynamical principle which pro-
duces [hinwirkt au}] a mechanism of self-preservation. ·Unity of purpose. 
Spontaneity. Vegetative life.· 

Metaphysics and transcendental philosophy differ from each other in the 22:79 
respect that tJle former contains already given a priori principles of natural 
science, the latter, on the other hand, such as hold within themselves the 
very possibility of metaphysics and of its synthetic a priori principles. 

[In transcendental philosophyJ one does not begin from objects, but 
rather from the system of the possibility of constituting one's own rllinking 
subject, and one is oneself the originator of one's power of thought. 

Space and time are forms of the receptivity of our representations, 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 2J 
The faculty of representation proceeds from the consciousness of myself 

(apperceptio), and this is a merely logical act, an act of thought, through 
which no object is yet given by me. {For knowledge, what is thinkable 
(cogitabile) requires an object (dabile), namely, something which corre-
sponds as intuition to a concept. If the intuition is pure, that is, as yet not 
mingled with perception (empirical representation with consciousness) then 
the act by which the subject makes itself into an object, is metaphysical. 

The act: I think myself, is merely subjective; I am an object of apprehen-
sion for myself.} 

In the proposition: I am thinking, because it is completely identical, 
no progress, no synthetic judgment is given to mej for it is tautological 
and the alleged inference: I think, therefore I am, is no inference, The 
first act of knowledge, rather, is: I am an object of thought (cogitaln'le) 
and intuition (dabile) for myself, initially as pure (not empirical) represen-
tation, which knowledge is called a priori. This act contains as the formal 
element of this unity a principle of the connection of the manifold of 
these representations, independent of all perception -(the material ele-
ment of the representations).-

Space and time are pure intuitions. Each carries with it the absolute 22:80 
unity of its representation, that is, unlimitedness. There is one space and 
one time, and if we speak of spaces and times, we mean thereby parts of 
the unlimited magnitude of a thought-object (ens ration;s). But it is not 
therefore a nonentity (non ens), something impossible, to which no repre-
sentation corresponds. Its science emerges from metaphysics if it carries 
discursive universality in its concept, but from transcendental philosophy, 
ifit carries intuitive universality (totality), The latter must emerge syntheti-
cally from pure intuition, not analytically, that is, by the principle of the 
identity of concepts. 

Transcendental philosophy, however, is the science of a system of synthetic 
a pn'ori knowledge from concepts; for it is philosophy, whose principle lies 
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in the general problem: "How are synthetic a prion" propositions /rom 
evncepts possible, ·how are they possible from pure intuition-?" 

Synthetic a priori propositions are given in intuition, namely, in pure 
malhematics. The laner consists entirely in such propositionSj and, if one 
attempted to progress in this science by proceeding analytically fronl 

2z:81 concepts, one would breach its principles, ·that is, its fonnal element a'i a 
science within philosophy,·· although not demonstrating falsely. 

IBot/om tna'Xitl] 
Transcendental philosophy contains the principles of synthetic a prion' 

judgments from concepts. That which contains synthetic a priori judg-
ments from pure intuitions alone is not philosophy, but pure mathematics. 
Nevertheless, a philosophical use of mathematics is possible, as Newton 
has established in his immortal work: Philosophiae tzalura/is principia mathe-
matiea. Mathematics thereby becomes an ;'lslrument of philosophy, with-
out itself being philosophy; and the principles of this instrumental doc-
trine belong to transcendental philosophy also. The key to this problem 
lies in the principle of the determination of objects (their intuition) in 
space and time, which [contain] identically in Ihemselves the existence of 
their objects in thoroughgoillg deunnillalion. For mmlimoda determinalio m 
existentia, even if that is only an idea. The pJ'lenomena of affection by light 
and heat (objective and subjective representation) provide a priori, not 
matter, but twOfold motion. 

ILq1 ma.gin] 
Analytic universality (universalitas). Synthelic universality, totality 

vcrs;tas rerum). 
Entia sunt vel res vel intclligentiae. Err, The latter are either pure intelli-

gences or things which stand in reciprocity with them (inhabitantes), 
a"imm,t;a. Omn;tudo conceptus est universaJilas - omtzitudo {()mp/exus est 
universit4S. 108f Totality and universality. 

J, the subject, am an object to myself, that is, [the) object of my self. The 
22:82 manifold of representations by which I detennine myself stands under an 

a priori principle of self-detennination, which is a principle not of appre-
hension but of apperception, for the purpose of the synthetic unity of 
space and time. The consciousness of myself is logical merely and leads to 
no objecl; il is, rather, a mere determination of the subject in accordance 
with the rule of identity. Only a synthetic a priori knowledge which pro-
gresses from metaphysics to transcendental philosophy opens the way to 

• Euclid's proposition regarding two parallel lines which are intersected by a third can be 
proved quite rigorously by a philosophical trearment. ,06 

f In the text: omrlitudo wmpitxfls est univmalilas, 
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transcendental philosophy. But the manifold of intuition in space and 
time, being a pure, not empirical. intuition, gives objects in appearance 
which ::: x. The representation of space and time is a propaedeutic to 
transcendental philosophy, not yet transcendental philosophy itself. Jo(n 
dlat, the question : How are synthetic a pn'ori propositions possible? is 
required. There arc synthetic a pdon' principles of the determination of 
the object in space and time, that is, from intuitions. But there are also 
such principles from concepts. The latter belong to transcendental phi-
losophy, and this in turn to the possibility of experience as omnimoda 
determ;,wlio, 

I am an object of myself and of my representations. That there is some ,· 
thing else outside me is my own product. I make myself. Space cannot be 
perceived. (But neither can the moving force in space be perceived, inso-
far as it is represented as actual without a body which exercises it.) We 
make everything ourselves. 

[VIIlh fascicle, sheet VII, page 31 
The understanding begins with the consciousness of itself (apperceplia) 

and performs thereby a logical act. To this the manifold of outer and inner 
intuilion attaches itself serially, and the subject makes itself inlo an object 
in a limitless sequence. 

This intuition is not empirical. It is not perception, that is, not derived 
from a sense-object, but determines the object by the subject's a priori act, 
[through which1 it is the owner and originator ofits own represemarions. 22:83 
With its power of representation [the subject] then advances from the 
metaphysical foundations to transcendental philosophy which establishes 
a system of synthetic knowledge from intuitions, not merely from con-
cepts. The system [yields] philosophical knowledge for the sake of mathe-
matics (not a philosophical mathematics - for that would be a self-
contradiction). The quantitative unity of the manifold and its relations are 
the rein united with the qualitative unily in one prim.:iple, and mathematics 
becomes available as a tool for philosophy. 

Syn.hetic a pn'on' propositions are only indirectly possible in philosophy, 
namely, in relation to objects of pure intuition in space and lime, and to 
those objects' existence in space and time as their thoroughgoing determina-
tion (omnjmoda delenninatio est existentia), But the objects of sense arc 
given in space and time only as things in appearance (phaenomella); that is, 
they are, by their form, not objects given purely and simply, but only 
subjectively, under the limitation of their principle. 

First, the consciousness of myself (sum), which is logical (cogito) - not an 
inference (ergo sum), bur by the rule of identity (sum cogitans) , In this act of 
representation (of thought) no synthesis of the manifold of intuition is yet 
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met with; it merely contains an analytic judgment. The first progress of the 
faculty of representation ifacultas rtpratrenlativa) is that from pure thought 
in general to pure intuition: space and time, which contain synthetic apriori 
knowledge. They are not objects (entia), but mere forms of aprioriintuition, 

Space and time are not objects of the perception of given things, nor are 
they concept, of the composition of the (thought-) manifold in them; they 
are, rather, pure outer and inner intuitions, as i"divid"al (not general) 
representations, and each of them is i,ifjnite. From this there follows the 

22:84 existence of things in space and time, as existence in appearance only (that 
is, as merely subjective, not directly and objectively given as something 
outside representation). The infinity of both [i.e. space and time1 (unitas 
quantitativa) is combined with the qualitativa in a single concept. 

On the Newtonian concept: Philosophiae naturab's principia malhemalica. 
Transcendental philosophy renders such a [philo,ophia) possible without 

CUJ.o because one determines space for the 
forces - that space in which they act, and the laws according to which they 
do so. The forces already lie in the representation of space. 

One may also postulate a priori, althOUgh only conditionallYI the existence 
of a light-matter, spread through the entire universe; for otherwise we 
would not perceive objects in space at all distances. According to the rule 
of identity. In the case of heat, it is not necessary that such a matter should 
exist, for heat is something merely subjective, and the expansion of bodies 
through heat exists only for the eye, that is, for light (consequently, is only 
inferred as the effect of a cause). 

Discursive and intuitive universality. The former in concepts, the latter 
in intuition. Logical, metaphysical, transcendental- cosmological univer-
sality (not totality, universalitas. but universitatis). 

Of natural science from dynamical and, subsequently, physical-
mechanical principles - because onc begins from the universe and its 
production. Matter which makes space an object of sense, that is, first 
makes it perceptible. The existence of things in space. That which 
precedes aU physics. Ether repulsive. Ponderable material. 

Light-centers (suns); eccentric planets (comets) and their appearance 
by their tails which, like the zodiacal light, render visible the scattered 
particles, these atoms, in the sky. 

[Right margin) 
The metaphysical foundations of natural science contain the principles 

of progression to physics. 
22:85 Mathematical principles of philosophy are a contradiction in the 

subclause of the judgment. A philosophical use of mathematics can, how-
ever, be made indirectly if the qualitative relation is combined with the 
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quantitative, the dynamical with the mechanicalj for example, central 
forces by circular motion (which, however, require attraction by the 
thread). (One may] postulate original attractive forces, belonging to mat-
tcr in space, and only activated through motion. 

The logical consciousness of myself (sum) contains no determination 
but the real consciousness of intuition (apperceptio). 

"I am" is the logical act which precedes all representation of the object; 
it is a verbum by which I posit myself. I exist in space and time and 
thoroughly determine my existence in space and time (omnimoda de-
terminatio est existentia) as appearance according to the formal conditions 
for the connection of the manifold of intuition; I am both an outer and 
inner object for myself. What is subjective in the determination of myself 
is, equally, objective by the rule of identity, according to a principle of 
synthetic a priori knowledge. There is only one space and one time, each 
of which is represented in intuition [as] an unconditional intuitive whole, 
that is, as infinite. My synthetic a priori knowledge as transcendental 
philosophy is a transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural 
science to physics, that is, to the possibility of experience, 

[Main text, between the linesJ 
The first synthetic act of consciousness is that through which the sub-

ject makes itself an object ofintuitionj not logically (analytically) according 
to the rule of identity, but metaphysically (synthetically). 

[Top 
Intuition and concept: The first is for representation of the senses, the 

second for the understanding, which combines the manifold of intuition 
according to a princip1e. Appearance is the subjective and formal element 
of intuition, as the subject affects itself or is affected by the object. Space 
and time, united together, make up pure intuition; both [are} infinite, but 
only subjective, Only what is formal in appearance can be counted as 22:86 
knowledge a pn'on'. The object (materiale) = x is only the ideal element of 
composition, Not apprehensible. Cogitabt'le - dabile. 

Note. Of the autonomy of the concept of the organization of matter, 
without which we ourselves would have no organs, 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet VII, page 4J 
The representations of do not enter the subject; rather, 

they and the principles of their mutual connection emerge from the 
ject [wirken hinaus} for the purpose of knowledge of the subject, and to 
think objects as appearances, 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
transcendental philosophy and from it to physics. 

Unity of space, unity of time, and the unity of both in thoroughgoing 
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detennination. Existence of objects in space and time. The function of the 
calegories to constitute oneself (the subject) as an object. These forms of 
synthesis in appearance are original, not derivative. They are not objective 
things, but relations of the subject to the power of thought, or vice versa. 
How are synthetic cognitions a priori possible from concepts, how from 
intuitions, and .how from both together? 

Existence in space and time, which sterns solely from the subject's 
power of representation (is made by itself), is contained in a system 
according to the principle of transcendental philosophy as absolute synthetic 
unity. It is contained not as an aggregate of empirical representations, but 
as to the unity of experience and to the possibility of the transi-
tion from metaphysics to physics. The latter determines itself in its form 
according to the system of categories. Problem: How are synthetic 
tions a pn'ori possible? 

Space and time are pure intuitions, not perceptions (empirical repre-
sentations with consciousness); that is, contained a prion' as intuition in 

22:87 representation, but are riot existing things connected with each other in 
relations of coexistence and succession. The subject makes this manifold 
of representations, namely its complex as an object in appearance, be it 
inner or outer, according to the principle of transcendental philosophy. 

The consciousness of myself is not yet ao act of self-detennination for 
the knowledge of an object, but is only the modality of knowledge in 
general by which a subject makes itselfinto an object in generalj it is what 
is formal in intuition in general. Space and time, each of which is an 
absolute whole, together with the undetermined manifold, are what is 
given (dabile); to which something else is juxtaposed as what is thinkable 
(cogitabile). The representation as an act of knowledge is then called ap-
pearance, which contains a coordination (complexus) according to the prin-
ciples of positing oneself. 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics lies between the two limit-points of a doctrinal system. This 
relation {cotUainsj the connection of the one with the other according to a 
principle of synthetic a priori knowledge. It founds the transition from one 
science (metaphysics) to the other (namely, transcendetllai philosophy), not 
analytically (that is, merely logically and explicatively from the principle of 
identity) but ampliatively, in real relationship. 

By transcendental philosophy we mean the principle of synthetic a pn'ori 
knowledge from concepts; thus a principle of phIlosophical knowledge, not 
of mathematical knowledge by the construction of concepts. 
tal philosophy indeed belongs to metaphysics insofar as it proceeds from 
the latter; it is, however, no part of metaphysics but an independent 
science, containing the conditions of progress to the possibility of physics 
(as a doctrine of experience). 
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[Bol"m, matginJ 22:88 
Space and time are objects in appearance; the categories, because we 

ourselves posit them through the understanding, objects in themselves. 
Experience as appearance. Both direct and indirect, but a prim. (I) for 
experience, (2) from it, 

Transcendental philosophy is the science of synthetic, not analytic, a 
priori [knowledge] from concepts, not from their construction. In the pre-
sentation of space and time as apn'ori intuition [there is] absolute unity, and 
thus something infinite. By complexus, unconditional unityj by the appear-
ance of the subjective, determination as appearance according to its form, 
(I) Metaphysical; (2) Newton's mathematical-foundations of natural sci-
ence,· or philosophical [foundations]; [3J and, finally, the philosophical pre-
sentation by First. (a) Mathematical foundations of natural science, not 
philosophical foundations of mathematics, as only mediate (indirect), 

[Bollom left matgin] 
How do aJnceptus, notio, idea differ? 

[Top rna,!:in] 
The sense-intuition contains the manifold; thought produces its unity. 

By the former, the manifold is the object in appearance = x and the dabile; 
by the latter, the understanding comes into operation and produces the 
cogitabile. Both [are) a priori because {the subjectl posits itself. The pure 
(not empirical) original (not derivative) representation, determining di-
rectly or indirectly . . , Space and time in intuition are not things but the 
acts of the power of representation positing itself, through which the 
subject makes itself into an object. 

[Left ma,)!;n] 
N.B. Of the predicables and their complete enumeration, which belong 

after the predicaments (categories) in the complete system of metaphysics, 
What comes first is that, . . the subject determines its self-

consciousness, makes itself into an object and is appearance of itse1f. 
Synthetic and analytic . 

Unity of space and time and of the possibility of experience (that is, of 22:89 
the thoroughgoing determination in space and time) for omnimoda dc-
terminatio est existentia, 

On this, and on the principle of the possibility of experience, is founded 
the idea of the existence of a universally distributed, etc. 
material which forms the basis of the possibility of there being one single 
experience, and whose existence can thus be comprehended a pn'on'. For 
it is the attractive, repulsive and centrifugal forces which make experience 
as a system possible at all, and, without this absolute and real unity, even 
the negative principle of the void is impossible. 
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To frame the world according to the principle of atomism or cor-
puscular philosophy is to make space into something which is yet nothing, 
Atomi ac inane. 

[. .J 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet VIII, page 3J 

[Insertion VIII] 

To have something, or to claim to know it,fi"om experience is more than 
any understanding is capable of; for who can enumerate all perceptions 
which can present themselves to his senses? They are extended to infinity 
(indtfinitum). But [to do thisJ for experience, for the possihilily of produc-
ing it subjectively and of progressing toward it, that is the task which 
(although only according to its fonn, not its content (qualitative non quantiw 

lative» can be met with in the subject and required of it. 
The investigation of nature can thus be regarded as a philosophy which 

is meant to have two subjects - metaphysics and physics - from which 
there yet stands open a perspective onto another subject, namely that of 
transcendental philosophy, which deals particularly with the principle of 
synthetic a priori propositions. . 

The logical act, I think (apperception), is a judgment (iudicium), hut not yet 
a proposition (proposit;o), not yet an act of the faculty of knowledge (facultas 
cognoscendt) through which an object is given; rather, it is only thought in 
general. It is, according to its fonn, a logical act, without content (cogitans 
sum, me ipstlm nondum cognosCO),I09 even less is it a rational inference: I think 
therefore I am (ratiocinium). I, the subject, makes itself into an object 
according to the rule of identity. Two elements belong to knowledge 
(cognitio), intuition and concept, a representation through which an object is 
given and another by which it is thought. I, the subject, am an object to 
myself. This, however, expresses more than self-consciousness. 

-The principle of the ideality ofintuition lies at the foundation of all our 
22:96 knowledge of things outside us: That is, we do not apprehend objects as 

given in themselves (apprehensio simplex), rather, the subject produces 
(jingit) for itself the manifold of the sense-object according to its fonn, 
and does so, indeed, according to a principle (iudicium), prior to all empiri-
cal representation with consciousness (perception) - that is, nt does so] a 
priori, by means of the faculty of judgment (ituJicium), through a syllogism, 
into a complex (complexus), not of a ruleless aggregate but of a system.-

The object of pure intuition, by means of which the subject posits itself, 
is infinite - namely, space and time. 

Intuition and concept belong to knowledge: that I am given to myself 
and thought by myself as object Something exists (apprelumsio simplex); I 
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am not merely logical subject and predicate, but also object of perception 
((labile non solum ",gilabile). 

We can only commence from the totality of things as absolute synthetic 
unity (whose phenomenon is space and time). Thoroughgoing determina-
tion is possible in it a priori and this is the existence of the world. If one 
speaks of worlds, the latter are only different systems of one world in an 
absolute whole which is yet unlimited; for empty space is not a sense-
object, not a thing (non est ens) - although not a nonentity (non ens), that is, 
something self-contradictory. Atomism (corpuscular philosophy) is an ag-
gregate of points. 

The "I am" is not yet a proposition (proposi(io), but merely the copula _, •. 
to a proposition; not yet a judgment. "I am existing" contains . 
sian, that is, it is not merely a subjective judgment but makes myself I 

into an object of intuition in space and time. Logical consciousness to 
what is real, and progresses from apperception to apprehension and its 
synthesis of the manifold. I cannot say: I think therefore I am; rather, 
such a judgment (of apprehensio simplex) would be tautological. The 22 :97 
whole of the objects of intuition - the world is only in me (transcenden-
tal idealism). 

[Right mawn] 
The word 'Ijntuition" (intuitus) points toward vision. The concept (con-

ceptus) toward the coordination of touch. All subjective determinations of 
the faculty of knowledge. The third [element] is theJoundalion of appear-
ances as if estahlished in immovable solid ground. A justified [fitndiertJ 
possession. 

Progress from metaphysics to transcendental philosophy, and, eventually, 
from the latter to physics. 

Apart from (logical) consciousness of myself, I have to do objectively with 
nothing other than my faculty of representation. I am an object to myself. 
The position of something outside me, itself first commences from me, in 
the forms of space and time, in which I myself posit the objects of outer 
and inner sense. and which, therefore, are infinite positings. 

The existence of things in space and time is nothing but omnimoda 
detmnittatio, which is also only subjective (that is, in representation) and 
whose possibility in experience also rests only on concepts. \Ve can know 
only what is fannal, thinkable a prion·. 

An immaterial moving principle in an organic body is its soul , and, if one 
wishes to think of the latter as a world-soul, one can assume of it that it 
builds its own body and even that body's dwelling-place [Geh"IISe] (the 
world). 
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[VUth fascicle, sheet VIII, page 41 
Experience is absolute subjective unity of the manifold of sensible repre-

sentation. One does not speak of experiences, but of experience as such, 
and it is easily seen that, since the understanding is here occupied with 

22:98 mere relations, something which is pure intuition, not something percepti-
ble, must lie at its foundation, in which these relations can be given a 
pn'on'; and these are space and time, which are not things in themselves 
but forms of intuition, and do not just contain appearances in themselves, 
but, as objects in appearance - as absolute synthetic unity (singularity) of 
intuition [breaks oJJJ 

Space and time are forms of outer and inner intuition, given a pdori in 
one synthetic representatiun; dlat is, they are inseparable, mutually depen-
dent representations, such that their concepts of composition stand in 
mutual dependence to each other. 

The representation of objects in space and time, as the principle for the 
possibility of experience, is the progression from the metaphysical founda-
tions of natural science to physics. 

I am the object of my own representation; that is, I am conscious of 
myself. This logical act is not yet a proposition, for it lacks a predicate. It is 
supplemented by the real act: I exist (sum), thinking (cogjtans), through 
which something (me myself) is not merely thought but also given 
(cogitahile ut dabile). This act, however, is not an inference (cogito ergo slim) 
but only the subject thought in its fhm'Oughgoing detennination; thus repre-
sented not analytically (according to the principle of identity) nor merely 
explicatively, but synthetically, as ampliative, [it] yields the proposition of 
the existence of an object (omnimoda delmninalio est existentia). 

The empirical cognition of the object of intuitions in its thoroughgoing 
determination is experience. Since this thoroughgoing determination with 
consciousness, however, requires an infinite manifold of intuition, the 

22:99 complex of experience can only be foundedforexperience (for its sake) in 
knowledge - not/rom experience. 

The complex of all outer sense-objects, according to its fonnal princi-
ple, is space as one intuition, which is merely subjective (appearance); 
that of inner sense-objects and of thought, is time: whereby both quali-
tative and quantitative relations and the unity of space and time are 
encountered. 

Space and time are not entia per se but mere fonns of sensible 
representation. 

{Bottom margin] 
The principle of the ideality of all representations as pure a pnon 

intuition: I make myself into a sense-object outside myself. (Aenesidemus,) 
What is formal in this intuition is the One and All, coordinated; [it} is 

the representation of space and time, which represents an infinity (unlim-
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ited magnitude), not analytically through concepts, but synthetically 
through the construction of concepts. There is one space and one time, 
and unity of experience in space and time: both reciprocally determining 
each other in one consciousness. Matter and bodies. Not matters but 
materials for hodies. 

Asymptota of thoroughgoing determination, as knowledge in experience, 
for the latter's sake: not/rom it but for it. 

-All organic beings (not mere matter, but bodies) are beings in which 
there is life (immaterial principle, inner final cause).-

The principles of the progression to physics are transitions, if they 
merely deal with appearances, in which the object in itself is = x. 

[lOp marxinj 
(One feels the state ofbcing sick, although the sickness could be quite 

hidden. Health itself is not felt, but only its hindrance - agiUtas. Discom-
fort is itself not a sickness but often only the desire to increase one's well-
being - not the negative but the contrane oppositum. We only feel symp-
toms. Organic beings are those in which there is life, in souls.) 

[Lt;fi ma>ginj 22:100 
One can think of health and sickness with regard to organic bodies (not 

organic matter), since they possess a vital force, be it vegetative or animal, 
and for this reason also death or decay. This does not apply to minerals, 
except insofar as they are the materials that make up organic bodies 
(combined in chaotic or in lawlike fashion). The latter preserve their 
species through sexual relationships. 

The principle of the possibility of such bodies must be immaterial, 
since it is possible only through purposes. It remains undetennined 
whether this encompasses the entire universe and hence underlies [every-
thing] in cosmic space - as a world-soul, as a unifYing principle of all life 
(which thus must not be called spirit) - or whether several be arranged 
hierarchically. 

Whether a system of the wor1d, or merely of the earth, is required to 
generate organic formations, including their sexual principles? 

Thinking and intuiting: The consciousness of oneself (apperceptio) and 
the apprehension of the manifold of the intuition of the object (appre-
hensio), combined, are acts of the cognitive faculty (facultas cognoscit;va). 

1 am an object to myself, that is, I am, (I) conscious of myself (sum) is a 
logical act; (2) [breaks off] 

Space and time are pure sensible intuitions (not perception, that is, not 
empirical representation with consciousness), and in them [there isl an 
infinite progression of manifold determination. There is one space and 
one time, and if one speaks of spaces and times then these are parts of 
space and time. 
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Light. round - with their modifications, color and tones - as external forces 
making space sensible, and heat as inner feeling of life. are perceptions of 

22: 101 objects in the distance, in opposition of the inner [perceptions1 by contact 
(touching what is hot and cold). 

actio in dislans. Perception without contact. 

[ ... ] 
22:104 [VlIth fascide, sheet IX, page 2J 

Experience is the whole of the sequence of empirical consciousness in 
continuous approximation. As a whole, it is absolute unityj and one cannot 
speak of experiences, although one can do so of perceptions - and present 
the latter piecemeal (sparsim) through observation and experiment, but not 
in a full complex (coniunctim). 

There is an all-comprehending nature (in space and time) in which 
reason coordinates all physical relations into unity. There is a universally 
ruling operative cause with freedom in rational beings, and, [given] with 
the latter, a categorical imperative which connects them all, and, with that, 
in turn, an aU-embracing, morally commanding, original being - a God. 

The phenomena from the moving forces of moral-practical reason, 
insofar as they are a pn'ori with respect to in relation to one another, 

the ideas of right - -moral-practical reason. Categorical imperative 
which our reason expresses through the divine. Freedom under laws, 
duties as divine commands. There is a God.-

Metaphysics has to do with sense-objects 3nd their system, insofar as 
the latter is knowable a priori, analytically (cogitabile, coglJoscibile), -Aenesi-
demus"o inwardly detCimining.- Thence the transition to the synthetic a 
pn'ori principles takes place through concepts (not through representa-
tions of intuition) which contain a pn'orithe formal element of the connec-
tion of the manifold (ampliatively) and coordinate a whole of sensible 
representations in one system (not empirically, through experience, but 
according to rational principles for the sake of the possibility of experi-
ence) which, subjectively, amounts to only that which can be thought 
(through] reason. [The latter .Iso] contains ideas of right [which lead] 
toward the concept of a highest moral being under which all world-beings 
stand - God. Which cannot be the dabilt (intuition) but only the cog;l.bilt 

22:105 (thinkable) - the moral-practical. There is a God: for there is in moral-
practical reason a categorical imperative, which extends to all radonal 
world-beings and through which all world-beings are united. 
-EleuthmJlogy,III which contains freedom under laws (moral-practical rea-
son) according to maxims.-

The cOncept of God is the idea which man, as a moral being, forms of the 
highest moral being in relation according to principles of right, insofar as 
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he, according to the categorical imperative, regards all duties as com-
mands of this being. -Concept offreedom. Moral-practical reason ;s one of the 
moving forces of nature and of all sense-objects. These form a particular 
field: for ideas.-

I am an object to myself through the concept of myself - that is, I am 
conscious of myself: a logical judgment (sum, cogilO) without yet proceeding 
further through an inference (cogito ergo sum), for such a proposition 
would be identical (merely analytical), hence an empty judgment which 
does not found knowledge. 

(I) I am (2) to myself both an object of thought and an object of inner 
intuition, a sense-object; an object of intuition, that is, although not yet of 
empirical intuition (perception) but of pure intuition. Space and time as 
appearance of something which is merely form of the composition of the 
manifold. 

Progression from logic to metaphysics, and from the latter to transcen-
dental philosophy, and to the connection with mathematics as one of the 
instruments of philosophy. 

Synthetic a priori propositions are only possible in pure a prion· 
intuition - space and time. 

Amphiboly of the concepts of rrjl,ction (of m,dius terminus of subsump-
tion), conceptus, iudicium, ratiocinium. 

[ ... J 
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[Praaical self-positing and the idea ofGodl 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet X, page I J 

lam 
This act of consciousness (apperceptio) does not arise as a consciousness of 
something preceding (as, for instance, if! say to myself: I think therefore I 
am) for otherwise I should presuppose my existence in order to demon-
strate this existence - which would be a niere tautology. 

There is one world as my sense-object; for space and time constitute 
the whole complex of sense-objects. These fonns of sensible intuition 

22:1 [6 represent objects, however, only as app(aranC(s (because we must he af-
fected by them in order to intuit them), not as things in themselves, 
because they contain merely the formal element of the relation of things to 
the affecting subject. 

There is, however, apart from sensible representation, yet another fa-
cultyofknowledge, which contains notmere1y reccptivitybutalso spontane-
ity (as highest faculty of knowledge): namely, understanding, judgment and 
reason. The latter can be either technical, -intuition-constructing- reason 
Or moral-practical reason, -both combining a priori the manifold of repre-
sentations to knowledge under a principle.- Moral-practical reason, if it 
contains laws of duty (rules of conduct in conformity with d1e categorical 
imperative), leads to the concept of God. 

A being, who is capable of and entitled to command a1l rational beings 
according to laws of duty (the categorical imperative) of moral-practical 
reason, is God (ens summum, Sflmma inttlligentia. stmmmm bonrl1n).112 

-The world is the whole of all sense-objects, thought not in an aggre-
gate but in a system, and there is onc world and onc God (contra pluralitas 
mundorum); and, if God is assumed, then there is a single God.-

The existence of such a being, howevcr, can only be postulated in a 
practical respect: Namely, the necessity of acting in such a way as if] 
stood under such a fearsome - but yet, at the same time, salutary-
guidance and also guarantee, in the knowledge of all my duties as divine 
commmands (tanquam non ceu); hence the existet1ce of such a being is not 
postulated in this formula, which would be self-contradictory. 

A being, which has unrestricted power over nature and freedom under 
22:117 laws of reason, is God. Hence God is, according to his concept, not 

merely a natural being but also a moral being. Regarded in the former 
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respect alone, he is the creator (demlurgus) and omnipotent; in the second, 
holy (adoraM/is) and all human duties are, at the same time, his commands. 
He is ens summum, summa intelligentia, summum bonum. 

However, there still seems to be the question as to whether this idea, 
the product of our own reason, has reality or whether it is a mere thought-
object (ens rationis), and there remains to us nothing butthe moral relation-
ship to this object [namely, God'J- which is merely problematic, and 
which leaves only the formula of the knowledge of all human duties as 
(tanquam) divine commands, whenever the iron voice of the categorical 
imperative of duty resounds between all siren temptations of the senses and 
threatening deterrents. 

[Top ma11lin] 
The unity of the world of bodies, through the principle of the attraction 

of all matter in the universe, and also of repulsion - for otherwise space 
would be empty and hence not an object of perception (that is, not a 
sense-object). 

God and the world are not coordinated beings, but the latter is subordi-
nate to the former. 

If the feeling of pleasure precedes the law, it is pathological; in the 
reverse case, the pleasure is moral. 

[Right mawn] 
The totality of beings, the highest being, the being of all beings in their 

unconditional unity (ens summum, summa intelligentia, summum bOllum). 
There are two ways in which men postulate the existence of God; they 

say sometimesl There exists a divine judge and lfVenger, for wickedness 
and crime require the extinction of this loathsome race. On the other 
hand, reason thinks of an achievement [Verdienst] of which man is 22:118 
capable - to be able to place himself in a higher class, namely that of 
autonomous (through moral-practical reason) beings, and to raise him-
self above a11 merely sensuous beings (and he has a vocatt'on so to do); he 
is such a being, not merely hypothetically, but has a destination to enter 
that state, to be the originator of his own rank - that is, obligated and yet 
thereby self-obligating. 

There is no feeling of duty although there is, indeed, a feeling from the 
representation of our duty, for the latter is a necessitation through the 
categorical moral imperative. Duty of compulsion not duty of love. 

In it, that is, the idea of God as a moral being, we live, move and have 
our being; 11 3 motivated through the knowledge of our duties as divine 
commands. 

The concept of God is the idea of a moral being, which, as such, is 
judging [and] universally commanding. The latter is not a hypothetical 
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thing but pure practical reason itscJfin its personality, with reason's mov-
ing forces in respect to world-beings and their forces. 

Free(/Qm under laws of compulsion of pure reason. 

Freedom under pure laws of reason. 
There is a concept of right in the relation ofmeo among one another, as 

principle of moral-practical reason, according to the categorical impera-
tive, with regard to duties of right (not duties oflove [breaks o.ffJ 

[Bottom mal)lin] 
Formally,"narure and freedom underlaws which, if [we] judge them not 

merely according to their receptivity but also according to their 
spontaneity - that is, not merely according to rules but according to princi-

22: II9 pIes, and as appearances, not as things in themselves. Difference between 
metaphysics and transcendental philosophy. The fonner grounded on ana-
lytic, the latter on synthetic a priori principles. 

Understanding, judgment and reason, according to their a priori princi-
ples. Reason (I) technical (2) moral-practical. lJ • 

[Vllth fascicle, sheet X,'page 2] 

[Top mal)lin] 
(I) Transition from metaphysics to transcendental philosophy. (2) From 

transcendental philosophy to physics through mathematics in pure intu-
ition of space and time. ' 

I am conscious of myself (apperceptio). I think, that is, I am an object of 
understanding to myself. But I am also an object of the senses to myself and 
of empirical intuition (apprehensio); the thinkable [ (cogi/abile) posits itself 
as the sensible (da.bi/e), and this a prirni in space and time - which are 
given a priori in intuition and are mere forms of appearance. 

[Main lext] 
It is by no means required for the categorical imperative that a sub-

stance exists whose duties are also its commands, but only that the ho1i-
ness and inviolability of the latter be understood. The property of being a 
person is personality. 

A moral-practical rational being is a person for whom all human duties 
are likewise this person's c(Jmmands - is God. 

22:120 To prescribe all human dUlies as divine commands is already contained in 
every categorical imperative. 

The categorical imperative is the expression of a principle of reason over 
oneself as a dictamen ral;onis practicaells and thinks itself as law giver and 
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judge over one, according to the categorical imperative of duty (for 
thoughts accuse or exonerate one another},116 hence, in the quality of a 
person. Now a being which has only rights and no duties is God. Conse-
quently, the moral being thinks all duties, formally, also as divine com-
mands; not as ifhe thereby wished to certifY the existence of such a being: 
For the supersensible is not an object of possible experience (non dabile sed 
mere rogitabiLe) but merely a judgment by analogy - that is, to the relational 
concept of a synthetic judgment, namely, to think all human duties as if 
divine commands and in relation to a person. 

Every human being is, in virtue of his freedom and of the law which restricts 
it, made subject to necessitation through his moral-practical reason, 
stands under command and prohibition, and, as a man, under the impera-
tive of duty. A being which has the authority and power to command over 
aU beings is God, and only one God can be thought. There is a God in the 
soul of man. The question is whether he is also in nature. 

An ens rationis and ens rationabile are different from each other; the 
latter is dahile, the former merely cogitabiLe. The categorical imperative of 
the command of duty has at its basis the idea of an imperanti.f, who is 
capable of everything and commands everything iformale). Is the idea of 
God. The idea of a universally commanding and omnipotent moral being 22:121 
is that of the ens summum. 

Existence and actuality (existentia and actualitas from agere). The thing is 
there when and where it acts. Substance is the thing in itself; the indepen-
dent, the cogi/abile and the daNle. The independent and accidental or 
attributive. All are modes of existence. A thing, res; a substance which is 
conscious of its freedom is a person and has rights. 

One cannot directly prove the existence of any thing a priori, neither by an 
analytic nor by a synthetic 'Principle of- judgment. To assume it, however, 
as a hypothetical thing for the sake of possible appearances, is to feign, not 
to demonstrate, ·cogitabi/e non dahile.· The concept of God is, however, the 
concept of a being that can obligate all moral beings without itself [being] 
obligated, and, hence, has rightful power over them all. To wish to prove 
the existence of such a being directly, however, contains a contradiction, for 
a posse ad esse non valet consequffllia."7 Thus only an indirect proof remains, 
-inasmuch as it is assumed that something else be possible,· namely, that 
the knowledge of our duties as (tanquam) divine commands is certified 
and authorized - not in a theoretical but in a pure practical respect - as a 
principle of practical reason, in which there is a valid inference from ought 
to can. 

There is, -indeed,- in the mind of man, a principle of moral-practical 
reason, a command of duty, which he sees himself as unconditionally 
necessitated to honor '"and obey (ohtemperanl;a),· and which corresponds 
to a categorical imperative, whose formulation is expressed either affirma-
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22:122 tively or negatively (Honor thy father and mother. Thou shalt not kill.)u8 
[and] opresses [itself] unconditionally "1th regard to all matters of well-
being (happiness): to make freedom under the law into the ground of the 
determination of one's action. The idea of such a being, before whom all 
knees bow, etc.,119 emerges from this imperative and not the reverse, and a 
God is thought necessarily, subjectively, in human practical reason, al-
though not given objectively: Hereupon is founded the proposition of the 
knowledge of all human duties as divine commands. 

There is in man a principle of technical-practical reason, a relation of 
will toward purposes, which, with regard to himself, are unconditionally 
necessitating (necessitantia); if he intends to bring about this or that, then 
he must use this or that procedure: 'The imperative is conditional. There 
is, however, in man as a free being also a principle of moral-practical 
reason, unconditionally commanding, is, in the imperative of duty 
which is categorical. 

[Between 7th and 8th paragraph o[main text] 
A rational being (ens rationale). A rational being insofar as it personifies 

itself for the sake of a purpose is a moral person. 
A thought-being (ens rationis). 
A theorem of transcendental philosophy .. 

[Left ma'1(in] 
A universal, morally law-giving being, which, thus, has a1l power, is God. 
There exists a God, that is, one principle which, as substance, is mor-

ally law-giving. 
For morally law-giving reason gives expression through the categorical 

imperative to duties, which, as being at the same rime substance, are law-
giving over nature and law-abiding. 

22:123 It is not a substance outside myself, whose existence I postulatc as a 
hypothetical being for the explanation of certain phenomena in dIc world; 
but the concept of duty (of a universal practical principle) is contained 
identically in the concept of a divine being as an ideal of human reason for 
the sake of the latter's law-giving [breaks off] 

There is contained in man, as a subordinate moral being, a concept of 
duty, namely, that of the relation of right; to stand under a law of the 
detennipation of his will, which he imposes upon himself, and to which he 
subordinates himself - which, however, he also treats imperatively, and 
-asserts- independent of all empirica1 grounds of determination (and 
[which] is determining merely as a formal principle of willing). 

The originator of a certain effect, according to laws which the subject 
prescribes to itself, is also called a principle, insofar as it is thought as 
substance (the good or evil principle). 

The evil principle would be a subjective practical principle {Grundsatz] 
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without a principle - to act against all principle, indeed; so it is a contra-
dictio in adjeao. Hence merely inclination (instinct), that is, well-being (in 
diem dicere: vixt), to live for the day. 

[VlIth fascicle, sheet X, page 3] 
The categorical imperative is the expression of a moral and holy, uncon-

ditionally commanding will, which is also omnipotent, and, without requir-
ing or even permitting incentives, is independent - freedom and law united 
in it. The idea ofit is that of a substance which is unique in its concept, and 
is not subordinated to a classification of human reason. Ens summum, 
summa intelligentia, summum bonum is an ens rationis and, thought (or, rather, 
feigned) as a natural being, [is] an all-embracing substance - inscrutable; 22:124 

as ethical being, however, a principle of the practical [breaks o.DJ 

The formal element of the synthesis of representations of the object in 
transcendental philosophy (which forms the progress from the metaphysi-
cal foundations to physics) not the material element of knowledge of the 
represented object, is that from which the thoroughly self-determining 
subject proceeds: the categorical imperative of the knowledge of duty. 
God and the world contain the totaliO' of existence. 

Forces in empty space (attraction, Newton) presuppose bodies, not 
mere matter (actio in distans) - ether, repulsion through which space can 
become a sense-object; and, [as such,) space does not contain bodies but 
merely matter. 

Furthermore, bodies can be organic or inorganic (animal, plants). The 
latter cannot be explained through atomism, merely mechanically, but 
must be explained dynamically, from concepts of purposes. 

What leads reason to the idea of God, not as a natural being but as a 
moral being, and his unity, freedom and law, whose capacity constitutes 
personality, through which man distinguishes himself as a moral being 
from all natural beings? Herein lies a dignity: He can forgive himself 
nothing (categorical imperative) and, through this, he makes himself re-
sponsible to himself. 

A moral being who would be thought as obligating, but as obligated by no 
other, would be God. If such exists, then he is a single God; for to think of 
several of them is a self-contradiction, since they would be thought in a 
relation of obligation to one another. 

Equally, the thesis of the plurality of worlds contains in itself a contradic-
tion, for the totality of the whole of existing things - that is, the concept of 
the world - already contains the concept of singularity. 

The question, de pluralitale mundorum, is self-contradictory, and it is as 22:125 

little the case that there are many Gods as that there are many worlds; but 
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there still remains the general question: Is there (does there exist) a being 
whom we wish to think as God at aU? Or is it a merely hypothetical thing 
(ens ra/ionis) which (as, for instance, the universally distributed and aU-
penetrating ether) is assumed only in order to explain certain phenomena? 

But moral-practical reason yet contains in itself laws of compulsion 
(that is, commands of pure reason (obHgationes strictae)) which the categori_ 
cal imperative carries with it (the imperative of pure reason, as it were 
(vetita at praecepta»). Before the inner seat of judgment (in foro comcientiae) 
and regardless of any actual pronouncement issued by God, the knowl-
edge of all human duties as divine conunands (tanquam, non ceu) is of the 
same ,force as if a real world-judge were assumed. Freedom under the 
pure law of reason. 

The unity of the sensible in space. Correspondingly, that of the intelligible 
(omnipraesentia) - virtualis not /o(alis. 

One can also, by analogy, posit virtual attraction in empty space as actio 
in dis tam - /oromo/iva - in/erne motiva. 

The cogitabile which is incomprehrnsibile. To which no aggregate [is) 
adequate, but can only be given as one. 

The first question is: whether there is a moral-practical reason, and, with 
this, concepts of duty as principles of freedom under laws; then: whether 
there is a substance which judges according to these Jaws (byexone.ratingor 
condemning men), declares men worthy or unworthy of happiness, and 
makes them partake ofit in consequence. Such a personal substance would 
be God, and, since it represents the totality synthetically, as an individual, 
not as belonging to a class of rational beings, the single God. Only as 

22 : 126 hypothetical, however, can such an ens constitute a principle - not as given, 
but only as thought (thought-object, ens rationi,) - but only for the sake of 
the recognition of our duties as divine commands. 

[Top margin) 
God regarded as a natural being is a hypothetical being, assQmed for 

the explanation of appearances - as, for instance, the ether, in order to 
make space into a sense-object. 

There is a philosophical use of mathematics - is, however, a mathemati-
cal use of philosophy possible? 

[Right margin 1 
The most important of all the concepts of reason, because it is directed 

toward the final end (for the concepts of the understanding are only there 
for the sake offonn), is the concept of duty and the legislation relating to 
it, as a concept of practical reason. 

The categorical imperative, expressed affirmatively or negatively (in 
command and prohibition) yet with greater rigor in the latter than in the 
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former (dictamen ration;s moralis): Thou shalt not steal. (Thou shalt not lie, 
is not in the Decalogue.) Honor thy father and mother. The last are not an 
expression of proper duties of compulsion. 

There must also, however, be - or at least be thought - a legislative 
force (potestas /egis/atoria) which gives these laws emphasis (effect) al -
though only in idea; and this is none other than that of the highest being, 
morally and physically superior to all and omnipotent, and his holy will -
which justifies the statement: There is a God. 

There is in practical reason a concept of duty, that is, of a compulsion or 
necessitation according to a principle of the laws of freedom - that is, 
according to a law which the subject prescribes to itself (dictamen rationis 
practicae) through the categorical imperative, indeed. 

A command, to which everyone must absolutely give obedience, is to be 22:127 
regarded by everyone as from a being which rules and governs over all. 
Such a being, as moral, however, is called God. So there is a God. 

[Bottom mal)linl 
A being which is never obligated, but would be obligating for every 

other rational being, is the highest being in a moral sense. The rational 
being which, with respect to nature, is capable of everything is the highest 
being in the physical respect. In both respects. All-sufficient (omniS/if-
ficiens): Is God he who, because he is totality in all relation, can only be 
onej the single God (of whom there cannot be different genera and 
species)? 

There is only one practically sufficient argument for faith in one God, 
whichQ is theoretically insufficient - knowledge of all human duties as 
(tanquam) divine commands. 

[VIIth fascicle, sheet X, page 4 J 
Under the concepts of practical reason (dictamen ration;s practicae) the 

concept of duty is a principle of the unconditionally commanding (categori-
cal) imperativei it does not prescribe the means to arbitrary ends, but 
prescribes actions, which are to be made one's own ends, apodictically, as 
well as a certain commission and omission, merely according to the princi-
ple of freedom under laws, and it contains a command to which the 
subject sees himself unconditionally subordinated through pure reason. 

Now the idea of an omnipotent moral being, whose willing is a categori-
cal imperative for all rational beings, and is both all-powerful with regard 
to nature as well as unconditionally, universally commanding for freedom, 
is the idea of God-not a generic concept, but that of an individual (a 22:128 
thoroughly determined being); for the totality is only one, thus there can 

• Reading tku for dtr. 
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be no question of gods. {The existence as substance of such a being allows 
itself to be assumed only as a hypothetical being (as, for instance, caloric) 
in order to explain (he phenomena of its sphere of activity as experience 
may supply it; however, its unity -like that of space and time - certifies 
the totality of its presence, and the only possible question is: Is there one 
God or not? 

.Ofthe law of continuity (lex conlinu,) from a physical and Illoral point of 
view. From a transcendental point of view.· 

There is only one experience and all perceptions only form an aggre-
gate for the sake of the possibility of a whole of experience, through 
observation and experiment.} This ideal being governs [erereirt iiber] the 
principle of all human duties, as commands issuing from himself, that is, 
as God: Hence the (moral) law of duty, in virtue ofrhe categorical impera-
tive, is a principle of the recognition of all human duties as divine com-
mands, even though one leaves undecided the existence of such a power-
ful being. The fonnal element of the law here amounts to the essence of 
the thing [Sachel itself, and the categorical imperative is a command of 
God; this dictum is no mere phrase. 

The idea of the absolute authority of a moral being's unconditionally 
dictating command of duty is the divinity -of the person who commands-
(dfv;nitas formalis). A substance which this authority would be 
God. That such a substance exists cannot be proved; for neither experi-
ence nor pure reason from mere concepts can found such a proposition, 
for it is neither an analytic nOr a synthetic proposition. 

In moral-practical reason there is not only II principle of benevolence, 
z2:I29 that is, of the advancement of the happiness of others (the duty of love) 

which sets limits to egotism (officium late determinans) -but also a principle 
of rejeClion.-

The dictamen rationis praClicae is a reason other than theoretical; it does 
not determine but is detennined through another, not analytically self-
[determining], but synthetically [through a' divine command. Thoughts 
which mutually accuse or excuse one another. Just as [there isJ only one 
space and one time. Ether. 

-To be worthy or unworthy of happiness.-
Not the relation of things, but of the representations of ulings to one 

another. The a priori relation of right as moral compulsion. Spontaneity 
and receptivity. 

In moral-practical reason, there is contained the principle of the knowl-
edge of my duties as commands (jJraecq>ta), that is, not according to the 
rule which makes the subject into an fobject], but that which emerges 
from freedom and which (the subjectJ prescribes to itself, and yet as if 
another and higher person had made it a rule for him (dictamen rationis 
practicae). The subject feels himself necessitated through his own reason 
(not anaiyticaiJy, according to the principle of identity, but synthetically, as 
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a transition from metaphysics to transcendental philosophy) to obey these 
duties. -What God may be can be developed from concepts, by means of 
metaphysics; but that there is a God belongs to transcendental philosophy 
and can only be proved hypothetically (caloric).-

OjJicia humanitatis et institiae late et striae posita (proprie detenninantia). no 

[Bottom rna"';"] 
rIne subject of the categorical imperative in me is an object which 

deserves to be obeyed: an object of adoration. This is an identical proposi- 22:130 
tion. The' characteristic of a moral being which can command categori-
cally over the nature of man is its divinity. His laws must be obeyed as 
divine commands. Whether religion is possible without the presupposition 
of the existence of God. -Est deus in nobis.- m 

[Top rna,.,;n] 
Me/aphysics analyzes given concepts; transcendental philosophy con-

tains the principles of synthetic a pn'ori judgments and their possibility. 
Homo agit, facit, operatur. Sense, Uflderstanding, reason, - meritum, de-

meritum. 
Consciousness of positing something (spontaneitas) , of receiving 

(receptivitas). 

[Left margin] 
The idea of a being which would be its own originator, would be the 

original being, and a product (not educt) of pure practical reason. The 
concept ofit (the subject) is identical with it (the object) and tmnscendent 
without being contradictory. 

Among rational world-beings is the class of those which are endowed 
with moral-practical reason, hence with freedom under laws which they 
prescribe to themselves (dictamen rationis practicae) and necessarily recog-
nize the concept of duty, hence, the categorical imperative; yet also the 
class of those who must admit the corruption and weakness of human 
nature that, as a world-being, permits itself transgressions. 

One can, however, represent in man the dictate of reason, in respect to 
the concept of duty in general: the knowledge of his duties as (tanquam, 
non ceu) divine comma.l1dsj because that imperative is represented as gov-
erning and absolutely commanding, hence as pertaining to a ruler (befit-
ting a person). The ideal, which we create for ourselves, of a substance. 

I am a principle of synthetic self-detennination to myself, not merely 22:131 
according to a law of the receptivity of nature, but also according to a 
principle of the spontaneity offreedom. 

A cause operating in the wor1d according to purely moral principles, 
thought as substance (ens extramundanum) which, insofar as it embraces 
the totality of sense-objects under its power, is single. 
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[Vllth fascicle, sheet V, page I] 

Insertion Vm 

Man, insofar as he is conscious of himself (object to himself) thinks. 
One thinks for oneself under the concept of God a substance which [is] 

adequate to all conscious purposes - that is, a person; whereby the tauto-
logically reinforced expression "the living God" only serves to designate 
the personality of this being: as omnipotent being (ens summum), as omni-
scient (summa inlelligentia) and omnibenevolent (summum bonum). Its activ-
ity is on the analogy with reason [breaks offJ 

World-beings can be obligating, and obligating to others. But a being 
which, although obligating of others, can never itself be obligated, is God. 

A human being can be a person, that is, a being which is capable of 
rights; but personality cannot be attributed to the Deity. 

There are persons in the world. But God as pure intelligence can only 
be one; for several of them wouid have rights against one another. 

22:49 World is the whole of sense-objects - thus also including the forces acting 
on the senses - insofar as it amounts to a unity (that is, combined syntheti-
cally according to a principle). "Totality of (since it repre-
sents merely] logical unity, does not express the concept of "world." Thus 
[the concept of "world"] does not just belong to metaphysics but to tran-
scendental philosophy - in which latter, knowledge is given a priori in 
intuition, through concepts (not through their construction, for that would 
be mathematics) and forms the transition from the metaphysical founda-
tions of natural science. 

There is one world, one space, one time; and, if one speaks of spaces 
and times, these are only thinkable as parts of one space and time. This 
whole is infinite - that is, there are no limits of the manifold possible in it 
as rea/limitations, for otherwise the void would be an object of the senses. 
It is not a mechanically but a dynamically given concept - a transcenden-
tal idealism. Only one experience, not experiences. 

One must progress from subjective principles of appearance to what is 
objective in experience. One must progress from technical-practical to 
moral-practical reason, and from the subject as natural being to the sub-
ject as person - that is, as pure being of the understanding - God. 

God is a being who contains in his concept only rights and no duties. 
World is the opposite. 

Person is a being who has rights and is conscious of them. Ifhe has rights 
and 110 duties, then he is God. To have duties and no rights is the character-
istic of the criminal. Categorical imperative of the highest being. 
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The world is the complex of all sensible beings: C",d is the rational being. 
Each of the two is single in its species. 

What man does (agit), what he makes ([aat). What he produces through 
action in a certain time (operatur) . 

God and the world are correlates, without which the idea of God as a 22:50 
practical being would not occur. In the world) however) nature and free-
dom are two active powers [VermiigenJ of different kinds , of which one 
(quae agit, fleit, operatur) [breaks offl 

Of organic bodies, which already contain the concept of purposes in them-
selves according to the principle of identity; an immaterial principle must 
be thought in them, which, however) can therefore not be spirit (mens). 

Experience contains the whole of possible perceptions (all possible 
observation and experiment). 

Division. (I) A being who has only rights and no duties (moral-practical 
reason according to its laws and principles), God. (2) \Vho has rights and 
duties: man. (3) Beings which have neither rights nor duties, which have 
no desires at all (mere matter). (4) Those which have desires, but no will. 

The formula of an unconditional command of duty (dictamen rationis 
striae obligantis) is the categorical imperative of right -late obligantis is that 
of benevolence (benevolentiae) of which kind gratitude is the strongest. 

[VIlth fascicle, sheet V, page 2] 22:51 
The categorical imperative does not presuppose a supremely command-

iog substance which would be outside me, but is, rather, a command or 
prohibition of my own reason, Notwithstanding this, it is nevertheless to 
be regarded as proceeding from a being who has irresistible power over 
all. 

(I) What does the concept of God express? (2) Is there a God? (3) Is the 
existence of God given a priori, that is, as unconditionally necessary {not 
merely thought, that is, a thought-object (ens ralionis) in order to found 
certain consequential concepts, in the way that, for instance, caloric [is1 a 
hypothetical being)? (4) Is God and the world an active relation of two 
relations determining the totality of things into a heterogeneous whole, 
namely, the one as intellectual principle of the pure understanding, that is, 
as a person, the other as complex of sensible beings, insofar as they are at 
least conscious of themselves. 

Person is a being who has rights of which he can become conscious. 
The categorical imperative represents all human duties as divine com-

mands; not historicaJly, as jf [God1 had ever issued certain orders to man, 
but as reason [presents] them through the supreme power of the categori- 22:52 
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cal imperative, in the same manner as a divine person can rigorously 
command submission to himself. 

So it is not technical-practical reason (which prescribes means for the 
purposes of sense-objects) but the moral-practical (which prescribes right 
to man, as pure rational object, and makes subjective grounds of determi-
nation into objective ones - in which the bold idea of intuiting all objects 
in God, at least in transcendental idealism, etc. [breaks 0.DI 

Among all the good deeds ifaaa obligaton'a) it is not benevolence toward 
men but the right of men which is the act of the highest authority, and the 
ideal person who exercises it is God. Not as a substance different from man. 

God is not the originator of the world (demiurgus), from whom all evil (as 
mere sense-objects) proceeded. God as person, that is, regarded as a 
being who has rights. 

The complex of all sensible beings is the world, to which man also 
belongs, but who is yet at the same time an intellectual being. 

Mechanism of nature and freedom of rational beings. 
Freedom and transcendental idealism and moral-practical reason. The 

fonner is postulated. The concept of duty precedes even freedom and 
proves the reality of freedom. 

That there is also in man, alongside his nature, freedom and practical 
reason as the counterpan of mechanism (technical-practical). 

Whether there is a God (in substance) or not, cannot be a point of 
controversy, for it is not an object of dispute (objectum litis). It is not existing 

22:53 beings outside the judging subject, about whose chal"d.cteristics it would be 
·possible to dispute, but a mere idea of pure reason which examines its 
own principles. 

The concept of God is not a technical-practical but a moral-practical 
concept: That is, it contains a categorical imperative [and] is the complex 
(comp/exus) of all human duties as divine commands, according to the 
principle of identity. 

It is an individual concept (conceptus singu/aris): There are no gods, just 
as little as there are worlds, but God and the world. He is a person, that is, 
a being who has rights, but not a sensible being; so (there are] not gods. 

The categorical imperative, which founds the incomprehensible system of 
human freedom, docs not begin from freedom but ends and completes with 
it. There is a certain sublime wistfUlness (mmuth] in the feelings which 
accompany the sublimity of the ideas of pure practical reason, and, at the 
same time, a humility which leads one to subordinate oneself to this object. 
But also an elevation of the honest man [des fVtzckerenJ in his decision. 

God and the world, represented in the idea of pure reason. 
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technical-practical. pragmatic-moral 
The possibility of freedom cannot be directly proved, but only indi-

reedy, through the possibility of the categorical imperative of duty, which 
requires no incentives of nature. 

Wrong (curoum opposed to recto, crooked ohliq. to the straight) can also 
be called prlWilas (e.g. us.ravia). Upposed to what is round and returns 
upon itself, similar from all sides. 

[VIlth fascicle, sheet V, page 31 
The subject determines itself (I) by technical-practical reason, (2) by 

moral-practical reason, and is itself an object of both. The world and 
God. The first is appearance in space and time. The second according 
to concepts of reason, that is, a principle of the categorical imperative. 
Ens su.mmum, summa intelligentia, summum bonum: thing [Sadie] and per- 2-2:54-
son. Apperceptio, apprehensio et comprehensio phaenomenologica, cognilio et 
rccogniti(). 

The knowledge of oneself as a person who constitutes himself as a 
principle and is his own originator. 

God and the world are both a maximum. The transcendental ideality of 
the subject thinking itself makes itself into a person. Its divinity. I am in 
the highest being. According to Spinoza, J see myself in God "Who is 
legislative within me, . 12J 

All commands which bind man through the categorical imperative and 
make pure practical laws absolute duty (implacable internal obligation) 
independent of any account of internal or external advantages, arc holy 
duties; that is, they are to be regarded as commands of an uncondition-
ally demanding being, independent of nature. Now the idea of a being 
commanding according to moral-practical laws contains the idea of a 
person having all power lin1 relation to nature as a sense object. rIt also 
contains} an expression of the categorical imperative of all commands of 
duty, by the principle of pure reason, not by empirical incentives of 
world-determination. There are, however, only two active principles 
which can be thought of as causes of these appearances: G()d and the 
world. Thus the idea of moral practical reason in the categorical impera-
tive is the ideal of God. 

What has here been sufficiently (from a practical viewpoint) demon-
strated as belonging to transcendental philosophy, is not, indeed, the 
existence of God as a particular existing substance, but the relation to 
such a concept. Vide Lichtenberg's Spinoza,u" a system of the intuition of 22:55 
all things in God. Transcendental idealism [of positing] oneself syntheti-
cally and a pn·ori. 

-The cause of the world regarded as a person, is the author of the world. 
Not as a derniurge of matter which is passive, but [breaks off]-

The subject of the categorical imperative (not of technical-practical but 
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of moral-practical reason), a transcendental ideal which emerges from 
transcendental philosophy as from a synthetic a priori proposition from a 
pure concept, not from sensible intuition, is God. It cannot be denied that 
such a being exists; yet it cannot be asserted that it exists outside rationally 
thinking man. In him - the man who thinks morally according to our OWn 
commands of duty -;e live (sentimus), move (agimus) and have our being 
(ex'sh·mus). 

From this there follows the necessity of the division of the complex of 
all beings (of everything that exists): God and lhe world. 

In man there dwells an active principle, arousable by no sensible repre-
sentation, accompanying him not as soul (for this presupposes body) but 
as spirit, which, like a particular suhstance, commands him irresistibly 
accord.ing to the law of moral-practical reason, [and which], by its own 
actions, pardons or condemns man's commissions and omissions. In vir-
tue of this property of his, the moral man is a person: that is, a being 
capable of rights, who can encounter wrong Or can consciously do it, and 

22:56 who stands under the categorical imperative; free indeed, but yet under 
laws to which he submits himself (dictamen ration;s purat) and who carries 
out divine commands according to transcendental idealism. Knowledge of 
all human duties as divine commands,· (hrraks oDJ 

(Between lines of main text] 
Conflict with the right of humanity in my own person, and with the 

right of men. 
A person is a rational being who has rights. 
Man is not an animal with internal purposes or senses, etc. (e.g. organs, 

understanding) but a person who has n"ghts, and against whom all other 
persons have rights. Not merely is he animated by a soul (thus animanr) 
but there dwells in him a spirit (spiritus bam alit. Mens). 

Organic bodies have an immaterial principle as their basis because they 
are founded on purposes. 

[Top margitl] 
According to Spinoza's transcendental idealism, we intuit ourselves in 

God. The categorical imperative does not presuppose a highest command-
ing substance as outside me, but lies within my own reason. 

[Right margin] 
How are laws for the united space- and time-determinations of moving 

forces possible a priori? Newton's work. Immediate at#o in distans 
(through empty space). 

Of the reciprocally acting motion of light in full space, but without 

T!;lrough 1 vette connected wilh beginning of page 4. 
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diffusion - for the divergence of the beams and Romer's time-condition 
of their motion act against one another. us Of the magnet. 

Heat, an internally moving force of bodies, is a hypothetical material, 
because it expands and disperses matter, and may well be the mere effect 22:57 
of the repulsion of a matter set in oscillation. 

The fear of God is the beginning ofwisdom;u6 this, however, is nothing 
other than horror vacui, abhorrence for everything which conflicts with the 
right. For this interruption which contradicts moral-practical reason 
[breaks o.oJ 

Man: logical, metaphysical, ,mathematica4 aesthetic, transcendental. The con-
sciousness determining itself contains spontaneity, also personality, has 
rights. 

A body for whose possibility one must think of an organizing force, that 
is, a force which only acts through internal purposes. Next, not an indwell-
ing soul, empirically, but a spirit as a spirit. 

Homo (st animal rationale. 1)·7 

There is a difference in saying: I believe in God, or: I believe in a God 
(of which there might be several). 

The knowledge of al1 human duties toward one another as divine com-
mands (not as a particular duty toward God, for that would presuppose 
God). 

[VIlth fascicle, sheet Y, page 41 
[Man is a person, that is, a being capable of rights, who can encounter 

wrong or can consciously do it,] f and to whom both can be done by others, 
which is not dle case in animals or even lower organic beings. That being, 
in relation to whom all human duties are likewise necessarily his com-
mantis, is called God, and the categorical imperative which imposes them 
on man, contains the knowledge that all duties of tight are to be regarded 
as divine commands (in him). 

Human reason does not attain what kind of being God is in himself; 
only relation (the moral relation) indicates him, so that his nature is 
inscrutable and all-perfect for us. Ens summum, summa intelligentia, 22:58 
summum bonum: all moral [detenninations], but which leave his nature 
unattainable. 

God is a spin't, that is, not the for example, since this 
determination would make him dependent upon empirical determina-
tions, as a sense-object. The transcendent concept of him is always only 
negative, and so [we] can only [know] him thereby that knowledge of him 

See preceding note. 
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is not knowledge of the world, but the knowledge of all human duties as 
divine commands (hence not as if one had actually received such a com-
mand or prohibition) [breaks oJJJ 

So knowledge of this being is ampliative, not for the theoretical but only 
for the practical. He is inscrutable (imperscrntabilis). 

The first act of the faculty of representation is that through which the 
subject makes itself into an object of its representations (conscientia sui 
ipsius) and belongs to logic. [It is aJ representation through concepts or the 
thought of the given object, and is analytic. The second [act) contains the 
manifold given in intuition, insofar as that is represented under a principle 
of its aggregation; this [act] is thought synthetically a priori and belongs to 
transcendental philosophy (which contains synthetic knowledge a ption' from 
concepts). Such knowledge is here not opposed to knowledge through the 
construction of concepts (for that would be mathematics) but, since it is 
here a question of philosophical knowledge (metaphysics), belongs to tran-
scendental philosophy. That, however (as in Newton's PhilosoplH'ae natu-
ralis principia mathematica), at least the ratio of the moving forces of bodies 
in empty spaces can be given a priori, belongs neither to metaphysics nor to 
transcendental philosophy - and thus not to philosophy at all but to pure 
mathematics insofar as it is applicable to physics. 

The concept, or rather, the idea of God is ,the thought of a being before 
whom all human duties at the same time count as his commands. 

22:59 God is the supreme power which is all-obligating, a being who is all-
obligating but is not obligated in any relation. 

God and the world. -Nature and freedom. Spinozism and naturalism. 
Transcendental idealism and personality.- The real, which cannot be a 
sense-object, and the real which must necessarily be such, if it is to be a 
given object - as space and time are each only one, 

The totality of beings regarded as a whole or sparsim as multitude. 
First division: God and the world. Second, in the world: nature and 

freedom of world-beings. Both contain absolute unity (there is only one 
God and one world), The world, insofar as it is not a whole combined 
sparsim, but an organic whole - e.g. of plants for animals and even for man. 

An organic body is one which is possible in itself through purposes; 
hence, it is grounded through an immaterial being, or must at least be 
thought accordingly. The contilluum flrmarum from plants, not as far as 
God (for there is no continuity in between). 

Just as the species of organized bodies progresses from mosses to 
animals and [from} these to men as animals (a continuumformanun), N.B. 
Not that we intuit in the deity, as Spinoza imagines, but the reverse: that 
we carry our concept of God into the objects of pure intuition in our 
concept of transcendental philosophy. 

Ideas of moral-practical reason, too, have moving forces on human 
nature. That means: to fear the Deity indirectly: 
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Of the indirect proof of God's existence, insofar as his necessary consc- 22:60 

quences (the categorical imperative) precede. 
It is not the concept offreedom which founds the categorical imperative 

but the latter first founds the concept of freedom. Not technical-practical 
but moral-practical reason contains the principle of God. Likewise, na-
ture in the world does not lead to God (e.g. through its beautiful order) 
but the reverse. 

The holy Ghost judges, punishes and absolves through the categorical 
imperative of duty, by means of moral-practical reason. Not as a substance 
which belongs to nature. God and world are not empirical correlates. 

The concept of God and of the personality of the thought of such a being 
has reaHty. 

There is a God in moral-practical reason, that is, in the idea of the 
relation of man to right and duty. But not as a being outside man. God and 
man is the totality of things. 

The complex of all natural beings (the world), that is, all existence in 
space and time - but not, therefore , of all beings, for pure moral beings 
are not, in fact, also understood thereby. 

Distributive} .ty 
O II · um r co ectIve 

Of the psychological difference (which belongs to physics) and the meta-
physical, which is not drawn from experience. 

Morality [Sittlichkeit], that is, freedom under laws. is the characteristic 
of a person. 
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[What is transcendental philosophy?] 

[1st fascicle, (half-)sheet I, page I] 

[Top margin] 
Transition to the limit of all knowledge - God and the world. 
The totality of beings, God and the world, presented in a synthetic system 

of the ideas of transcendental philosophy in relation to each other, by, etc. 

[Main text] 

I 

In the order of the system of synthetic knowledge through a priori con-
cepts (that is, in transcendental philosophy) the principle which provides 
the transition to the completion of the system is that of transcendental 
theology in the two questions: 

I 

What is God? 

2 
Is tkere a God? 

§ 

The concept of God is that of a person - hence, that of a being who has 
rights, but against whom no other possesses right; ofwhorn there may be 
either only one or else a species (God Of gods) who must, nevertheless, 
possess personality, a will [WiIlkiihr] - without which quality, they would 
not be gods but idols (idola), that is, things [Sacken]. 

21:10 [Next to it, tOn the margin] 
Such a person cannot be several (in the plural); that is to say, if there is 

a God, then he is likewise singular in his person, and there are not many 
gods, because the concept of several would be quite identical. One would 
worship different gods, and their worship would be superstition and ido/a-
try, which would be satanic. 
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§ 

God and the world are thought as members of the division of existing 
beings, of which each contains numerical unity (singularity) in itself; that 
iSt one can as little speak of gods and worlds as of spaces and times, for 
these are all only parts of one space and one time. 

Just the same is true of experience: in relation to whose magnitude 
one cannot depend upon experiences but only on experience as absolute 
unity. For absolute completeness of perceptions cannot occur, for that 
would be empirical, and hence stand under the suspicion of some defi-
ciency; there thus remains nothing a priori except a principle of the 
possibility of experience. 

In the concept of God, one thinks a person - that is, a rational being 
who,jirst, possesses rights, but, second, without being restricted by duties, 
restricts all other rational beings through commands of duty. 

{To bring about the highest object of moral-practical reason in the 21:11 
world - God and the world fonn the objects of reason's willing. The total-
ity of things: ens summum summa.} 

[Right of the deleted passage] 
In the world as a whole of rational beings there is also a being consisting 

in [von] moral-practical reason, and, consequently, an imperative of right: 
Thus, however, there is also a God. 

[Main text conHnuedJ 
Such a being is the most perfect in respect of every purely thought 

quality (ens summum, summa inteUigentia, summum bonum). AJI these con-
cepts are united in the disjunctive judgment: God and the world - in the 
real division of the negative or contrarle oppositum, which the totality of 
beings comprehends. 

Both are a maximum: the one determined according to degree (qualita-
tive), the other according to volume [or} space (quantitative); the one as 
object of pure reason, the other as sense-object. Both are infinite: the 
first as magnitude of appearance in space and time; the second accord-
ing to degree (virtualiter), as limitless activity with regard to forces 
(mathematical or dynamic magnitude of One as thing in 
itself or appearance. 

A being who perceives - has feeling, understanding, personality, and 
rights without duty. 

A plurality of gods is as little thinkable as a plurality of worlds, but only 
one God and one w.orld; both ideas depend necessarily upon each other. 
Ens summum, summa intelligentia, summum bonum (understanding, judg-
ment, reason). Technical-practical and moral-practica1 reason and the 
principle which combines both in one idea. One cannot express the su-
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preme intelligence through reason, since the latter consists only in the 
capacity to infer - that is, to judge mediately. 

21;12 In moral-practical reason there lies the categorical imperative to regard 
all human duties as divine commands. 

[Marginsl 
Technical-practical reason contains skill and arts. Moral-practical, 

duties. , 

The complex of aU beings as substances is God and the world. The 
former [the latter?] is not coordinated as an aggregate with the latter [the 
former?], but subordinated to it in its existence, and combined with it in 
one system; not merely technically but moral-practically - which charac-
teristic endows it with the quality of being a person. 

Self-love (in soul and body) is not generally true or permissiblej but 
benevolence toward oneself, without pleasure, is. But not hatred. 

Heat is not radiant (radians), u8 but rather, the body is absorptive in 
relation to it - or exhaling, but not evaporating. 

PersonaJity is the characteristic of the being who has rights, hence, a moral 
quality. Consciousness of this quality in 'the subject belongs to moral-
practical, not technical-practical reason, even when (and insofar as) it 
stands under duties. Does not have merely technical-[practical] but also 
moral-practical reason. 

Spinnza's idea of the highest being - of intuiting all supersensible beings 
in God. Moral-practical reason. Transcendental idealism. 

Ens summum and ens enlium. 

Reason is ohly a mediately judging understanding. For the rule, and 
subsumption under it (its casus); namely, the conclusion, does not add 
anything further, but is only stated explicitly as inference or conclusion. 
The formula does not increase the content. 

Herr von Hess and Prof. Kraus. Herr Schultz or Poerschke and ChapJan 
[Wasianski]. 129 

2I "3 [1st fascicle, (half-)sheet I, page 21 
Transcendental philosophy thinks under the concept of God a sub-

stance endowed with maximum existence, with regard to all active 
ties (reality), independent of all sensible representations (pure rational 
representations a priOri). It is a self-knowing supreme being (ens summum, 
summa intelligenlia, summum bonum) adequate to all the true purposes of 
man (from understanding, judgment and reason) in an active relation to 
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the whole of all the objects of sensible representation; so that the division 
is made: God and the world in relation to each other. 

Both are thought as a highest by transcendental idealism, according 
to which the possibility of objects of representations precedes as elements 
of knowledge, and what is subjective (according to Spinoza's conception) 
is intuited in God, whom reason makes for itself. The problem is thus: 
First, what is God? (What is understood by this concept?) Second ques-
tion: Is there a God? (For gods cannot be thought of without contradic-
tion, because the totality of given objects, thought together, does not 
permit plurality, and, if God is worshipped and his law obeyed, then such 
a plurality would represent idols.) 

There exists a categorical imperative in the mind {Gemuth] (mens, not 
the anima) of every man in which a rigorous command of duty [showsl the 
transgressor his own reprehensibility (unworthiness of being happy); and, 
if abstraction is made from sensible appearance, not only is the transgrcs·· 
sor's worthiness of being happy denied him, but he himself condemned 
through an irrevocable verdict (dictamen rationis). Not technical-practical 
but moral-practical reason absolves or condemns. 

deals despotically with man. Men destroy olle another like 
wolves. Plants and animals overgrow and stifle one another. Nature does 
not observe the care and provision which they require. Wars destroy what 2 I: 14 
long artifice has established and cared for. 

A being who is originally universally law-giving for nature and freedom, 
is God. Not only the highest being, but also the highest understallding-
good (with respect to holiness). Ens summum, summa inlelligent;a, sllmmum 
bonum. The mere idea of him is likewise proof of his existence. 

Among all the characteristics which are attributable to a thinking being, 
the first is to be conscious of oneself as a person: That is, according to tran-
scendental idealism, the subject constitutes itself a priori into an object -
not as given in appearance, in the transition from the metaphysical foundations 
a/natural sdence to physics, but as a being who is founder and originator of 
his own self, by the quality of personality: the "/ am. " As a man, I am a sense-
object in space and time and, at the same time, an object of the understand-
ing to myself. [1] am a person; consequently, a moral being who has rights. 

The understanding (mens) is the faculty of deciding immediately, inde-
pendent of sensible representations, and can be attributed to God. Rea-
son, which only judges mediately, through inferences, is not original, but 
derivative. 

It is not the principle of benevolence, directed toward happiness, but 
[the principles] of right which command categorically. 

Of the aJIowabJe circle of connection in the extremities of forces, 

A body can be an ens simplex as to its quality, e.g. sulphur; its product 
through combustion, on the other hand, a compositum, like sulphuric acid. 
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What is obligaled is outside me, as a rational subject which yet be/on!) to 
lile world. The world is the totality of sense-objects, not so much the outer 
as the inner. 

2 1:15 [L41 mar,g;nl . 
Transcendental idealism is the mode of representation which makes 

concepts, as elements of knowledge, into a whole - as a system of the 
possibility of synthetic a pn'on' knowledge from concepts. 

First the moral-practical, then the reason. God and 
the world. 

The transcendental idealism of that of which our understanding is itself 
the originator. Spinoza. To intuit everything in God, The categOrical 
imperative. The knowledge of my duties as divine commands (expressed 
according to the categorical imperative). 

The transcendental idealism of prescribing to reason synthetic a priori 
propositions from concepts (such as the categorical imperative is): dictamen 
rationis - not what we ought to think but what we ought to do. 

The transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
physics takes place according to a priori principles; for the possibility of 
expnience, indeed, which is an absolute whole - not a compiled (compilasio) 
aggregate which can be patched together of perceptions. ObseroahO et 
aperimenlum presuppose a formal whole of possible experience as unity. 

Reason precedes, with the projection of its forms (forma dol esu ret) 
because it alone carries with it necessity. Spinoza. The elements 
edge and the moments of the determination of the subject through them, 
(To intuit everything in God.) 

One cannot prove the existence o/God, but one cannot avoid proceeding on 
the principle of such an idea, and assuming duties to be divine commands. 

The concept of God is the concept of an obligating subject outside 
myself. 

[1st fascicle, sheel II, page II 

2 
GOD 
AND 

THE WORLD 

lntroduaion 

I. 

The system of knowledge which fonnally (thus a priort) precedes experi-
ence and contains the conditions of the possibility of experience in gen-
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eral, divides into two main branches: nature and freedom, both of which 
must be treated theoretically and practically; the product of technical-
practical or moral-practical reason and their principles 

(

inclination and morals [SittenJ) 

instinct - understanding 

II. 

emerges. 

The concept of freedom is not the basis on which the concepts of right 
and duty can be founded. but the reverse: The concept of duty contains 
the ground of the possibility of the concept of freedom, which is postu-
lated through the categorical imperative. It is utterly impossible to unite 
the principle of causaJ relations in the world with freedom; for that would 
be an effect without a cause. 

If I ought to do something, then I must also be able to do it, and what is 
absolutely incumbent upon me, I must also be capable of performing. 

The property of a rational being, to possess freedom of the will in 
general (independence from the incentives of nature), cannot be directly 
proved as a causal principle, but only indirectly, through its consequences; 
insofar, that is, as it contains the ground of the possibility of the categori-
cal imperative. 

III. 
A being for whom aU human duties are likewise his commands, is God. 
He must be capable of everything, since he wills everything which duty 
commands. He is the highest being with respect to power, and, as a being 
who has rights, a living God in the quality of a person. A single God, like 
the obiect of his power, subordinate to him: one world. 

Iv. 
These concepts are altogether contained analytically in the idea of the 
highest being, which we ourselves have created; but the problem of tran-
scendental philosophy still remains unresolved: Is there a God? 

'Cosmotheology" V. 
There is an object of moral-practical reason which contains the principle 
of all human duties "as if divine commands," without it being the case that 
one may assume, for the sake of this principle, a particular substance 
existing outside man. 
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VI. 

Cosmotheology. An idea of the unity of the connection of intuition with 
concepts, according to Spinoza. 

[Top margin] 
Transcendental philosophy is the principle of synthetic a prion' knowl-

edge from ·concepts. 
(I) Transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 

physics. (2) Transition from physics to transcendental philosophy. (3) 
Transition from transcendental philosophy to the system of nature and 
freedom . (4) Conclusion. Of the universal connection of the living forces 
of all things in reciprocal relation: God and the world. 

[RighI margin 1 
Philosophy - metaphysical and metaphysics 
Mathematics and physics 
Space and time 
God and the world: the supersensible and the sensible being in the 

totality of things (universum), represented systematically in synthetic rela-
tion to each other. 

21:18 Space is not a being, nor is time, but only the form of intuition: nothing 
but the subjective form of intuition. 

Not atomism (corpuscular philosophy, atom; ac inane). In full space! yet 
all-penetrating of it, through motion - partly progressive, partly oscillating. 

There are not but only experience and what it teaches 
(which presupposes a priori a fonn of experience). But many perceptions, 
indeed, which stand in relation to experience through observation and 
experiment. Hippocrates. 

(I) Metaphysics, (2) transcendental philosophy, (3) physics, (4) dy-
namica generalis, which [presents] the laws of the moving forces, as they 
stand in relation to one another in empty space. 

The living bodily being has a soul (animal). If it is a person, then it is a 
human being. 

[Right of IV, V, and VIJ 
The highest principle of the system of pure reason in transcendental 

philosophy, as reciprocal relation of the ideas of God and the world. Not 
that the world is God, or God a being in the world (world-soul); but the 
phenomena of causality are in space and time, etc. 

An immaterial and intelligent principle as substance is a spirit (metts). 

The animal. 
Nature causes (agi/). Man does (facie). The rational subject acting with 
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consciousness of purpose operates (operatur). An intelligent cause, not ac-
cessible to the senses, directs (dirt'git). 

God and the world. Freedom and nature. The latter with personality -
or natura btu/a in contrast with intelligent nature. 

Knowledge through reason, laws for reason, man as person or as scnse-
object. 

The product., of nature are in space and time, those of freedom, under 
the laws of moral-practical reason (dictamina rat£onis practicae). 

(Ahove VI] 21:19 
Newton's attraaive forces through empty space. 
How is empty space itself perceived, for the forces cannot he, indepen-

dently, without physical reality? 

[Below VI] 
There is a God, not as a world-soul in nature, but as a personal 

principle of human reason (ens summum, summa intelligentia, summum 
bonum), which, as the idea of a holy being, combines complete freedom 
with the law of duty in the categorical imperative of duty; both technica'l-
praaical and moral-practical reason coincide in the idea of. God and the 
world, as the synthetic unity of transcendental philosophy. 

[ ... 1" and empirical personality (ai/os videl sub pedibus nimbos el rauca 
toni/rno calcat),fJO 

God is not the world-soul. 
Spinoza's concept of God and man, according to which the philosopher 

intuits all things in God, is enthusiastic fschwarmerischJ (c(Jf1cep/usfanaticus). 

[1st fascicle, sheet II, page 2 J 

{ Cosmotheolog)l 

God and the world. A system of transcendental philosophy, of technical-
theoretical and moral-practical reason. 

The concept of God is that of a being as the highest cause of world-
beings and as a person. How the freedom of a world-being is possible 
cannot be proved directly; it would only be practicable in the concept of 
God, jfhe were assumed.} 

I 
God 

The categorical imperative leads first to the concept of freedom, the 
possibility of which property of a rational being we could not otherwise 

Word illegible. 
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2 I :20 suspect. These commands are divine (praecepta inviolahilia), that is, permit 
no mitigation, and the judgment of condemnation is pronounced upon 
their transgression, through man's own reason, just as if addressed by a 
moral power which executes the judgment. 

The highest level of progress in the system of pure reason: God and the 
world. 

The whole of the supersensible and of the sensible object, represented 
in logical and real relation to each other.· 

These representations are not merely concepts but, at the same time, 
ideas, which give the material to synthetic a priori laws from concepts, and 
so do not merely emerge from metaphysics but found transcendental 
philosophy. 

Each of the two contains a maximum, and there can only be one of 
each. "There is one God and one world." 

a 
The first object IGegenstand] sets itself.bove things as objects ISachen) 
through personality - th.t is, through the sublime quality of/reed om, to be 
itself an original cause: a property and capacity whose possibility cannot be 
direcl/y either proved or explained, but which conclusively validates its 
reality indirectly, through the incontrovertible dictates of reason in the 
categorical imperative. 

The principle of the knowledge of an human duties as (tanquam) univer· 
saHy valid commands, that, is, in the quality of a highest, holy and powerful 
law-giver, raises the subject thought thereby to the rank of a single, 
powerful being: That is, the existence of such a being cannot be con-
cluded from the idea which we ourselves think of God, but yet we may 
infer as [if) there were such a being - with the same force as if such a 
being (dictamen rationis) were combined in substance with our being - to 
the same consequences.-· 

21:23 ITop mar.gin] 
What is merely subjective in sensible representation is feeling. 

I Under· I God"] 
-The highest standpoint of transcendental philosophy is that which 

unites God and the world synthetically, under one principle.-
Nature and freedom. 

Ii The logical relation is that of identity and djfference; the real that of action and reaction 
with respect to the causaJity of the subjects. 

Kant's paragraph continues on page 3. 
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[Left margin] 
Difference between the principles and laws of or 

moral-practical reason. 
The concept of freedom emerges from the categorical imperative of 

duty. Sic volo sic iuheo stet pro ratione voluntas. I 3 1 

The possibility of such a property as freedom does not emerge analyti-
cally, but synthetically, in transcendental philosophy, and is the law of the 
latter. 

The thinking subject also creates for itself a world, as object of possible 
experience in space and time. This object is only one world. Moving 
forces are inserted in the latter (e.g. attraction and repulsion) without 
which there would be no perceptions; but only what is formal. 

World is the complex (complexus) of things in one space and one time; thus, 2 I :24 
since neither are something given objectively, in appearance. God is a raM 
tional concept of freedom, insofar as there lies in him a principle of the con-
nection of the manifold which only pertains to a person. Concept of duly. 
The concept of freedom, which points in the direction of the concept of duly, 
is that of a person - both of man in the world and of God. With respect to the 
world, a technical"practical; with respect to God, a moral-practical concept. 

There are gods as little as there are worlds; rather, one God and one world. 
Transcendental cosmology and transcendental theology (cosmotheology). 
Not the highest being (ens summum), but the being of all beings (ens ent;um). 

The totality of things (omnitudo) is, therefore, not yet represented as a 
whole of the united objects (distributive or collective: thus, logical or real 
unily). In intuition (space and time) as appearance (mathematicaily). 

Analogy between attraction and light, where seeing precedes the light, 
and, of the former is not operative in space, then neither is the Jatter. 
Illumination in empty space. Double concept of reflection. 

Seeing is repulsive - like touch. 

[1st fascicle, sheet II, page 3J 21:21 
And the cosmotheological proposition: "There is a God," must be hon-
ored and obeyed in the moral"practical relation just as much as if it were 
to be expressed by the highest being, although no proof of it takes place 
in technical"practical respect, and to believe or even wish for the appear-
ance of such a being would be an enthusiastic delusion - taking ideas as 
perceptions. 

It can be said without qualification: "There are not gods; there 3re not 
worlds," but rather: "There is one world and there is one God" in reason, 
as a practically-determining principle. 

There is a fact of moral-practical reason: the categorical imperative, 
which commands for nature freedom under laws and through which free-
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dom itself demonstrates the principle of its own possibility; the command_ 
ing subject is God. 

This commanding being is not outside man as a substance different from 
man. [It is, rather,] the counterpan to the world represented as the complex 
of all sensible beings (their totality), as the counterpart [of God] in space 
and time, as absolute a priori unity in intuition. Like God (as the Su-
persensible principle which combines the manifold of the world through 
reason) the world is thought a priori, as absolute unity. These two ideals 
have practical reality. 

A being which includes the whole of all possible sense-objects, is the 
world. (A being in relation to whom all human duties are likewise his 
commands, is God.) 

God and the world are ideas of moral-practical and technical-practical 
reason, founded on sensible representation; the former contains the predi-
cate of personality, the latter that of ... Both together in one system, how-
ever, and related to each other under one principle, [are] not substances 
outside my thought, but rather, [they are] the thought through which we 
ourselves make these objects (through synthetic a pdori cognitions from 
concepts) and, subjectively, are self-creators of the objects thought. 

21 :22 The moving forces which are causal principles contain the representa-
tions of God, the worJd, and my subject o(intuition and feeling, as moving 
forces in the world. The two [namely, God and the worldl, united in one 
concept, [contain] the intuition of nature in space and time, feeling and 
the spontaneity of connection of both into a system of technical-practical 
and moral-practical reason through freedom (spontaneity and receptivity, 
both combined in a system). God, the worJd, and I, who combine both 
objects in one subject. Intuition, feeling, and the faculty of desire. God, 
the world (both outside me) and the rational subject which connects both 
through (Not substance.) Spinoza's transcendental idealism 
which, taken literally, is transcendent, that is, an object without a concept: 
representing the subjective as objective. 

[Margins] 
God and the world are, according to their idea, two heterogeneous 

beings, not in analytical unity (identical)j nevenheless, they could be 
thought in synthetic unity according to principles of transcendental phi-
losophy. How, then, does their combination acquire reality? 

The totality of things (universum) coma ins God and the world. World 
means the whole of sensible beings. 

There is here then a relation of two heterogeneous objects, a relation of ef-
ficientcauses (nexus causalis), indeed; if the totality of beings is thought, how-
ever, then this is subjective rather than objective (lying not in the things but 
in the thinking subiect); the highest good (the original and the derivative). 
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The two principles: that of moral-practical and the principle of 
technical-theoretical reason (to which mathematics also belongs) together 
form the complete unity. 

Knowledge of all human duties as divine, not [knowledge] of a substance. 

God is the subject of the categorical imperative of duties, and these are 
therefore cal1ed divine commands. 

The division into God and the world is not analytic (logical) but syn-
thetic: that is, through real opposition. 

Three principles: God, the world, and the concept of the subject which 2 I :23 
unites them and brings synthetic unity into these concepts (a prior!) insofar 
as reason makes this transcendental unity itself. Aenesidemus. God, the 
world, and I; God, the world, and the human spirit, as that which combines 
the former two: moral-practical reason with it') categorical imperative. 

The inte1ligcllt subject which grounds the combination of God with the 
world under a principle. 

The highest nature 
The highest freedom 
The highest good 

happmess 

I. The question: Is there a God? One cannot prove such an object of 
thought as substance outside the subject: [It is,] rather, thought. 

[1st fascicle, sheet II, page 41 

GOD, THE WORLD AND THE CONSCIOUS N ESS 
OF MY EXISTENCE IN THE WORLD 

IN SPACE AND TIME. 
THE FIRST IS NOUMENON, THE SECOND 

PHENOMENON, THE THIRD CAUSALITY 
OF THE SUBJECT'S SELF-DETERMINATION INTO 

CONSCIOUSNESS 
OF HIS PERSONALI T Y: THAT IS, OF FREEDOM 
IN RELATIONS OF THE TOTALITY OF BEINGS 

IN GENERAL. 

I 
There is a God 

There is a being in me, which is difJerent from me and which stands in an 
efficient causal relation (nexus effictivlls) toward myself (<<gil,facit, operalllr)i 
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itself free (that is, not being dependent upon the laws of nature in space 
and time) it judges me inwardly (justifies or condemns); and I, man, am 
this being myself-it is not some substance outside me. What is most 
surprising is that this causality is a determination [of my will} to action in 
freedom ([that is]. not as a natural necessity). 

This inexplicable inner characteristic reveals itself through a fact, the 
categorical imperative of duty (nexus finalis: God; effiaivus: the world) 
whether it is affirmative or negative (command and prohibition).· The 
spirit of man (mens), under' a compulsion which is only possible through 
freedom. 

It is, however, if one judges directly according to the principle of self-
activity, completely impossible to think for oneself a law of self-activity 
from freedom; for every act of the latter would be effect without cause. 
For this reason it has been frequently opposed. But self-activity from 
freedom can and must be conceded indirecdy,t as a consequence of the 
categorical imperative (which is incontrovertibly true) and all human du-
ties, as divine commands, must be obeyed unconditionally. 

Freedom of the will [Willkiihrj is a fact which cannot be attributed to the 
object 2S a natural being; but, yet, it is a principle of causality in the world, 

21:26 and appears to contain effect without cause in it') very concept. That 
which commands as a person (categorical imperative), hence a'i God, 
hence as if a person. . 

All knowledge consists in the capacity to think, intuit, perceive, and 
know in experience, and, as efficient cause, is the system of technical-
practical or moral-practical reason: not for metaphysics, but for transcen-
dental philosophy. The latter contains synthetic a priori principles from 
concepts, not merely from intuitions; it contains, subjectively in human 
reason as an absolute whole, a genealogical tree of such principles, whose 
roots ramify into branches, and a tree of knowledge of quite different 
kinds: nature and freedom, the world and God. Not a system of nature 
but of thought 

[Left maw_] 
The thoroughgoing determination of oneself in experience as unity, (is] 

existence. But not God's. 
All expressions of moral-practical reason are divine (dictamina sacro-

sanaa) because they contain the moral imperative (the categorical) and, 
thereby, alone prove the reality of freedom. But it is not God in substance 
whose existence is proved. 

• As is found in the Decalogue, for instance. 
t Indirect proof is a mode of proof or examination in which it is infemd apodictically from 
the consequences of that which is to be to its ground. 
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Freedom under laws which reason prescribes to itself: the categorical 
imperative in transcendental philosophy. 

Transition from the metaphysical foundations to transcendental philosophy. 
A concept is enthusiastic if that which is in man is represented as 

something which is outside him, and the product of his thought repre-
sented as thing [Sache] in itself (substance). Principia sunt dictamina ra-
ti()11is propriae: leges communes. 133 

[1st fascicle, sheet III, page I) 

3 
SYSTEM OF TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY 

IN THREE SECTIONS 

[Top 
God. the world, universum, and I myself, man, as moral being. 
God, the world, and the inhabitant of the wor1d: man in the world. 
God, the world, and that which thinks both in real relation to each 

other: the subject as rational world-being. 

The medius terminus (copula) in judgment is he,e the judging subject (the 
thinking world-being, man in the world). Subject, predicate, copula. 

[Main text) 

I 
Cod 

The concept of such a being is not that of substance - that is, of a being 
which exists independent of my thought - but the idea (one's own cre-
ation, -thought-object, ens of a reason which constitutes itself 
into a thought-object, and establishes synthetic a pn"on" propositions, ac-
cording to principles of transcendental philosophy. It is an ideal: There is 
not and cannot be a question as to whether such an object exists, since the 
concept is transcendent. 

§2 
There is, however, in moral-practical reason, a principle of duty: That is, 
the categorical imperative, according to which reason is absolutely (uncon-
ditionally) commanding over all incentives of sensibility (nature) even 
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when in antagonism to the latter. [Reason1 is an effect in the wo Id 
without cause, as it would appear; there are, indeed, action') from freed: I 

to which we and which form of causali; 
appears to contam a contradictIon With Itse1f, and, moreover, its possibility 
is absolutely incomprehensible (ricvolo ric iubeo stet pro ratione vo/Ulltas). In 
this freedom and independence from all natural influence and direction a 
divinity may righrly (be seen] - not of man, however, since divinity is the 
highest thinkable and, likev.;se, supremely powerful (breaks offJ 

[Next to it, in the margin1 
Not a sensible object, a person, rather, what itself thinks (non dabile sed 

tYJgitabile) 

According to this principle, all human duties can, at the time, be 
exprrssed as divine commands (by the principle's formal aspect) even if 
no such cause, determining reason, were to be assumed as substance. 
From the practical point of view, it is one and the same thing whether one 
founds the divinity of the command in human reason, or founds it [in] 
such a person, since the difference is more one of phraseology than a 
doctrine which amplifies knowledge.· 

The critique of pure reason divides into philosophy and mathematics. 
The former, in turn, into metaphysics and transcendental philosophy. 
The latter [namely, transcendental philosophy] into the ideas oftheoreti-

cal and practical reason. ·Narure and freedom.-
I: man. Phenomenon, noumenon. The object in appearance and the 

thing in itself. 
(The totality of beings, regarded analytically or synthetk;ally (omnia, aut 

universum).) 

21:29 [Margi,"] 
Objects of thought are: (a) a being (b) a thing [Sache] (c) a person, 
The highest is: em summum - summa ;ntelligentia, summum bonum. 
How is the of freedom possible? Only through the impcrati\!e 

of duty which commands categorically. 
God, a threefold person, according to [his] powers; not in three per-

sons, which would be polytheism. 

• The expression OJ divine commands can here {be translatedJ by lallquom (as if) or else by 
WI (absolutely) lbreaks oJ/l 
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No world-material can either come to be or cease to be. 
What compels from us the idea of God? No concept of experience, 

no metaphysics. What presents this concept a priori is transcendental 
philosophy. 

The concept of duty. The latter, however, presupposes the concept of 
the freedom of a causality, whose possibility [canJnot be explained, hut 
rests on the capacity of the categorical imperative. 

[Between §2 and §31 
God, the world, and man as a person: that is, as a being who unites these 

concepts. 

[Next 10 it, right ma'1lin] 
Ideas are self-created subjective principles of the power of thought: not 

fictions but thought. 
God is not the world soul. 
What unifies the universum (not mundus), mens, insofar as it has 

personality. 
Pluralitas mundorum hut unitas universi. 
The totality (universum) is to be distinguished from the world, of which 

there can be many. The former belongs to ideas, and to transcendental 
philosophy. 

The totality of things (as the one whole): universum. 
Cod and the world, and the spirit of man which thinks both (mens). 
The power of thought must precede. 
To totality of beings (lmiversum). God and the world. 
Are thoughts prior to the thinker? Is light prior to the seer? Attraction. 

[Bottom mawn] 
Whether there is a threefold or a fourfold form ofimmateriality. Spiritus 

(animantis), animae el mrn/is (dido). 

[1st fascicle, sheet III, page 2] 21:30 
The totality of beings (the unt'versum). The latter divides into God and the 
[breaks oJll 

§s 
The reality of the concept of freedom can, thus, only be presented and 
proved indirectly, through an intermediary principle, rather than directly 
(immediately). Likewise the proposition: "There is a God," namely, in 
human) moral-practical reason, [as] a determination of one's actions in 
the knowledge of human duties as (as if) divine commands - "we are 
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originally of divine race"133 with regard to our vocation and its dispositions, 
and the to us incomprehensible capacity of freedom places us infmiteIy 
outside the sphere of[breaks oJll 

§6 

That which can be thought but not given in perception (cogitabil', non dabil,) 
is a mere Idea, and, if it deals with what is a maximum, then it is an ideal. The 
highest ideal as person (of whom there can only be a single one) is God. 

. Th, world (which is also called'nature, thought substantively) is the whole 
of sense-objects (uniTxnum, universilas rerum). These objects are things 
[Sachen] in contrast to persons. 

Taken in this sense there can, thus, only be One world, since the totality 
is only one; the plurality of worlds (plura/ltas mundorum) signifies only the 
multiplicity of many systems, of which there may be an innumerable 
amount. together with their different forms and real relations (their ef-
fects in space and time), -God is not an inhabitant o/the world, but, rather, 
its owner. As the fonner (as sensible being) he would be the world-soul, 
belonging to narure.-

§8 
In this relation, there must. however, be a means of the combination of 
both [ideas] into an absolute whole - and that is man who, as a narural 
being, has at the same time personality - in order to connect the principle 
of the senses with that of the supersensibJe. 

From which determinations of the faculty of representation does the sys-
tem arise? And can the completeness of its elements be formed, insofar as 
one analyzes that whole found a priori in us and develops its formal 
element from onels own reason? Lichtenberg. Aenesidernus. Architectonic 
of pure reason. Its highest standpoint of speculative (not yet practical) 
philosophYi from specula - view from a height over the plain of experiencel 
not touching or testing by tapping, but gazing about oneself into the 
distance. Difference between technical-practical and moral-practical rea-
son (skill, prudence, wisdom - vision and touch). 

next to §6] 
God, the world, and man as (cosmopolita) person (moral being), as 
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sensible being (inhabitant of the world) conscious of its freedom; the 
rational sensible being in the world. 

[Mar.gin, nexl to §7 anti §8] 
God, the world, and man: a sensible-practical being in the world 

(architectonic). 
A cosmotheoros'34 who creates the elements of knowledge of the world 

himself, a pn'ori, from which he, as, at the same time, an inhabitant of the 
world, constructs a world-vision lWeltbeschauung] in the idea. 

[Mar.gin, next to §9J 
The difference between fragmentary and systematic aggregation (from a 

principle)j from which difference the possibility of experience (which in 
turn, what raises a multitude of perceptions into experience) also emerges. 

[Below §9J 21:3 2 

It is necessary in practical reason's doctrine of purposes to proceed not 
from parts to the whole, but analytically, from the idea of the whole to the 
parts. 

The world in space and time, and the moving forces in empty space, 
which, if the central body ceases, are nothing. 

Second, freedom as effect without cause. 
Faculty of thinking which is not yet substance. 
Externality [rest illegibleJ 

[1st fascicle, sheet III, page 3J 

TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY'S 
HIGHEST STANDPOINT 

GOD, THE WORLD, AND THE THINKING BEING 
IN THE WORLD (MAN) . 

I 
God 

Even if God is to be regarded in philosophy merely as a thought-object 
(ens rationis), it [is] nevertheless necessary to present the latter and to 
enumerate alJ the predicates of pure reason attributed to it, which emerge 
from this idea analytically. Such a thought-object must necessarily be 
presented, whether or not there may [be] such a substance, which (con-
tains] in its concept the idea of a person, uniting both the highest 
technical-practical and moral-practical perfection, and the causality appro-
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priate to itj this cannot be ignored, whether one assumes that such a 
substance exists or not Even if there are "fools who have said in their 
heart: There is no GOd,"'J5 they may well be unwise, although they are 
nevertheless free to be aglwslic about this concept and what it contains 
(although not willfully) just as the Critique of Pure Reason would have it, 
which cannot be ignored by any philosopher, either in theoretical or in 
practical use. 

§2 
The second merely analytical proposition which follows from the former 
concept is that, if it is admitted that there be a God, it follows identically 
from this that there is a single God; since the totality of things (which is 
single and of the same quality) allows of no plurality, and, hence, it cannot 
be said (or even thought) that there are gods. For the concept or the idea of 
God is (I) that of a highest being (ros summum) (.) of a highest being of 
the understanding, that is, of a person (summa intelligentia) (3) of the 
original source of everything which may be an unconditional purpose 
(summum bonum). ideal of reason and of all that 
which can serve as a rule for the latter: the archetype (archttypon) and 
archiucl of the world, although that can serve only in infinite approxima-
tion. We see him as in a glass: never face to face. I }6 

He is not the world-soul (anima mundt), not a (spiritus, not 
demiurgtts) as subordinate world-builder [Wellballmeist(r]. 

[Right mawn] 
The concept of this being represents a thought-object (ens ralionis), as 

the highest being with respect to every quality (ms summum, summa intelli-
genlta, summum bonum). The first in power, the second in knowledge (as 
omniscient), the third in all-wisdom: that is, in that which belongs to all 
true purposes. If such a being exists, it can only be single; there are no 
gods, but, rather, what are assumed in plurality as sllch (if God is thought 
(worshipped) as the ideal of the greatest perfection) are idols (godlings, 
not gods). The nl.aximum of every kind, if it signifies a totality. can only be 
onej in the logical opposition of this concept [namely, God] with that of 
the world, which, as universum, also signifies an absolute totality, only Dne 
world can be thought The plurality of worlds (p1t".litas mundorum i.e. 
universitatis rerum) is a contradiction in itself. 

21:34 God, the world, and the creator (architectus). The latter, however, is not 
the Demiurge: a mechanically acting principle. 

Man is subject and object of knowledge to himself. (Spinoza) World is 
absolute, since space and time are one. 
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Animals can be made by God, because there is, indeed, in them a spiri/IIS 
and even anima (imma/eriaie) , but not mens, as free will. 

WhelhtT God could also give man a good will? No, rather, that requires 
freedom. 

[1st fascicle, sheet III, page 4] 

{THE HIGHEST STANDPOINT OF 
TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY 

IN THE SYSTEM OF THE TWO IDEAS 
BY 

GOD, THE WORLD, AND THE SUBJECT WHICH 
CONNECTS BOTH OBJECTS , 

THE THINKING BEING IN THE WORLD. 
GOD, THE WORLD, AND WHAT UNITES BOTH 

INTO A SYSTEM: 
THE THINKING, INNATE PRINCIPLE OF MAN IN 

THE WORLD (M ENS). 
MAN AS A BEING IN TilE WORLD, 

SELf-LIMITED THROUGH NATURE AND DUTY. 

I 
Cod 

All three concepts are ideas:'" that is, pure (not empirical, adopted from 
the perception of given representations) cognitions, self-created through 
reason.} 

THE HIGHEST STANDPOINT Of 
TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY 

IN THE TWO MUTUALLY RELATED IDEAS, 
GOD AND THE WORLD 

[NtxIIO Iht abovt htading, in Ihe mawn] 
Newtonian attraction through empty space and the freedom of n1an are 
analogous concepts to each other: They are categorical imperatives - ideas. 

§I 
They are both thought (a prion) rather than given (empirically); in real 
relation, indeed, for the foundation of a system of ideal intuitions. What is 

• An ideal is an invenled sen'ie-object, which, however, in virtue of its perfection, is taken 
for a mere Idea. 
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postulated is not the existence of the latters objects, but (only subjec-
tively) the representation of them as mere thought-objects (mtia rationis) 
in one doctrinal system. Both present, singly and together, a maximum-
and, therefore, an absolute individual (unilUm): Ifrhere is a God. there can 
only be O'Je God, and, if there is a world outside my thoughts (that there is 
a world, however, (is] given categorically, rather than hypothetically), then 
only one world (universum) can be thought. The world - lmiversum. 
'\'hether the world has limits, is on a par with the question whether space 
has limits; for the latter cannot be delineated by any object determining 
the senses. If gods are spoken of, then these 3re only idols (idola), and, ifit 
is a question of worlds, then these are only masses: that is, limited parts of 
the infinitely distributed matter occupying space (corpora). 

§z 

By God, one understands a person who has rightful power over all rational 
[beings]. This concept presents a maximum (potestatis /<gis/atori",): a being 
"before whom every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in 
earth, etc.," the highest being, the holy, who can only be single. 

21:36 No active opposition between God and the world takes place. 
The concept offreedom is founded on a the categorical imperative. 

The question which first arises: From where does this concept come to 
us? It is not a hypothetical concept, in order to support other propositions, 
but is thought as self-subsisting (absolutely) although not meant as if such 
a being thereby exists. The concept is problematic. A problematic being 
would be something quite different - as, for instance, caloric, which is 
only a place holder, impermissibly used as a hypothesis for one's own (and 

temporary satisfaction. 

Twofold self-knowledge: as [knowledge of a] thing in the world, which [is] 
a priori constitutive; and empirical [knowledge] [mab ofJI 

The concept of the world is the complex of the existence of everything 
which is in space and time, insofar as empirical knowledge of it is possible. 
Under it, human actions: agere, /acere, uperari. The question is, whether 
free actions of man can also fall under it. But there is a fact here: the 
categorical imperative. 

The Ten Commandments are altogether negative. The categorical im-
perative is only the principle of freedom: 
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ILdi margin] 
Man, as animal, belongs to the world, but, as person, also to the beings 

who are capable of rights - consequently, have freedom of the will. 
Which ability Ihabilitaet] essentially differentiates him from all other be-
ings; mens is innate to him. 

God, the world, and I: the thinking being in the world who connects 
them. 

God and the world are the two objects of transcendental philosophy; 2 I :37 
thinking man is the subject, predicate and copula. The subject who com-
bines them in one proposition. These are logical relations in a proposi-
tion, not dealing with the existence of objects, but merely bringing what is 
formal in their relations of these objects to synthetk unity: God, the 
world, and I, man, a world-being myself, who combines the two. 

There is one God and one universe. The totality. PluraJitas mundorum is 
not universorum (contradictio in adjecto). 

God, the world, and the free will of the rational being in the world. All are 
infinite. 

Freedom lies in the categorical imperative and its possibility transcends all 
grounds of explanation from nature. All human duties have thus been 
regarded as superhuman (that is, as divine) commands. It is not as if a 
particular person had to be presupposed to promulgate these laws; they 
lie, rather, in moral-practical reason. There is such a reason in man: 
Moral-practical reason commands categorically, like a person, through the 
imperative of duty. . 

Integrity is not the opposite of depravity (perversity) but of loss (as of a 
Jimb) - and of imperfection by deprivation. I ]7 

IBottom margin] 
The question whether God could not give man a better will would 

amount to this: that he should make it the case that [man] wills what he 
does not wiH. It operates in terms of a concept of time which is based on 
phenomena. From a noumenal point of view, the question would be: 
whether another will is thinkable in place of this one? 

Whether immortality can be included a pn·ori among the characteristics 
which belong to freedom? Yes, if there is a devil. Since the latter has 
reason, but not infinity. 
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[1st fascicle, sheet lV, page I] 

[ ... ] 
First note 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of synthetic a priori cognitions 
from concepts, insofar as the latter is founded in itself. It contains the 
elementary representations, not as perceptions which are empirically ag-
gregated (compilatio) , but an a prion' principle, under which what is formal 
in the composition of the manifold [founds] the totality of things (o,"n"-
rudo), as a whole (totum) in unconditional unity [breaks oJ.1] 

Second note 

Each of these objects is absolutely one (unicum). If God is, he is only one. 
If there is a world in the metaphysical sense then there is only one world; 
and if there is man he is the ideal, the archetype (prototypon), of a man 
adequate to duty. 
[ .. . ] 

21:41 [Right mawn] 
[ ... ) We do not derive the data of intuition from sensible representations 
(neither from impressions nor concepts); rather, it is we who first provide 
the data out of which cognitions can be woven (into the cognitions possi¥ 
ble from them): e.g. attraction, for the sake of determinations and laws of 
its relation in space and time. He who would know the world must first 
manufaaure it - in his own self, indeed. 

Lichtenberg'38 

1st division - God 
2nd - the world 
3rd - what unites both in a system. Man in the world. 
God, the inner vital spirit of man in the world. 

[1st fascicle, sheet lV, page 2] 

[ ... ] 

[L¢ margin] 
Wonn - amanuensis l39 

Titlesheet and Preface 
The world as universum 
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In aU these objects, a maximum: idea, ergo unicum in all three cases. 

I. [reason} 
2. [reason} 
3. moral-practical reason 

From intuitions, a priori concepts, and ideas. 
The idea of freedom leads, through the categorical imperative, to God. 

I. speculative [reason} 
2. practical [reason] 
3. technical-practical [reasonJ 
4. moral-practical reason in one system. 

[ •. • J 

[1st fascicle, sheet IV, page 4J 

1 

God 

What does reason think in the idea of God? 
A being who knows everything, is capable of everything, and wills what 

is good (ens summum, summa intelligentia, summum bonum). The highest 
wisdom. 

Definition 

What do I think under the concept of God? A being of the greatest 
perfection, a being who knows and is capable of everything, 
and contains personality in his self-consciousness (ens summum, summa 
inleliigentia, SUmmum bonum), and is the originator of all other things. 

Spinoza. The enormous idea of intuiting all things, and oneself, in God-
transcendent, not merely transcendental, and immanently objective (in 
itself). 

Question: Do God and the world form a system together, or is only the 
doctrine of the connection of the two subjectively systematic? 

[Left oj the abiroeJ 
-Axiom, theorem, problem and conclusion [FolgerungJ.· 

Axiom 
The concept of God is a principle of moral-practical reason: the knowl-
edge of all human duties, to regard them as divine commands. 
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[L(/i and right o["Theorem '1 
Transcendental philosophy commences from what is subjective in rea-

son, from the spontaneity of synthetic principles, through ideas. Transcen_ 
dental idealism. 

Theortm 

There is in man an active, but supersensible principle which, indepen-
dent1y of nature and the causality ofthi world, detennines nature's appear-
ances"and is called freedom. 

21:5' [Right of the above] 
The veto and iubeo in the pure imperative of duty. 
The categorical imperative realizes the concept of God, but only in 

moral-practical respect, not with regard to natural objects. 
God and man, both persons. The latter is bound to duty, the former 

commands duly. 
The totality of beings (universum), God and the world, represented as 

united in a system of the ideas of transcendental philosophy. Technical-
practical, moral-practical reason, freedom of man, and hence the categori-
cal imperative: God. Space (a priori is subjective, appearance. 

Ideas are images [Bifder} (intuitions), created a priori through pure 
reason, which, [asJ merely subjective thought-objects and elements of 
knowledge, precede knowledge of things. They are the archetypes (proto-
typa), by which Spinoza thought al1 things had to be seen, according to 
their forms, in God: that is, in what is formal in the elements out of which 
we make God for ourselves. 

God is a being who only has rights and no duties (only against himself) 
and is a person who is holy for himself. Freedom - man [a being] who has 
rights but also duties - third, unconditional duties, indeed. Man, as world-
citizen. who, under the divine regime, is necessarily subject to both [rights 
and duties], as in a state. 

Transcendental idealism. Mere space is not therefore an empty space. 
The latter would be something positive. The former is that from which 
abstraaion is made. 

NB. Space (in the world) and time (in the subject who detennines 
space inwardly) come first, as a priori forms, and furnish con-
cepts, from whose elements knowledge emerges. Attraction through 
empty space (actio in distans. according to Newton); freedom, which postu-
lates a principle of causality in the world (as effect without cause) merely 

21:52 by its veto in the categorical imperative: [Both] lie outside the world, 
influencing it. Receptivity for knowledge (receptivitas) is founded on the 
faculty of creating receptivity in oneself - Lichtenberg.140 
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The oath: by God, or, by the living God, is presumption if it is given in 
connection with empirical truthfulness (that is, in connection with natural 
objects). 

God and the world. A system of ideas in the highest standpoint of 
transcendental philosophy. 

(These ideas of God and the world lie necessarily and a priori in reason, 
and this division [is) a priori. (Lichtenberg» 

The genius appropriate to mathematics is quite different in species 
from that fixed by nature for philosophy: Reccard and Kastner.'''' 

[RIghI oflhe above:] 
The one relates to art and skill (for arbitrary ends), the other to 

wisdom - to the final end. 

The di/f=nct: between the totality of beings and the universe [W<llaln, of 
which God cao be parr. 

Receptivity - spontaneity. 

[Top 
God and the World. A System of Ideas in the Highest Standpoint of 

Transcendental Philosophy, presented by, etc. 

God and the World 
the Totality of Beings 

presented in a System in the Highest Standpoint of Transcendental 
Philosophy 

Is the reason for the totality of beings (universum) that a single being 
must found all existence? There can [be] worlds, but only one universum 
[breaks off] 

[Lq; nexllo "God is a being"] 
His name is holy, his honor is worship, and his will almighty, and he 

himself is idea. His kingdom in nature is still to come, however.'4a 

[Lq; and hallam 
Transcendental philosophy is the science of pure synthetic a priori 

knowledge from concepts. 
A. Which concepts does the idea of God contain, and where docs the 

call to man come from to establish such an idea as indispensable to 
reason? Or is it a free, problematic invention, and its object a hypothetical 21 :53 
thing, like caloric? Herein the question remains unresolved: Is there a 
God? Yet can it be said that, if God is, then he is only one? 
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God represented as a person - but not a corporeal being - spirit. Hence 
not gods (idols: bodies not spirit). I, man, belong to the world-whole, and 
he is pari of it. And yet, he is a person. 

B. There is a world. Idealism and transc[endental] egoism cannot aban-
don the objective reality of sensible representations (hence, experience)j 
for it is one and the same thing to say: There are such objects, or: I am a 
subject to whom the state of my representation delivers stich a lawlike 
chain of the manifold, which we call experience. There can be worlds 
(mulldt) in space, and yet only one world (unWersum) exists. 

[ ... ] 

[1st fascicle, sheet V, page 2}'43 

I Title-Sheet I 
The Highest Standpoint 

of Transcendental Philosophy 
in the 

System ofldeas: God, the ffOrld, and 
Man in the World, 

Restricting Himself Through Laws of Duty, 
presented 

by 
The Totality of Beings 
God and the World 

in a System ofIdeas 
of Transcendental Philosophy, 

presented. 

Introduction 

Transcendental philosophy is autonomy, that is, a reason that determinately 
delineates its synthetic principles, scope, and limits, in a complete system. 

Transcendental philosophy commences from the metaphysical foU1uia-
lions of natural science, [and] contains the a priori principles of the latter's 
transition to ph)'sics (and its fonnal element); without turning into heter-
onomy, it [then) progresses to physics, as to a princip1c of the possibility of 
experiem;:e through which the whole of knowledge becomes an aggregate 
of perceptions; finally, it progresses (as an approximation to a 
proof from experience itself) to experience. [ . .. ] 

21:6, [L(/I margin] 
Experience, as ground of the proof of the truth of empirical judgments, is 
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never more than an asymptotic approximation to the completeness of the 
possible perceptions which compose it. Is never certainty. 

Introduction 

I. Transition from the metaphysical foundations of natural science to 
transcendental philosophy. 

2. From the latter to the universal doctrine of experience, physics in 
general, according to its formal conditions. 

3. From nature to the doctrine of freedom. Human freedom presup-
poses the concept of duty, categorical imperative. 

4. Progress to physics as a system. God, the world and man subject to 
the command of duty. 

Man is, on the one hand, a on the other, however, man 
devoting himself to the law of duty: a noumellon. 

totamque infusa per artus 
mens agit molem mag1lOque se corpore miseet. 'H 

[ ... ] '" 
[1st fascicle, sheet VI, page 3]'" 

[ ... ] 

Introduaion 

There is a totality of beings (entium, not rerum, thing [Sache): for the latter 
are beings which can be manipulated) and a universe of beings. Reason 
posits this as a (ens rationis ratiocinantis); as a system of 
things, indeed, but only as subjective, belonging to ideas. 

The principle which determines the whole of philosophy as in one 
system, is transcendental philosophy. 

Transcendental philosophy is the act of consciousness whereby the 
subject becomes the originator of itself and, thereby, also of the whole 
object of technical-practical and moral-practical reason in one system-
ordering all things in God, as in one system. (Zoroaster)'H Analogy with 
mathematics in space. 

Theoretical-practical reason, in confonnity with its nature, creates ob-
jects for itself, namely, independent ideas - the system of an all-embracing 
reason which constitutes itself into an object. Transcendental philosophy 
does [not1 occupy itself with something which is assumed as existing, but 
merely with the human spirit, which [is] its own thinking subject. 

Ideas of speculative, aesthetic, and moral-practical reason in a system (ens 
summum, etc.), God, etc. Not metaphysics, but transcendental philosophy. 
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Synthetic a priori knowledge from concepts (philosophy, in contrast to 
mathematics), that is, transcendental philosophy, is not an aggregate of 
perception (empirically coordinated) but is the coordination (romplaus) of 
ideas in the one system of reason, constituting itself under a principle. 
The highest existence, the highest power, and the highest will. All unlim-
ited. But only in idea. 

ZI :79 How is the metaphysician different from the transcendental philosopher? In 
that the latter addresses merely what is fannal, the fanner what is material 
(the object, the material). 

(Transcendental philosophy is the autonomy of ideas, insofar as they 
form, independently of everything empirical, an unconditional whole, and 
reason constitutes itself to the latter as a separate system.) God, world, 
and the concept of the freedom of rational beings in the world. 

Ideas are not concepts, but pure intuitions: not discursive, but intu-
itive representations, for there is only one such object. (One God, one 
world (uniVt'15um), and, in the law of freedom, only onc principle in the 
honoring by men in the world of all hwnan duties as divine commands). 
(It is not appropriate here to assume the existence of a substance with 
this characteristic.) 

The organs of our sense-perception, as are detennined through 
stimulation of the materials: air, light, and heat. Whether hearing, sight 
and inwardly feeling one's life (warm or cold) precedes knowledge of their 
efficient causes? 

Of the argillaceous aroma, in breathing on alumina (through decom-
position).'.8 

Experience can yield no principle, but is only an asymptotic aggregate 
of perceptions - so it is no principle of transcendental philosophy. The 
progress and transition to transcendental philosophy takes place from the 
metaphysical foundations of natural science, to which mathematics also 
belongs. Ohseroation and experiment. 

Transcendental philosophy is the subjective principle [of] ideas of ob-
jects of pure reason constituting themselves ineo a system, and of its 
a.utonomy according to the concepts: ens summum, summa intelligentia, 
sllmmum bonum. World, human duly. and God. 

Transcendental philosophy is the principle of the thoroughgoing deter-
mination of reason into theoretical-speculative and moral-practical rea-

2 I :80 son, founding the unity of the unconditioned whole as the totality 
(universum) of things in their synthetic unity, according to a priori concepts 
of its elements: God, the world, and man in the world subject to the law of 
duty. 

Transcendental philosophy is the absolute whole (system) of ideas; thus it 
is immediately directed toward objcct<i (ens summum, summa intelligentia, 
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etc.) which, independently of experience, are postulated by pure reason as 
objects [for the sake of) its (experience's) possibility. It contains principles 
of a synthelic cognition from concepts and [is], to that extent, analogous to 
mathematics - to the latter's formal principles, however, not its material 
(the object). (Of a philosophical proof of Euclid's 12th proposition.)'" 

[L<rJi and right of"lntraduction"] 
Philosophy is to be regarded either as the habitus of philosophizing or as 

a work: through which there arises, proceeding from it, a work as a system 
of absolute unity. 

[Righi 
Doctor Medicinae Reusch, the son of Pro/issoris Physices Reusch, will edit 

the '50 

N.B. The melon must be eaten today - with Prof. Gensichen - and, at 
this opportunity, (discuss] the income from the university. lSI 

The return is to be made from the metaphysical foundation of natural 
science to transcendenfal philosophy, as a system of the ideas of pUfe 
reason insofar as they emerge from reason synthetically and a prion'. They 
are God, the 1lJOrld, and man in the world, detennining himself with 
freedom. The world is here understood not as an object of empirical 
intuition and experience. 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of the ideas in an absolute whole. 
God, the world, and the being in the world endowed with free will 

[ Wil/kiihr] 
With respect to what is formal [in them], the principles are not to be 21:81 

transcendent, indeed, but must be immanent. 

Transcendental philosophy bears this name, because it precedes 
ics and supplies the latter with principles. 

Transcendental philosophy is the philosophical system of knowledge, 
which presents a priori all objects of pure reason necessarily combined in 
one system. 

These objects are God, the world, man in the world, subject to the 
concept of duty. Totality of beings. 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of synthetic knowledge from a 
priori concepts. 

It is (or, rather, makes) a system objectively and, at the same time, 
subjectively. Not mathematical. 

Transcendental ideas are different from ideals. 
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Man is himself a world-being who constitutes himself into a member. 
Autonomy of ideas, insofar as they form an independent whole, in 

contrast to experience. 
Religion is conscientiousness (mihi hoc religiont). The holiness of the 

acceptance [Zusagel and the truthfulness of what man must confess to 
himself. Confess to yourself. To have religion, the concept of God is not 
required (still less the postulate: "There is a God"). 

Air is a liquidum, but not afluidum. 
Transcendental philosophy is the principle of synthetic a pn'ori knowl-

edge from concepts (thereby distinguished from mathematics). How is such 
a philosophy possible? Through thc positing of three objects: God, world, 
and thc conccpt of duty. 

21:82 There are mathemalical principles in philosophy as little as there are 
philosophical principles in maJhematics. (Contra Newton's Philosophiae 
natura/is principia mathematica.) 

Granite consists of quartz, feldspar and mica. Mica includes muscovite, 
or Russian glass, of which there are large panes and portholes of seagoing 

[1st fascicle, shect VI, page 4 J 
Transcendental philosophy is (I) philos.ophical knowledge from con-

cepts (and different from mathematics, as knowledge through construc-
tion of concepts, as a prion' principles) (2) different from metaphysics, 
which forms a particular system; for it contains only the fannal element of 
the principles for the possibility of a system, not the latter itself, according 
to its content. (3) It is that which founds a pn'ori not only concepts, as 
principles, but also ideas, which forms are supplied through reason. These 
forms provide the subject with synthetic knowledge from concepts; they do 
not establish a system but emerge from a system (forma dat esse ret). 

Systems can emerge from empirical grounds of knowledge (observation 
and experiment), namely, from experience; they require as their basis, 
however, the complete enumeration of forms, which can only emcrge 
from reason (with its absolute necessity); and the philosophy which pre-
sents these forms with apodictic certainty is then called transcendental 
philosophy, since it also contains the objects: God, world, and man in the 
world) subject to the principle of duty. 

Where does this scale of ideas come from? The totality of beings is a 
concept given a priori to reason, arising from the consciousness of myself. 
I must have objects of my thinking and apprehend them; otherwise I am 
unconscious of myself (cogito, sum: it cannot read I>etgo"). It is aulonom;a 
ralionis purae, for, without that, I would be thoughtless, even with a given 
intuition, like an animal, without knowing that I am. 

2 I :83 Reason inevitably creates objects for itself. Hence everything that 
thinks has a God. 
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Transcendental philosophy is a system of knowledge, which, abstract-
ing from all objects, constitutes the formal element of synthetic a priori 
knowledge from concepts (in contrast to mathematics) into a principle 
for itself. It abstracts from every object, but is, for that very reason, all 
the more embracing; as regards the forms of knowledge (as philosophy), 
all-embracing, and, as regards degree, apodictic rather than merely 
assertoric - for in that case it would be concerned only with what is 
contingent. 

Transcendental philosophy is, however, also the principle of a system of 
ideas, which are in themselves problematic (not assertoric) but which 
must nevertheless be thought as possible forces affecting reason: God, the 
worM, and man in the world, subject to the law of duty. 

That which is thinkable without any influence of what is empirical, 
simply through pure reason, belongs to transcendental philosophy. (I) 
Absolute totality [Totalitiit]. (2) Freedom (3) Totalily [Allheil]. 

(God and Ihe world oUlside me and Ihe moral[ee/ing wilhin me.) 
A purely morally good man cannot himself be the originator of his 

becoming an evil one. He who makes himself into what is evil (originally) 
is 

It is not even in the divine power to make a morally good man (to make 
him morally good): He must do it himself. 

What is empirical in the system of perceptions - that is, in experience (not 
experiences in the plural) - is, insofar as it is made according to a princi-
ple. Observation and experiment. 

The being who knows everything, can do (is capable of) everything and 
wills everything good (which contains true highest purposes) is God. 

The being which is only possible according to an inner principle of 
purposiveness has an immaterial cause in itself. Organic bodies (plants and 
animals - also, man), not organic matters (the latter are not used at all in 
the plural, perhaps because they stand in community [with one another] in 2 I '84 
the universe). There is one space thought outside and one time thought. 
inside the subject. 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of ideas which, independently of 
all given objects, creates objects for itself and delivers to reason a neces-
sary determined whole as the totality of beings. 

One must here proceed not from the one to the many, butfrom the totalit,Y 
to the one. 

Progress from the metaphysical fimndations of natural science to traflscendeu-
lal philosophy. 

nil consare sibi, nulla pa/lescere culpa. 153 

Transcendental philosophy is the self-creation (autocracy) of ideas, into 
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a complete system of the objects of pure reason. In the Bible it says: Let 
us make man, and, behold, every thing was very good,ls" 

Transcendental philosophy is a principle which constitutes itself, in a 
system of ideas, into the totality of beings; the latter is not [derived] from 
experience but is thoroughly se1fM determining a pn'ori for experience and 
its possibility - [as) an absolute whole of experience. God, the world, and 
man, subject to the principle of duty, in it. 

Transcendental philosophy is the formal system (or the doctrine of the 
system) of the ideas of pure (not empirically determinable) reason, thereby 
that tke subject makes itself into an object (asymptotically); it is the highest 
standpoint of the a priori principle of synthetic knowledge from concepts 
(not from the construction of concepts - hence, independent of the condi-
tions of space and time) and is different from mathematics. It contains an 
aggregate: God, world, and man '5 concept of duty, that is, the categorical 
imperative, whose dictamen is a highest being, not a world-being, 

God, the world, and man in the world, subject to the concept of duty (as 
person), are ideas which contribute nothing to what is material, but only to 
the principle of form - like the concept of freedom. after the categorical 
imperative has taught [man] to have regard to it. 

2 I :85 One must say matter, not matters; similarly, experience, not experiences 

21:86 

[but] the asymptotic approximation to (for experiences, so 
called, are perceptions which lead to experience (obseroatio, experimentum», 

. • . ) 

[1st fascicle, sheet VII, page II 

7 

Transcendental philosophy is the (rational) principle of a system of ideas, 
which are problematic (not assertoric) in themselves (for, in that case, they 
would be concerned merely with what is contingent); nor do they belong 
to mathematics, but must, nevertheless, be thought as possible forces, 
affecting the rational subject: God, the world, and the subject affected [by) 
the law of duty: man in the world. 

As ideas, they cannot contribute anything to the matter of knowledge 
(that is, to the continnation of the existence of the object) but only to the 

21:87 principle of what is formal, as in the case of the concept of freedom 
according to the categorical imperative. Whether there is a God, whether 
there are worlds or one absolute world-whole (univermm), is not here 
decided. 

The progression can take place from the metaphysical foundations of 
natural science to physics; which progression is founded on empirical 
principles, and has as its object the possibility of experience (of which 
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there is always only one, and which presupposes a fonnal a priori princi-
pie and a system). Observation and experiment, as an aggregate of 
ceptions, are far from founding the Hippocratic proposition: There is 
experience. 

Transcendental phi1osophy is that philosophy which proceeds from com-
pletely pure philosophy (that is, neither from empirical nor from mathemati-
cal principles); it is that synthetic a priori knowledge according to concepts 
[which], as a principle of knowledge of oneself, is self-determining - the 
subject. 

What is, what has been, and what will be, belongs to nahlre - hence to the 
world. What is only thought in a concept belongs to appearances. 11tence 
the ideality of objects and transcendental idealism. 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of the ideas of the thinking 
subject, which (system) unites the formal element of a priori knowledge 
from concepts (that is, separate from everything empirical) into one princi-
ple of the possibility of experience. There can as little be philosophical. 
foundations of mathematics as there can mathematical foundations of 
philosophy, although Newton unites these two fields. 

Spinoza's God, in which we represent God in pure intuition. N.B. Space 
is also an object of pure intuition, but not an idea. 

System of Transcendental Idealism, by Schelling, Spinoza, Lichtenberg, and, 
as it were, three dimensions: present, past and future. ISS 

Transcendental philosophy is the formal element of synthetic a priori 
knowledge from concepts, not in order to found an object, but only to 2 I :88 
establish completely the ideas of them [namely, the objects] a triori (in 
contrast to empirical [philosophy)). What if the idealistic system (that I 
myself alone am the world) were the only one thinkable by us? Science 
would lose nothing thereby. What matters is only the lawlike connection of 
appearances. 

Transcendental philosophy abstracts from all objects, as objects of possi-
ble perception, and addresses only principles of the formal element of 
knowledge. 

Herr von HumboldltJ has observed in Cumana (Caracas) the remark-
able appearance that an ebb and flow takes place there in the atmosphere. 156 

The barometer is there in constant motion. The mercury sinks from nine 
o'clock in the morning until four o'clock in the afternoon. It then rises 
again: until eleven o'clock; sinks again until four o'clock in the morning 
and rises again until eleven o'clock. Thus only the SUfI appears to have an 
influence on this process. Helmont, Claramontan.'s7 
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Ideas precede appearances in space and time. 
Whether everything which acts upon my senses (world) belongs to the 

world , although not everything which is perceived through them [does]? 
Oxygeneity, deoxygeneity and hydrogeneity. Neutralization. Sunlight in 

an undivided state. 

[Next to the aboveJ 
No. 16 of the Intelligenzblatt of the (Erlanger) Litterarur Zeitnng. Chemi-

cal polarity, electrical, galvanic, magnetic, of heat. This One and All, in its 
purest and freest appearance, is light. Ritter, in Spring 1801.'s8 

[ . .. J'" 

21:91 [1st fascicle, sheet VII, page 2J 
Transcendental philosophy is the doctrine of the complex of ideas, 

which contain the whole of synthetic a priori knowledge from concepts in a 
system both of 'theoretical-speculative and moral-practical reason, under 
a principle through which the thinking subject constitutes itself in ideal-
ism, not as thing [SacheJ but as person, and is itself the originator of this 
system of ideas. (Ens summum, mmma intelligentia, summum bonum.) To 
think that One and All in the One is only an idealistic act: That is, the 
object of this idea which has been created through pure reason, is, as far 
as its existence is concerned, always a con tentless concept. But in moral-
practical {reason] this idea has reality, in virtue of the personality which 
pertains identically to its concept. 

2 I :92 The idea of a being who knows everything, is capable of everything, 
wills everything morally good, and is most intimately present in all world-
beings (omnipraesentissimllm), is the idea of God. 

That this idea has objective reality - that is, that it has the force appro-
priate to the moral law [in] the reason of every man who is not wholly 
bestially crippled - and that man must inevitably confess to himself: 
There is one and only one God, requires no proof of its existence, as if it 
were a natural being; its existence already lies, rather, in the developed 
concept of this idea, according to the principJe of identity: The mere fonn 
here counts to the being of the thing. The enlightened man can do no 
other than himself to condemn or to pardon, and that which pronounces 
this judgment in him (moral-practical reason) can, indeed, be anesthe-
tized through sensible impulses, so that [breaks o.DJ 

Whether there is a God in nature (as a world-soul) cannot be asked, 
since this concept is contradictory; but he reveals himself in moral-
practical reason and the categorical imperative. 

Transcendental philosophy is the system of pure idealism of the self-
determination of the thinking subject through synthetic a priO"' principles 
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from conceptsj the subject constitutes itself through these principles into 
an object - the form here amounts to the whole object. 

The objects of transcendental philosophy are not objects of 
perception - that is, this philosophical principle is not empirical- and 
even the principle of the possibility of experience, as something subjec-
tive (of which there cannot be several - not experiences) belongs to 
transcendental philosophy. Transcendental philosophy contains a system 
which is enclosed in its own limits, but only as to what is formal in its 
object (mathematics, although synthetic a priori knowledge, is only an 
instrument for transcendental philosophy). 

Transcendental philosophy is synthetic -a priori- knowledge -from con-
cepts,· abstracting from all content (that is, all objects); thus merely the 
formal element of the theoretically-speculatively and morally-practically 
self-determining subject. (The autonomy of ideas: to found experience as 
unity, a priori - not from experience, butfor experience, not as an aggre-
gate of perceptions, but as a principle.) 

Transcendental philosophy is the consciousness of the capacity of being 2 1:93 
the originator of the system of one's ideas, in theoreticai as well as in 
practical respect. 

[Right of the above] 
Ideas are not mere concepts but laws of thought which the subject 

prescribes to itself. AutofWmy. 

(It is the science of philosophizing about philosophy as a system of syn-
thetic a priori principles from concepts.) Transcendental philosophy, re-
garded subjectively or objectively. In the first case, it is the system of 
synthetic knowledge from a priori concepts. In the second case, it is the 
autonomy of ideas, and the principle of the forms to which systems with 
theoreticalwspeculative or intent must confonn. 

It is not a complex (aggregate) of philosopheme, but the principle of an 
all-embracing system of the ideas which constitute philosophy as an abso-
lute (not relative) whole of the principles of philosophizing. 

[Bottom mawn] 
To make an experience (through observation and experiment) is an 

asymptotic undertaking. Experiences, matters, worlds in the metaphysical 
sense, are (like heat) only one, and differ only as more or less (not in 
quality). (Light in colors permits multiplicity and, hence, requires obseJ1la-
tion: Heat as material can, like space, only be one.) 

[Left mawn] 
Transcendental philosophy is not an aggregate but a system, not of 

objective concepts but of subjective ideas, which reason creates itself -
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not hypothetically (problematically or as'ertorically) indeed, but apodictically, 
insofar as it creates itself. 

Transcendental philosophy is the capacity of the self-determining sub-
ject to constitute itself as given in intuition, through the systematic complex 
of the ideas which, a priori, make the thoroughgoing determination of the 
subject as object (its existence) into a problem. -To make oneself, as it were.-

2 I :94 This philosophy is, thus, an idealism, as a mere principle of forms in a 

21:97 

system of all relations. 
Of God, world, and the rational being in the world who comprehends 

them all. 

"The negative definition of transcendental philosophy is that it is a prindple 
of $Jnthetic a pn'ori knowledge from concepts - through which it is, indeed, 
distinguished from mathematics - yet it does not become comprehensible 
how such a philosophy as that caned transcendental is possible. 

That it is only a system of forms is an indication toward thinkable 
objects, which, however, must be given a priori (not empirically) and must 
also <as regards the matter aCknowledge) be capable of being enumerated, 
since they are to form a dosed system. 

Beings must be thought who, even though they exist only in the 
thoughts of the philosopher, yet have reality in these 
latter. These are God, the, universe, and man in the world, subject to the 
concept of duty according to the categorical imperative (consequently, to 
the principle of freedom). 

These objects do not relate merely to ideals - that is, [ideas,] each of 
which is a maximum, and which relate to things outside ourselves - but, 
especially and primarily, to ideas as forms of knowledge through which the 
object constitutes itself as 'a thinking being. 

What does man make out of himself? 
The Academy of Science in Florence.1oo 

[ .•• J 

[1st fascicle, sheet VII, page 3J 

[ ••. J 

[Right mawn J 
System o[Transcendental Idealism, by Schelling. 
vide Litteratur-Zeilung, Erlangen No. 82, 83,161 
Transcendental philosophy is the absolute principle of determining 

oneself idealistically into a system of synthetic a priori knowledge from 
concepts (or through them) with regard to the fonn of self-consciousness. 

[ ••• J 
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[1st fascicle, sheet VII, page 41 2I :99 

[ .. ·1 
We can know no objects, either in us or as lying outside us, except 

insofar as we insert in ourselves the actus of cognition, according to certain 
laws. The spirit of man is Spinoza's God (so far as the formal element of 
all is concerned) and transcendental idealism is realism in 
an absolute sense. 

[ .. ·1,6, 

[1st fascicle, sheet XII, page J 1 

PHILOSOPHY 
AS DOCTRINE OF SCIENCE [Wissenschaftslehrel 

IN A COMPLETE SYSTEM, 
ESTABLISHED 

BY 

[Rest oJ page empty, except right mar.g;n] 
Estque Dei sedes ubi terra et pontus et air et coelrlm et virtus. Superos quid 

quaerimus ultra Juppiter est quodcunque vides quocunque moveris. 16J 

The love of wisdom is the least that one can possess; wisdom for man the 
highest - and hence, transcendent. Transcendental philosophy is the pro-
gression from the latter to the former. 

21:155 

Theftnal end of all knowledge is to know oneselfin the highest practical 2 1:156 
reason. 

Zoroaster: or, philosophy in the whole of its complex, comprehended 
under a principle. 

Philosophy is directed at the purposes of knowledge as well as the final 
end of things in general. 

Proem. Knowledge of the science which led to wisdom (historical). 
A. a priori knowledge from concepts (Philosophy). 
B. a priori knowledge in the construction of concepts (mathematics). 
The former superior. 
Elevation of the ideas of pure reason to the system of a 

science, caUed philosophy, which includes even mathematics as its subordi-
nate instrument. 

Nature and freedom are the two hinges (principles) of philosophy, found-
ing it. Physiology (as pure product of reason) can be either the doctrine of 
science [Wissenschafislehrel or the tWarin' oJwisdom [Weisheitslehrel. 

The subjective and the objective e1ements of philosophy, where tran-
scendental philosophy [breaks offJ 
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Mathematics is a merely instrumental doClrilll; but not mere Ilarnedness. 
Mathematics belongs under philosophy. For it, too, rests (insofar as it is 

pure) on rpace, lime, and on motion in space and rime (the relation of the 
two). 

Two parts: physics and trans_dental phibJsoplty. The world and c"d. As 
objects in contrast. 

Po/tron {flollex truncalus).'" 

[ •.. J 

21:6 [1st fascicle, wrapper, page 3J 

[ ... J 
Philosophy is rational knowledge: objectively as science (as a science) or 

subjectively as instruction [BelehnmgJ of oneself. 
[ ... ] 

21:7 Science and wisdom: both from (according to) a priori principles. 
Philosophy - an aet of cognition, whose product does not aim merely at 

science (as a means), but also at wisdom, as a purpose in itself - hence [is} 
directed toward something founded on God himself. 

[1st fascic1e, wrapper, page 4 J 
Without transcendental philosophy one can form for oneself no concept 

as to how, and by what principle, one could design the plan of a system, by 
which a coherent whole could be established as rational knowledge for 
reasonj yet this must necessarily take place if one would turn rational man 
into a being who knows himself. 

What necessarily (originally) forms the existence of things belongs to 
transcendental philosophy. 

God, as a holy being, can have no comparative or superlarive. There can 
be only one. 

Transcendental philosophy precedes the assertion of things that are 
as their archetype, [the place] in which they must be set. 

[ ••. J 
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Faaual notes 

I Page I of this leaf is Kant's excerpt from an anonymous review of his 
Metaphysical Foundations of Natuml Seieffce, The review appeared in the 
GottingischeAnzeigen von gelehrtm Sacken, 191 . Stuck, December 2, 1786, pp. 
1914-18. The anonymous reviewer was Abraham Kastner. (See Oscar 
Fambach, Die Mitarbeiter der Gottingischen Celehrten Anzeigen 1769-1836, 
Univcrsitatshibliothek: Tiibingen 1976, p. 134.) 

2 The reviewer questions Kant's use of the phoronomic proposition in his 
proof of proposition I of the chapter entitled "'Dynamics" ("Matter fills a 
space, not by its mere existence, but by a special moving force"). 
ately preceding the passage Kant excerpts, the reviewer had written: "Malter 
fills [a] space, not by (its] mere existence, but [by] a moving force. For its 
resistance to what will penetrate [its space] alters the latter's and 
nothing can lessen or destroy motion except motion in the opposite direc-
tion. For this the phoronomic proposition is quoted" (p. 1915)' Kant's 
phoronomic proposition states: "The composition of two motions of one aod 
the same point Can only be conceived by representing one of them in abso-
lute space while, instead of so representing the second motion, representing 
a motion of the relative space in the opposite direction and with the same 
velocity being identical with the' first motion" (AK 4:490). 

3 The remainder of this page contains a draft of, and marginal notes for, 
Kant's preface to the Critique of Practical Reason, which appeared in the 
winter of 1787, 

4 Page 1 of this leaf contains a reference to acoustic experiments that the 
physicist E. E F. Chladni (1756-1827) performed when visiting Konigsberg 
in February 1794. (On these experiments and on Kant's reactions to them, 
see E. A. C. Wasianski, Kant in sei1letl leuten L(/Jt:tlsjahrcn, p. 283 ') 

5 Kant alludes to phenomena of expansion of organic matter through water, as 
described especially by Stephen VtgetabieStaticks, London 1727 (Ger-
man translation: Halle 1748). In a footnote to page 4 of draft "r" (AK 
21:263, not included), Kant elaborates that dried pieces of wood, cut into 
wedges and inserted into the cracks of stones, may break "even millstones" if 
they are subsequently soaked with water; similarly, roots of trees can seri w 

ously damage buildings if they grow into cracks in the building's foundation, 
(See also AK 21:499.2-9, 22:2380, not included.) 

6 Based on a comparison with another Kantian leaf from the time, Adickes 
this leaf summer 1795; see E, Adickes. Kanl5 Opus postumum, p. 48. 

7 The designation Oktaventwurfis Adickes's - referring to the unusual fonnat 
of the draft; see E. Adickes, KanIS Opus PQS!U11lIlnl, p, 55. The numbering of 
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the text is Kant's. The tide "Thnsilion" occurred (Wice before: Leaf 36, 
page :z (AK 2':463-4? not included), is entitled "Transition from the Meta_ 
physics of Nalure to Physics" and deals with queslions of hydraulics. cohe-
sion, heat, and the peculiar glow of metals. (page J of the leaf contains notes 
for Kant's Doctrine of RighI and a reference to his anthropology lectures in 
the winter semester 1795-6.) Leaf 22, page 1 (AK 21:465-6" not included) 
is entitled "Transition from the Metaphysics of Corporeal Nature to Phys-
ics"; it addresses the question of solidification and the dynamical estimation 
of the quantity of matter. (Pages 2-4 of this leaf are left empty,) 

8 This seems to be either a rhetorical remark, building up 10 the following 
discussion, or a slip of the pen, for Kant had already established in earlier 

that cohesion is possible only through the living force of impact (see 
leaf 23). Thr;: view expressed here, that it is the presmrt of the ether that 
makes bodies cohere, was held earlier by Kant himself; il was advanced mOSt 
prominently by Jacob Bernoulli in De grflVitate oetheris, Amsterdam 1683. 
Concerning Bernoulli's theory,]. S. T. Gehler wrote in his Physicalisches 
Worterbuch (see note 22), vol. I, p. 516-17: !tit remains, however, forever 
inexplicable how a [kind of) matter that is to penetrate all the intermediary 
spaces of bodies couJd (xcn such a strong excess pressure from without 
upon the counter-pressure from within." 

9 Vital force , or Lthens.krajl. was postulated by many scientists· at the Lime to 
explain the phenomena of life. J. D. Brandis, Vmuch tiber die ubenskrafi. 
Hahn'sche Buchhandlung:- Hannover 1795, for example, writes with respect 
to "the motions thattake place in organic bodies": "(I) That the cause of these 
motions seems to be a force which does not pennit of being reduced to any 
physical force known to us; consequendy. that we are entitled provisionally to 
call it a distinct force: we call i[ viral force, because it belongs only to living 
organic bodies. (2) This force acts immediately in organic matter, not as the 
result of the fonnation of matter, or of[itsJ organization" (p. 15; see also}. C. 
Rei!, Vtm der Lebenskraji. Halle 1796, and]. F. Ackermann, Vermeil einerphysi-
schen Damd/ung der Lebenskriifte organ;siertn- Korper, Frankfurt/Main 1797), 

10 Not identified. 
11 See note 25. 
12 See note 14. 
13 "Producing nature" and "produced nature." See, e.g., Baruch de Spinoza, 

Ethica orJi"e geometriaJ ilnnonstraltJ, •• proposition :19 (scholion) and proposi-
rion 31. 

J 4 E. Adickes, Kanis Opus postumum, p. 80, comments: "Kant has in mind P. S. 
Laplace, Exposition du systtme du montk, which appeared 1796 in (Wo volumes 
and was translated into Gennan in 1797 by J. K. 1': Hauff. The second 
chapter of Book 111 is entitled: IDu mouvement d'un point ('Von 
der Bewegung eines materiellen Punkts' in the German translation, the first 
volume of which is signed 'Easter Fair 1797'.) The French original was 
briefly advertised in the Inlelligenz,blatl of the J enan- Allgemeine Litleratur 
Zeitung of December 14, 1796 (p. 1441)." 

15 The classificatory systems of natural history (such as, for example, that of 
Linnaeus) were usually regarded not as natural systems but as (artificial) 
systems for memory) in the tradition of the classicRI memory trees and 
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memory theaters. See, e.g., Kant's Anthropology From a Pragmatic Point of 
View, AK ]:184: "Memorizingjudiciousry is simply memorizing, in thought, 
the outline of the divisions of a system (Linne's, for example) - should we 
forget anything, we can find it again by enumerating the members we have 
retained; or memorizing the divisions of a whole made visible (for example, 
the provinces of a country, as shown on a map, which lie north, west, etc.)" 
(translated by Mary Gregor), 

J 6 In the Metaphysical Fountu,tiflnS of Natural Science, proof and observations of 
proposition 7 of the Dynamics, AK 4:512-15. 

17 The fonner view, that heat consists in the motion of a special substance or 
material [Wiinnesto.D), was the dominant view throughout the eighteenth 
century. Kant had long endorsed it, as did the authors of the compendia that 
he used for his lectures on physics (Erxleben, Karsten). The opposing view, 
that heat is simply the internal motion of the parts of matter, gained signifi-
cant support through the experiments that Count Rumford (1753-1814) 
conducted during the closing years of the century. 

In 4'A Element. Syst 3," AK 22:274.3-10 (not included), Kant quotes 
from the German translation of the seventh essay of Rumford's Experimental 
Essays, Political, Economical, and Philosophical, London 1797, uOf the Manner 
in which Heat is Propagated in Fluids/' in Annalen tkr Physik, vol. I, pr. 
214-41. (See E. Adickes, Kants Opus postumum, pp. 128-30.) 

Rumford's results may have contributed to Kant's later view that caloric is 
problematic and hypothetical- "only a place holder" (1st fascicle, sheer III, 
page 4, §3)j see also his letter to C. G. Hagen, April 2, 1800, AK 12:30I. 

18 <4To derive everything from nothing, suffices one." Leibniz '$ Dyadic is the 
name for his binary arithmetic that represents all natural numbers in terms 
ofthenumeralsoand I: I = 1,2 = 10,3 - 11,4 "" 100,5 = 101 , 6 = 110, 
7 == III,S = 1000,9= 1001, 10 = 1010, II == IOII,etc.Apartfromthe 
mathematical merits of the binary system, Leibniz was interested in the 
analogy between the origin of all numbers from I and a and God's creation 
of all things from nothing. As he explained in a letter to]. C. Schulenburg of 
March 29, 1698 (see Gothofredi Guil/enn; Leibnitii Opera Omnia. ed. L. 
Dutens, vol. 3 [Opera mathematical, Genevae 1768, p. 350), the dyadic can 
function as an image of the mystery of creation: 

"Atque haec est origo rerum ex Deo, & nihilo; positivo, & privativo; perfec-
tione, & impcrfectionc; valore, & lirnitibus; activo & passivo; fonna (Le. 
entelechia, nisu, vigore) & materia, seu mole, per se torpentc, nisi quod 
resistentiam habet. IIIustravi ista non nihil origine numerorum ex 0 & I a me 
obselVata, quae pu/cherrimum est Emhlema perpetuae rerum creatinnis ex nihilo, 
deptndentiae quae a Deo. " 
[<4 And this is the origin of all things from God and from nothing, from what 
is positive and privation, perfection and imperfection, value and limitation, 
what is active and what is passive, fonn (i.e., entelechy, striving, vigor) and 
matter or mass, in itself inactive except that it offers resistance. This I have 
illustrated a little with the origin of numbers from 0 and I , which I observed. 
It is a most beautiful symbol of the continuous creation of things from 
nothing, and of their dependence on God,"] 
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This thought appealed especially to Rudolf August, Duke of Braun-
schweig and LGneburg, with whom Leibniz conversed on the subject. In 
January 1697, Leibniz accompanied his New Year Congratulations to Rudolf 
August with the design of a medal with the duke's likeness on one side, and 
the "image of Creation" in terms of the binary number system on the other. 
Concerning the inscription on this side, Leibniz writes: "I have thought for a 
while about the Motto dr//'imprrsa and finally Ita'ie found it good to write this 
line: omnibus ex nihilo ducendis SUFFICIT UNUM, because it clearly indi-
cates what is meant by the symbol, and why it is imago creationil' (G. F. 
Leibniz, Zwci Briefe fiber das biniire Ztlhfensystem ul1d die chinesische Philosophie, 
ed. Renate Loosen and Franz Vonessen, Chr. Belser Verlag: Stuttgart 1968, 
p.21). 

The medal was never coined, but Leibniz's letter to the duke was pub-
lished in 1720 under the title "Das Geheimnis der Schopfung," in Des 
Freiherrn VOIl Leibniz kleinere philosophische Schriften, edited by Heinrich 
Kohler. In 1734. Rudolph August Nolten published a separate edition of the 
letter. Kant must have known this Jetter, for the phrase he quotes occurs 
nowhere else in Leibniz's published writings. Indeed, there is good reason to 
assume that Kant encountered Leibniz's dyadic early in his career. For in 
1742, when he was a student at the University of Konigsberg, Kant's teacher 
Martin Knutzen published an article in which he disputed Leibniz's original-
ity with respect to the binary system: "Von dem wahren Auctore der Aritltmr-
lieM Binan'ae, oder so genannten Leib'nitzianischen Dyadic," in Philo-
sophiseher Biichersaal 3 (1742), pp. 218-22. 

19 "(Constant] dripping wears the stone" - Ovid, Ex Ponto, IV, x, 5. 
20 Propositions 5 and 6 and their proofs, "Dynamics," AK 4:508-1 I. 
21 See note 27. 
22 Johann Samuel Traugott Gehler, Plrysiealisches Wiitterbueh oder Vrrstlch ciner 

Erkliirnng de' wrnehmsten Begriffi und Kunstrvortcr der Naturlehre mit kurzen 
Nachrichtetl von det' Geschichle der Eifindullgen und Besehreibungen der Werl'Zeuge 
begleitel in alphabetischrr Ordnung, Leipzig 1787-95. 5 vots., is frequently 
used by Kant in the Opus postumum. Gehler is critical of Kant's assumption 
of repulsion as an original force of matter, arguing that apparent repulsion 
can always be explained by attraction in the other direction, or by other 
known forces. In his article "Zuruckstossen" (vol. 5, pp. 1033-8), Gehler 
maintains that Tobias Mayer showed the untenability of all known proofs for 
the existence of original repulsive forces. In particular, he cites Mayer 
against Kant's. claim (in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science) that 
matter cannot by its existence prevent another matter from entering 
into its space but rather requires a repulsive force to do so. 

The article by Tobias Mayer to which Gehler refers, es nothig sey, 
eine zuruckstossende Kraft in def Natur anzunehmen" appeared in D. F. A. 
C. Gren'sJournai der Physik 7 (1793), pp. 208-37. Kant made an excerpt of 
this article in R 70, AK 14:499-501. 

23 In his article "Zuriickstossen, Abstossen, Repulsion" (vol. 4, p. 894), Gehler 
claims that the behavior of fluids in capillary tubes can be explained indepen-
dent of repulsion, by assuming attraction in the opposite direction. More 
specifically, he maintains that water rises in capillary tubes because the 
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attraction exerted by the glass ring above the surface is greater than the 
cohesion of the watery parts with one another. With mercury it is the oppo-
site: There the parts cohere more than they are attracted by the tube, with 
the result that its surface sinks below the level of mercury outside the tube. 
(See also the article "Haarrohren," vol. 2, pp. 546-7') 

24 Kant may have in mind Leonhard Euler's Mechanica sive matu5 scientia ana-
lytice expos"ta, Petropoli 1736, of which he owned a copy (see A. Warda, 
Immanuel Kants Bucher, Martin Breslauer: Berlin 1912, p. 34). Therc Euler 
writes at §98: "Deinde corpora finitae magnitudinis aggrediemllr ea, quae 
sunt rigida neque figuram suam mutari patiuntur." ("Next we will address 
those bodies of finite magnitude which are rigid and which do not permit an 
alteration of their form."] 

Kant's point is that "solid" should be wntrastcd not with "fluid" but with 
"hollow" - the proper contrary of "fluid" being "rigid." J. S. T. Gehler, 
PhysicaJisches WOrterbuch, vol. 2, p. 321, had written: "[Fluid bodies] are 
contrasted with solid bodies (soNda)." (See also Kant's appendix to S. T. 
Sommerring's Uherdas Organ do Seele, Konigsberg 1796, AK 12:33n.) 

25 That the formation of solid - including living - bodies takes place in a 
quasi-geometrical manner was a widely held assumption in the eighteenth 
century. As for living bodies, this view was advocated especially by Albrecht 
von Haller (1708-77), who in turn drew on G. A. Borelli's (1608-79) and 
H. Boerhaave's (1668-1738) theories of fibers. In his Anjimgsgriiluie der 
Phisioiogie da mmschlichen Korpen, Berlin 1759- 76, vol. I, p. 3, Haller 
writes: "1 thus first treat of the fiber, the basic material. ... For the fiber is 
for the physiologist what the line is for dle geometer, namely, that from 
which all his other figures are generated." (See also note 66.) 

26 Carl Wilhelm Scheele (1742-86), Swedish chemist, coined the term "fire 
air" for the "respirable" part of the air - the oxygen - which he discovered 
independently of Priestley. (See Scheele, Chemische Abhandlungen von der 
Lufi und dem Feuer [1777J.) Gehler, in his discussion of Scheele's disco,'ery, 
uses the term "empyreaJ- or fire air" (Physicalisclles Wiirterhuch, vol. 2, p. 
372 ). 

27 A mountain in Perthshire, Scotland, next to which in 1774 the Rev. Nevil 
Maskclyne conducted an experiment to measure its attraction. (Kant's spell-
ing of the mountain's name is incorrect: it is called "Schehallicn," meaning 
[in the Erse language] "constant storm.") Maskelyne contended that "if the 
attraction of gravity be exerted, as Sir Isaac Newton supposes, not only 
between the large bodies of the universe, but between the minutest particles 
of which these bodies are composed, or into which the mind can imagine 
them to be divided, acting universally according to that law ... it will neces-
sarily follow that every hill must, by its attraction, alter the direction of 
gravitation in heavy bodies in its neighbourhood from what it would have 
been from the attraction of the earth alone, considered as bounded by a 
smooth and even surface" ("A proposal for measuring the Attraction of some 
Hill in this Kingdom by Astronomical Observations," Philosophical Transac-
lions LXV [1775], pp. 495-9, p. 495). His experiment to test this theory 
lasted for several weeks and stimulated wide interest According [0 

Maskelyne, it (a) established that Mount Schehallien exerts sensible attrac-
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tion; (b) confirmed Newton's inverse square law; (c) proved the mean den-
sity of the hill to be half that of the earth. (See "An Account of Observations 
made on the Mountain Schehallien for finding its Attraction," Philosophical 
Transactions LXV (1775]), pp. 500-42.) Kant also alludes to this experiment 
i.n the IXth fascicle, sheet I, page 2, h, and at AK 21:352.34 and 429.11 
(not included). 

28 In opposition to Newton's corpuscular theory of light, Leonhard Euler 
(1707-83) advanced an undulatory theory according to which light rays are 
pulsations or vibrations of the ether. See his "Nova theoria Iuds & 
colorum," in L. Euleri opusqlla varii argumenti, vol. I, Berlin 1746, pp. r69-
244, §22: 
"Lumen igitur ante omnia simili modo quo sonum per medium quoddam 
elasticum ope pulsuum propagari statuOj atque cum sonus potissimum per 
aerem diffundi soleat, lumen per aUud quoddam medium elasticum, quod 
non solum atmosphaeram nostram, sed etiam universum mundi spatium, 
quo ultimae stellae fixae a nobis distant, impleat, propagari assumo.» 
["I maintain that light above all travels through an as it were elastic' medium, 
by means of pulsation, in a manner similar to soundj and just as sound 
travels mosdy through the air, so I take it that light travels through a different 
as it were elastic medium, which fills not only our atmosphere, but also the 
entire cosmic space between us and the most distant fixed stars. "] 

See also his Lettres Ii une princesle d'Aliemagne sur divme sujrts de Physique et de 
PhUosophie, St. Petersburg 1768-72, 17-I9th letters. 

29 This unusual metaphor seems to be an allusion to Fichte's "Second Introduc-
tion" to his published in 1797 in I. Niethammer's Philo-
sophischesJuurnal, vol. 5, pp. 319-78, and vol. 6, pp. 1-40. There Fichte had 
written: "For me, now, the Critique of Pure Reason is in no way devoid of 
foundationsj they are very plainly there: only nothing has been built on them, 
and the building-materials - though already neatly prepared -lie about on 
top of one another in a very arbitraryorder" (translation by Peter Heath and 
John Lachs, The Science of Knowledge, Cambridge University Press: Cam-
bridge 1982, p. SIn). 

That Kant had read Fichte's "Second Introduction" is suggested by his 
letter to Fichte of (December 17971), AK 12:222, and explicitly stated by 
Fichte in his response to Kant's "Open Letter on the WissNuchajtsiehre" (see 
note 42) in the Intelligenzblatt tIer AUgemeintft Litteratur Zeilung, Nr. 122, 
September 28. 1799. pp. 990-2 (see AK 13:548). 

30 The dating of this leafis controversial. It is the address page of a letter to 
Kant. (Envelopes did not' come into use until the early nineteenth century.) 
Adickes regards it as a "Vorarbeit" to the Opus postumum and dates it with 
four other leaves of the IVth fascicle (Nos. 36, 22, 24. 46), which were 
written in 1795-6, shortly before the OkttWnttwur[. He claims that the divi-
sion of the moving forces of matter on page 2 of this leaf is, by comparison 
with later drafts, "still very underdeveloped and proves the early origin of the 
leaf" (p. 53). Burkhard Tuschling has challenged this interpretation (see his 
Metaphysische und lranszendentale Dynamik in Kants opus poslumum, Berlin! 
New York 197J, pp. 91n, 125-8), arguing that the content of this leaf 
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presupposes thoughts developed in "E 3 and 4"; therefore it can hardly have 
been written before the summer of 179B. 

Adickes provides two additional reasons for the early origin of leaf 6 (not 
addressed by Tuschling) which, in my still fail to support his contention. 
First. he points out that organically moving forces are here, as Kant says, 
"passed over or relegated to scholia" - as in the Oklaventwurf, but unlike in 
later drafts. But this is the case with all drafts up to, and including, leaf7 (AK 
21 :487 .22 , not included), which Adickes himself dated August or September 
1798. Organic forces first become a topic for the "Transition" in "A Elem. 
Syst. r" (October 1798). (Adickes, as p. 54 of his Kanis Opus pos(Um"m makes 
clear, relied on Reicke's incomplete edition for this argument.) 

Second, Adickes claims that leaf 6 agrees "completely" in ink and hand-
writing with the first pages of the Oktavenlwur[, and hence is likely to have 
originated at roughly the same time. However, a comparison of leaf 6 with 
3/4, 5, and 7 (with which I locate leaf 6) showed a remarkable similarity 
among these leaves, too (as far as I was able to make out in the course of a 
brief inspection). I am grateful to Albrecht Krause. the present owner of the 
Opus postumum, for permitting me to inspect these leaves. For these reasons. 
I diverge here from Adickes's chronology. 

31 This is the address page of Robert Motherby's letter to Kant of August J I, 

1798 (see AK 13:485). Page 3 contains a note for a letter to Christian Garvc 
(see note 33); pages 2 and 4 contain excerpts from Gebler's Physicrdisches 
WOtterVuch, on the phenomena of heat, e.g.: "Heat cannot be explained 
thrOUgh mere vibrationtl; "This material [i.e., caloricl. which is not entirely 
hypothetical ... "; "A space void of heat is not conceivable." See note 56. 

32 Leaf 5 is the address page of a letter sent to Kant by the Kon;gliche Ober-
Schulklass( in Berlin (see AK 13:487). At the order of Friedrich Wilhelm II 
from March 3, 1789. the secretary of the Ober-Schulklasse. Carl Gottfried 
SchrOder, sent Kant a quarterly incremental pay of 55 Thaler from Berlin, 
which he usually accompanied with a brief official note. (See, e.g., AK 
11:534, 12:8, 102,) 

33 This is a note for the letter to Christian Garve that Kant wrote on September 
2I, 1798. It is in response to a letter he had received from Garve two days 
earlier, together with a book Garve had dedicated to Kant, Uhersicht der 
vornehmsten Prinzipirn der Sittenlehre, von dem Zeitalter des Aristoteles bis auf 
unsere Zeit. (See AK 12:252-8.) 

34 The mathematician Kant has in mind is Abraham Kastner. In another ver-
sion of this section (§2) of the Elementary System. Kant writes: "Herr H[ofJ 
R{athJ Kastner was the first to demonstrate thoroughly and SUCcinctly the 
lever without therewith (it appears) bringing into play any physical property, 
or inner moving force, of matter. A physical lever, however, must have a 
certain thickness in proportion to the length of its arms, in order not to bend, 
break, or tear when weights are appended. Herr K., as mathematician, 
ignored the moving forces required for this" (AK 22:228.23- 229.2, not 
included). 

In crediting Kastner with the first mathematically satisfactory demonstra-
tion of the lever (that is, of the law of equilibrium of forces on the lever on 
which the whole of statics is built), Kant follows Gehler's Physicalisches 
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Wfirltrbuch, article "Hebel," vol. 2, pp. 565-76. Gehler recites the history of 
the problem from Archimedes to d'Alembert and concludes: "Concerning 
the inadequacies of the proofs of the first law of statics, d'Alembert rightly 
remarked (Traite de Dynamique, a Paris, 1743, preface) that one had been 
more concerned with enlarging the system of mechanics than with illuminat-
ing its foundations; one always proceeded with this without sufficiently 
ing its ground. Herr Hofrath Kastner (Vectis et compo!ilionis virum theoria 
roidentius e:rpO$ita, Lips. 1753) finally overcame this deficiency and offered a 
fully convincing proof for the law of the lever." See also Gehler's article 
"Zusammensetzung der Krifte und Bewegungen," vol. 4. p. 931. 
Page .. of "EI. Syst. I" contains a long "Note" on the proper explanation of 
the rising of water and mercury in ettpillary tubes, including a citation from a 
review of]. C. Fischer's Anfongsgriinde tkr Physik (1797) in the Allgemeine 
Litteratur Zeitllng, July 29 and 30, 1798. 
As Kant points out in "No 3 13" (AK 22:221.15, not included), this wav of 
determining the degree of cohesion was "already suggested by Galileo." (See 
Galileo Dialogues CorICerniflg llvo New Sciences, The Macmillan Com-
pany: New York 1914, pp. 17-18.) 
A metallic blue-green longhorn beetle of approximately one inch in length, 
with steel-blue feelers and legs. A native of Europe, it feeds especially on 
willows. Its name derives from the musky secretion it discharges. (See note 
87·) 
"Perpetuity is necessity in appearance." , 
"The quantity of motion in tlle world, if one adds those that go in one 
direction and subtracts those that go in tlle opposite direction, do not alter 
[the quantity of motion} in the universe." See I. Newton, Philosophiat1UlIU-
ralis principia mathematica, London 1687, p. 16 (corollary III to the 3rd axiom 
or law of motion). See also leaf 35. page I (AK 21 :439.18-22. not included); 
and Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, AK 4:562-3. 
"Transition into a different sphere" - Aristotle's term for what nowadays 
might be called a category mistake; see Aristotle, Postenoor A'lalytics, I, 7SA 
and De Caelo, I, I, 268b. 
"On account of, not through another part of the same system." 
See Kant's Open Letter on Fichte's WissmscltaJi!lehre. AK 12:370-1. which 
is signed August 7. 1799: "I hereby declare that 1 regard Fichte's Science of 
Knowledge as a totally indefensible system. For the pure science of knowledge 
is nothing more nor less than mere logic, and the principles of logic cannot 
lead to any material knowledge. Since logic, that is to say,pure logic, abstracts 
from the content ofknowledge, the attempt to cull a real object ou[ oflogic is 
a vain effort and therefore a thing that no one has ever done" (translated by 
A. Zweig, Kant's Philosophical Kant's Open Letter appeared 
on August 28, 1799, in the Intelligenzblatt der Allgemeinefl Litteralur Zrltung, 
No. 109, and was reprinted in dIe Illtelligmzblall der Erlanger Litteratur 
Zeitllng, No. 27, September 14. 1799 and the Oberdeulsche Allgemeine Lit-
lerattlr Zeitung, Noo J IS, September 27, 1799. (See note 110.) 
Petrus Camper (1722-89). a Dutch anatomist. 

Gerhard 'Lehmann. in his note to this passage in the Academy edition 
(22:805), refers the reader to Camper's Uber dm natiirlichen Unterschied der 
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Gesichtszuge, 1792, §3. However, there is no discussion of anthropolitcs in §3 
or elsewhere in Camper's book. Rather, the passage Kant has in mind seems 
to be from an article Camper wrote for the Academy of Science in St. 
Petersburg: 

"Com1ctus etiam cum maxime sum, orbem nostrum variis illis, ac horrcndis 
catastrophis fuisse expositum aliquot scculis, antequam homo fuit crcatus: 
numquam enim huclIsque, nec in ullo museo, videre mihi contigit vcrum os 
humanum petrifactum, aut fossile, etiamsi Mammonteorum, Elephantol'um, 
Rhinocerotum, Bubalorum, Equorum, Draconum, seu Pseudoursorum, 
Leonum, Canum, Vrsorum, aliorumque perpiura vidcrim ossa, et corum 
omnium haud pauca specimina in Musco mea conseruem!" 
["I am also most convinced that our earth has been prey to various of these 
terrible catastrophes several centuries before man was created: for 1 have not 
yet had the opportunity of seeing a real petrified or fossilized human bone in 
any museum, although I have seen a great many bones of mammoths, ele-
phants, rhinoceroses, gazelles, horses, dragons 01' pseudo-bears, lions, dogs, 
bears and other [animals}, and I have preserved quite a few specimens of 
each of these in my museum."l 

"Complementa varia acado impel'. scient. Petropolitanae communicallda," in 
Nooa acta academiae sdrntarium £mpen'alis Petropolitanae, 1784 (1788), p. 251. 
See Adickes, AK 14:619n. 

44 Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) was a student of Kant's in 1762-4 but 
later became increasingly hostile to the Kantian philosophy, especially after 
Kant reviewed his Ideen ztJr Philosophie der Geschit'hte fkr Mroschheit in 1785. 
In May 1799, Herder published his critique of Kant, Vemand und Eifahrung: 
Eine Metakritik zur Kritik Jer rejnen Vermmfi, to which Kant here refers. The 
Kantians responded promptly: Kiesewetter's Priifimg der Herderschen Meta-
kritik zur Kn'tik Jet'rdnen Vemunfi appeared in the same year in two volumes; 
in the following year, Kant's colleague F. 1: Rink edited Mancherfey zllr 
Geschichtc der metacritischen Invasion, Konigsberg 1800. It contained a previ-
ously unpublished piece by Herder's then-deceased friend J. G. Hamann 
(1730-88) and tried to establish that Herder had plagiarized Hamann's text. 

45 "Form gives being to a thing" - a phrase of the scholastics; see, e.g., 
Aquinas, Summa Contra Gentiles, II, 58: "Cum igitur a forma unaquacq ue 
res habeat esse," or "De Principiis Naturae ad Fratrem Silvestri," Opera 
omnia, Musurgia: New York 1950, vol. XVI, p. 338: "simpliciter loquendo, 
fonna dat esse materiae." 

See also AK 21 :637.1 I-3 (not included): "Forma dat esse rei: that is, the a 
prion' principles of composition precede the empirical concepts of the com-
posite, which in this manner alone becomes a determinate object (thing 
[Sache])." 

46 See note 134· 
47 The following text is a copy, by an unknown amanuensis, of "Ubergang 9." 

"Ubergang 10," and "Obergang II" of the Vth fascicle (AK 21:554.5-
579.19). The copy leaves out, no doubt at Kant's instruction, pp. 559.4-
568.17 and 573.13-575.28 of the original. The present text includes the 
additions and corrections Kant made in the text and margins of the copy. 
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(Except for Kant's deletions, which are too numerous to be indicated here as 
such.) 

48 On this problem, see the recently discovered "Loses Blatt Leningrad 2," 
which H.-J. Waschkies published in Kant Fonchungen I (1987), pp. 229-30, 
and which he suggests is a draft for this footnote. It, too, addresses the 
question whether some elementary mathematical properties can be found 
discursively, or only constructively. (See note J 06.) 

49 Jean Ie Rand d'Alembert (I 7 I 7-83), French mathematician and editor - with 
Diderot - of the first eight volumes of the Encyclapedie. D'Alemben docs not 
express the view Kant here attributes to him in his Discoun priliminaire de 
{'encyclopedie. Nor is it contained in the extensive commentary, added by the 
translator, of the German edition Kant used 0bhandfung von dem Ursprung. 
FOr/gang und Verbjndung der Kumle und Wisunschaften (1761]; see A. Warda, 
Immanud Kanis Bucher, p. 45.) In fact, the view Kant cites does not sound like 
d' Alembert at all. 

However, the belief that mathematics will soon cease to progress was not un-
common in France at the time: It was held by, for example, Fontenelle, Buffon, 
Voltaire, Diderot, and even, to some extent, by d'Alembert's own diSciple 
Joseph-Louis Lagrange. It could be that Kant is heresimplyconfusingd'AJem-
bert with his coeditor of the Ent;Ydopidie, Denis Diderot (1713-84), who for 
instance wrote in his Pensees SUr I'interpretation t:k fa nature (I 754), section IV: 

"We are approaching the moment of a great revolution in the sciences. 
Judging from the inclination that minds seem 10 have for ethics, literature, 
natural history and experimental science, I would almost dare to predict with 
certainlY that in another hundred years there will not be three great geometri-
cians left in the whole of Europe. Geometry will have stopped short at the 
point where men such as Bernoulli, Euler, Maupertuis, Clairaut, Fontaine 
and d'Alembert left it. They will have erected the Pillars of Hercules. No 
one will go beyond." (translated by John Hope Mason, in The Irresistible 
Diderot, Quartet Books: London 1982, p. 62. See also Diderot's letter to 
Voltaire of February 19, 1758: "Le rcgne des mathcmatiques n'est plus. Le 
gout a change. C'est celui de I'histoire naturelle et des lettres qui domine." 
[liThe reign of mathematics is no more. The fashion has changed. It is 
natural history and literature that dominate."]) 

Because there is no specific reference to astronomy or its instruments of 
observation in Diderot, it may be that Kant has still another passage in mind. 
It seems more likely, however, that Kant, who obviously is writing from 
memory, conflates the views of d' Alembert, Diderot, and a passage from the 
commentary added to the German translation of the Discours. To d'Alem-
bert's claim (§25) that astronomy is most worthy of our study because of the 
magnificent spectacle that it presents to us, the translator adds in his "note": 
"Furthermore, in no other science are the observations as accurate as in this 
one, because its instruments have been brought 10 the greatest perfecthm" (p. 80, 
italics added). 

There is, however, onc passage in d'Alembert's Discoun that comes close, 
not to the letter but to the spirit of Kant's criticism of Kastner: "Thus of all 
the sciences that pertain to reason, Metaphysics and Geometry are those in 
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which imagination plays the greatest part. I ask pardon of those superior wirs 
who are detractors of Geometry; doubtless they do not think of themselves 
so close to it, although all that separates them perhaps is Metaphysics. 
Imagination acts no less in a geometer who creates than in a poet who 
invents. It is true that they operate differently on their objects. The first 
shears it down and analyzes it, the second puts it together and embellishes it. 
It is true, further, that these different ways of operating stem from different 
sorts of minds, and for this reason the talents of a great geometer and those 
of a great poet will perhaps never be found together. But whether or not they 
are mutually exclusive, they have no right to hold one another in contempt" 
(translated by Richard N. Schwab, The Library of Liberal Arts: Indianapolis 
r963. pp. sr-z) . . 

50 Abraham GotthelfKastner (1719-1800), mathematician in Gottingen (see 
notes I and 34), whom Kant once called "the Nestor of all philosophical 
mathematicians in Germany" (AK 11:186), In 1790, Kastner had contrib-
uted several articles to the Philosophisches Maga:dn, edited by Johann August 
Eberhard, one of Kant's major opponents. Kastner was also a well-known 
epigramatist. 

51 Kant alludes to three epigrams Kastner pUblished in the "Gottinger Musen-
almanach," Poetiuhe Blumenleu for das Jahr J 797, Gottingen 1797. pp. 84. 
100, and 122: 

BrUdermiirder 
Des Sultans grausames Geboth 
Streckt jungre Briider hin, um sieher zu regieren: 
Die Aner gam allein zu fUhren, 
Verlangt der Philosoph der altern Bruder Tod. 
(Fraln·titUs 
The Sultan. 10 secure his rule. 
Had his younger brothers cruelly kilJed; 
Philosophers slay their older kin 
So they alone can lead the school. 1 
Vom wigen Frieden 
Auf ewig ist der Krieg vermieden, 
Befolgt man, was der Weise spricht; 
Dann halten aile Menschen Frieden, 
A11ein die Philosophen nicht. 
(O/Eternal Peace 
Eternally all war will cease 
If we but heed the wise man's thought; 
Then all men will live in peace, 
Except philosophers, in squabbles caught.] 
Die UnwiJer/eg/ichen 
VonJedem, der euch widerspricht, 
Sagt ihr verachtungsvoll: Oer Mann versteht uns nicht! 
Kannt ihr nun nicht verstiindlich schreiben, 
So mogt ihr ungeJesen bJeiben. 
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[TIl. 'mfolabk On" 
Of those whose views yours contradict 
You say ",ith contempt our sense he's missed. 
But if you cannot sensibly write, 
Your texts should never see the light.] 

(translated by David Wellbery) 

Although not mentioned by name, there is little doubt Ihat Kant is the 
intended addressee of these epigrams; It is Kant who had declared that there 
was "no such thing as metaphysics" before him (AK ,1=257), and who 
brought out a Strtitschrifl against j. A. Eberhard when the latter challenged 
this view; On a Disc(flmy According to WltichA"y New Critique of Pure Reasoll is 
Rendered Superfluous by an Earlier Olle (1790). 

Kant is also the "wise man" whose treatise, Zum wigen Friedm, to which 
Kasmer alludes in the title of the second stanza, had come out in the fall of 
the previous year. Finally, Kant could also not fail to refer the third epigram 
to himself. In 17<)0, Kant had asked Kastner to be the arbiter in his disputes 
with Eberhard (see AK 11:186). Kastner declined but gave Kant the advice: 
"Jf your efforts are being misunderstood, I should think that this could be 
avoided by means of a clarification and determination of the words and 
expressions [being usedJ" (see AK I1 :214). ' lWo and a half years later Kant 
sent Kastner his Religion Wi,,,,,, lilt Limitr o[ReuSQn Alone. In his accompany-
ing letter he pointed out that. in accordl\neewith the "prudent recommenda-
tion that you made at the time," he now aimed at a more popular language in 
his works (AK II;+27). As the epigram "The Irrefutable Ones" suggests, 
however, neither Kant's Religion nor any of his later works produced a 
conversion in Kastner. At least this is how Kant saw it. In another version of 
this long footnote he remarked with regard to Kastner's criticism: "All of 
this, however, is not in fact directed (as chicanery) against the study or 
philosophy in general ... but rather against the ... new or critical [philoso-
phy1, which finds it impossible to rest content wilh a revision or restoration 
of the old Wolffian (philosophy) that was currenl in his day" (AK 21 :243.25-
24+.26, not included). 

52 During the first two decades of his career, Kastner used Wolff's mathemati-
cal textbooks as compendia for his lectures. Then he gradually replaced 
them with many long-winded volumes of his own. In the preface to his 
AlI[angsgriimJe deT Aritnmrtik (1758) Kastner writes: "'Germany wi!! still re-
member the Baron \'on WolfTwith great admiration when the names of most 
of his detractors survive only in the Oltalogues of insects IlnsektetJ'Va%cidl-
nisse) diligently compiled by German scribes. It is gready indebted to him for 
the expansion of reason, and of mathematics. which makes up a large part of 
reason" (p. 5). 

53 See note 89· 
54 "Existence is thoroughgoing determination"; see note 60. 
55 "Permanence is necessity in appearance." 
56 In draft "No 311" of the mrd fascicle (AK 21:303.1 I-I 2, see also +80.28-9 

not included), Kant had written: .. 'A space void of heat is not conceivable.' 
(Gehler) Why not?" The reference to Gehler is to vol. 4 of the Physicalisches 
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Wiirterbuch, p. 546: "Since it {Le., the caloric] penetrate..<; all materials, a 
space void of heat is therefore as physically impossible as a space void of air 
would be if there were no containers impermeable to air." See note 3 I. 
The angulus contaclus "is one [Le., an angle1 formed by the contact of a 
straight line with a curved llinel" - e.g., the tangent and a circle. Christian 
Wolff, Mathematisches Lexicon, darinnen die ;n allen Theilen deT Mathemati(:k 
iiblichen Kunst-Wiirter (rk/iiret, u"d zur Historie deT mathematischen Wissen-
schafften dienJiche Nachrichten ertheilel, auch die Schriflen, lVO ide Malerie 
ausgeftihret zujinden, angefuhret werden, Leipzig 1716, p. 67. See also Euclid's 
Elemrnls, Book 3. Proposition 16. 
"The One and All," or hen lea; pan, is the phrase Ephraim Lessing (1729-
81) used in a conversation with Friedrich HcinrichJacobi (1743-18r9) to 
characterh·:e his own Spinozism. Jacobi's subsequently published account of 
this conversation (aber die Lehre des Spinoza in BrieJen an dm Herrn Moses 
Meniklssohn, 1785) led to the famous Spinoza-Streit (pantheism debate) and 
subsequent Spinoza renaissance in late eighteenth-century Germany. By the 
time Kant was writing, the phrase had became the general slogan of the 
German neo-Spinozists. 
See also the chapter headings of the subsequent pages (not included): "The 
Supreme Principle of the Elementary System of the Moving Forces of Mat-
terll (AK 21:591), and "Proof of the Existence of the Caloric as the Supreme 
Principle of the Transition from the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural 
Science to Physics" (AK 21 :594, see 600). 
See Christian Wolff, Philos()j)hia prima sive onro/{lgia, Frankful1 and Leipzig 
1729, §226: "Quicquid existit vel actu cst, id omnimode determinatum est." 
["Whatever exists or is actual is thoroughgoingly determined."} 

The converse form seems to originate with Alexander Gottlieb Baumgar-
ten, Metaphysica, Halle and Magdeburg 1739, § J 52: "Singularia sunt interne 
prorsus determinata, hinc actualia." e'Individuals are completely determined 
internally, hence actua!."} 
In this sheet five additional leaves are inserted. 
Page 7 of this sheet contains the remark: "Stiiudlin's SittenlehreJesu given to 
Herrn Inspector Ehrenboth." K. F. Stiiudlin's Geschichte der Sittenlehre Jem, 
volume One, came out in the spring of 1799; the author announced it to 1(.'1nt 
in his letter of December 9, 1798 (see AK 12:270). Friedrich Ludwig 
Ehrenboth, overseer of the charity schools in Konigsberg and one of Kant's 
table companions, died on January 3, 1800. 

Page 12 ofthis sheet is a draft of Kant's letter [0 Friedrich Theodor Rink, 
August 8, 1799 (see AK 12:283). 
Page I of (half-)sheet II and page I of III contain reflections on 
smallpox vaccination. They were initiated by a letter from Fabian Emil 
Reichsgrafzu Duhna of August 28,1799 (see AK 12:283-4), in which he 
inquired about the passage on smallpox in Kant's Metaphysics of Morals, AK 
6:42 4. 
In 1794, Erasmus Darwin (173 I-I 802), the grandfather of Charles Darwin, 
published hisZoonomia, OT the l.aws of Organic Life; a second volume appeared 
two years later. A German translation of the Zoonomja by ]. D. Brandis 
peared in 1795-9. Darwin's aim in this work was to "reduce the facts belong-
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ing to ANIMAL UFE into classes. orders, genera. and species; and, by compar-
ing them with each other, to unravel the theory of diseases" (vol. I, p. 1). 

According to Darwin, a Jivingorganism is capable offour different modes of 
motion or action, corresponding to four different "faculties" that can be 
excited: "These are the faculty of causing fibrous contractions in consequence 
of the irritations excited by external bodies, in consequence of the sensations 
of pleasure or pain, in consequence of volition, and in consequence of the 
associations of fibrous contractions with other fibrous contractions, which 
precede or accompany them. These four faculties of the sensorium during 
their inactive state are termed irritability, sensibility, voluntarity, and associa-
bility; in their active state they are termed as above, irritation, sensation, 
volition, association" (vol. I, p. 32). 

65 John Brown (1735-88), S(''Ottish physician who founded the Brunonian 
system of medicine, according to which all diseases consist in excess or 
deficiency of excitation of the body by external stimuli (sthenic or asthenic 
diseases): "As there is always some excitability, however small, while life 
remains, and the a('-tion of the exciting powers in one degree or another is 
never wanting, the conclusion from that/ad is, that they are all endowed with 
more or less of stimulant power, and that it must be either excessive, in due 
proportion, or deficient" (Elementa medjcinae [17801, English translation hy 
the author, London 1788, part I, chapter III, xix, p. 8; a German translation 
was published in 1795). 

Life, for Brown, is consequently a "fotced state," resulting from the 
stimulation of the excitable organic tissue by means of external or internal 
stimuli, thus keeping the organism from "dissolution" (p. 59). In vehement 
opposition to the then-standard medical practice of bloodletting and "other 
evacuations" that result in weakening the organism, Brown argued that "a 
vast number of affections" can be cured by subjecting the body to an in-
creased variety of stimulating powers (p. xi). Applying these inSights to 
himself, Brown claimed to have removed the fits of gout that had long 
plagued him by going "no further than the use of wine, and other strong 
drink ... then seasoned meat ... then opium and other stimuli" (ibid.). 

For several decades, Brown's system polarized the medical world; it was 
especially popular in Europe. His influence qn the young 
Schelling is well known. Frederick the Great as well as Napoleon counted 
themselves among his followers. In I80l, opposing groups of students (and 
professors) battled for two days in the streets ofGottingen over the merits of 
the Brunonian system, until they were eventually dispersed by a troop of 
Hanoverian horses. Kant's judgment was more balanced: "One can concede 
this much: that Brown has impeccably presented, as far as its formal elemmt is 
concerned, the con('''ept of the system of the moving forces -of human life; for 
this is an a priori and purely theoretical concept As far as the material and 
practical ekment is concerned, however, [ ... ) he has suggested frightful 
means to this end, hoth with respe(,'t to quality and quantity. Disregarding 
these, the merely empirical principles of his theory of medicine, one cannot 
deny that his principle of division follows the right clue, which he derives 
purely from reason and which is capable and worthy of refinement in light of 
praxis" (R I539 [after July 7. I798). AK I5:963)· 
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However, Kant did not entirely "disregard" the "material and practical 
element" of Brown's theory either: For years he took "a few drops of rum on 
sugar i\ la Brown" (E. A. C. Wasianski, Immanuel Kant in sdnm letzlen 
Lebensjahren, p. 292; see also p. 231, and Kant's Ictter to J. B. Erhard of 
December 20, 1799, AK 12:296). 

66 Albrecht von Haller (1708-77), Swiss anatomist, physiologist, botanist, phy-
sician, and poet. (Haller was one of Kant's favorite poets whom he quoted on 
numerous occasions.) After studying medicine with Boerhaave in Leiden, 
Haller traveled and wrote poetry for some years before settling in Bern as a 
general practitioner. In 1736, he accepted the chair in anatomy, botany and 
clinical surgery at the newly founded University of Gottingen. In the course 
of over a hundred experiments, he examined systematically all parts of the 
human or animal body with respect to their "sensibility" (ability to transmit 
stimuli) and "irritahility" (contractibility of muscle fibers). 

In 1753, Haller published his results in De partibus corporis humani 
sensilibus el im'tabi/ibus, a treatise often regarded as the birthplace of modern 
science of life. In the same year he returned to Bern, having turned down 
offers from some of the leading European universities and royal courts. Over 
the next years Haller completed his monumental Elementa physiologicae 
corporis humani. in eight volumes (1759-66), which brought him world fam(f 
and consolidated his reputation as one of the most versatile minds of his 
time. (See note 25.) 

67 In the bottom margin of this sheet Kant noted: "Newspaper from [publisher] 
Nicolovius on the revolution in Paris." Adickes, Kants Opus pos/umum, p. 
145, suggests that Kant is referring to Napoleon's coup of the 18th and 19th 
Brumaire (November 9 and 10) 1799, which led to Napoleon's consulate. 

Kant's note should also be compared with an entry in the travel diary of 
the Heidelberg theologian Johann Friedrich Abegg (1765-1840), who had 
visited Konigsberg in the previous year. Abegg records under June I, 1798, a 
conversation with Johann Brahl, a journalist and close acquaintance of Kant. 
Brahl said "that he (i.e., Kant] loves the French cause with all his heart" and 
continued: "Incidentally, he is so anxious for political news that Nicolovius 
has to send him the proof sheets of the Berlifler Zeitung which he receives by 
mail the evening before it comes out; and if he cannot read [them] himself, 
he often sends me a billet afterwards, asking me to report whether anything 
significant has happened" (J. F. Abegg, Reiselagebuch von 1798, Inse! Verlag: 
Frankfurt am Main 1987, pp. 147-9)' 

68 At Kant's suggestion, Jacob Sigismund Beck (1761-1840), a mathematician 
and one of Kant's former students, wrote Erliiuterndt Auszuge - explanatory 
excerpts - of Kant's critical writings. The third volume, published in 1796 
and devoted to the Critique of Pure Reason. was subtitled j'The One Possible 
Standpoint from which Critical Philosophy is to be Judged." Beck had come 
to believe that the method of the first Critique, especially its sharp separation 
of Aesthetic and Analytic, was largely responsible for the fact that it had been 
widely misunderstood. To give an accurate account of the emergence of an 
object of consciousness, Beck maintained, we must nothegin with theopposi-
tion of sensibility and understanding but must transpose ourselves into the 
"original mode of representing." Beck thus provided an account of the 
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Critique that "reverses" its method, by putting the reader right away at "the 
very topmost point of the employment of the understanding": "the postulate 
of original representing" (pp. 138-40). Original representing, in Beck's 
sense of the term, is the synthesizing activity, the original positing on which 
all objects, even our concepts, depend (p. 153): 

"There really is no original representing 'of an object', but simply an original 
representing. For whenever we have the representation of an object, it is 
already every time a concept, that is, it is already always the attribution of 
certain determinations by means of which we fix for ourselves a point of 
reference .... Accordingly, space itself is original representing, namely, the 
original synthesis of the homogeneous" (pp. 140-I). "[TJhe transcendental 
statement, 'The understanding posits a something originalJy', is what first of 
all gives sense and meaning to the empirical statement, 'The object affects 
me'. l'or the first statement is the concept of the original representing itself 
in which all the meaning of our concepts has to be grounded. Indeed, the 
concept I have of my understanding as a faculty in me, even the concept of 
my own ego, receives its sense and meaning in the first instance from this 
original positing" (p. 157, translated by George di Giovani, in Between Ka11t 
afld SUNY Press: Albany 1985). 

In this context, see also Kant's correspondence with Deck, especially his 
letter of July 1, 1794, where Kant writes: "We can only understand and 
communicate to others what we can make ourselves" (AK II :515). See also 
R 6353 and R 6358, AK 18:679 and 683-4-

69 The main part of this page contains a draft of Kant's preface to Reinhold 
BernhardJachmann, Priifimg der Kantischen Relig;oflsphilosophie ill Hillsicht au! 
die ihr brygelegte Ahfllichkeit mit dem re;nen Mystizis11l, Konigsberg 1800. Kant 
signed the final version of the preface on January 14,1800 (see AK 8:441). 

70 The Prince of Palagonia, Ferdinando Francesco Gravina Agliata, became 
famous outside Italy through the travel journals of Patrick Brydone (Voyageen 
Sidle et Ii Malte, foit en I'annie 1770, two volumes, Amsterdam 1776), and of 
the French painter and engraver Jean Houel (1735-1813). In his journal, 
Houel reported on his visit to the prince's villa at BageJia (Sicily), which was 
decorated with statues of fabulous creatures that "exceed the imagination of 
painters and poets": human torsos fitted with the wings of birds and fishtails, 
with limbs of quadrupedal animals, the trunks of elephants, the tusks of 
boars, the claws of vultures, and the tail of a monkey or a fox (see Jean 
Houel, Voyage pittoresque des isles de la Sidle, de MaIre et de Lipari, Paris 1782, 
pp. 41-5°). Houel's account of his visit to the prince's palace was reported 
in several German journals and newspapers, 1"'hich regarded the prince's 
statues as the ultimate in tastelessness and barbarism. From 1797 to 1806, a 
German translation by J.-H. Keerl of Houel's Voyage pittortSque appeared in 
five volumes. (See also Kam'sAnthropolog)', AK, 7:175.) 

J. W. Goethe, who visited the prince's ,·illa on April 9, 1787, while travel-
ing through Italy, felt similarly repelled. He published his impressions of the 
visit in 1817 in his Italian Journey. 

7 I Page 3 of this sheet contains in the right bottom comer the following deleted 
note: "To draw from Herrn Nicolovius the first payment ad ralionem of the , 
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honorarium for the Anthropology: 60 fl. in mid February." Nicolovius was the 
publisher of Kant's Anthropology; the second "improved" edition came out in 
1800. In his letter to Nicolovius of March 28, 1800, Kant requested another 
part payment of 60 fl. (See AK 12:300). 
See note 64-
William Cullen (1710- 9°), Professor of Medicine in Edinburgh, tried to 
arrange diseases "like systems of Botany," by genera and species. I-lis 
Nosology: or, a Systematic Arrangement oj Diseases, by Classes, Orders, Get/era, 
and Species, was first published in Latin in 1785. Greatly admired by many of 
his contemporaries for its advances in the classification of diseases, the work 
nevertheless lacked a clear principle of classification. For this Cullen was 
increasingly attacked by John Brown, who developed his own system in 
growing opposition to his former teacher and mentor (see note 65). 
See note 65. 
"Nature does not proceed by leaps" - a Latin Proverb. See also C. Lin-
naeus, Philosophia Botanica. Stockholm 175 I, §77, p. 27· 
"The turning point." 
Friedrich Hildebrandt (1764-1816), of Medicine, Chemistry, and 
Physics in Erlangen. In his Lehrbuch der Physiologie, Erlangcn 1799 (2nd cd.), 
§72, :Hildehrandt criticizes the assumption that a special vital force (see note 9) 
must be assumed to explain the phenomenon oflife: "To conceive of something 
under the name of vital force dlat is distinct from the matter of living bodies is 
not only unnecessary, but in no way explains the secret of life. We therefore take 
the vital force to be a property of living matter itself, and inseparable from it." 

More specifically, Hildebrandt denied that the manifold activities of a 
living body can be the direct effects of one and the same force. Rather, he 
assumed these activities to be the combined effects of different mechanical 
and chemical forces, which as such also exist in inorganic nature but which 
in living bodies are coordinated and arranged in unique ways. 
"'Ibe encircling Styx confines them" - Virgil, The Aeneid, 6, 439. Styx is the 
principal river of the underworld, flowing nine times around its perimeter. 
See notes 34,50,51. 
"Philosophical principles of applied mathematics." 
"Either philosophical or mathematical principles of natural science." 
"To yoke griffins with horses" - Virgil, Eclogae, 8,27. 
"Special physiology of the kingdoms of nature"; see note 84. 
See C. Linnaeus, Systema nalurar per regna tria naJurar, Leydae 1735. 
According to various chemical theories of the time, "Earth, oil, salt and water 
are the four principles that produce rbi/den] the [organic fiber]." ]. D. 
Brandis, Versuch tiber die Lebenskraji, p. 4. 
"Cat-gold" [Katzengold] and "cat-silver" (Kutzet1silberl are medieval names 
for the mineral nowadays known as muscovite (see note 152). J. E Blumen-
bach still lists "cat-gold" and "cat-silver" under Glimmer (mica) in the sec-
ond edition (1782) of his Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. The names are 
dropped in later editions of the text. 
Blumenbach describes the color of cerambyx moschatus (see note 37) as "dark 
green and blue, like tarnished steel"; see his Handbuch du Naturgescltichte, 
second edition 1782, p. 334. 
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88 In 1795, Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) sent Kant the first two issues of Die 
Hormin the hope of winning Kant as a contributor for the journal. The second 
issue contained an anonymous article "Uber den Geschlechtsunterschied und 
dessen Einfluss auf die organische Natur." In his reply to Schiller, Kant 'Wrote 
of this article: "The organization of nature has always struck me as amazing 
and as a sort of chasm of thought; I mean, the idea that fertilization. in both 
organic realms [of nature1. always needs two sexes in order for the species to 
be propagated. After aU, we don't want to believe that Providence has chosen 
this arrangement, almost playfully, for the sake of variety. On the contrary, we 
have reason to believe that propagation is not possible in any other wtry. This 
gives us a glimpse of something inestimable [eineAussichl ins Unabsehliche1, out 
of which, however, one can make nothing at all- as little as out of what 
Milton's angel told Adam about the creation: 'Male light of distam suns mixes 
itself with female, for purposes unknown' " (AK I2:I I). 

The anonymous author of this article was Wilhelm von Humboldt. The 
passage in Milton that Kant refers to is from Paradiu Lost, Book VIII, 148-52: 

and other suns perhaps 
With their attendant moons thou wilt descry 
Communicating maJe and female light, 
Which two great sexes animate the world, 
Stor'd in each orb perhaps with some that live. 

89 Anima mundi - world soul, anima bruta.., a dull soul. Although the tenn 
''world sou)" has a long philosophical history and had occasionally been used 
by Kant before (see Critiqtu of Pure Reason, A6411B669 and Critique of 
Judgment, §?2, AK 5:392) its frequent occurrence in the later parts of the 
Opus p05tumum seems to be occasioned by F. W. J. Schelling's Von der 
Wellseele, tine Hypothese JeT hohtrtn Physik zur Erkliirung de5 allgemeinen Orga-
ni5mus, published in J 798. For Schelling, the world soul is the unconsciously 
producing principle that "underlies the continuity of the organic and inor-
ganic world and connects the whole of nature to a universal organism": 
"[W]e thus recognize in it anew that being that the philosophy of the ancients 
grasped intuitively as the common soul of nature, and that some physicists of 
the time took to be one and the same as the underlying, ether" 
(Schellings Wtrke, edition SchrOter, Beck: Munich 1927, vol. I, p. 637). 

A detailed study of the extent of Kant's familiarity with Schelling's work is 
still a desideratum. He owned Schelling's Vom Ich als Prinzip der Philosophie, 
Tiibingen 1795 (see A. Warda, Immanuel KanIs Bucher, p. 54); he also owned 
various issues of the Philosophisches Journal tiner Gesellschofl Teutscher 
tm, in which Schelling's" Abhandlungen zur Erlauterung des Idealismus der 
Wissenschaftslehre" appeared in 1796-7, although anonymously. And he 
was certainly aware of the rave reviews Schelling'S works received in the 
Erlanger Litteratur Zeitung (see notes 155, 161). There Schelling was 
aided as a new genius and as the most promising representative of the 
(Kantian) dynamical theory of matter: "Herr Schelling ... is one of our truly 
first-rate thinkers, a true universal genius" (IntelJigenzbJatt No. 2,January 12, 
1799); Schdling "had the great, ingenious idea of extending transcendental 
idealism to a system of the whole of knowledge, that is, of establishing that 
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system not only in general but in deed. , .. Whoever lays claim to the title of 
Naturphilosoph must study the writings of these two scholars [i,e" Kant and 
Schelling)" (No. 226, November 17, 1800, p. 1803). 

The latter passage is in reference to Schelling's System des transzendenta/en 
Idea/ismus, which was published in 1800, So was his Zeitschriftfiir speculative 
Physik; Schelling's Ideen zu riner Philosophie tkr Natur had come out in 1797. 
A reference to the famous experiments in which Lavoisier (1743-94) 
posed water by percolating it through an incandescent gun barrel filled with 
iron rings. As his biographers testify almost unanimously, Kant followed with 
indefatigable interest the revolution in chemistry that took place during the 
last decade or so of his life. In 1796, he requested "two lectures" from his 
friend and colleague, the professor of medicine, Carl Gottfried Hagen, "in 
which he {i.e., Hagen] conducted all the experiments on which Lavoisier bases 
his theory, and the doctrine of the composition of different bodies according to 
it." (See Neues allgemeinesJournal tier Chemie, 2 [1804], p. 240 - although this 
information comes from an obituary of Kant, signed by the editor of the 
journal, A. F. Gehlen, it is most likely that his informant was Hagen himself, a 
frequent contributor to whom Gehlen also dedicated the journal: "to his 
teacher and friend, as a sign of his gratitude and love, ") 

Another chemical experiment that Hagen perfonned for Kant in 1800 is 
documented through Kant's letter to Hagen of April 2, 1800, and Hagen's 
reply of April 12 (seeAK 12:301-2). Wasianski also had to build for Kant an 
instrument to measure the electricity of the air (electrometer); much to 
Kant's disappointment, it did not function as planned, (See E. A. C. 
Wasianski, Immanuel Kant in seinen letzten Lebensjahren, pp. 281-3,) 
The margin contains an excerpt of a review of E. Tourtellc's Elements de 
medicine tMorique et pratjque, 3 vols. 1799, published in the Jenaer Allgemeine 
Litteratur Zeitung, January 30, 1800, pp. 258-61 (see E. Adickes, KanIS Opus 
postumum, p. 148). 
See Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, Phoronomy, Explication I, 

AK 4'480. 
The German word Lab means "human body" - usually in contrast with the 
soul. In the Eucharist, Leib Christi is Gennan for corpus Christi; see Matthew 
26:26: "And as they were eating,Jesus took bread, and blessed it, and brake 
it, and gave it to the disciples, and said, Take, eat; dies is! mein Leib (this is my 
body]." 
Materials are "the counterparts of the moving forces of maner." 
Kant is referring to Dietrich Tiedemann's Theiitet oder fiber das menschfiche 
Wissen, ein Beitrag zur Vernunfikritik (1794), a work critical of Kant's 
phy. In 1798, Johann Christian Friedrich Dietz responded with A'llitheiilet 
oder Versuch riner Priifung des von dem Herm Ho/rath Tiedemann in seinem 
TheiiUt aukestellten philosophischen Systems, Kant had a copy of this text in his 
library (see A, Warda, Immanuel KanIS Bucher, p, 48), Dietz's book in turn 
gave rise to Tiedemann's ldealistische Brle[e als Antwort aufmehrere gegen den 
Themel gerichtete Einwii,rjt (1798), in which he defended his position against 
Dietz. Tiedemann was not, however, an idealist, but a rather naive and 
dogmatic realist: He chose the title Idealistic Letters simply because his argu-
ments were directed against Kant's critical idealism. 
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96 Literally: "the latter [is] the former." A term of Aristotelian logic (see Prior 
Analytic II, 64b, 28-33) to designate the logical fallacy that consists in using 
what is to be proved in the steps of the proof. 

97 "Through respective positing alongside and successively." 
98 On page 4 of "Insertion II" (AK 22:25.18-21, not included) Kant had 

written: "Thus the synthetic principles a prion·. Space, as physical [..wrper-
licherJ space, has three dimensions; it has three limits - the plane, the line, 
and the point, which laner Signifies no magnitude but only a place in space." 

99 See note 28. 
100 Kant often uses the term "demiurge" to contrast the "creator of the world" 

with God as the highest moral being. See for instance the following deleted 
passage in "Ubergang [11" (AK 21:214,35-7 , not included): Speaking of 
the unity of the final end of all organic bodies in "a single supreme cause of 
the world," Kant points out that this supreme cause "may here be called 
demiurge since no reference is being made here to any moral end." 

101 Kant is most probably thinking ofMichelangclo. The sculptor is reported 
to have "seen" David hidden in the block of marble offered him in 1501; 
and when once asked how he had carved La Notta, Michelangelo replied: "I 
had a block of marble in which was concealed the statue which you see 
there - the only effort involved was to take away the tiny pieces which 
surrounded it and prevented it from being seen. Every piece of stone or 
marble, whether large or small, has a statue or effigy within it - but of 
course one must know exactly how to carve away only that which hides the 
statue, and this is very dangerous in that one may take away too much or too 
little. For anyone who knows how to do this, nothing could be easier" 
(manuscript by Nicholas Audebert. British Museum; cited in Giovanni 
Papini, Vila di Michelangelo nella vila del suo tempo, Milan 1949, p. 324. 
translation by Loretta Murnane fI952]. p. 275). 

Michelangelo's theory of sculpture also found expression in his Sonnets: 
Non ha l'ottimo artista aleun concetto, 
Ch'un manno solo in se non circonscriva 
Col suo soverchio, et solo a queUo arriva 
La man che ubbidisce all' intclletto. 
[The marble not yet cal1'ed can hold the fonn 
Of every thought the greatest artist has, 
And no conception can yet come to pass 
Unless the hand obeys the intellect.] 

(translated by Elizabeth Jennings) 
51 come per levar, donna, si pone 
In pietra alpestra e dura 
Una viva figura, 
Che 1a piu cresce u'pili la pietra scerna 
Uust as hy cutting away. 0 Lady, one extracts 
from the hard alpine stone 
a living figure which alone 
grows the more, the more the stone diminishes.] 

(translated by Sidney Alexander) 
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The image of a statue concealed in a stone or block of marble can already 
be found in Aristotle, III. v. 6, 1002 a 21-3: "Moreover every 
kind of shape is equally present in a solid, so that if 'Hennes is not in thc 
stone', neither is the half-cube in the cube as a determinate shape" (trans-
lated by Hugh Tredennick). 

10... Christoph Meiners (1747-1810), Professor of Philosophy at Gottingen and 
one of Kant's more vehement Opponents. Kant seems to be refening to 
Meiner's Allgemeine kritische Geschichte der iiltern und ne/urn Ethik oder 
Lebenswissenschafi nebst rifler UnterslKhung der Frage: Giht es dann auch 
Ivirklich tine Wissenschaft des Lebens? Wie sollte ihr InhaJt, wie ihre Methode 
beschajJen sfJm? The first volume came out in rime for the Easter Fair of 
1800j Kant owned a copy of it (see A. Warda, Immanuel KatiiS Bucher, p. 
52). A review of Meiner's book appeared in the Cijttingi .• che r,e!ehrte 
Anzeigen, go. Stllck,june 7,1800. 

103 "No divine influence is absent, if we only had the sense to see this" -
manuscript variant ofJuvenal, Satires, X, 365. 

104 A "separate life," or "life ofits own": the ability of a part of a plant or animal 
to stay alive after being severed from the main organism. See R 1530, AK 
15:957: "The life of an animal is an absolute unity of the self-moving forces 
of matter. Here the parts may have a vila propria. " 

105 The view that each material process in the body is presided over by a speci:tl 
vital principle or archeus, was (in the modern period) advanced most promi-
nently by Jean Baptista van Helmont (1577-1644), who in tum drew on the 
teaching of Paracelsus (1494-1541) and on cabbalistic ideas. For van 
Helmont, the archem contains all the fonnative and tilOctional principles of 
the organism and of its organs; as such it is distinct from both the sensitive 
soul (animasensitiva), which guides the lower forms of cognition and volition, 
and from the mind (mens), our link with the divine spirit, the world-soul. 

106 See also R II (1800), AK 14:52: "How one can demonstrate, fully rigor-
ously though not in Euclidean fashion, the proposition: 'If two parallel lines 
are intersected by a third [line], etc.', by means of a philosophical mode of 
representation, by concepts, forgoing construction." 

For a detailed discussion of Kant's theory of parallel lines and its histori-
cal background, see E. Adickes's notes to R 5-11, AK 14:23-52. 

Whereas Kant's initial interest in this subject was probably stimulated by 
his colleague J. Schultz's "new proof" of Euclid's II th proposition (see J. 
Schultz, E'ntdeckte Theorie der ParaJlelen nebst einer U,lterstlchllng ubtr den 
Unprung ihrer bisherigen Schwiengkeit, Konigsberg 1784), Kant's return to 
this issue in the Opus postumum may be in response to Christian Gottlieb 
Selle (I748-1S00) - see R 6352, AK 18:678: "Ofthe analogy between the 
parallel lines and Selle's principle of universal empiricism." A convinced 
empiricist, Selle had criticized Kant's philosophy on various occasions. 
When in 1797 he became director of the Philosophiselle Klasse of the Berlin 
Academy of Science, he advertised the following prize-essay competition 
for the year 1799: "The Royal Academy of Science does not share the 
opinion ofthose who regard it as proven by mathematics that there are pure 
subjective representations. It is convinced. rather, that there are important 
arguments to the contrary {wesentliche Gegengriinde] which have not yet 
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received any satisfactory and that there is no lack of strong reaSOns for 
(anuming) Ihe general empirical ong;n 'fall our which may only, 
perhaps, not yet have been presented in their strongest light. n 

Kant made a copy of this announcement (AK 18:677). On [he coverofthe 
IVth fascicle, he also wrote: "That according to Selle not a single synthetic 
proposition would carry necessity'" (AK 21:338.-4-5, not included). 

107 "Beings are either things or intelligences." 
108 "Conceptual totality is generality - the encompassing totality is totality 

(proper]. " 
log "J am thinking, but I don't know myself yet." 
110 Aenesidemus is the main author in a fictional correspondence, written by 

Gottlob Ernst Schulze and published anonymously in 1792 under the title 
Amesidemus oder fiber die Funliommte der von dem Herrn Projess(}r Rdnho/d in 
Jena gelieferten EJl!1nr:ntarphi/osophie: Nebst riner Verteidigung des Skeprizismus 
gegtt' die Anmassungen tier Vernunjikritik. This text, an attack on the philoso-
phies of Kant and Reinhold from the side of skepticism, played a significant 
role in the formation of post-Kamian idealism. Through Aenesidemus, 
Schulze argued that the o/Pure Reason had failed to refute Hume's 
skepticism; it fundamentally presupposed what Hume had questioned. Ac-
cording to Schulze, "' neither about the exis1ence or non-exis1ence of1hings 
in themselves and their properties, nor about the limits of human knowl-
edge" had the established anything with certainty (p. 24)· 

Kant had hoped that his colleague Johann Schultz would reply to 
Schulze's Aenesidetnus in a third volume of his Priifimg tkr Kanlischm Cn"rik 
der re;nen Vemunft. (See AK 19:317.:18-3°: "Notify preacher Mellin 1hal 
the third part of the Priifong will rebut the objections of Maimon and 
Acncsidemus.") Yet SchultZ, who was also friends wi1h Fichte, was reluc-
tant to write a third volume of his Priifung: Fichle's distinction between 
those who understand the spirit of Kant's work and those who only follow 
its letter seems to have dampened Schultz's initial enthusiasm, as he was 
likely to be seen as falling into the latter category. It may be for this reason 
that Kant wrote his Open Letter against Fichte's Wissr:nschaflslehre (see note 
42). This is at least strongly suggested by a letter from Kant's colleague 
Rink to Charles de Villers of April 18 • • 80t: "Schultz is now actually 
working on the continuation of his Pro/tmg, but age, ill health, and various 
official duties are creating many obstacles for him. For Quite some time he 
was unwilling to proceed with the work, not wanting to be saddled wilh the 
label, made fashionable by Fichte, ofliteralist [Buths/abler), and this circum-
stance then provided an occasion for Kant's well-known declaration against 
Fichte. Since that time Schultz has once again taken pen to hand" 
(Altp,eussische Mo,"",,,hrijl '7 1,880), p .• 88-9)· 

However, Schultz's third volume of the Prii/ung never appeared. 
I II Literally, "the theory of freedom." But Kant is perhaps thinking more 

specifically of J. A. H. Ulrich's Eku/herjologie om ubir Freiheil und 
NOlwendigkeit, which was published in Jena in 1788 and whieh contained a 
strong criticism of Kant's doctrine of freedom. Kanl had requested that his 
former pupil and colleague C. J. Kraus write a review of Ulrich's book; he 
himself supplied a draft text that Kraus used in his review. For this reason, 
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Kraus's review is reprinted in the Academy edition of Kant's works,. AK 
8:453-60. It originally appeared in the Jenaer Allgemeine Liueratllr Zeitung, 
no. 100, April 25, 1788. 

J 12 "The highest being, the highest intelligence, the highest good." 
113 The Acts of the Apostles 17:28: "For in him we live, and move, and have 

our being; as certain also of your own poets have said, For we are also his 
offspring." 

114 At the bottom of the margin Kant wrote: "Lampe is to be informed that 
since he does not stop boozing from morning to night, not only his quarterly 
pay but also his bonuses will be withheld this week." To Kant's great regret, 
Martin Lampe (1734-1806), his servant of forty years, had to be dismissed 
in January 1802. (See note 162.) 

115 "A dictate ofpracticll.l reason." 
116 The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans 2: 15: "Which shew the work 

of the law written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and 
their thoughts the mean while accusing or else excusing one another." 

117 "There is no valid inference from possibility to existence." 
lIS Exodus 20:12-13: "Honor thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be 

long upon the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. Thou shalt not 
kill." See Deuteronomy 5:16-17. 

119 The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians 2:10: "That at the name 
ofJesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and 
things under the earth." 

120 "The duties of humanity and justice, taken widely and strictly (property 
determining). " 

121 Sec Ovid, Fasti, VI, 15-16: "Est deus in nobis; agitante calescimus ilia. 
impetus hic sacrae semina mentis habet." [There is a God within us. It is 
when he stirs us that our bosom warms; it is his impulse that sows the seeds 
of inspiration.] (Translation by J. G. Frazer.) 

122 The following text is written on a letter from Wasianski to Kant, December 
19, 1801 (see AK 12:329-30). 

123 The claim that, according to Spinoza, we perceive everything in God, includ-
ing ourselves, is repeated many times in the later parts of the Opus postumum. 
Although Spinoza does not exactly say this, his program to view everything 
sub specie aelernitalis could be said to renew the old requirement to perceive 
aU things in God. See his Ethica, 1, proposition XV: "Whatever is, is in God, 
and without God nothing can be, or be conceived"; and part II, proposition 
XX: "The idea or knowledge of the human mind is also in God." 

Adickes's claim (Kants Opus postumum, p. 762) that "in all these passages, 
Kant confuses Spinoza with Malebranche," can hardly be upheld. 

124 After lichtenberg'S death in 1799, his son Ludwig Christian Lichtenberg 
and Friedrich Kries began to edit Lichtenberg's Vermi5chte Schrifien (1800-
6). The second volume contained Lichtenberg's previously unpublished 
reflections on philosophy, especially on Kant's critical idealism. The editors 
sent a copy of the text to Kant in mid-JBoo, prior to publication, in order, 
according to an entry by Wasianski on the cover, to use in their edition 
whatever comments Kant might make. Although he did not comply with the 
editor's wishes, Kant studied Lichtenberg'S text thoroughly (see R 6369, 
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AK 1'8:693-4, and D. Minden, "Der Humor Kant's im Verkehr und in 
seinen Schriften," AltpreussischeMonatsschriJl811871], pp. 343-61). 

lichtenberg's reflections show him to be very sympathetic to Kant's 
transcendental idealism. Widl regard to Spinoza, Lichtenberg writes 
Spinoza "thought the greatest thought that has ever entered a man's head" 
(p. 9), and: "If the world continues to exist a countless number of years, 
then the universal religion will be a refined Spinozism. Left to itself, reason 
leads to not bing else, nor is it possible that it should lead to anything else" 
(p. 55)· 

us Olaus Romer (1644-1710), Danish astronomer, gave the first scientific 
estimation of the speed of light. Observing that the eclipses of the first 
satellite of Jupiter occurred at longer intervals when Jupiter and the earth 
moved further away from each other than when both planets were closest, 
he explained this by assuming that light requires a finite time to travel from 
the satellite to the earth. Based on his observations of the edipses, he 
calculated that it takes eleven minutes for light from the sun to reach the 
earth. 

126 Proverbs 1:7: "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge: but 
fools despise wisdom and instruction." 

127 ." Man is a rational animal" - Seneca, Epistulae ad Lucllium, Epistula xli, sec, 
8. 

f 28 Carl Wilhelm Scheele, in his Cltemischt AMant/lung von dtr Lufl und dem 
Ftuer (1770), §§55-8, pp. 57-64, distinguishes two "types of heat": one 
that immediately mixes with the surrounding air, another that travels in 
straight lines without (immediately) fusing with its medium, thus permitting 
reflection by a metal milTor. Because of the similarity of its behavior with 
that of light, Scheele calls the latter type of heat "radiant heat" (p. 63). His 
theory is discussed approvingly in Gehler's Physicaiischts Wiirterbuch, vol. 4, 
p. 441 ("Verbrennung") and pp. 553-4 ("Wiirme"), 

I 29 A list of luncheon guests to be invited: 
Jonas Ludwig von I-less (1756-1823), a former second lieutenant in the 

Swedish army, matriculated in the University of Konigsberg on October I I, 
1800. In January 1801 he received a doctorate in medicim;; his dissertation 
De ac/jone venenorum in corpus humanllm was dedicated to Kant. He left 
Konigsberg for Hamburg in February 1802 (see AK 12:334-5), from 
where he provided Kant with wine and smoked meats. 

Christian Jacob Kraus (1753-18°7), Professor of Practical Philosophy 
and Political Sciences in Konigsberg. A brilliant fanner pupil of Kant, 
Kraus had received the chair in philosophy at the age of 28. Close to Kant 
for many years, Kraus's intellectual independence and growing dislike for 
purely theoretical philosophy eventually led to strains in their relationship 
and kept him at a distance from his former teacher, As this note (and others 
in the first fascicle) show, however, late in Kant's life Kraus returned to his 
teacher's luncheon table. 

Johann Schultz (1739-1805), a court chaplin and professor of mathemat M 

ics whom Kant once regarded as one of the best philosophical minds in the 
area (sec AK 10:133). Schultz's review of Ulrich's fnstitutiones logicae el 
mtlaplrysicaewas instrumental in Kant's decision to rewrite the transcendenM 
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tal deduction of the categories for the second edition of the Critique (see 
AK 4:474-6). In his response to Schlettwein, Kant recommended Schultz 
as the person who understood his writings the way he himself wanted them 

'to be understood (see AK 12:367). See also note tJo. 
Karl Ludwig Poerschke (1751-1812), Professor of Philosophy and Poet-

ics at the Unh'ersity of Konigsberg and a weekly gucst at Kant's tablc. In his 
own philosophy, Poerschke sympathized with Fichte (see J. F. Abegg, 
R(iselagebuch von 1798, p. 246). His "Weihegedicht" for King Friedrich Wil-
helm III's birthday on August 3, 1801, is used by Kant as the wrapper for 
fascicle Xl. 

Ehregott Andreas Christoph Wasianski (1755-1831), a former student 
and amanuensis of Kant, since 1786 deacon in Konigsberg. During the last 
years of his life, Kant formed a close relationship with Wasianski. In the 
winter of 1801, he handed over his financial affairs to Wasianski and nomi-
nated him as his executor testamenti (AK 12:386); from then on, Wasianski 
looked after the decrepit philosopher almost daily. After Kant's death, 
Wasianski published his highly informative account of Kant's last years: 
Immanuel Kanl in srinttJ letzten Lebensjahren. 

130 "Under his feet he sees the deep thunderclouds and tramples on the hoarse 
thunder" - a free rendering of Statius, Thebaid, lI,35-40. 

In a personal note to his own copy of Immanuel Kant in sdnm letzlen 
Lebensjahren, Wasianski wrote: "Heavy thunderstorms and fire alarm, never 
frightened him (i.e., Kant] - Sapiens vide! altos rub pedibus et muca 
tonitrna calcat. Il (See P. Czygan, "Wasianskis Handexemplar seiner Schrift: 
'Immanuel Kant in seinen letzten Lebensjahren,' " Sitzungsben·cht der Al-
tertumsgesellschaft Prussia, Heft 17, Konigsberg 1892, p. 129.) 

131 "I will it,l thus command, let my will stand for a reason" - Juvenal, Satires, 
Satura vi, 223. In earlier years, Kant had cited this phrase to characterize 
the procedure of the mathematician; see, e.g., R 2930, AK 16:579: "The 
mathematician, in his definition, says: sic volo, sic iubeo." 

132 "Principles are dictates of one's own reason,laws are valid universally." 
133 "Toil YclQ Xclt El,.,.ev" - Aratus, Phaenomena, line 5: The sentence 

Paul the Apostle quotes in Act., 17:28 (see note 113). 
134 "Cosmotheoria is the doctrine of the physical constitution of the heavenly 

bodies, their structures, decorations, and inhabitants; e.g. that the moon is a 
body like our earth, fitted with mountains, valleys, oceans, atmosphere, and 
so on, in which presumably rational creatures live as well" (Johann l-lein-
rich Zedler, Grosses vollstiindiges Universal LexicolI aller Wis..(en.fchaflm and 
Kunste, welche bishero durch menschlichen Versland und Witz er/unden tmd 
verbessert worden, vol. 6, Halle und Leipzig 1733, p. 1417). 

E. Adickes, KanIS Opus postumum, p. 140, suggests that Kant takes the 
word from Christiaan Huygens's posthumously published Cosmotheoros, 
odtr weltbetrachtende Muthmassungen von denen himmlischen Erdkugeln und 
deren Schmuck (1698, second German edition 1743). 

135 The Psalms 14:1: "The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. They 
are corrupt, 111ey have done abominable works, there is none that doeth 
good." The fool's assenion also figures as a premise in Anselm's prooffor 
God's existence (see Proslogion scu Alloquium de Dei existentia, caput lJ). 
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136 Paul to the Corinthians, I, 13:12: "For now we see through a glass darkly, 
but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shan I know even as also 
I am known." 

137 See Kant's Metaphysics ojM()Ta/s, §6, AK 6:423: "It is a fonn of partial self-
murder to deprive oneself of an integral part (or mutilate oneself)" (transla-
tion by Mary Gregor). See also §5. AK 6:421. 

138 See Lichtenberg's Vermischte Schrifien, vol. 2, pp. 64-6: "To know oliler 
objects is a contradiction; it is impossible for man to get out of himsel( If 
we believe we see objects, we see only ourselves. We cannot actually know 
anything in the worM but ourselves, and the alterations that occur within 
us .... Because these alterations do oot depend on us, we attribute them to 
other things outside us, and say there arc things outside us. One ought to 
say praetcr nos, but under the praeler we subsume the preposition extra, 
which is something entirely different; that is, we conceive these objects in 
space outside us. This is obviously not sensation, but seems to be some-
thing woven most intimately into the nature of our sensuous faculty of 
knowledge; it is the form under which that representation of praettr nos is 
given to us - the form of sensibility." 

139 The amanuensis whom Kant considers here - and again on page 4 of sheet V 
of the 1st fascicle, AK 2 I :72. I (not included) - seems to be Friedrich Wil-
helm Worm, who matriculated in the University of Konigsberg on March 16, 
1799. See DieMatrikel der Albertus-Unwcrsiliit zu Konigsberg i. Pr., edited by 
Georg Erler, Leipzig 19II-2, vol. 2, p. li89 (Kraus reprint, Liechtenstein 
1976, p. 647). These notes (together with the foUowingtableof contents) 
gest that at this time (March 1801) Kant was still hoping to publish his work. 

140 See Lichtenberg'S Vmnischte Schrijien, vol. 2, pp. 92-3: "One of the 
est mainstays for the Kantian philosophy is the certainly true observation that 
we too are something, no less than are the objects outside us. Thus jf 
something affects us, the effect does not depend on the effective thing 
alone, but also on that which it affects. Both are, as with an impact, at once 
acting and receiving; for it is impossible that a being could receive the 
sensations of another without the principal effect appearing mixed. I should 
think a tabula rasa is in this sense imJXIssible, for in every effect the affecting 
thing is modified and whatever issues from it is received by the other, and 
vice versa." 

141 GotthilfChristian Reccard (1735-98), Professor of Theology and pastor in 
Konigsberg. From 1775 to his death, he was also rector of Kant's old 
school, the Co/legitlm Frederiamum. With his theological work Reccard com-
bined a lifelong interest in natural history and especially in astronomy: In 
the attic of his parsonage he had a small observatory. Many of his publica-
tions combine his scientific and theological interests. 

For Kastner, see notes 1,34,50,51. 
142· Matthew 6:9-10: "Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. 

Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven." See Luke 
11:2. 

143 Sheet V is not in the usual SchOnschrift of the other sheets in this fascicle; it 
seems to be a scratch sheet. lbe sheet number "V" on top of page I was 
clearly added later. 
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144 These are the opening lines of Anchises's speech in which he tells the order 
of things; see Virgil, The Aeneid, Book VI, 724-7: 

To begin: the heavens, the earth, the watery 
wastes, the lucent globe of moon, the sun, the stars, 
exist through inward spirit. Their total mass 
by mind is permeated: hence their motion. 

(translation by Frank O. Copley) 
These lines are also the motto of Darwin's Zoonomia. Kant quotes this 
passage again in the VIIth fascicle, sheet V, page 5, in the margin of which 
he writes: "agere, facere, qperari. live, move, and have our being. Transcen-
dental zoonomy" (AK 22:62.16, not included). 

145 In the bottom margin of this page, Kant notes: Adrastea. Adrastea is the 
name of a journal that Herder began to publish in 1801. The first issue was 
advertised on April I, 1801 in No. 61 of the lnlelligenzblatt of the Allgemeine 
Litteratur Zeitung, pp. 489-90. After Herder's death in 1803. the journal 
was briefly continued by his son but soon ceased publication. 

146 Page 2 of this sheet contains a passage from Schiller's On the Aesthetic 
Education of Man: Ina Series of Letters. It is not marked as a quotation, and it 
was first identified as sllch by Karl Vorlander, "Ein hisher noch unent-
deckter Zusammenhang Kants mit Schiller," Philosophische Monatshefie, 30 
(1894), pp. 57- 62. The passage Kant quotes is the following. 
"At this point we must remind ourselves that we are dealing with a finite, not 
with an infinite, spirit. The finite spirit is that which cannot become active 
except through being passive, which only attains to the absolute by means of 
limitation, and only acts and fashions inasmuch as it receives material to 
fashion. Such a spirit will accordingly combine with the drive toward form, or 
toward the absolute, a drive toward matter, or toward limitation, these latter 
being the conditions without which it could neither possess nor satisfy the 
first of these drives. How far such opposed tendencies can coexist in the same 
being is a problem which may well embarrass the metaphysician, but not rhe 
transcendental philosopher. The latter does not pretend to explain how 
things are possible, but contents himself with determining the kind ofknowl -
edge which enables us to understand how experience is possible. And since 
experience would be just as impossible without that opposition in the mind as 
without the absolute unity ofthe mind, he is perfectly justified in postulating 
both these concepts as equally necessary conditions of experience, without 
troubling himselffurther as to how they are to be reconciled lt (translation by 
E. M. Wilkinson and L. A. Wi1Ioughby, Oxford 1967, p. 133, amended). 

Schiller had written to Kant on June 13, 1794, inviting him to become a 
contributor to Die Horen, which Schiller planned to edit (see note 88) . 
Failing an answer, Schiller wrote again on March I, 1795. this time accom-
panying his letter with the first two issues of the Horen, which contained the 
first installments of Schiller's Leiters on theAesthetic Education on Man. In his 
reply of March 30, r 795, Kant is noncommital about his contribution to Die 
Horen but praises Schiller's Lmers, promising that he will "study them and 
give you my thoughts about them" (AK 12: J I). This does not seem to have 
happened, but since the quoted passage is from the nineteenth letter, 
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whereas the issues Schiller sent Kam only contained the first sixteen letters, 
Kant must have acquired and studied further copies of Schiller's journal. 

147 Kant is in all likelihood think.ing of Anquetil du Perron's edition of the 
Zoroastrian Zend-Avesla. His former publisher Hartknoch had brought out 
a German translation of it by J. F. KJeuker (J vols., Riga 1776-8). We also 
know fromJ. G. Hasse, utzuAussmmgen KanIS, p. 16, that this work was a 
frequent topic of their lunchtime conversations. The title may have 
gested to Kant an affinity with his own efforts at the time: Zend-Avesta, 
Zoroastm /rbendiges Wort, won·n die Lehren und Meinungm diew Gesctzgebers 
von Gott, Welt, Natur, Menschen; jngleich.en die Cerrmonitn des heiligen Diem/rs 
der Parsen tlsf alljbrhalUn sind 

Zoroaster, as "lawgiver," unites in one system the rules of "God" and of 
the "world," that is, the moral and religious laws (vol. 2) and the 
"cosmogony" of the Parsecs (voJ. 3). For Kant, it is "man as thinking being 
in the world" who unites the two fundamental yet "heteronomous" ideas of 
transcendental philosophy - God and the world - in one system. In 
ing itself as both a physical and a moral being, man thinks both God and 
world in "real opposition" and yet combines "both objects in one subject" 
(1st fascicle, sheet II, page 3). In this way, the principles of theoret.ical and 
practical reason, hence the laws of the phenomenal and noumenal realms, 
are combined into the system of transcendental philosophy. 

Since man in mis sense, as me "copula" between God and world, is "the 
ideal, the archetype (prototypon), of a man · adequate to duty" (1st fascicle, 
sheet JV, page I), Zoroaster can perhaps be seen as representing that ideal: 
"Zoroasler: me ideal of the physical [theoretical] as well as moral-practical 
reason united in one sense object" (AK 21 ;4.16-7, not included). 

148 See J. F. Blumenbach, Handbuch tkr Nalllrgdchichte, ch. XII, v: "Many 
alluminous fossils, when breathed on, emit a peculiar argillaceous aroma. 
The softer ones generally adhere to the tongue, and many absorb water, 
thereby becoming tenacious." 

149 See note 106. 
t 50 Karl Reusch (1776-1813), oldest son of Kant's colleague, the professor of 

physics Carl Daniel Reusch (1735-1806). Karl Reusch had attended 
Kant's lectures in 1793- 4, then studied medicine in Berlin and Vienna 
where he worked with GeorgJoseph Beer and FranzJoseph Gall. In 1800, 
he retumed to Konigsberg and set up hil]lself as a general practitioner. 
Kant, eager to hear about Gall's craniology and especially about the new 
theory of galvanism that Reusch applied to medicine, frequently invited him 
to his luncheon table (see Christ.ian Friedrich Reusch, "Historische Erinnt-
rungtn, Neue Preussisclte Provinzia/-Bliitler 6 (1848), pp. 293-4). In .801, 
Reusch became editor of the Intelligttu:blatJ of the Konigsbergisrnr Cr/ehrtm 
und Po/;tische Zeitung. 

151 Johann Friedrich Gensichen (1759-1807), since 1795 Professor of Mathe-
matics in Konigsberg. A former student of Kant, Gensichen was particu-
larly dose ro Kant during the last years of the philosopher's life, In 1798, 
Kant bequeathed his library to Gensichen. 

The phrase "income from the university" concerns the Special Salarien 
Etat of the Prussian government, according to which the university had to 
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report the entire income of their employees from time to time so that the 
civilian budget for the province could be determined. As. accountant of the 
University of Konigsberg, Gensichen was responsible for collecting the 
required infonnation. The present inquiry seems to be for the new budget 
1801-7 that was confirmed on June I, 1801. See A. Warda, "Erganzungen 
zu E. Fromms zweitem und drittem Beitrage zur Lebensgeschichte Kants," 
inAltpreursische Monatsschrift 38 (I gol), pp. 418-2 I. (lowe this information 
to Werner Stark.) 

152 Practices in mineralogical classification have changed since Kant's day in 
such a way as to allow only a free translation of this sentence: "Granit 
hestehend aus Quarz, Feldspat u. Glimmer enthiilt im Glimmer die Mica 
welche im russischen Glas davon es grosse Tafeln und Fenster der 
Sceschiffe giebt allzutreflen." 

Kant is probably referring to Itn article in Fr. von 2ach's Monatliche 
Correspondenz zur Befortkrung det Erd- und Himmelskunde, May 180 T (sec 
note 156) in which the problem of the proper classification of the mineral 
"Glimmer" is discussed. See, e.g., p. 495: "Glimmer (M"ica), a member of 
the clay family, whose popular name 'Russian Glass' was occasioned by its 
customary use in that country as a surrogate for glass, especially in ships' 
port-holes, lanterns, and so on." ("Auszug aus eincm astronomischcn 
Tagebuchc, gcfUhrt auf einer Reise nach Celie, Bremen und Lilienthal iin 
September 1800. ") 

"Russian glass" is the mineral muscovite, KA13Si30[o(OH)2' a member of 
the mica [Glimmer} group, characterized by a highly perfect cleavage that 
allows it to be split into excessively thin, clear, and transparent sheet". The 
mineral was named in 1850 by E. S. Dana from another of its popular 
names, Muscovy-glass, afler the Russian province Muscovy. 

153 Sec Horace, Epistu[ae, I, I, 60: "Hic murus aenus esto: nil conscire sibi, 
nuUa pallescere culpa." [Be this our wall of bronze: to be conscious of no 
guilt, not to turn pale with any guilt.] 

154 Genesis 1:26-31: "And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our 
likeness .... And it was so. And God saw everything that he had made, and, 
behold, it was very good." 

J 55 Kant's sentence is ambiguous: "System des transsc. Idealisms durch 
Schelling, Spinoza, Lichtenberg u. g1eichsam 3 Dimensionen: Die Gegen-
wart, Vergangenheit u. Zukunft." It also permits the following rendering: 
"System of transcendental idealism by Schelling, Spinoza, Lichtenberg, 
and, as it were, three dimensions: present, past, and future." In this case, 
the three names would represent past, present, and future states of the 
system of transcendental idealism, and in the literature this is always as-
sumed to be Kant's meaning. 

I diverge from this reading for the following reason: Two pages later 
Kant explicitly refers to a review of Schelling's transzendentalen 
ldealismus (1800) in Nos. 82 and 83 of the Erlanger Litteratur Zeitung. This 
review, which appeared on April 28 and 29, ISo1, contains a lengthy discus-
sion of the emergence of the three temporal dimensions in Schelling's 
theory of self-positing. Thus, for example, the reviewer writes: lIThe ideal 
I, as the originally positing I, has posited, with this original positing, every-
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thing that is and will be. But it cannot inrui[ irsclf as such without finding 
itself in the present. there arises for it the idea. of a necessary 
succession .... This is the present, through which inner intuition as time, 
and outer intuition as space arise - without being intuited as such by the I. 
If they are to he intuited as such, the present must be conjoined \\ith the 
past and the future, i.e. time must be intuited as extended magnitude, 
hence as synthetically united with space" (pp. 654-5). 

Kant's use of the tenns "presen.t. past, and future" - especially in that 
order - suggests that he is here also thinking of (the review of) Schelling's 
book, rather than about three stages of transcendental idealism. (Lehmann, 
who subscribes to the standard view, assumes that Kant has made a slip ofthe 
pen, and that "'present" should go with "Lichtenberg," "past" with "Spi-
noza," and "future" with "Schelling"; see AK 22:796, note to 21:87.29-31.) 

156 . Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), who traveled through South Amer-
ica in 1799-1804, reported his observations in two letters of September I 

and November 17, 1799, to Fr. von Zach,' who published them in his 
Monatlidu Comspondenz zur Btfordmmg dtr Erd· und vol. I, 

Gotha 1800, pp. 392-425 (see Rink's note in Kant's Physical Gtography, 
AK 9:233). The passage Kant quotes is on pp. 411-13; it is also printed in 
the Anno/en der Physik VI (1800), p .• 88. There is an error in Kam's 
transcription: On the second day. the barometer rises again until rune 
o'clock, not eleven. 

Hasse, in his memoir of Kant's conversations with his luncheon guests at 
the time, recalls; 01 Of Homemann's and von Humboldt's journeys he [i.e., 
Kant] spoke so often" (KanIS letzlt Aussmmgen, p. 3In). Hornemann 
eled through Africa at the same time; his experiences were also reported in 
the Monatlicht Co"tsjxmdtnz. 

157 Kant's reason for recording these two names is unclear. Jean Baptista van 
Helmont (1577-1644), alchemist, philosopher, medical man, and a 
lower of Paracelsus. Van Helmont introduced the term gas for the third 
state of aggregation. With respect to living things, he often spoke of the 
archtus as the vitalizing principle (see note 105). 

Scipio Claramontius (1565-1653), Italian philosopher, mathematician, 
an.d priest. Kant owned his book Dr univmo, Coloniae Agrippinae, 1644 
(see Warda, Immanuel KanIS Buchtr, p. 27). Claramontan's scientific works 
are discussed in A. Kasmers Geschichle der Malhemalik, ... 01. 4, GOttingen 
1800, pp. 120-23. 

158 An excerpt from a brief article by Johann Wilhelm Ritter, "Chemische 
Polaritat im Licht. Ein minelbares ResuJtat der neuern Untersuchungen 
iiber den Galvanismus," in No. 16 of the Intdligmd /att of the Erlanger 
LilltralurZtitung, April 18, 1801, pp. 121-3. 

Ritter reports of his experiments to demonstrate that at both ends of the 
prismatic spectrum, there are more (invisible) colors, and he concludes: 
"Sunlight in an undivided state is a neutralisation of the two ultimate 
determining grounds of all chemical activity: oxygenity and deoxygenity 
equals hydrogenity.... It will be the result of an extensive empirical 
[faktisch] investigation to demonstrate, according to their respective princi-
ples, the polarity of chemistry, electricity, galvanism, magnetism, heat, etc., 
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as One and the Same in All. This One and All in its purest, freest 
tion is light - a proposition that can no longer be deemed a mere opinion" 
(p. 123)· 

159 Farther down on this page, Kant notes: "Yesterday, dIat is, Monday,]uly 27 
[180IJ. 

160 Kant's colleague F. T. Rink, the editor of Mancherley zur Geschichle der 
metacritischen Itrvasion (1800; see note 44), reports in the preface to this 
work (p. xviii): "that the Italian Academy of Literature, Science and the 
Arts elected [Kant] as one of its twenty foreign members on April 4, 1798." 

161 See note ISS. 
162 On sheet X, page I, Kant wrote the following (deleted) passage: "Lampe 

forced a bonus for the first quarter of 1802 from me yesterday, and forced 
me to entcr it on my writing-slate, with my own handn (AK 21: 128). 

Martin Lampe, Kant's servant for forty years, was dismissed in january 
1802. When asked by his friends for the reason, Kant gave no explanation: 
"Lampe has so offended me that I am ashamed to say" (Wasianski,lmman-
uel Kant in seinen letzten Lebensjahren, p. 260). But the passage from sheet X, 
together with one of Kant's Gediichrniszettel (memory note), permit a recon-
struction of the event that led to Lampe's dismissal. (The Gediichtniszellel 
was firs t published as "Beilage B" in A. Warda, "Die Kant-Manuskripte im 

AltpretmischeMonatssckriji 36 (1899), pp. 337-67.) 
Lampe received for his services a quarterly payment of 10 thaler, plus an 

occasional bonus, "so that he shall neglect nothing in the observance of his 
duties" ("Beilage B," p. 349). In the summer of 1801, Kant apparently lost 
track of the payments. According to the Gediichtniszettel, he paid Lampe's 
salary for the quarter "June, July, August," but then again, one month later, 
for the quarter "july, August, September." Lampe also managed to get from 
Kant no less than 10 bonuses of 2 thaler each between june 2 and August 
20. 

In November 1801, Kant asked Wasianski to take care of his financial 
affairs and instructed Lampe to receive his pay from Wasianski. (See 
Wasianski, pp. 246-9, 256-60.) Because this put an end to his bonuses, in 
January 1802 Lampe must have forced from Kant another bonus, and made 
him enter the amount in the list of expenditures. Lampe's dismissal led to 
significant changes in Kant's daily life (see Wasianski, pp. 256-64); in a 
way, it also marked the end of Kant's "coherent" work on the Opus 
postumum. Kant's loyalty to Lampe continued, however: On condition that 
he never set foot into Kant's house again, Lampe received a lifelong annual 
pension of 40 thaler. On page 3 of the same sheet (X) of the 1st fascicle, 
Kant wrote melancholically, .. A brain [KopJI - a brush (Pinsei, from Einfolts-
pinsel, a simpleton], A brain is one who can do something original [aus 
eigenen KriiftenJ. A brush, one who must be led by the hand" (AK 21:134; 
see also Critique o/Judgment, §47, 5:308, and Anthropology, §49, 7:210). 

See note II 4. 
163 Lucan, Pharsalia, IX, 578-80: "Has God any save earth and 

sea, the air of heaven and virtuous hearts? Why seek we further for deities? 
All that we see is God; every motion we make is God also" (translation by J. 
D. Duff). 
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FACTUAL NOTES 

164 Hasse, (KanIs letztt Aussmmgen, pp. 14-15), reports that in 1803 Kant 
began to tire of life. In the course of one of their conversations, Kant said: 
"Life is a burden to me; I am weary of carrying it, If the angel of death were 
to come to me tonight and call me away, I would say; Praise be to God! I am 
no pollron; I still have strength enough to take my own life, but I would 
consider it immoral. Anyone who kills himself is just a scoundrel, throwing 
himself on the scrap heap .... Pollron is actually pollex trul1catuS (a dis-
severed thumb). Those who were recruited cut off their right thumbs out of 
fear of military service, so that they would be unable to place the charge on 
the priming pan and would, therefore, be useless to the service; that is why 
they were called po/-lrona, that is, pO/frons," (See also Kant's Anthropology, 
AK 7'256n.) 
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Glossary 

ENGLISH-GERMAN 

affect 
alteration 
analysis 
apparentness 
attraction 
authority 

brittle 

caloric 
change 
characteristic 
coercible 
cohesion 
combination 
combine 
command(ment) 
command of duty 
commission and omission 
compilation 
composition 
connection 
contact 
corpuscle 

demonstrable 
density 
desire 
dissolution 
doctrinal system 
ductile 

elementary system 
endure 
ether 
excitability 
exhaustible 

ajfizieren 
Antknmg; Veranderung 
Scheid/mg 
Apparentz 
Anziehung 
Befugnis 

sprode 

Wiinnemaleriai; WiinnestolT 
Wechsel 
Merlema! 
sperrbar 
Zusammenhang 
Vtrbindung 
verbinden 
Gebol 
Pflichtgebot 
Tun und Lassen 
Stoppdung 
Zusammensetzung 
Verkllupfimg 
Beriihrung 
Korperchen; Korpuskel 

erweislich 
Dichtigkeiz 
Begierde 
Au/losung 
Lehrsystem 
slreckbar 

Elementarsystem 
fortwiihren 
Ather 
Erregbarkeit 
erschOpjbar 
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GLOSSARY 

expansion Ausspannung 
expansive force Ausspannungskrafi 

fabric Gewebe 
fantasize sthwarmen 
feign dickten 
fiber Pas"; Strahl 
final end £ndzwe& 
fluidity Fliissi'glmi 

. fluxionary jluxionistisch 
formation Biidung,' Gala/tung 
formative force bildende K,.ji 
formative means BiJdungsmiud 
friction Reibung 

general physics allgemeine Physik 

impact Stoss 
impel antrei/Jen 
impulse Antn°,b 
incentive Tneb/eder 
insert hineiniegen 
intermediate space Mille/mum: Zwismenraum 
invent dichten 
irrevocable unablenkbar 

lamina Blattchen; Platte 
luminosity Lim/rm 
luster Glanz 

material Stoif 
mediating concept Mittelbtgriff 

necessitation Notigrmg 
nonbeing Njchtsein 

occupy (J°nnehmen 
original urspriing/ich 
original being Utwesen 

penetrative force durchdringende Kraft 
piecemeal stiickweise 
plates Bliitter 
posit ,"'rn 
precipitation Nitderschlag 
presentation Darslel/ung 
pressure Druck 
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primary material 
primordial 
propagation 
pulsation 

rarefaction 
reaction 
repugnance 
repulsion 
rigid 

segment 
self-positing 
sensible 
solid 
sound 
special physics 
superficial force 

tendency 
texture 
thing in itself 
thing [Sathe] in itself 
thoroughgoing determination 
thought-object 
totality 
transcendent 
transition 

ubiquitous 
unify 

velocity 
vibration 
viscosity 
vital feeling 
vital force 

whole 
world-system 

GL.OSSARY 

Grundst,jJ; Unl'if 
uranfiinglich 
Fortpjlanzung 
KlrJjJfimg 

Lockerhdt 
GegtttVtrhiilmis; Gegmwirkung 
Abscheu 
Abstossung; ZUrUckstossung 
starr 

Scheibe 
Selbstsetzung 
sinnlich,. spiirbar 
fest 
Schall 
besondere Physik 
Pliichenkraft 

Beslrebung 
Gefoge 
Ding an sick 
Sache atl sich 
durchgiingige Bestimmtmg 
Gedankending 
All, liM; AUheit 
iibmchlPengJich 
Ubergang; Ubmchritt 

allgegmwiirlig 
vereinigm 

Geschwilldigkdt 
Erschuturung 
Klebrigkeit 
Lebensgefohl 
Lebenskraft 

Ganze, das; Gesamtheit 
Weltsystem 

GERMAN-ENGLISH 

abgesondert 
Abriss 
Abscheu 
abschiessen 

separate, isolated 
outline 
repugnance 
discharge 
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absichtlich (gebildet) 
Abstossuog 
Ather 
affizieren 
All, d.s 
allbefassend 
allbegreifend 
allhewegend 
aUgegeowartig 
Allgemeingiiltigkeit 
Allgemeinheit 
Allheit 
allverbreitet 
allvermogend 
Aobegion 
Anlage 
Anoaheruog 
Anschauungsart 
anschiessen 
antreiben 
Antrieb 
Anziehung 
Aufgabe 
aufheben 
Auflosung 
Allsdehnung 
Allsspannung 

Befugnis 
Begierde 
Beruhrung 
Beschaffenheit 
beschranken 
Bestandstiick 
Bestimmuog 

Bestrebung 
Beweguogskraft 
bildende Kraft 
Bildungsmittel 
BJattchen 
Blatter 

Darstellllng 
dehnbar 
Dichte 
dichten 

GLOSSARY 

(arranged) intentiQnal(ly) 
reptllsion 
ether 
affid 
totality 
all-embracing 
all-romprehending 
all-moving 
ubiquitous 
universal validily 
universality; generality 
totality 
universally distributed 
omnipotent 
outset 
disposition 
approach; approximation 
mode of intuition 
crystallize 
impel 
impulse 
attraction 
problem 
abolish 
dissolution; resolution 
expansion; extension 
expanJiotl 

authon·ty 
desire 
contact 
property; characteristic; romtilution 
restrid 
romponent 
purpose; determination; vocotion;jUnc-
tion 
tendent)' 
motive force 
formative force 
formative means 
lamina 
plates 

presentation 
stretchable 
density 
feign,· invent 
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1 

Druck 
durchdringen 
durchgangig 

einnehmen (Raum) 
einsaugen 
Eintcilung 
Einzelheit 
Einzigheit 
Empfanglichkeit 
Endzweck 
erfUlIen (Raum) 
Erkenntnis 
Erkenntnissruck 
Erregbarkeit 
erschopfbar 
Erschiitterung 
erteilen 

Faser 
fest 
Fliichenkraft 
fliissig 
F ormaie, das 

Ganze, das 
Ganung; -sbegriff 
Gebot 
Gedankending 

Gefiige 
Gesamtheit 
Geschwindigkeit 
Gesinnung 
Gestaltung 
Gewebe 
Gewicht 
Glanz 
gleichartig 
gieichformig 
Grenze 
Grosse 
GrundstofT 

herausheben 
hineinlegen 

Gl.OSSARY 

pressure 
prottrate; pmneate 
thoroughgoing 

occupy (spoee) 
absorb 

diffirentiation 
individuality 
uniqueness 
rtceptivity 
final e.d 
fill (spa,,) 
knowledge, cognition 
cognition, element ofknOlvledge 
acitability 
exhaustible 
vibration 
communicate; transmit 

fiber 
solid 
superficial force 
fluid 
lonnal element 

whole 
genus; generic concepl 
command; tvmmmJdment 
thought-entity; figment of the imagina-
tion 
texture 
whole 
velocity; speed 
character; disposition 
fonnation 
fabric 
weight 
luster 
homogeneous 
unifimn 
lim;tj boundary 
magnitude; quantity; size 
primary material 

extract 
imert,' pllt in 
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GLOSSARY 

Inbegriff complex; sum 

Klopfung pulsation 
Korperchen corpuscles 
Korperweit world ofboJies 

LebensgefUhl vital feeling 
Lebenskraft vitalforce 
Lebensprinzip vital pn'ndple 
Leere, das void: the empty 
Lchrsatz propositiqn 
Lichtreiz luminoJity 
Lockerheit rarefaction 

Maschincnwcscn mechanism 
Materialien ingrtditnts 
Menge amount; quantity,' number; multiwde 
Mittelbegriffe mediating concepts 

Naturding thing of naturt 
Naturkunde study of nature 
Naturwissenschaft science of nature; natural science 
Notigung necessitation 

ortvedindernd displateable; locomotive 

Pflichtgebot command 0/ duly 
Potenz power 

Raumesgrosse spolial magnitude 
Raumesinhalt volume 
Reibung In'dion 
reinlegen insnt 

Sache an sich thing {SacheJ in itself 
Satz proposition; principle; thesis 
schatzen [direct:] measure; [indirect:} calculatt; 

mitMtt 
Schall sound 
Scheibe slice; segment 
Scheidung analysis 
Schranke bound 
schwiirmen fontasi:u 
Schwere gravity; heaviness 
setzen posit 
sperrbar cotrcibJt 
spUrbar sensible 
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starr , 
Stelle 
Stoff 
Stoppelung 
Stoss 
Strahlen 

Tricbfcdcr 
Tun und Lassen 

Ubergang 
iiberschwenglich 
unablenkbar 
Unding 
uranfanglich 
Urheber 
urspriinglich 
Urstoff 
Urwesen 

Veriinderung 
verbinden 
Verbindung 
verbreitet 
verdrangen 
vereinigen 
Vcrkniipfung 
Vernunftschluss 

Wagbarkeit 
Wannestoff; Warmematerial 
Wechsel 

Zuriickstossllng 
Zusammenhang 
Zusammensetzung 
Zweck 
Zweckmassigkeit 
Zwischenraum 

GLOSSARY 

rigid 
position; location 
material 
compilation 
impact 
fibers, rays 

inctntive 
commision and omission 

tramition 
transcendent 
irrroocahle 
impossibjliry: absurdity; nonrntity 
primordial 
author; originator 
original 
primary material 
original being 

alteration 
combine 
combination 
distributed 
drive out 
unite 
connection 
syllogism 

ponderosity 
caloric 
change 

repulsion 
cohesion 
composition 
purpose; end 
purposiveness 
intermediate space 
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AK 21 This volume AK" This volume 
pages pages pages pages 
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27 1,275,277,279,281 

Aencsidcmus, 196, 198, 229, 234, 278 
Alembert,]. L. d', 83.264.266-7 
Anselm of Canterbury, 281 
Aquinas, T., 265 
Aratus, 281 
Archimedes, 264 
Aristotle, 264, 276, 277 
Arnoldt, E., xviii-xx, xlix, Ii 

Haum, G " lii 
Baumgarten, A. G., 269 
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Stiiudlin, K. E, 269 
Stark, \V., ti, Iii, 285 
Statius, 281 

Thaeatetuli, 165, 166, 170 
Tiedemann, D" 275 
Tourelle, E., 275 
Tuschling, B., 262-3 

Ulrich,]. A. H., 278, 280 

Vaihinger, 1-1., Ii, liii 
Villers, C. E D. de, lili, 278 
Virgil, 273, 283 

Voltaire, F. M. A. dc, 266 
VorHinder, K., Ii, 283 

Warda, A., 261, 266, 274, 277,285,286,287 
Waschkics, 1-1 .• )., Iii, 266, 275 
Wasianski, E. A. c., xvii, xxviii, xlviii, Iii, 

!iii, !iv, 220, 271, 275, 279, 281, 287 
Werkmeister, W. B., Ii 
Wolff, c., 83, 96, 268, 269 
Worm, F: W., 240, 282 

7Ach,Evon, 285, 286 
Zedler,). H., 281 
Zoroaster, 245, 255, 284 

SUIlJECTS 

amphiboly, 102, 108, 110, 112, 114, 138, 
199 

animal, 30, 64, 86, 101, lIS, 140, 145, 
182,197,2°5,214- 16,221,224,237, 
248-9 

appearance: of appearance, 106-10, 116-
17; direct, 106, 110, 117,193; indirect, 
106,110,112,117-18,193 

archeus, 184 
astronomy, 83 
atomism, 28, 31, 53, 67. 69, SI, 8g, 94, g8, 

lOS, III, 130, 133, 137, 149. 161, 194, 
195, 224 

autonomy, 165, 182, 191,201,244,248,253 

balance, 19, 20, 28, 30 
body, our own, 65-6, 94, 101, 110, 116-

t8, 120, 125, 137 

carbon, 1 So, 156 
caloric, 12, 20, 26, 32-7, 40, 42, 46-50, 

55,57.71,86,96, lOa, 121, 125, 118-
g, 131, 137, 140, ISO, 156, r61, 162, 
20g; as actual, 87, S9, 93 , 95,97; atlTi· 
butes of, 3,40 92, 97-8; as basis of mov· 
ing forces, 73, 78-80, 82, S9, 93, 97, 
135; as categorically given, 91; as cause 
of expansion, 92; deduction of, 93; defini· 
tion of, 97; as e"l'ansive maUer, 13; as 
hypostatized space, 7 I, 73, 74; as hypo· 
thelical being, 208, 21 I, 243; is not hy· 
pothesis, 69, 76, 80, 91, 93, 99; as per· 
ceptible space, 73, 76, 82; as place-
holder, 238; and possible experience, 67, 
74,76,81 , 89,90,92.,97; as postulate, 
76,134; as principle of understanding, 
161; as qualittu occulta, 37 

capillary tube. 5, 2 I, 2.4, 32, 35 

chemistry,s, 47. 50, 167 
cohesion, 5, 10- 12, 14. 16, 20-1, 24, 26, 

30-1,33- 4,37,46-9; possibility of, 4-
5,10,12, 18; as superficial force , 3 
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cosmotheology, 221, 223 
cosmothcoros, 82, 235 
Critiqut of Pure Rtason, 236 
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10-11,3 1,89 
deSire, 65-6,145,148,228 
devil, 239 
dissolution, 5, 10-13, 16, 21 
droplet formation, ]4-42 

electricity, ro, 33-4,162, I(ry 
ether, 10-13, 16, 33-4,53,69,7',74, I 84 , 

ll}O, 20 5,208; as hypothetical being, 206 
evil, 204, 2 I 2 
excitability, 66,103-4.142 
existence, 21, 173, 183, 194, 200, 203; as 

absolute position, 86; of oneself, 230, 
254; in space and time, 162, 189, IgO, 
192, 195, 217; as thoroughgoing determi· 
nation, 11,80,88,91,93,96, '42-4, 
164, 167-8, 188, 191, 193, 196; totality 
of, 205; of world, 195 

feeling, 120, 145, 152, ISS, 201, 226, 228, ,,6 
final cause, 59-61, 85,197,206 
final end, 83, 135, 243 , 255 
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amphiboly, 102, 108, lIO, 112, 114,138, 
'99 

animal, 30, 64, 86, 101, 118,140, 145, 
,82,197,205, 21 4- 16,221,224,237. 
248-9 
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17; direct, roo, 110, 117,193; indirect, 
106, lIO, 112, 117-18, 193 

archeus, 184 
astronomy, 83 
atomism. 28, 31, 53, 67, 69, 81, 89, 94, 98, 

108, JII, 130,133,137,149,161,194, 
195. 224-

autonomy, 165, 182, 191, 201, 244. 248, 253 

balance, 19, 20, 28, 30 
body, our own, 65-6, 94, 101, 110, 116-

18,120, 125,137 

carbon, ISO, 156 
caloric. 12, 20, 26, 32-7, 40, 42, 46-50, 

55,57,7,,86,96, 100, 121, 125, 128-
9, '3', 137, 140, ISO, 156, 161, 162, 
2og; as actual, 87, 89, 93, 95, 97; attri-
butes of, 34, 92, 97-8; as basis ofmov-
ing forces, 73, 78-80, 82, 89,93,97, 
135j as categorically given, 91; as cause 
of expansion, 92; deduction of, 93; defini-
tion of, 97; as expansive matter, 13; as 
hypostatized space, 71, 73, 74; as hypo-
thetical being, 208, 21 I, 243; is not 
pothesis, ix), 76, 80, 91, 93, 99; as per-
ceptible space, 73, 76, 82; as place-
holder, 238; and possible experience, 67, 
74,76,81,89,9°,92,97; as postulate, 
76,134; as principle of under sian ding, 
161; as qualitaJ occulta, 37 

capillary tube,S, 21, 24, 32, 35 
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5. TO, 12, 18; as superficial force, 3 
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cosmology, 8; tntnscendental, 227 
cosmotheo!ogy, 221, 223 
cosmotheol'Os, 82, 235 
Critique of Pure Reason, 236 
crystallization, 16, 21, 24. 32, 35, 42, 49, 

50,120 

demiurge, 175, 177, 200, 212,213,236 
density, 3, 10,29,40, 48; difference in, 

IO-Jl, 3', 89 
desire, 65-6, 145, '48, 228 
devil,239 
dissolution,s, 10-13, 16, 21 
droplet fonnation, 34-42 

electricity, 10,33-4,162,167 
ether, 10-13, 16,33-4.53,69,71,74, 184, 

190,205,208; as hypothetical being, 206 
evil, 204, 2 r 2 
excitability, 66, 103-4, 142 
existence, 21, 173, 183, 194,200,203; as 

absoJute position, 86; of oneself, 230, 
254; in space and time, 162, r89, 190, 
192, 195,217; as thoroughgoing determi-
nation, 21, 80, 88, 91, 93, 96, 142-4, 
164,167-8,188,191,193,196; totality 
of, 205; of world, 195 

feeling, 120, 145, t52, 158, 201, 226, 228, ,.6 
final cause, 59-61, 85,197,206 
final end, 83, '35,243,255 
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forte: eentrifugal, 29, 30, 43, 51, 141, 153, 

157; centripetal, 29, 153, 157; dead, 12-
16,:U, 24-5, 29, 31, 35, 46, 48, 50, 59; 
derivative,s t, 55, 57, 74; living, 5, Il-
15,24-5, 30-t, 34. 40, 46, 48-50, 59, 
224; penetrative, 13, 17, 19, 24,33. 55. 
58, 124; primitive, 51, 55, 57, 74; 
cial, 3, 13, 18, :1:2-4, 33, 40, 49, 58, 1:24; 
vital, 11,53,66,85, lOt, 103, 142,197; 
vivifying, 30 

forma dut tsU rd, 88, 105, 108, 115, 222, 
'48 

freedom, possibility of, 213 , 227-8 

globe, 66, 86 
God,6, 17; concept of, 198,200-1,2°3, 

207,210,216, :u8, 222, 225, 236. 238, 
241; as highest moral being, 198, 207; as 
ideal, 204, 208, 234, 236; as inner vital 
spirit of man, 240; as maximum, 213, 
219,226,238; as natural being, 200. 
206,252; not substance outside me, 204, 
209, 2t4, 217, 223. 228, 230, 240; not 

215. 225, 233-4, 236; as 
son, 210, 212, 2IB-19, 223. 232, 235, 
241-2, 252; as pure practical reason, 
202; and rights without duties, 203, 
210-11, 242; singularity of, 200, 203, 
2°5-7,210-12,216, 218-19, 223, 227, 
236,240 ,256 

good, highest, 228, 229 
gravity, 4, 8-II, 16, 19,23-5,29-30,4°, 

H-5,152 

happiness, 204, 206, 208, 221, 229 
health, "128, 131-2, 145, 197 
heat, 10, 16, 20-1, 26, 31-6 •. p, 47-9, 

103-4,134,14I.147.I49,159,18B. 
246; can only be one, 253; depends on 
caloric, 12; as hypothetical material, 215; 
as inner feeling of life, 198, 246; is 
merely subjective, 190; is not radiafu, 

'" hydrogen, 32, 97, 150 

ideal, 204, 209, 213-14. 231, 236, 240, 
247, 254; as invented sense-object, 237; 
and maximum, 234; and practical reality, 
,,8 

idealism, 8, 81,162-3,166,185,196,244, 
251-2,254; Spinoza's transcendental, 

. 228; transcendental, 195, 210, 212-13, 
216,220-2,228,242,25 1,255 

idol, 218, 221, 238 
immortality of soul, 17, 239 
impact, 3,5,12-15,21,24,26,29-31,35, 

40,48,IZI 

instinct, 187,2°5,223 
intermediary concepts, z5, 37, 39 
irritability 103-4 

judgment, 175. 177. 194-5, 199, 200, 220, 
231; disjunctive, 116, 120, 219 

lever, 29, 42, 46-7, 5z, 55, 61,102 
life, 6.,136-7, 142, t84, 197 
light, 16, 20-1, 33, 35, 43, 50-I, 140-1, 

147,149, ISS, 158-9. 188,214,246; as 
analogous to attraction, 227, 233; and 
color, 154, 157, 198,253; as oscillating 
or undulatory motion. 13, 174 

light-material, 33. 76. 92, 125. 150, 162, Igo 

machine, 47, 53, 64, 66, 71, 77,103, Its 
magnetic material, 13, 162 
magnetism, 10, 33-4, 140, 215 
man: as free being, 204; as ideal, 240; as 

moral being, 214, 23 T, 234; as natural 
being, 57, 103, 137,212,234,239; as 
originator of his own rank, 201; as ra-
tional being, 66, 212, 231, 256; rights 
and duties of, 211, 214-15. 24z; as sclf-
moving machine, 66 

mathematics, 38, 56, 63. 83. 135, 137-8, 
152,170, '72, 178, 184, 188, 216, 229, 
245; founded by philosophy, 83; as instru-
ment, 43, B4, 138-9, 151, 153, 155-6, 
186. 188, 199,253,255-6; philosophical 
use of, 138-9, 151, 153, 155, 18B-9, 
zoo; value of. in comparison with philoso-
phy,83 

mechanism, 47. 59, 61. 65-6, ZI2 
mediating concepts, set intermediary 

concepts 
Metaphysical Foulldatiolls of Natural Science, 

19.27,36,44,51,151-2 
motion, first beginning of, 68, 70-1, 78 
muriatic acid, 135, I So 

nitrogen, 156 

One and All. 93, 196, 252 
organic nature, 14-15, 18,60 
organized being, 16, 19,57,60-2,100, 

121-2. 129,142,147,177, 183,195. 
197, 211, 249; classification of, 65-6, 
101; concept or idea of, 66. 85, I3z, 137; 
definition of, 64, 85; as natural machine, 
61. 65, 84-5, 118; possibility of, 85, 102, 
115, U8,120, 123.125, 127, 131, 135-
7.145-6,149,205,216; as system, 149 

oxygen, 97, 142, 150 

PhiJosophiae naturaliJ principia mathematica, 
5t, 63, 8z, 138, lSI, ISS, 188,216,148 
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phoronomic proposition, 3 
phoronomy, 3, 29 
pleasure, 14.5, 201. 220 
ponderability, II, 17, 45-6, 57 
ponderosity, 11-13, 17, 19,30 
predicable, 7,193 
pressure, 3, 5, 10, 12, 14-15, 19,24-6, 

28-3 1,35.46--8,121,13 1 
prime mover, 55. 68-9. 72, 82 
principle: constitutive, 57; physical-

cosmological, 94; of principles, 106; regu-
lative, 57; teleological, 146; transcenden-
tal, 128, 159- 60, 164, 167. 179; vital, 
64. 137 

propagation, 12.39,53,103; by two sexes, 
85,142,145,163,187 

prudence, 44, 177, 234 

religion, 248 
rt..'Volutions of earth, 57, 65, 67 
rigidification, 16, 24, 32, 35 

schematism, 139, 141. 142 
self-affection, 104, 106-7. Tog, 117, 119, 

121-2,126-7, 129-3 1, 134-6,142, 
149, 167,174.176,186,191 

self-intuition, 163, 165, 167 
sickness, 118, 128, 132, 145, 197 
soul. 8,16,1 r8, 149, 182-3, 195, 21.4., 

220; immortality of, 17. 239 
sound, 43, 51,141,155, 158-9; and tones, 

43,157,198 
space: a'! idea, 134; as posited, 163. Set also 

time and space 
stratification, 24, 35- 6 
sulphur, 221 
sulphuric acid. 221 
System ofTranscendtntal U(aJjsm, 25 I, 254 
systematics of nature, 145, 147 

theology, 8; transcendental, 9. 218, 221 
thing in itself, 173, 175. 179, 183, 185.200, 

202-3; as corrrelate for pure understand-
ing, 174; as detenninablc, 183; as not 

object, T73, 179-80; as position only, 
173; subject as, 172-4, 
subject's own activity, 176; as thought-
entity only, I73-4, I76, 180-1, 184 

time and space: as acts of power ofrepre-
sentation, J 93; as products of imagina-
tion, 176, 185; as thought-objects, 180 

topic,40, 103, 115 
transcendental philosophy: as archetype, 

256; as autonomy, 244, 246; in contrast 
with metaphysics, 187, 246-7; founds 
malhematics, 185; highest standpoint of, 
226,235,237.243 - 4,250; key to, 175; 
negative definition of. 254; possibility of, 
159.161 - 2; principle of, 167, 182, 192; 
problem of, 133, 158, 171 - 2, 176, '79. 
183,223; as self-creation ofideas. 249; 
as self-determination, 252. 254 

unity: collective, 81, 86-90, 93, 95, 98, 
217,227; dIstributive, 8r, 86, 90, 93, 
21 7, 227 

universality: analytic, 188; collective, 96, 
98, 122j discUl"sive, III. 121, 187, 190; 
distributive, 96, 98, 122; intuitive, I I I, 
121,187,19°; synthetic, 188 

vita propria, 182 

weighing, 13. 19, 29. 55, 57 
weight,.f., 8-10. 17, 19-20,29-3°,34-5, 

45-6,48- 9,66 
wisdom, 176-7, 215, 234, 236, 241, 243, 

255-6; doctrine of, 83, 138, 255; as high-
est principle of reason. 177 

world: as maximum. 21 3. 219. 226, 238; 
singularity of, 2°5. 210-12, 219, 223, 
227,234,240,244; as whole of sensc-
objects, 200, 210-12, 227-8 

world-soul, 85, 147, 149, 186. 195, 197. 
215,224-5.233-4. 252 

world-system, 30, 42, 53-5,86, 104 

zoonomy, 103-4 
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